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The subject of hot boxes was accorded interest-

ing discussion at the last two sessions of the Chi-

cago Car Foremen's Association. There are various

causes for hot boxes, but the trouble is that these

causes are not always accurately determined. Mr.

J. N. Barr, in addressing the association at the last

meeting, made the excellent suggestion that the bet-

ter way to adopt in studying the cause of hot boxes

would be to systematically examine boxes that

are just a little hot—and not wait until every-

thing was so hot and in such shape as to conceal

the initial cause of the trouble.

There has from time to time been occasional crit-

icism of some of the pressed and rolled steel trucks,

such criticism dwelling upon the difficulties which
they present to the car inspector. In the columns
which we devote to the work of the Car Foremen's
Association of Chicago, in this issue, will be found
a communication in which this criticism is made
by a car inspector. The writer states that it is

very hard to find defects in wheels in this kind of

truck, as the truck sides cover up so much of the

wheels. It is true that it is more difficult to inspect

trucks of this type, but it can be done—it is simply
a question of convenience. The writer referred to

admits as much himself and states that he is going
to give a particularly close inspection to wheels in

these trucks.

It has been a hobby for many years with Mr.
J. N. Barr. of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway, to dwell upon the value of watching "the
little things" in i-ailway shops. In a recent lec-

ture before the Purdue University railway course
by Dr. Charles B. Dudley, chief chemist of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, it is shown how the costs

of the distinctively little things mount up in

the offices of a large railway system. For in-

stance, he shows that it costs the Pennsylvania
Railroad each year about $1000 for pins, $5000 for
rubber bands. $5000 for ink, $7000 for lead pencils,
etc. The fact that it costs nearly as much for sta-

tionery with which to carry on the business of the
Pennsylvania Railroad as it does for iron, as Dr.
Dudley asserts, is indeed startling. A large amount
of money undoubtedly leaks out in the way of care-
less use of little things. Some roads have realized
the extent of waste in such directions and have,
among other measures, ordered that a large part
of the communications between their various of-

ficials shall be written on pads of manila paper
instead of on regular letter heads.

We wish that we could give space to the admir-
able paper on the conduct and character of railway
employees presented at the November meeting of
the New York Railway Club by Mr. M. N. Forney.
Its extreme length, however, makes it impossible.
But we advise all our readers to address the secre-
tary of that club for a copy of the paper. Than Mr.
Forney we know of no one who is better fitted by
wide experience, correct mode of life and breadth
of view, to present such a paper. He presents his
subject in the remarkably eloquent and forceful
style that characterizes all of his writings. In the

course of his paper he gives a partial enumeration

of the characteristics, traits, gifts, endowments, ca-

pacities and possessions which are useful in the

struggle of life to achieve success, and this enume-
ration we present elsewhere in this issue. It forms

one of those little notes which fully merit clipping

and pasting. If one could possess all these char-

acteristics one would certainly be reasonably sure

of success in the sense, as he puts it, of a wise and
beneficent life. We are sure that it would do any
one good to occasionally reread this impressive list

of the personal essentials to success.

We are glad to be able to note the active interest

that the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is

taking in the way of providing Railway Y. M. C. A.

rooms along its lines. We shall give, in our next is-

sue, illustrations of a beautiful structure which is

going up at Argentine, Kansas, and to the cost of

wjiich the company has contributed very generously.

The company gives the land which forms the site of

the building and in addition very liberally donates

toward the cost of the structure $3 for every $1 sub-

scribed by the railway men of Argentine. It is

about to aid the men, on practically the same basis,

to erect similar structures at Temple and Cleburne,

Texas. Such active and practical interest in ad-

vancing the welfare of employees cannot be too

highly commended. This work has not been as

common in the west as in the east; but it will be
remembered that about two years ago the Chicago
& Northwestern aided in the erection of a building

of about the same class as that at Argentine, also

contributing cash in the ratio of three to one. This
latter building, which was erected at the North-
western's West Fortieth street shops in Chicago,

was illustrated in our issue of February. 1897. It

has proved of great value to the moral and spirit-

ual welfare of the North-western employees lo-

cated at that point.

The value of railway Y. M. C. A. work in general

cannot be overestimated, and it is a fact that the
value of such buildings as those above referred to

becomes immediately apparent as soon as they are
ready for occupancy. In treating of this class of

work some two years ago we said in substance:
There are hundreds of saloons not very far from the
terminals of railroads that are very attractive. They
are comfortably heated and beautifully lighted, and
men gather there to discuss politics and isms of all

kinds because there is no other place where they
can go and spend an hour in the company of men
that are agreeable to them. It is a mistake, by the
way, to suppose that because a man is in a bar-

room he is necessarily roistering. He may be, and
very frequently is. there because it is a pleasant
meeting place, possibly the only available one. And
he while there often spends most of his time in

seriously discussing the details of shop practice and
of locomotive running, and talks earnestly and
profitably of literature, art and even of religion.

But it would be much better, as he knows, if he
had a common meeting place where the incidental

drink did not come in. These Y. M. C. A. buildings,

with their gymnasiums, smoking rooms, libraries

and baths, provide just the place that is needed; and
we hope to see many more of them go up.

We wish to direct particular attention to the
forms used in collecting and classifying information
regarding the causes of trains parting, or breaks-
in-two, which we give elsewhere in this issue.

There is a very deep interest being manifested in

this matter at present, and it is confidently expected
that the Master Car Builders' committee which is

investigating it, and which is to report at next
June's convention, will present data, and deduc-
tions therefrom, that will prove of material value.
It becomes a matter of special interest just at this

time to know how those railroads which are active-

ly seeking to collect facts concerning trains parting
go about their undertaking, and the forms and tabu-
lations which we present should be of aid to those
roads which have as yet done nothing particular
in this line, but which are about to; and it should,
moreover, serve to stimulate those roads which
have as yet been inactive in this matter to a simi-
lar work of investigation. It is a fact that wherever
records of this nature have been kept the results
have been of distinct value. Through the informa-
tion thus gained the officials of the road have been
enabled to take steps which have materially re-

duced the number of breaks-in-two. These inves-
tigations have also resulted in revealing costly er-

rors in practice. There are, in fact, a great many
lessons to be drawn from compilations of figures of

this nature. They suggest themselves at every turn

of the figures. We will not now attempt to dwell upon

the various features that have been developed; but

one thing stands out in bold relief in the little sum-

mary that we have made of the records of the Nash-

ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway, viz.: the

high percentage of slip pin failures shown therein

should serve to strongly intensify the feeling of

dislike for that form of fastening.

This present active investigation into the causes

of trains parting will have an important bearing on

the coupler situation. The Western Railway Club
has at work a vigorous committee on M. C. B.

couplers which is trying to make, if possible, some
recommendations looking toward the standardizing

of the principal dimensions of M. C. B. couplers,

securing greater uniformity of parts and pointing

out the weak features of some types of couplers.

This committee has no particular time set on which
to make a report, but it made a progress report at

the last meeting of the club which was of a nature

indicating that the committee was getting at its

work in a very systematic manner. It will be re-

membered that the appointment of this committee
came about through the presentation of a paper be-

fore the club by Mr. Peter H. Peck, in which the

adoption of a standard knuckle, or at least a small
number of standard knuckles, was urged. We do
not consider this suggestion practicable, at least for

the present, but Mr. Peck presented some very im-

pressive figures showing why a standard knuckle
is extremely desirable. For instance, he showed rec-

ords of 77 different bars and 83 different knuckles
—nine bars having two and two bars having threa

knuckles each. As we have stated, we consider Mr.
Peck's suggestion of a standard knuckle imprac-
ticable, yet his paper served the very excellent pur-

pose of starting the club into a work of investiga-

tion of the whole coupler situation that will, we
confidently believe, result in much good.

THE FRAMING OF CARS.

The necessity of taking advantage of every favor-
able condition possible in the design of heavy ca-

pacity cars is appreciated more today than ever
before, and whereas it was the general practice a
year ago to seek out the parts of the cars w-hich

seemed to be too light and make them heavier, it is

necessary now, with some parts in particular, to

find a more favorable distribution of the material
used to carry the loads. This is particularly true
with the bolsters, and more so with the body than
with the truck bolsters, because of the limited

space available for the former.
In a paper read at the November meeting of the

Western Railway Club on the above subject it was
shown that the distribution of the load on the body
bolster can be so arranged as to favor the bolster

more than is the case at present. Such distribution

can be secured through a rearrangement of the
truss rods and needle-beams, or cross-tie timbers,
end sills and other co-related parts.

The M. C. B. dictionary, in defining the term
"needle-beam," says: "A transverse timber bolted
to the under side of the longitudinal sills and floor

timbers of a car-body between the bolsters, and to

which the body king or queen posts, or truss-blocks,

are attached when truss-rods are used under a car-

body." The dictionary seems to favor the term
eioss-frame-tie-timber. and such favoring, together
with the definition, would seem to indicate that the
committee which revised the dictionary had in mind
only one (and perhaps the one of least importance
today) function of the needle-beam—that of binding
together the longitudinal sills, and that they over-

looked their own explanation of how the term
"needle-beam" was taken from civil engineering
practice, and also overlooked the fact that in civil

engineering "the term seems to be more particu-

larly used in bridge construction, as applying to the
cross-pieces of queen-post trusses, supporting the
floor and themselves supported by the truss."

The idea in the minds of the committee which
prepared, or revised, the definition was not suffi-

ciently broad, but it is safe to say that the defini-

tion as it stands agrees very closely with the gen-
eral misunderstanding today of the functions of the
lieeille-beam in car construction, and it is be'.ieved

that it is such misunderstanding that makes the

term "cross-frame-tie-timber" seem more appro-
priate when referring to this part of a car and
makes the use of the term so general. Knight ex-
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plains the compound word "needle-beam" as "A
transverse floor-beam of a bridge;" so that in civil

engineering it is a beam, and when it is consid-
ered such in car construction it will be manipulated
to the advantage of the body bolster.

Some of the criticisms of the paper have been
based on the idea that too much stress was laid on
the advantages to be obtained by distributing the
load through the needle-beams and truss-rods, and
it is claimed that only about 5 per cent can be thus
obtained. Even 5 per cent will help a good many
bolsters and if 5 per cent can be obtained it is

possible to gain more. The criticism which we
would make is that the paper did not go into de-

tails sufficiently to show how the strains in the

various parts may be calculated; but it is possible

that the almost entire absence of mathematics in

the paper resulted in its being more widely read
and, therefore, in a more general consideration of

the proposition.

Those who are manufacturing bolsters for sale

will do well to make a study of the relations ex-

isting between the bolsters and the other parts of

the car and exert their efforts to having their ma-
terial favored as much as possible both for their

own good and for the satisfaction of their custom-
ers. It may not be possible to change old cars to

suit conditions, but special bolsters are generally

put under new cars and the truss-rods and needle-

beams can be enlarged without difficulty and their

location changed generally with little, if any, altera-

tion in the design.

TESTING LOCOMOTIVE MATERIAL IN ENG-
LAND.

There was begun in the December, 1898, issue of

the Railway Master Mechanic an article describing

the methods followed in testing locomotive mate-
rials at the locomotive works of the Midland Rail-

way of England, and the article will be concluded in

our next issue. This description of the methods pur-

sued by the Midland Railway will be of particular

interest to our readers just now because this com-
pany has within the past month placed good sized

orders for locomotives with the Baldwin and the

Schenectady locomotive works.

The descriptions of the different machines will be

interesting to railroad men here because it is shown
that in England, also, it is sometimes necessary to

adapt old machines to changed conditions. It must
require considerable patience to continue the use

of a machine the observations taken from which
require so much manipulation as those taken from
the tension testing machine illustrated in the De-
cember issue.

An instructive part of the description is that re-

ferring to the friction caused by cup-leather pack-

ing; with a cylinder about 8 inches in diameter and
subjected to a pressure of about 1700 pounds per

square inch the friction was about 450 pounds.

The width of the cup-leather bearing on the cylin-

der was % inch. The above was the maximum fric-

tion obtained, and as the pressure in the cylinder

increased from 16 to 20 cwt. the friction decreased

about 1 cwt
The idea of using dies which are circular on the

back for holding plates uneven in thickness will be

a new one to some, but to those who are using

jaws with ball and socket bearing on the back it

would appear that we are not behind on this count.

The method of testing tubes in the original sec-

tion was explained in the December issue, but it is

worth a short repetition here. Two nuts, with ex-

tended flanges threaded on the outside and conical

shape inside, are placed back to back and placed on

the length of tube to be tested; a solid conical

shaped wedge is then driven into each end of the

tube and the nuts are screwed into the heads of the

testing machine, thus gripping the tube between
the wedge and nut.

There was shown to be considerable difference in

the tensile strength of copper and bronze firebox

stays when cold and when subjected to the tempera-

ture corresponding to the pressure in the boiler,

the reduction in tensile strength being from 14 to

about 22 per cent between the temperatures of 60

and 370 Deg. F., 370 Deg. corresponding to a pres-

sure of 165 lbs. per sq. in.

The interesting part of the installment to appear

in our next issue is that referring to the method of

preparing test specimens. Much care is used to re-

move all scratches and tool and file marks from
machined surfaces, even to the extent of grinding

in emery and oil. Also, a complete test of any ma-
terial includes four tensile tests (two each In differ-

ent directions), four compressions, one bending and
one torsion test. It will occur at once to ask how
much of the material is given a "complete" test.

It is presumed that crank axles are so tested, and
it is stated that every crank axle is tested, also

every steel and copper boiler-plate.

On the whole, a perusal of the articles will im-

press one with the idea that in England, either the

specifications crowd well onto the best manufactur-
ing practices or the manufacturers are very careful

not to get too well within the specifications, other-

wise there would not be shown the extreme care
in grinding test pieces. Such fine requirements here
would be extremely irritating to those upon whom
it would devolve (the manufacturers generally) to

prepare the test specimens. However, in theory.

it is the correct method.

TRAINS PARTING, OR BREAK=IN=TWO RE-
PORTS.

Leading Examples of Practice.

There is perhaps no one detail of railway investi-

gation that is now commanding more interested at-

tention than that concerning the parting of trains.

The matter has been before the Master Car Build-
ers' Association off and on for several years; but
this year it is taken up with renewed vigor, and
the circular of inquiry on this topic, which we pub-
lished in our last issue, indicates with what minute-
ness of detail the investigation by the association

is being now undertaken.
In view of this, and of the inquiry which the

Western Railway Club is making into the whole
coupler question, it will be of interest to take a
brief glance at the methods employed by various
railways to secure data upon which to base con-

clusions as to the causes of the over-frequent break-
iu-twos. With this in mind we have gathered to-

gether some memoranda from those roads which
have been particularly active in securing and classi

tying the class of information referred to.

Nashviile, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

On the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, whose
reports have been made public for some months,
this work of recording break-in-twos has been very
closely followed. Reports originating with the train-

men are made out in a blank form, of which the

following is the substance, it being understood that

the sheet has ample blank lines for filling in the

information forwarded. This report is forwarded
to the superintendents, who in turn forward it to

the assistant general manager. If there is any
disagreement between the engineer and the con-

ductor, both are required to make reports. The
broken parts are sent to the storehouse, and about
the 10th of the month, or as near that time as is

possible, the reports are given to an inspector, who
numbers them and puts a corresponding number on
the broken parts, if said part or parts have been
sent in. The assistant general manager then in-

spects the broken parts and makes such notations

on the reports as are deemed advisable. The re-

ports are then condensed, gotten out in blue print

form and posted on the bulletin boards. Mr. J. W.
Thomas, the assistant general manager of the road

(now general manager) tells us that he finds that

the bulletined reports excite considerable discussion

on the part of the men and stimulate them to more
care in the handling of trains. The Nashville, Chat-

to nooga & St. Louis commenced keeping these rec-

ords on February 1, 1898, and Mr. Thomas assures

us that since particular attention has been given

to this matter, the number of trains parted has de-

creased 50 per cent.

The blank original report, above referred to, is

in substance given in the next column:

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RY.
REPORT OF TRAIN PARTED.

Division.
Date Day of 189..; Hour M.; Train

No ; Section No ; Engine No , At or
near Station; Nearest Mile Post „.

. .Grade level,

1. Speed, miles per hour.
2. Track straight or curved

ascending or descending?
3. Exr.ct position of trainmen
4. What signals, if any, were given, and were they

obeyed ?

5. How far did train run after parting?
6. How many cars in train? Total ; Loaded

; Empty,
7. (a) How many air brake cars in train?

(b) How many air brake cars next to engine?
(c) If all air brake cars were not next to engine,

why not ?

(d) How many of the air brake cars next to engine
were cut in ?

(e) How many of the air brake cars next to en-
gine were cut out?

(f ) Why were they cut out?
8. (a) Between what cars did train part (give initials

and numbers)
(b) Give position of cars in train, reckoning from

engine
9. (a) What kind of couplers in cars where train

parted? (*See note)

(b) If M. C. B. couplers, state which knuckle
opened ?

10. (a) Why did train part? ..'

(b) Was train going ahead or backing?
(c) Did train part while stopping, starting, or run-

ning along?
(d) If running along, was engine using steam?. . . .

11. Give initials and numbers of cars and engines dam-
aged, and state extent of damage to each

12. Give names and occupation of persons injured, and
state extent of injury in each case

13. Was there any rough handling of train, either be-
fore or at the time train parted?
If so, give detail account

14. (a) Did parts that failed show any flaws, old
breaks, or cracks?

(b) Was broken part or parts found and disposed
of as per instuctions on back of this report?. .

.

On the back of this form appears the following,
which in the folding of the form makes a memoran-
dum caption:

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RY.
TRAIN PARTED REPORT.

Division.
Date day of 189..
Hour M.
Train No Section No
Engine No
At or near Station.
Nearest Mile Post
Conductor
Engineer
Firerna n

Porter . .

.

Brakemen:

*AU M. C. B. couplers are not Janney couplers, there
being several makes of the M. C. B. couplers, such as
the Janney, Gould, Bariield, Gallagher, Chicago, St.
Louis, Williams, Detroit, etc., etc. In reporting de-
fects or failures, be sure to give the correct name of
the maker of the coupler.

As far as practicable, broken pieces of couplers, slip
pins, slip pin keys, straps, links, and pius must be sent
to Nashville for inspection.

Conductors on the Chattanooga and Northwestern
Divisions, New Town and Lebanon Branches, must
bring broken pieces to Nashville.
W. & A. conductors will ship their broken couplers,

etc., from Atlanta; Memphis and Paducah Division
conductors from Paducah, and conductors on tranches
from junction with main line.

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS TABULATION.

No. Date.
Train
No,

Engine
No, Conductor. Enginem'n

Cars. Ser.
Air
Cars-

Cause. Remarks.
Ld. Ml.

1

2

3

4

5

8

1

2

2

3

5

li

17

1)

12

11

13

17

22

5

39

11

28

111

Gatlin

Vandivere

Wliittaker

HUdebra'd

Johns'.N

HUdebra'd

Minims

Boston

Price

Kiser

Woolbrl'ht

Kiser

18

20

6

20

20

18

to

14

11

8

10

5

6

\ Slip pin key
) lost.

(Link broken.

) Slip pin broken.

i Drawbar pulled
/ In two.

\ Slip pin gave
1 way.

1 Knuckle broken.

( Slip pin key in S. I. C. L. 2730 gone. Drawbar fell
! on track, breaking three brake beams

( Link not sent in for examination.

j 1^ in. slip pin in S. I. C. L. 8095 gave way.

j
Drawbar gave way in sbank. Bar not sent in for

I examination.

(1% in. slip pin broken in key way. Evidence of
I rough handling.

( Lower lug of knuckle in Thurmond coupler, Geor-
• gia. 17S3, gave way. Cars were coupled with link
( and pin.
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Special care must be taken to send in broken M. C.

B. couplers.

A tag, Form S7(i, must be filled out with indelible

pencil or ink and securely fastened to broken parts.

When M. C. B. couplers part without apparent cause,

and conductors have time to investigate the matter on

line of road, would be p'.eased if they would do so with
a view of ascertaining why they came apart. If this

is impracticable, report to superintendent by wire, in

order that he may have the yard men give the matter
attention.

This report must be made out in addition to the regu-

lar accident report and scut to your superintendent,

who will forward to this office. .T. W. Thomas, Jr.

Ass't Gen'l Manager.
There is ample space on back of this form for

"remarks." and a space for the signatures of the

engineer and of the conductor.

As above stated, the reports coming in on these

blanks are condensed into monthly trains-parted

report sheets, which are posted on bulletin boards.

As showing the style of these blue-print sheets, we
give the heading and first few notations of the re-

port for one division for September. (See page 2.)

(Similar reports are made for each division of the

road.)

From reports of all divisions of the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis from February to Octo-

ber, 1898, inclusive, we compile the following list of

causes of break-in-twos. for the purpose of showing
the relative frequency of the different causes for a

rather extended period.

Slip pin key lost, 31; slip pin key broken. 5; slip pin

key sheared in two, 3: slip pin broken, 30; slip pin gone,

2; link broken, 19: continuous rod key lost, 1; pin

jumped out, IT: pin worked out, 2: pin broken, 22;

draft timber Volts broken. 3: draft timbers defective,

1: knuckle broken, 13; coupling pin broken. 20; draft

timber cracked. 1; M. C. B. coupler parted, 25; coup-

ling pin gone, 11; M. C. B. knuckle cracked. 1; M. C.

B. coupler broken. 3: weak side spring in Miller hook,

2; draft timbers came down, 2; drawhead pulled out,

1; end of pushbar pulled out, 1; tail pin of Miller hook
broken. 1: drawbar dropped down, 1: knuckle pin

worked out. 3: knuckle pin gone, 1: draft timber pulled

out, 3; pulling bar between engine and tender broken,

1; pin worked out. 1; bolt used as knuckle pin gave
way. 1; swing head in combination coupler open, 1:

coupler head pulled off, 2; knuckle worn, 2; shank of

coupler gave way, 1: cast drawbar pulled in two. 1;

knuckle pulled out. 1; knuckle opened, 10; draft rigging

pulled out. 1: Miller hook uncoupled, 1; Miller hook
casting broke. 1; drawbar yoke broke. 1: drawbar at-

tachment gave way. 1; drawbar broke. 4: Miller hook
broke, 1: knuckle pin broken, 3; locking pin broken, 1;

locking pin jumped out, 1.

Lake Shore& Michigan Southern.

On the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the care-

ful detailed recording of the causes of trains part-

ing was undertaken long ago. and the results of this

work placed the officials of the road in the posses-

sion of information which enabled them to take

steps which reduced the number of such cases quite

materially. On this road the desired information
originates with the train conductors, who report on

a blank, the substance of which is as follows:

THE LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN
RAILWAY CO.

conductor's report of trains breaking in two.
To Superintendent Division.

Train,. . . . Engine Engineman, Date,
Location on Division

Numbers and initials of cars between which break
occurred

Loaded or empty,
Location in train relative to head end,

Speed of train

What kind of draw-bars
Were there any visible defects in any part of the draw

rigging,

If so, state fully what they were,
How many air brake cars in train and in use,
Total number of cars in train

Did the train run together, causing damage,
What caused train to part,

Conductor.
Note—Under the last question all information must

be given in detail that will make clear the cause of
tiain breaking in two. Conductors must send this re-

port by mail promptly. P. S. Blodgett,

General Superintendent.
The tabulation of the various reports received on

this form is made on a very large sheet, the head-
ings of which we give on the third column of this

page. It will be seen that the final tabulation is in

very exhaustive detail.

Erie Railroad.

On the Erie this matter of trains parting is fol-

lowed up very systematically. The substance of
the conductor's report is as follows:

ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Chicago & Erie Railroad Company.

CONDUCTOR'S RErORT OF THE CAUSES OF THE PARTING
OF TRAINS.

To Superintendent Division.

Train. . . . Engine. . . . Engineman Date
Location on Division
Numbers and initials of cars between which break oc-

curred
Location in train relative to head end of both cars be-

tween which the break-in-two occurred
Speed of train at time of parting
Total number of cars in train at time of parting
Name cr Kind of Draw-bar failing

If there were any visible defects in any part of the

draw rigging, state fully what they were
Were the cars between which the coupling parted on

a curve at the time parting occurred?
Was air applied just before train parted?
What caused train to part?

Conductor.
Note—Under the last question all information must

be given in detail that will make clear the cause of the
train parting. Conductors must send this report to Di-
vision Superintendent promptly by mail. They must
also telegraph from first station to Division Superin-
tendent giving the car number and initial of car each
side of break, so arrangements can lie made to have
the ears inspected. Every case of the parting of trains

must be reported upon one of these forms. If train

parts more than once between the same cars, state this

fact clearly. If a train parts between more than two
cars, one of these forms must be used to report the
break between each pair of cars. Parts of draft rig-

ging which fail on the road must be carried to division

termini for inspection.

A report in much fuller detail comes in from the

inspector, who fills out a blank of which the follow-

ing is the substance:

ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Chicago & Erie Railroad Company.

INSPECTOR'S REPORT OF THE CAUSES OF TRAINS
PARTING.
Station 1S9. .

Train No Parted between Car ("A") and
Car ("B"). at or near Station
on 189..

Name of Coupler on Car ("A")
Spindle, pocket, or continuous coupler on car ('A'"). . . .

Name of Coup'.er on car C'B")
Spindle, pocket, or continuous coupler on car ("B"). . .

Did knuckle unlock on car "A" or "B"?
Was draft spring broken on car "A" or "B"?
Was draft spring too short on ear "A" or "B"?
If too short, how much so?
Were followers bent or straight on car "A"?
Were followers bent or straight on car "B"?
Give distance that coupler can be moved back and

forth without acting on draft springs, car "A". . . .

Car "B"
If interior arrangement of coupler in car "A" or car

"B" is worn or defective, preventing locking de-
vice from working properly, or knuckle from lock-
ing positively, state condition on car "A"
Condition on car "B"

The following dimensions to be taken with coupler
pulled out as far as can be done by hand:

Distance from end of car to end of uncoupling lever
to which uncoupling chain is secured, car "A". .. .

Car "B"
Distance from end of car to point where coupling chain

enters coupler, or where chain is attached to un-
locking dog or pin, car "A" Car "B''

What distance can chain end of uncoupling lever be
raised before chain acts on unlocking arrange-
ment, car "A" Car "B"

Was knuckle badly worn, car "A" Car "B". . . .

Was spindle broken in car "A" or car "B"?
If so, at what point?
Give size of spindle if broken
Was spindle head pulled through end of coupler on car

"A" or car "B"?
Would shape of spindle head permit its turning round

in end of coupler in car "A" or car "B"
Give length and width of key ways in spindle of car

"A"; of car "B"
Was key lost out of spindles of car "A"' or "B"?
Does any part of lock or lock pin project beyond face

of coupler when knuckle is closed?
Give opinion as to cause of break-in-two

Inspector.
Note—Inspectors must give as much as possible of

the information called for above.
The information thus gathered is classified and

tabulated on large sheets, a copy of a portion of one
of which we give in the next column. The columns
of this sheet are numbered with reference to the
items proposed by a previous committee of the M. C.
B. Association; the Erie endeavors to answer these
questions in all possible detail in its tabulation.

For the purpose of making clear the scheme of this
tabulation we first give the M. C. B. committee's
queries, referred to, as follows:
1. Give period covered by report (number of days). . . .

2. Give total number of cases of trains parting
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3. Give average number per day
4. Give percentage of cases occurring

(1) In forward part of train

(2) In rear part of train

(3) In middle part of train

5. Give average speed of trains when parting oc-

curred
6. Give maximum speed of trains when parting oc-

curred
7. Give minimum speed of trains when parting oc-

curred
8. Give percentage of cases where, after parting, cars

ran together, doing material damage
9. Give percentage of cases occurring as train was

pulling out
10. Give percentage of cases occurring as train was

slacking up
11. Give percentage of cases occurring when air was

being applied

12. Give number of cases where M. C. B. couplers

were at fault

13. Give number of cases where link and pin draw-
bars were at fault

14. Give number of cases where spindles or continuous

rods of M. C. B. couplers or drawbars were at

fault

15. Give number of cases where pockets of M. C. B.

couplers or drawbars were at fault

10. Give names oE M. C. B. couplers causing trains

parting, and number due to each, where due to de-

fect in coupler not including rear end or uncoupl-

ing attachments
17. Give number of cases of parting where knuckle

opened from known cause; from unknown cause. .

IS. Give number of cases where couplers parted with-

out knuckle opening, due to change in contour lines

of M. C. B. coupler by reason of change in position

of knuckle due to worn lock, knuckle tongue,

knuckle pin or pin hole

19. Give number of cases of parting caused by knuckle

pin breaking when coupled to adjoining coupler

with link and pin; also when coupled with M. C.

B. couplers

20. Give number of cases where knuckle opening was
caused by improper adjustment or incorrect length

of uncoupling lever or connecting chain

21. Give number of above cases where there was less

than 1 in. slack in chain

22. Give number of above cases where there was less

than 2 in. and more than 1 in. slack in chain

23. Give number of cases of parting due to breakage

of draft springs

24. Give number of cases due to short draft springs. . .

25. In such cases give minimum amount such springs

were short; also maximum
26. Give number of cases of parting due to followers

bent
27. Give number of cases where coupler could be

moved back and forth from 1 in. to IY2 in

28. Give number of cases where coupler could be

moved back and forth l^i in. or more
29. Give number of cases where parting was due to

some defect of locking arrangements
30. Give names of couplers and number of cases with

each due to defect in locking arrangement
31. Give number of cases of parting of M. C. B. coup-

lers where lock projected beyond face of coupler. .

32. Do your reports show any prevalent causes of

trains parting not named above, such as knuckle

breaking, coupler shank breaking back of head,

locking pin lifting? If so, what are they and how
many cases occurred from each?

33. Give percentages of cases of parting between M. C.

B. couplers where caused by defect on the rear car

of the two; percentage on forward car

34. Have you had any cases of parting caused by dif-

ference in hight of cars? If so, how many?
35. Have you had any cases caused by ice in coupler

causing pin to work up? If so, how many?
36. Give number of cases caused by locking pins or

blocks breaking
37. Give number of cases due to worn condition of

knuckle
38. In your opinion should lifting levers or lock blocks

or locking pins have some arrangement so that

lock pin cannot be raised by sudden shock or jar?. .

39. Give number of cases of parting due to broken
spindle

40. Give general location of breaks in spindles

41. Give maximum size of broken spindles; minimum
size; average size

42. Give number of cases of parting due to spindle

pulled through end of coupler

43. Give number of cases where spindle turned so key
would drop out

44. Give maximum size of key ways in broken spindles;

minimum size

45. Give number of cases of parting where key was
missing

46. Give number of cases due to defects in draw gear
not elsewhere mentioned

47. Give number of cases caused by breaking of un-

coupling pin

48. Give number of cases caused by coupling pin work-
ing out

49. Give number of cases caused by link breaking. ..

.

50. Have you any suggestions to make to the commit-
tee?

Extra—Break-in-two on curve
Break-in-two on Straight Line

Referring now again to the tabulation, we may
explain that the numbers over the vertical columns
in these classification sheets correspond with the
numbers of the items given on the queries above
presented. Therefore there is no need of a column
for item No. 1. because the information given under
this head can be compiled only at the end of the

period covered by the report. Some of these items,
it will be noticed, are subdivided, as, for instance,
item No. 4 which has three subdivisions, and it will

be noted in the classification sheet that a column is

devoted to each subdivision. When one of the cir-

cumstances of a break-in-two comes under the head
of one of the items called for a mark is placed in

the column having the same number as the item.

Each break-in-two is given a serial number, and
these serial numbers are placed in the column at
the left of the table; therefore each horizontal line

of the table having a serial number at its left-hand

end contains a complete record of a break-in-two.
In column 5 is given the speed in miles per hour
at the time of parting, this being estimated and fur-

nished by the conductor. On this sheet there is also

kept a record of the division upon wThich each break-
in-two occurred, and it will be noted that the cases
given in our sample occurred upon the Meadville,
New York and Alleghany divisions. In the column
headed "couplers" the names of two couplers ap-

pear in connection with each break-in-two, the up-

per one being the coupler on the car nearer the en-

gine and the lower one being the coupler on the car

farther from the engine. Although the cause of the

break-in-two may be fully explained by the marks
in the table, it has been found convenient to write
out the cause under the column headed "cause."
The last column at the right of the sheet shows
whether the break-in-two occurred on straight track

or on a curve. By adding the marks in the various
columns the statistics required by the M. C. B.

Association can be readily compiled. Each report

of a break-in-two is endorsed with a serial num-
ber and the date upon which it occurred and is filed

for reference. The company, we may add, is re-

cording all break-in-twos, and it will be noted that

some of them are between link and pin couplers.

In the column headed "couplers" in our sample we
designate the couplers by letters instead of by name,
for obvious reasons.

Chicago, Burlington St. Quincy.
On the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy experience

has been had with a number of forms of conductor's

report, but as they have not been entirely satis-

factory a new form was recently drawn up, and
this we append:

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
conductok's bepoet of trains pasting.

To Superintendent Division.

Train. . . . Going. . . . Engine. . . . Engineman
Parted in places, at (give location)

about M 189.

Condition of weather
How many cars in train? Loads empties

Total exclusive of caboose
Number of cars with air brakes or with air in main

train pipe

Number of cars without air brakes or without air in

main train pipe

Train parted between the. .. .and. .. .car from engine.

Give initials and number of each car involved, with
name of coupler on each

What parts failed, give full details

Did broken parts show old crack, flaw, or clean break?
Was there any difference in hight of drawbar of the

two cars ?

Was there any serious damage?
Was there any delay to your train? To other

trains?
Up or down grade? Straight track or curve?
How fast was train running?
Was break caused by engine jerking train?

Was train slacking up or pulling out when break oc^

curred ?

Were loaded cars ahead?
How far did head end go ?

ductor in every case of a break-in-two, whether delay

K suits or not, and handed to Foreman of Car Inspec-

tors immediately on arrival at terminal. The Foreman
will carefully check, add any necessary information,

sign and forward to Superintendent.
(b) The proper name of the automatic coupler is the

M. C. B. coupler. The term "Janney" should only be
used in reporting couplers which are marked "Janney."
The name of the bar will usually be found in raised

letters on the top of the drawbar head.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

On the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul the rec-

ord covers M. C. B. couplers only. We have no
copy of the form of report upon which the record is

based, but we give a sample of the monthly resume
of coupler failures, as follows, the make of couplers

being identified by the numbers given in the top
line. (This company also has a monthly report in

tabular form giving the number of knuckles open-

ing or. foreign cars, the side headings giving the

name of the road owning the car and the top head-

ings giving the names of the couplers opening. This

table we omit.)

Cause. 1 2 7 Mae
f.

1

1

1

1 1

to

in

Knuckle defective 3 2 2
" wrong

Lock pin worked up 5
" defective ! 1

" wrong
Knuckle pin defective 6

pin wrong 1

Lock block defective 1 3
bolt bent

Foreign subst'ce under lock 3 3
Uncoupling lever bent 2 2
Chain too snort ... 1 1 1 2 1 6
Locki' g dog would not drop
Lock pin hole too large
SpUt key to kn'cklel'cknuss'g
Exc"sse forw'd and aft motion
Lever casting broken
Lock to lock defective 10 10
Xodefects II IT 2 5 2 5 9 12 66

Total IS +4 5 12 3 14 13 20 129

Number of cars equipped.... 8083 10BS012i7 584 87 4617 193

Chicago. Milwaukee .fc St. Paul cars. 72—56 per cent.
Foreign cars, 57—44 percent.

July 15 :<;

August U 50
September is 44 12

4 6 18 94
2 15 4 15 111

3 14 13 20 129

Total 189S 106 334
Total 1897 50 286

24
20

22
20

54 8 173 820
13 1 107

Chicago & Northwestern.
On the Chicago & Northwestern a report, of which

the following is a sample, is made out monthly.
We have no form for the conductors' reports upon
which this tabulation is made. We have supplied
letters instead of the names of couplers.

Statement of trains parted during month of August,
1898.

No. trains M. C. B. Links
parted. Couplers. Miller Hooks. and Pins.
128 89 4 35

M. C. B. Partings as follows:

A 52
B 19
C 4
Miscellaneous 14

Cause M. C. B. Partings.
89

Knuckle 11
Pin 3
Body 2
Bolt 7
Strap 9
Key
Pulled out 12
Miscellaneous 8

-Coupler-
B
5

C Misc.

3 3
1

1

7
4

Total 52 19

Links and Pins.

2
5

1 2

4 14

Did train run together, causing damage?
What was done with head end?
Who first discovered break?
Did engineman sound proper signals?

Was answer given from rear?
Where were the brakemen?
General remarks

Head Brakeman.
Rear Brakeman.

Conductor.
Foreman Car Inspectors.

Notes—(a) This report must be made out by the Con-

Pins jumped out 5
Links broken 8
Pins broken 18
Drawbars pulled out 2
Miscellaneous 2

35
Miller Hooks.

Drawbar pulled out 1
Uncoupled
Miscellaneous 3

It must be understood that in the various blanks
herewith given the substance and not the form of

the blank is given, it being impracticable to present
fae similes—although the form is closely approached
in most of the tabulation blanks.
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A HEAVY DRAW GEAR.

"With the increasing demand for heavy capacity

cars, everything which must accompany them is of

equal interest, and as an example of a draw gear

which seems particularly well designed for heavy
service, there is shown with this description draw-

ings of such a gear which was designed by Mr.

A. M. Waitt, general master car builder of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, for use

on the pile-driver car which we illustrated in our

issues of September and October, 1898.

The center sills are two 12-in. I-beams, to the

lower flanges of which are attached two 7-in. chan-

nels, the latter extending in to the bolster and
forming the draft sills. Each channel is placed

with flanges outward and is secured to the flange

of the center sill with seven ?i-in. rivets and to the

inner channel of the end sill with one %-in. rivet,

which passes through the flange of the draft sill,

Size of Steam Ports
H. P. 20 in. x 2% in. L. P. 23 in. x 2% in.

Size of Exhaust Ports
H. P. 20 in. x 3 in. L. P. 23 in. x 3 in.

Size of Bridges 1% in.

VALVES.
Kind of Slide Valves Allen-American.
Greatest Travel of Slide Valves 6V> in.

Outside Lap of Slide Valves..H. P. 1% in. L. P. iy8 in.

Inside Lap of Slide Valves
Clearance H. P. % in. L. P. % in.

Kind of Valve Stem Packing Jerome.

WHEELS, ETC.

Diameter of Driving Wheels outside of Tire 55 in.

Material of Driving Wheel Centers Cast steel.

Tire held by Shrinkage.

Driving Box material Main,
cast steel; Intermediate F. & B. steeled cast iron.

Diameter and length of Driving Journals
9 in. dia. on main only; 8Y2 in. dia. x 10 in.

Diameter and length of Main Crank Pin Journals
Main side 7 in. x 5% in.; 6% in. dia. x 6 in.

Fire Box Stay Bolts 1 in. diam.
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron No. 12, B. W. G.
Tubes, number of 332
Tubes, diameter 2% in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft. 6 in.

Fire Brick, supported on Studs.
Heating surface, tubes 2819.34 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes — sq. ft.

Heating surface, Fire Box. . . .

v 206.51 sq. ft.

Heating surface, totaJ 3025.85 sq. ft.

Grate surface 35.0 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking, R. R. Co's. style.

Ash Pan, style Hopper, dampers front and back.
Exhaust Pipes Single.

Exhaust Nozzles 5*4 in., 5% in., 5% in. dia.

Smoke Stack, inside diameter
16 in. near bottom, at top 18 in.

Smoke Stack, top above rail 14 ft. 11 In.

Boiler supplied by Two
Injectors, Ohio No. 10 R. S.; Monitor No. 10 L. S.

TENDER.
Weight, empty 39,650 lbs.

A HEAVY
end sill and short angle which is riveted to the end

sill channel, there being a filling block between the

latter two.

The irons which support the follower plates are

supported by four %-in. bolts which pass through

the stop-castings and the lower flange of the center

sills. The stop-castings are fastened to the draft

sills by five %-in. bolts each, and at the extreme
ends of the stops are plates 3x1 ins. secured to the

draft sills with three %-in. rivets each.

The two draft sills at each end of the car are

tied together at three places—one cross tie, 2%x%
ins., is placed immediately beneath the draft springs

and another, of the same dimensions, is located near

the bolster; both are bolted to the lower and outer

flange of the center sills; the yoke tie at the outer

end extends across the draft sills and is continued

upward, the ends bearing on the dead-wood block,

and the six bolts which hold it in position extend

through the dead-wood blocks. Double draft springs

are used and are placed side by side.

+—-+

MASTODON COMPOUND LOCOHOTIVE,
SOUTHERN PACIFIC RY.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works has recently

built 10 remarkably heavy mastodon compound
locomotives for the Southern Pacific Ry., and one
of this lot we now illustrate. This engine has cylin-

ders 23 and 35 by 32 ins.; 55-in. drivers; a 72-in.

boiler with 3025 sq. ft. of heating surface and 35
sq. ft. of grate area: and weighs 192.000 lbs., of

which 155,000 are on the drivers. The engine is

to carry 200 lbs. pressure. The main features of

interest concerning this engine are given in the ap-

pended data:—
GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Gage 4 ft. 8y2 in.

Fuel Bituminous coal.

Weight in working order 192,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 155.000 lbs.

Wheel Base, Driving 15 ft. 6 in.

Wheel Base, rigid 15 ft. G in.

Wheel Base, total 26 ft. 5 in.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of Cylinders 23 in. and 35 in.

Stroke of Piston 32 in.

Horizontal thickness of Piston 5% in. and 4% in.

Diameter of Piston Rod 3% in.

Kind of Piston Packing Cast iron rings.

Kind of Piston Rod Packing Jerome Metallic,

DRAW GEAR— LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RY.
Diameter and length of Side Rod crank pin Journals

Inter.

5% in. x 5 in. front and back: 5 in. dia. x 3% in.

Engine Truck, kind 4-Wheel Swing Bolster.

Engine Track Journals 6 in. dia. x 10 in.

Diameter of Engine Truck Wheels 28 in.

Kind of Engine Truck Wheels
Krupp No. 3 cast iron spoke center.

BOILER.

Style Extended Wagon Top.

Outside diameter of first'ring 72 in.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box.Carnegie steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire

box 11-16 in., 13-16 in., 1-2 in., 9-16 in. and 3-4 in.

Horizontal Seams Butt joint

sextuple riveted, with we't strips inside and outside.

Circumferential Seams Double riveted.

Fire Box, length 120 3-16 in.

Fire Box width 42 in.

Fire Box depth Front 77 in. back 73*A in.

Fire Box material Carnegie steel.

Fire Box plates, thickness Sides
5-16 in., back 5-16 in., crown % in., tube sheet % in.

Fire Box water space Front
4Yo in., sides 3% in. and 4 in., back 3% in. and 4% in.

Fire Box Crown Staying. . . .Radial, stays 1% in. diam.

Wheels, number of '. Eight.

Wheels, diameter .33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5 in. dia. x 9 in.

Wheel Base 15 ft. 4 in.

Tender Frame Channel Iron.

Tender Trucks
4-Wheel Channel iron, center bearing F. & B.

Water capacity 4500 TJ. S. gallons.

Coal capacity 10 tons.

Total Wheel Base of Engine and Tender. .53 ft. &/2 in.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.

Engine equipped with three 3 in. Consolidated en-

cased safety valves.

Westinghouse-American Brake on all drivers operated
by air.

Westinghouse Automatic Air Brake on Tender and
for train. 9V> in. air pump.
Franklin Monarch Magnesia Sectional Lagging.
Sweeney Brake arrangement on L. H. St. Chest.
De Chatelier Water Brake on L. P. Cylinder.

*-»-*

The Transportation and Engineering Depart
ment of the Paris Exposition.

Hon. Ferdinand W. Peck, Commissioner general
for the United States to the Paris Exposition of
1900, announces the appointment of Willard A.
Smith, of Chicago, as director of the Transporta-
tion and Engineering Section. Mr. Smith does not

MASTODON COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—SOUTHERN PACIFIC RY.
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expect to relinquish his private business, hut -will

have the control and responsibility of this depart-

ment of the American exhibit, with able assistants

to attend to details. It is the desire of the Com-

missioner General that the transportation exhibit

shall be one of the most important divisions of the

American Section.
» » »

THE FRAMING OF CARS.'

There has been much discussion, verbally and in

print, concerning the strength of bolsters, both body

and truck, and the necessity of providing stiffer bol-

sters has been appreciated very generally; but that

there has been much difficulty in providing bolsters

which shall deliver to and receive from, the center plate

the load imposed, and maintain the side bearings free

of contact with each other, and at the same time fulfill

the several requisites of the commercially successful

bolster, viz., of lightness, and of cheapness in first cost

and in cost of repairs, is indicated very strongly by the

fact that more than a few men in charge of rolling

stock have considered whether it is advisable to sup-

port a part of the load on the side bearings. If further

evidence of the weakness of a majority of the so-called

"metal" bolsters is required, it is furnished by the large

number of friction reducing (not "frietionless't side

bearings which have been devised. It is probably un-

necessary to present arguments in proof of the opinion

that the load should be carried on the center plate inde-

pendent of any assistance from the side bearings: the

general opinion, judging from expressions made at the

May. 1898, meeting, and the explanations made since.

is that it is advisable to support the load entirely on the

center plate. Efforts to do this, however, have met
with failure in many instances, and when such is the

case it is entirely fair to question whether it is better

to entail considerable expense in providing amply stiff

bolsters or to carry a part of the load on the side bear-

ings, and to provide side bearings which shall have as

little friction as possible.

THE TRUCK BOLSTER.
Beyond providing a bolster sufficiently stiff vertual'y,

to carry the loads imposed, and sufficiently stiff cross-

wise to resist shocks received lengthwise of the car,

little can he done. This bolster is simply a beam sup-

ported at both ends and loaded in the middle; the length

of the beam may be changed, but as the springs are

moved in from the side frames and supported on tran-

soms, as with the swing motion type, then the tran-

soms must be made correspondingly heavier as the

bolster becomes shorter and lighter. Considered in a

general way, it is easier to j rovide a substantial truck

bolster which will give satis, action commercially, th n

to provide a body bolster which shall be satisfac'ory

both commercially and mechanically, because there is

more room available for the truck bolster, and ;h>

truck bolster is generally shorter than the body bolster.

This is the principal reason why more rapid progress

has been made in the design and adoption of a satis-

factory truck bolster than of a body bolster, and the

result has been the very common errcr of putting a

substantial truck bolster under a very weak body bol-

ster; cars so equipped are running with side bearings

just as firmly in contact as would be the case were
both the body and truck bolsters of the previous weak
design.

THE BODY BOLSTER.
At the present time the weakest part of the car is

the body bolster; in a few designs the strength of the

sills and of the draft timbers have been sacrificed in

an effort to make room for a stiffer body bolster, and
on this account it might be better to qua'lfy the decl-i-

ration and say that the cars at present are weakest at

the body bolster. Fig. 1 shows a very common dis-

tribution of the load on the bolster; the center sills a e

is, therefore, fixed by conditions which are not strictly

under control of the designer, and there is no alterna-

tive but to place them in the usual position. The cen-

ter sills being directly above the center plates, the part

of the load carried by them is transmitted to the bol-

ster at the place most favorable to the bolster, and
every means possible should be adopted to load them
to their full capacity and make them as heavy as it

proves expedient; the load carried by the side sills is

transmitted to the bolster most disadvantageously, and,

therefore, just as little of the load as possible should

be carried by the side sills.

LOCATION OF SILLS.

It will be understood from the above that in so far

as the position on the bolster of the center and side

sills is concerned, it is probable that nothing can be

done to favor the bolster; this assumes that the width

of the car is fixed, and that any improvement which is

to be wrought through these sills must be gained

through manipulating other parts, to the end of de-

creasing the percentage of the total load carried by
the side sills, and increasing the percentage of the

total load carried by the center si Is. There are sev-

eral conditions to be considered when determining the

location of the intermediate sills, the most important

of which is the proper support of the floor between the

center and side sills.

The bolster should be made as deep as possible at

the middle and when the most favorable distribution

of the loading to the bolster is found the stresses in

the top and bottom members of the bolster may be
calculated and the parts proportioned accordingly. The
moments about the center are found by multiplying

that part of the load which is deliveied to the bolsttr

by each sill and truss rod, by the distance of each from
center of the bolster. For example, referring to Fig.

1, the total moment at the center is equal to ('W 1xr1
)+

(W 2xr2
) + (W 3xr3

) + (T'xr6) + (T'xr4
) + (T-'xr"), where the

"W's" and "T's" represent loads transmitted by the

sills and truss rods respectively, and the "r's" are re-

spective distances of each sill r r truss rod from the

center. The duty of the designer, therefore, is to so

locate the sills and rods, and other parts of the fram n.%

that the total moment at the center of the bolster cal-

culated as above, shall be as small as possible.

THE TRUSS RODS.
The load on the truss rods is transmitted to them

through the needle beams, or cross center sills, and is

transmitted by them to the body bolster. Disregard,
for the present, the means by which the truss rods

receive their load near the center of their length; given

the diameter and number of rods and the ang'.e which
they make with the horizontal or vertical, the load

which each wdl transmit to the bolster can be calcu-

lated from a quite common formula. Assume that

there are two truss rods each side of the center of the
car, that they are located at T 1 and T2

, Fig. 1, a very
common arrangement, and that the vertical compo-
nent of the stress in each is 5000 lbs.; assume, further,

that the distance from center of bolster to T 1
is 50 ins.

and to T2
is 35 ins. Then the moment of each at the

center of the bolster is:

For T\ 5000 x 50 equals 250,000 iu.-lbs.

For T2
, 5000 x 35 equals 175,000 in.-lbs.

FIG. 1.

placed close together in order to receive the buffing
strains, and also because the draft timbers are usually
located immediately beneath them, and the proximity
of the timbers facilitates the attaching of the dr.ift

rigging; the side sills are. of course, placed at the ex-
treme ends of the bolster, or, better, the bolsti r ex-
tends the full width of the framing; the two or fnu",

as the case may be, intermediate sills are located in

such a way as to give proper support to the flooring,

and the truss rods are generally located as shown in

the full lines. The location of the center and side sills

A total at the center of..425,000 in.-lbs.

or the equivalent of 425,000 lbs. applied 1 in. from the

center of the bolster, or about 35,400 lbs. placed 1 ft.

from the center. Assume, now, that the truss rods
are located at T1 and T 3

, the latter being 30 ins. from
the center, a very reasonable location; then the mo-
ments at the center are:

For T2
, 5000 x 35 equals 175,000 in.-lbs.

For T3
, 5000 x 30 equals 150,000 in.-lbs.

A total at the center of 325,000 in.-lbs.

or the equivalent of 325,000 lbs. placed 1 in. from the
center, or about 27,000 lbs. placed 1 ft. from the center.

The error must not be made of assuming that the
improved condition is always as great as would be
indicated by the difference of the two total moments
given above; this amount and more can be gained by
suitable arrangement, but the method of attaching the
needle beams and the designs of them must be suit-

able if so much improvement is to be made.
THE NEEDLE BEAMS.

Ordinarily, all the sills rest on the needle beams,
and Fig. 2 will show that although the needle bams
may transit a part of the load from the side sills to

the truss rods, and the latter deliver the same neater

Extracted from a paper by Mr. F. M. Whyte, read
before the Western Railway Club at the November
meeting.
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FIG. 2.

the center of the bolster, there may be a consider:! 1 1
•

part of the load from the center sills similarly trans-

ferred to the truss rods, and by them delivered to the
bolster at a point farther from the center of the b li-

ster than would be the case were no trussing um d.

It is clear that the side sills should rest on the needle

beams, and the latter on the truss rods, and that the

nearer the center of the bolster the truss rods are sup-

ported, provided they are loaded the same under vari-

ous conditions, the better for the bolster. It is also

quite certain that the center sills should not be sup-

ported on the same needle beams and truss rods, un-

less, indeed, the truss rods are located inside of the

center sills, or the needle beams are sufficiently stiff to

carry the load of the side sills without bending upward
between the truss rods. This leads to the general state-

ment that, in order to favor the bolster as much as

possible through the medium of the truss, the rols

should be placed as far inside, that is. toward the mid-

dle of the bolsters of the sills on which the rods act as

trusses, as the strength of the other parts will allow.

The other parts referred to are the end sills and the

needle beams, both of which are used to d'stribute the

trussing over all the sills.

It will probably be considered inexpedient to do all

the trussing with rods placed between the center sill<;

still it is quite possible to place one truss rod immedi-

ately outside of each sill, and this will not be contrary

to the general statement made above, because rods so

placed will, generally, rest on the bolster within th

radius of the bearing surface of the center plate. This
will suggest two arrangements, viz.: One, that the

center sills do not bear on the needle beams, but that

these sills be trussed independently of the main
needle beams by means of secondary needle beams ex-

tending, to advantage, across the intermediate sills.

With such an arrangement, however, dependence must
be placed in the flooring, to make the sills act together,

or other desirable means should be provided for the

same purpose. The second, and probably the better

method, is to locate a truss rod either inside or ju-t

outside of each center sill, and another truss rod at

the inside of each intermediate sill, or even cl ser to

the. center of the bolster if found expedient to do s >.

all four truss rods to bear on the two needle beams, as

is ordinarily the case, but these beams to be designed

so stiff that they will not bend between the two cut-

side truss rods with the load imposed by the sile and
intermediate sills.

THE END SILLS.

The advantage derived from trussing the longitudi-

nal sills is due to the fact that, when trussed, these

sills carry the load partly as columns and partly as un-

trussed beams; in order to take advantage of the for-

mer principle, it is necessary to provide the stmt or

strutts in the middle, the needle beams, and to distrib-

ute the truss-rod strains over the ends of the longi-

tudinal sills so as to put these sills in compression.
In freight equipment it is usual to extend the truss

rods to the outer face of the end sills and distii'ute

over the ends of longitudinal sills, by means of the end
sills, the stresses incident to the use of the rods; the

end sills, therefore, must be of sufficient stiffness to

make the distribution properly. Therefore, as the truss

rods are moved toward the middle of the car, the end
sills must be made corresnondingly heavier. The ends
of the end sills, extending from the truss rod to the

side sills, are of the same class beam as the needle
beams, and calculation for the strength c f each is

made in the same way, and any change in one, made
necessary by change in location of the truss rods,

must quite certainly be provided for in the other.

THE UPPER FRAMING.

If the car under consideration has an upp r framing,
unless there is something different from ordinary car
construction, there is not much that can be done with
it that will affect the bolster. The side frames prob-
ably cannot be manipulated to affect the distribution

on the bolster, but it is possible to adjust the end
framing to advantage. For instance, the diagonal
bracing at the ends generally extends from the upper
end of the end posts, or from near the middle of the

end plates, to the lower end of the corner posts; these
braces are compression members, the connections 1 e-

ing made in such a manner that if the braces assist in

carrying the roof load to the sills they must 1 e in

compression, and are, therefore, transmitting some of

the load, which would naturally be transmitted to the
center sills, to the side sills. If it is considered nee «-

sary to put in these braces in the usual manner, rods

extending parallel with them and adjacent to them
might be secured to side sills and to the er.d plat s

near the middle of them, and through these and the

end posts a part of the load overhanging the side sills

be transferred to the overhang of the center and inter-

mediate sills.

In the reference to the longitudinal sills above, it has
been assumed that all the sills were of equal section:

sometimes some of the sills are made of heavier sec-

tion than are the others, and quite generally the side

sills have been selected for such increase; there an
casions when there is no choice, only to make the si.le

sills the heavy ones, but this should not be done when
it is possible to gain the same advantage by making
the center preferably, or the intermediate sils the heav\
ones. If some sills are to carry heavier loads than
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others, such heavier sills should he located as near the

middle of the bolsters as possible. By suitable Con-

nections between the sills and the needle beams, the

heavier and stiffer sills can be used to advantage, even
to assist in supporting lighter outside sills. If s me
sills are lighter than others, and the lighter ones spring
sufficiently tp get out of line with the others, or bend
downward, then the flooring may affect the distribu

tion of the load to the bolsters; if the side sills defl-'it

more than the other sills the flooring will transmit to

the intermediate sills a larger portion of the load th;:n

did all sills deflect together, and this would favor the
body bolsters. Contrary would be the case wee t'.e

side sills the very stiff ones.

*~+
A KINK ON BREAKDOWNS.

BY FEED E. ROGERS.
Locomotive failures are more or less unavoidable,

depending to a certain extent upon the care given

to the general repairs in the back shop and upon the

personnel of the engineers and firemen. But with

the greatest vigilance and the most rigid inspection

and care the number of road failures can be only

reduced to a minimum.
The larger part of these failures are of such a

nature as to necessitate the disconnecting of the

mainrods and valve rods and the blocking of the

crossheads and valves in certain positions so that

the engine can. be safely towed in.

If the breakdown happen to be a broken piston

rod, or of a nature that does not affect the other

side, the usual practice is to disconnect and block

that side and take in the part of the train that can
lie handled at the regular schedule rate.

It is evident in the latter case, that it is highly

desirable to effect the temporary repair as speedily

as possible to avoid general confusion of the train

service.

Xow the blocking of a crosshead after disconnect-

ing the mainrod seems like such a simple job that

the material for doing it is rarely or never provided,

but the engineer is left to skirmish for it. at a time

when handsaws are scarce and momenta are golden.

Acting upon this idea Mr, Win. A. Foster, super-

intendent of motive power of the Fall Brook Kail-

way, has provided each locomotive with two sec-

tions of two inch plank sawed to the right length

and painted black, with the respective number of

each engine plainly stenciled in white. Each of

these for the Laird crossheads has eight pins driven
in two rows lengthwise and projecting about one-

half an inch. These pins slip over the sides of the

lower guide and prevent the plank from working out
sideways, and some thin wedges driven in on top

securely hold it from working up.

Again, the placing of the slide valve on lap or so

that both ports are covered is a simple job but in

the hurry and confusion incident to such times, mis-

takes often occur and much valuable time is lost,

in securing it in the proper position.

All the Fall Brook locomotives have valve stem
carriers as shown in the sketch, which consist of a

A KINK ON BREAK-DOWNS,
guide B bolted to the top of the cylinder and the

carrier A. This carrier is bored out to encircle the

valve stem D and the guide B.

The rig forms an inexpensive and efficient device

for keeping the stem up in a central position and
saving it from the wear incident to carrying its

own weight on a bushing in the stuffing box. They
are also indispensable with the style of packing used
on the valve stems, a cut of which appeared in

these columns in January, 1897.

When the valve setter takes the port "openings"
of the valves, the points are lightly pricked on the

stems and with the dividers the center between the

two is found.

The valve is then brought to a position so that the

train will drop in the center mark and a nine-six-

teenths-of-an-inich hole drilled through the carrier

A and the guide B, as shown at C.

To correctly block the valve is now a simple mat-

ter of knocking out the upper rocker pin and Slip-

ping in the hole C a one-half-inch bolt or in the ab-

sence of the bolt a plug of hard wood.
Such minor details while of seeming unimportance

are often profitable, as is proved in practice, and in

connection with this the following is given:

We are advised by Standard authorities, in the

case of a broken valve yoke, to lift the steam chest

cover and to block the valve in a central position

with pieces of wood. While this is good advice it

is usually an appalling job to undertake on the road

with only a hammer, chisel and broken-backed

monkeywreneh.
In most breakdowns of this description, the valve

stem, especially if equipped with the carrier just

described, can be fastened In the proper position.

Then the relief valve, if in the front side of the

chest, can be removed and the valve pushed back

until the broken ends strike. Now cut a stick of

wood to the right length and size to enter the hole

in the neck of the relief valve and to shoulder on

the end of it and to also press against the slide

valve when the relief valve is screwed up to> its

proper position.

This can be usually done quicker and easier than

by the other method and is reliable, as the forces

tending to displace the valve are practically noth-

ing. — + . »

AIR JET FOR FORGE.

At the West Burlington shops of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy Railroad, the forge for heating

coupler pocket straps is supplied with blast by air

from tlu simp piping. The compressed air is

brought up to the forge through a % inch pipe carry-

ing a nozzle of the form shown in our engraving.

This nozzle points directly into the 2V2 inch bell

AIR JET FOR FORGE.

mouth of the 1% in. pipe which is attached to the

forge to lead up to the coal bed, which mouth is sev-

eral inches away from the nozzle. The jet of com-

pressed air, carrying with it the entrained air of the

surrounding atmosphere, gives a perfectly adequate

and easily controlled blast to the fire, the flow in

the % inch supply feed pipe being governed by a

simple cock conveniently located. Careful experi-

ment has shown the proper diameter of the aperture

in the nozzle to be 1-32 inch when the nozzle is set

as shown.
* • »

Mr. John Bean, master mechanic of the Cleveland,

Canton & Southern road, whose success in keeping

up his locomotives and cars with a very slender out-

fit of machinery and shop room is widely recog-

nized, has made a discovery which may become of

general importance. He has found that an occa-

sional diet of snapping turtles enables men to ac-

complish more hard work in a given time than any

other food. After thoroughly satisfying himself of

this he took measures to have a supply of snapping

turtles always on hand so that those of his men
who were liable to be called on for severe exertion

should have, every two or three weeks, a full ration

of this remarkable food. This was, naturally, the

wrecking crew, for while wrecks do not often hap-

pen on this road yet when one does occur it must

be cleared up with great rapidity. It was the

writer's good fortune to participate in one of these

dinners in the dining room of the wrecking train re-

cently and he can testify to the wonderful re-

cuperative and strengthening power of the snapping

turtle soup, which was served in liberal quantities.

On such diet even ordinary men become giants, and

brain as well as body is stimulated and given in-

creased strength. The ''snap" from the turtles evi-

dently is extracted in the soup, and if there is any
secret in the process it is in the manner in which
this result is secured. A supply of living turtles

is kept in a tank in the tool house so that they can b
11-' il at any time. Whether a diet of this kind

would put needed "Snap" into some of the railroad

papers is well worth trying. We may say in this

connection that the wrecking train referred to is a

model of its kind.

—* » »

The office of Locomotive Engineering in New
York City was recently destroyed by fire, with ail

its contents. The full extent and meaning of such
a loss can be appreciated only by publishers and
editors. We deeply sympathize with Mr. Sinclair.

but have no doubt but that the current issue of his

paper will appear promptly, and with a full amount
of its usual high grade of matter.

The Personal Essentials to Success.

A partial enumeration of characteristics, traits,

gifts, endowments, capacities and possessions which
a person is called upon to employ and which are
useful in the struggle of life to achieve success, is

of itself interesting. But before giving them in

alphabetical order it will be explained that by s\v
cess is meant not merely pecuniary acquisition, bi-

success in the sense of a wide and beneficent r
To achieve such an end a person needs-
Acquaintances, Luck,
Advice, Mirthfulness.

Affection, Moderation,

Ambition, Modesty.

Application, Money,
Benevoli nee. Morality.

Candor, Opportunities.

Capital, Originality,

Caution. Patience,

Charity, Patriotism,

Cheerfulness, Feacefulness,

Civility, Perseverance,

Conciliation, Pertinacity,

Confidence, Philosophy.

Constancy, Prosperity (achieved, not

Contentment, inherited).

Courage, Poverty,

Courtesy, Precaution,

Dexterity, Pride (honorable).

Dignity, Principles,

Diligence, Pleasures (innocdit,

Discipline, in the beginning of life),

Discretion. Prudence,

Economy, Punctuality.

Education, Purity,

Endurance, Push,

Energy, Reasonableness,

Enterprise, Refinement,

Experience, Kesignarion.

Faith, Resolution,

Fidelity, Reticence,

Forbearance, Righteousness,

Foresight. Sagacity,

Friends, Self-assertion,

Frugality, Self-control,

Generosity, Self-denial.

Genius, Self-mastery,

Gentleness, Self-reliance.

Good manners, Self-respect.

Good memory. Self-restraint,

Good sense, Sensibility.

Health, Sincerity,

Honors, Sobriety.

Humanity, Studiousuess,

Imagination. Subtlety.

Impartiality, Temperance,

Incredibility. Thoughtfulness.

Industry, Thrift,

Ingenuity, Toleration.

Judgment, Truthfulness.

Justice, Understanding.

Kindness, Upright ness,

Knowledge, Valor.

Kindred. Vigilance,

Learning, Virtue,

Liberality. Wisdom and

Liberty. Zeal.

—M. N. Forney before the New York Railroad

Club.
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LAYING OUT MOULDING HACHINE KNIVES.

RY H. M. PERRY.
In all shops where woodworking machinery is in

use, it is often a difficult problem to lay out some
of the machine knives that are required to make
the various mouldings in use, and as very few of

the men, in these shops, understand the principles

of drafting, the following method may be of service

to them:
Let A represent a section of moulding for which

the tool is to be made, B C the base of the mould-
ing and also the top of the machine table, E F the

back of the moulding, which runs against the face

plate or guides of the machine.
From each of the principle points on the mould-

ing, as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, draw lines parallel to

B C and to E F and number these lines to corre-

spond with the points on the moulding.
At any convenient point on the base line B C erect

a perpendicular line D D and set off the point H as
the centre of the cutter head.

This is an essential point, as any difference in

the size of the cutter head, or in the distance from
the centre of the head above the moulding, makes
a variation in the shape of the moulding.

In this sketch the cutter head is assumed to be

3 inches square and the centre of the head 2% inches

above the top of the moulding : the moulding being

1% inches high and 2 inches wide.

From the centre H set off a 3 inch circle for the

diameter of the cutter head, and from the same
point H as a centre extend the line 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, in the same direction as the cutting tool travels.

From the point J. where the perpendicular line

D D crosses the line 1, draw the line I K bearing on
the outside of the circle L.

This represents the position of the cutting tool

after each point has completed its cut, consequently
the distance from J to K would be the length of the

cutting edge of the tool.

Now lay off the line 1> c parallel to the base line

and crossing all the perpendicular lines from the

moulding, and with a pair of dividers, take the dis-

tances K 1, K 2, K 3, etc., on the line I K and trans-

fer them to the perpendicular lines of the moulding,
the measurement of each one of these lines being
made from the line b c, as K 1 = b c 1, K 2 = b c 2.

K 3 = b c 3, etc., then trace the face of the tool

through these points as shown and we find the cut-

ting edge of the tool measures 2 inches deep, or one-

quarter of an inch larger than the face of the mould-
ing which it has cut.

This same plan answers for all machine tools

where the cutters revolve, the only change required
being in the size of the cutter head and the distance
from the centre of the head above the work.

In shaper knives where the work runs against the

collar holding the cutters, the point J would be

against the outside of the collar, and the point L,

the inside face of the groove in the collar that holds

the cutter in place.

The extension of the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 would
be made from the center of the collar, and the line

I' K' would be drawn on the same angle as the

groove in the collar, when the collar was placed so

that the inside face of the groove just touched the

point J on the outside face of the collar.

The dimensions would then be taken on line 1'

K' from K' and transferred to the perpendicular

lines of the moulding the same as shown in the oth-

er plan.
+-++

CAR FOREHEN'S ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO.

DECEMBER MEETING.
The regular monthly meeting of the Car Foremen's

Association of Chicago was held at the Great Northern
Hotel, Chicago, December 8. President Morris called

the meeting to order at 8 p. m. Among those present

were:
Barr, J. N. Konze, Wm.
Bates, B. Lutz, Jos.

Baikie, J. P. Manthey. H. II.

Bates, M. Morris, T. R.
Bell, W. A. Metz, C.

Blohm, Theo. Martin, J. F.

Callahan, J. P. Mallory. Wm. J.

Constant, E. J. McCrudden, H.
Cook, W. C. Nightengale, H.
Davies, W. O., Sr. Nixon, F. J.

Davies, W. O., Jr. Northam, F. R.
Erickson, G. Nordquist, C.
Fritz, Chas. Olsen, Louis.

Ford, Geo. Prickett, James
Groobey, Geo. Reinhard, F. B.
Guthenberg, O. Redman, O. P.
Gardner, Lewis. Sharp, W. E.
Gruilke, E. Shannon, S.

Godfrey, J. Smith, R. G.
Gehrke, Wm. ; Stuekie, E. J.

Guthenberg B. Swoboda, Jas.

Goehrs, Wm. H. Smith, E. B.
Grieb, J. C. Shutt, W. F.
Hunt, T. B. Stagg, C. S.

Helwig, Henry Silvus, W.
Hanson, A. Schultz, F. H.
Heden, A. Schoeneberg, C.
Hennessey, J. J. Schultz, Aug.
Husband, E. Spohnholtz. John.
Johannes, A. Saums, G. W.
Johnson, G. Schultz, H. E.
Jones, R. R. Thomson, Geo.
Johnson, A. Taylor, H. G.
Kamen, F. Thompson, Isaac.
Keebler, C. F. Williams, Thos.
Kidder, S. J. Wentsel, Geo.
Kuhlman, H. V. Wolfe, Chas.
Kroff, F. C. -\Yeschler, H.
Krmnp, M.

D

DIAGRAM FOR LAYING OUT MOULDING MACHINE KNIVES.

President Morris: As the minutes of the previous
meeting have been published in the Railway Master
Mechanic, if there are no objections they will stand
approved as published.

Secretary Cook: The folio-wing names have been sub-

mitted to the executive committee and approved, and
will be enrolled as members:
Henry Helwig, Jos. Swoboda, Axel F. Johnson and

A. Richmond, of the Armour Car Lines; F. R. Northam
and James Martin, A. A. P. Co.: Lewis Gardner, Canda
Cattle Car Co.; H. G. Taylor. J, B. Sipe & Co.; C. L.

Sullivan, Cloud Steel Truck Co.; A. L. Streeter, Rail-

way Supplies; Joseph Gibson, N. Y., C. & St. L.; W. A.
Bell, Wabash; Wm. Konze, Chicago Junction Ry.: J.

W. Taylor and James F. Malloy. C, M. & St. P. Ry.;

Henrv Weschler. P.. F. W. & C: James Prickett and
O. A. Penn, C. & E. I.; Thos. Fildes, L. S. & M. S.;

O. L. Bundy, C, R. I. & P.; E. Gruilke, Belt Ry.
President Morris: The next order of business is re-

ports of committees.
Secretary Cook: The committee on meeting rooms

for the association is not ready to report, not having
made any definite arrangements as yet. There are no
other committees.
President Morris: We now come to the discussion of

M. Kidder's paper on air brake practice. Mr. Kidder
himself is here, and we would like to have him start the
talk.

Mr, Kidder's Address on Brake Leverage.
At the time of presenting to the club my paper on

the subject of air brakes it was my intention to con-

sider brake leverage somewhat in detail and point out
important features in oonnection therewith. It not

infrequently happens that the car foreman or his men
should determine whether the leverage is suitable for

the car, and I will endeavor to point out methods for

determining its correctness or otherwise, and also say

something regarding different classes of levers and the

variation in power developed with the same lever when
used in the different classes.

What is known as the Hodge system is most gener-

ally used on passenger equipment cars and the ar-

rangement is shown in sketch Fig. 1. For conven-

ience, while discussing passenger equipment brakes.

4000 pounds will be assumed as the maximum power
derived from a 10-in. cylinder (the quick action triple

valve gives about 4700) and a braking force on the

wheels equal to 90 per cent, of the weight of the car

on the rails.

In Fig. 1 we have a car weighing 44.500 pounds.

Ninety per cent, of 44.500 pounds equals 40,000 pounds,

the braking force desired.

To determine the braking force exerted on this car

we measure the levers, and having found them as noted

in the sketch, first multiply the cylinder pressure by

the end of the cylinder lever next to the cylinder and
then divide the product by the other or outer end of the

lever which gives the strain on the rod connecting the

cylinder and Hodge levers. This rod being connected

at the center of the Hodge lever, one-half the pull goes

to the hand brake rod. the other to the rod connecting

the Hodge and top end of the live lever. The live

lever being of the second class, is subjected to a strain

at the brake beam connection equal to that on both

ends of the lever. The brake beam pull is most read-

ily obtained by dividing the total length of the lever

by the short end. Now multiply the pull on the top

rod by the proportion of the live lever. 5, and the

result is the braking force on the brake beam. If the

:i\-e and dead levers are all of the same proportions,

legardless of their total lengths, the Hodge levers have

equal ends and the cylinder levers are both of the same
proportions, the power found applied to the one beam
multiplied by four, the number of beams on the car,

gives the total braking force.

EXAMPLE.

4000 by 15 equals 60,000.'

60,000 divided by 15 equals 4000 or pull ou long rod.

4000 divided by 2 equals 2000 or pull on top r< d.

30 divided by equals 5 or proportion of live lever.

2000 multiplied by 5 equals 10,000 or pull on brake

beam.
10,000 multiplied by 4 equals 40,000 or total braking

force of car.

We thus find that the braking force on the car is

correct.

Suppose we now substitute a live lever of the same

total length but with .'he intermediate or beam connec-

tion hole one inch lower than in the above

sketch, in other words make the distance between the

holes 25 in. and 5 in. instead of 24 in. and 6 in. This

gives a proportion of six instead of five ami a brak-

ing force on the brake beam of 12,000 pounds or S75

pounds more than the total weight of the wheels on the

rails.

Another form of gear frequently employed is known
as the "Stevens" the difference between it and the

Hodge being seen by comparing Figures 2 and 1.

The formula for computing this leverage is the same

as in Fig. 1 excepting that the pull on the outer end

of the cylinder lever is not divided by 2, no Hodge lever

being employed.

EXAMPLE.

4,000 mul. by 15 equals 60.000.

60,000 divided by 30 equals 2,000,
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2,000 mul. by 5 equals 10,000.

10,000 mul. by 4 equals 40,000.

The Hodge system is believed to be the better ar-

rangement as it provides a more effective hand brake;
does away with the transverse pull on the lower rods,

is more convenient for taking up the slack and permits
a practically constant piston travel when the car is

either on a tangent or a curve.

The standard freigW: car brake is a somewhat modi-
fied form of the Stevens system, so arranged as to mil-
itate against the objectionable features above enumer-
ated, and is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The formula for finding the braking force in Fig. 3
is the same as that given for Fig. 2. It will be ob-
served that the floating cylinder lever is considerably
shorter than the cylinder lever. This is to obtain a
better alignment of cylinder and top rods than would
be possible with cylinder levers of equal length and
also obviates the objection urged regarding Fig. 2 in

the matter of curving.
Fig. 4 has the same arrangement of levers as Fig. 3

with the exception that the live and dead levers are of
the first instead of the second class with the brake
beams attached to the lower ends of the levers and the
lower rods occupying the intermediate position.

It will be seen that in the last illustration while using
live and dead levers of the same proportions, but as

"

first instead of second class, the braking force of the
car is reduced from 70 per cent to 52.5 per cent of the
light weight of the car.

I

The floating cylinder lever serves as an illustration
of a lever of the third class the pow-er being applied at

Fig. 1.—HODGE SYSTEM.

G-

9 noo
Weight of car 44,500; braking power 40,000=90 per cent

Fig. 2.—STEVENS SYSTEM.

2 OOO o nnn
Weight of car 44,500; braking power 40,000

Fig. 3.—FREIGHT CAR BRAKE.
/.500

1.500

20"

6.ooo[

Weight of ear 34,280; braking power 24,000=70 per cent.

Fig. 4.

/SOO

18

20"

4500

/.500
Weight of car 34.280; braking power 18.000=52.5 per cent.
DIAGRAMS ACCOMPANYING MR. KIDDER'S PAPER.

the intermediate connection. In figures 3 and 4 the pull President Morris
on the cylinder lever rod is 3,000 plus 1,500 or 4,500
pounds. The floating cylinder lever being of the same
proportion as the cylinder lever the cylinder lever rod
gives a pull of 3,000 pounds at the fulcrum connection
and 1,500 pounds on the rod extending to the top of
the live lever.

Mr. J. N. Barr followed with a few remarks, in which
he explained the working of the different classes of
levers, illustrating the same by sketches of the ordinary
balance scale.

President Morris: Are there any questions the mem-
bers would like to ask Mr. Kidder? If not, we will

pass to the next order of business, the discussion of the
treatment of hot boxes on the road, which was contin-

ued from last meeting.

Discussion on Hot Boxes.

Several of the members were called upon by the pres-

ident touching their experience with hot boxes. They
responded as follows:

Mr. Hunt: Being at a terminal point, I have not had
much experience treating hot boxes on the road; but I

think I know about how they go at it. We find that

the best way to treat a hot box is to take it before it

gets too bad and keep giving it a little oil before it gets

ahead of us. Of course, when the journal gets real hot,

that is, red hot, the quickest way, and a way that is

resorted to a great deal, is to put water on it. That is

the quickest and the only way, I guess, of cooling it.

Some people use a cooling compound. This, no doubt,
is good, as it carries with it ingredients that are sup-
posed to reduce the heat. But possibly as good a thing
as can be done is to have plenty of good oil and pack-

ing at hand and get at it as early as you can and
doctor it up in that 'way. Cooling compounds, I believe,

contain a great deal of sediment (at least those I have
tried contained a great deal) and, for that reason, after

once used the compound ought all be taken out of the

waste, because it forms a crust through which the oil

will not penetrate. But no doubt it is a very good

thing to use at the time the journal is hot.

Mr. Sharp: I think that it is not a good practice to

use a cooling compound. There is, as one of the mem-
bers said at the last meeting, too great a danger of

burning off the journal. I think it is the best practice

to furnish the train crew with plenty of well soaked

waste and an extra can of black oil, so that in case

they find a journal getting warm they can, by applying

a little oil at the proper time, prevent further damage
to the journal and brass. Still, on the Erie, especially

recently, we were not bothered a great deal with hot

boxes. We never used a cooling compound. We used
a patent dope, a sample of which I had here about a
year ago. It had a certain amount of asbestos in it,

which prevented burning. That in itself was not very
good for freight cars, from the fact that when a box
would get hot, about the only signal to the trainmen
was the smoke or the smell of the burning dope. Where
you use a dope that will not burn you run the risk of

burning off the journal before the trainmen find it out.

We also used Dixon's graphite. We found it good for

cooling journals or making a rough journal run to des-

tination or a division point where repairs can be made
without delay. ,.

Mr. Reinhard: We do not seem to have much trouble

on freight cars on our road.

Now, it appears to me
that it is poor brass that
will start a hot box. We
find some journal bearings
will run for some time until

they come to a hard spot in

the babbitt of the brass,

which will create a hot box.
After the brass has been re-

moved it seems it will run
all right. Some new jour-

nal bearings, after running
a distance of four or five

miles, cause a hot box, and
if another brass is applied it

will run cool. The trouble
appears to be in the brass
instead of in the oil. That
is the experience we have
had with hot boxes.
Mr. Stagg: I believe on

our fast passenger trains

we use a compound. We
have experienced some trou-

ble with coal cars and we
have had a little difficulty

with cars loaded with steel

rails that we have taken in

at South Chicago. I think it

is confined mostly to cars

that have been used in gra-

vel service, not enough at-

tention having been paid to

them in regard to sand get-

ting into the boxes. That
is what I attribute the trou-

ble to, and I think that is

what causes most of the hot

boxes that we have had
lately.

Do you use a cooiing compound?
Mr. Stagg: I think we do on passenger cars; water

wrhen it gets red hot.

Mr. Hunt: I believe there are a whole lot of condi-

tions that cause hot boxes. I have seen boxes get hot

under the best conditions possible. I believe the ex-

treme cold weather has a great deal to do with hot

boxes. I know we have experienced considerable trou-

ble for several winters in extreme cold weather. We
had quite a few hot boxes on our passenger trains, and

the remedy we applied was to, as soon as the train

came in, put men at the boxes and push the packing

back at once while it is warm. When the trains came in

off the road in extreme cold weather the packing could

be handled very nicely. We have tried that for several

winters and we find it works all right. We get the

packing well to the back of the box and we find that

we can put in a great deal of packing in some of the

boxes. It is surprising what additional packing you

can add. I believe if you get the packing and oil well

back you do a great deal of good. A great many hot

boxes start at the back of the journal from getting dry,

because it is the farthest away from where the journal

is oiled, and consequently gets the least oil; if it gets

dry in any one spot, away goes your box.

Mr. Jones: One of our conductors made a report the

other day of having a hot box, and our superintendent

sent down and wanted to know whether this was an-

other case of it running on smell instead of grease. We
have had brasses that showed spots in them probably

about two inches wide. We have filed these spots

down below the surface of the other lining, just to make
a test, and just as soon as the brass gets worn down to

where the spot is, the journal begins to run hot. We
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took the brass out and cut it in two and found the

metal a kind of grayish color. I believe it is poor

brasses that causes hot boxes in general. In several

cases we have taken out the packing where there was
a hot box, using the same brass, but repacking the box

with old waste, but it still run hot. We took out the

old brass and put in a new one and the journal run

cool. So, in many cases it is the fault of poor brass

instead of the packing.

President: Mr. Barr, will you give us your views?

Mr. Barr: I do not like to say anything on this sub-

ject here to-night, as I know that there are a lot of

your members that have not told one-half of what
they know. I know that mighty well too, and I would
a great deal sooner listen a little further to what some
of the others have got to say. There is no way to learn

a thing except by getting right down to it and seeing.

Now I am satisfied that there are a good many of these

gentlemen here who have seen enough hot boxes to be

able to tell us where the heating starts. I would like

to watch that myself, but I cannot, and you gentlemen

are in a position to. Now in the matter of the starting

of the hot box—starting of the heating—1 believe that

we would learn a great deal more by examining some
boxes that are just a little hot. Then we could see

where the thing begun. It is too late after it has got

so hot as to burn the waste up. Then you can't tell

anything. I am satisfied that there are a great many
here that have seen these things and could tell us where
the heating starts—whether at the front collar or back

shoulder, or whether in the middle of the brass. We
have had several cases mentioned; one in which the

trouble was caused through the fault of the brass, and
one very good case where the brass was scraped out

and the journal then run cool until it afterwards struck

the surface that run hot before. That is a pretty strong

intimation that it was in the brass. My notion is, how-
ever, that if a car runs for one thousand miles and
then runs hot, it is not the brass that does it. The
brass is not so liable to change as a good many other

things. But what I would like to hear from some of

you gentlemen is just where the first heating starts

on the journal, so far as your observation goes.

Mr. Stuckie: The experience that we have had with

hot boxes coming in off our road, is that it is caused by

dust and dirt getting in back of the collar. On a great

many cars the dust guard is gone entirely.

Mr. Kroff: There are a good many things that

cause journals to run hot. When new wheels are ap-

plied the men do not take care to see that the journal

is clean and a little waste will get on the journal be-

tween the bearing and the journal and it will never

burn out. That is one thing that will start it, and
when it once gets to heating you may put oil on it but

you can never remove that waste. Another thing that

causes a journal to heat is trucks being out of square;

or the brass may be too long. Last winter we had a

steam shovel come from Milwaukee over the North-
western. Every journal on the shovel was hot. I had
to take and shorten up the brasses, and I never heard
a thing about it afterwards. I guess it ran cool. I

know I would if it handn't. We generally do over our
way. I think it best to have a man to keep the jour-

nal clean and not allow waste to get under the bear-

ing. We get cars that have had brasses put in at

the stock yards. They come up squealing so you can
hear them a block. You would think the journal was
badly burned. We jack her up, examine the brass and
find a litle waste in there We take that out and let

her go and never hear any more about it. There are

a good many things that will make a hot box. It may
be caused by a wheel that binds too tight to the box,

pushing the box to the outside collar, and if the out-

side collar binds, no matter how much oil you put

there it will get hot right away. My experience is that

in applying new wheels to the oil boxes a little waste
will drop down on the journal. Try that as an experi-

ment and see how it works.

Mr. Hennessey: There is another cause of hot boxes
that has not been touched on this evening at all, and
that is that the radius of the brass is bored out too

much for the journal. I have made some experiments
with that. We used to put in brasses with a radius

one-eighth of an inch larger than the journal. We cut

it down to a thirty-second of an inch. I find that on
cars now leaving the shop with new journals and new
brasses we do not have one hot box where we formerly
had a great many, and I attribute that, more than any-
thing else, to having the journal in good condition. If

you have only got a small bearing surface on the jour-

nal, you get a small bearing on the brass. Just half an
inch; that is not sufficient bearing surface.

Mr. Kroff: I would like to say that we use a 4%-inch
bearing upon a 4-inch journal. We do not experience

any hot boxes at all. I prefer a larger bearing. We
use one extra bearing 4% inches, and we also use a 4x8:

one bearing upon the same journal. We have no trou-

ble whatever.

Mr. E. B. Smith: We used to have, years ago, any
amount of hot boxes. At that time our brasses were a

very poor quality. We labored with our people for a

Ion;.' time before we could get them to buy us lead-lined

brasses, but we finally got them won over, and have
been buying our brasses of the Hewitt Manufacturing
Co. Last month we ordered our bearings made % inch

larger than the journal. With the Hewitt brasses we
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have reduced hot boxes 75 per cent. AVe have little

trouble with heating.

Mr. Redman: It is my opinion that a great deal of
trouble is with the packing: in a great many cases it is

the fault of the brass; and there are cases where the
brass bears too heavily against the collar. But I recol-

lect one case in particular. When I found the box it

was just a trifle warm; not running hot. There was a

little puff of smoke coming out. The brass looked all

right. The oil was lubricating at the end of the jour-

nal; but I was not satisfied and I had the brass re-

moved. I found a strip of about 1% inches in the center
of the brass that the oil was not lubricating. After
removing the packing, I repacked it and put the same
brass back and it run all right. I think a great many
times, especially in cold weather, the packing settles

down and gets away from the journal so that it don't

touch the journal or not sufficiently to allow the oil to

lubricate. In many cases I have noticed the cause was
due to dirt, cinders and sand working in, sometimes
from one end and sometimes from the other end of the

box, frequently on the back. I think that a box ought
frequently to be repacked; that is, within a certain

length of time. The packing, after it has been in for a

long time, should be pulled out, stirred up and placed
1 ack in the box.

Mr. Barr: I would like to ask if anybody has had
any experience with the Cook cooler.

Mr. Jones: We have had on our passenger cars. We
have been using it a while; it does the work up in great

shape. That is the water we used.

President Morris: Any other gentleman had any ex-

perience with the Cook cooler?

Mr. Krump: We use a water bag that we attach to

the car to cool boxes. When applied it holds about ten

gallons of water. So far as hot boxes are concerned,

we find the great majority of them are on grain cars,

due mainly to overloading. I think you will find that,

more than anything else, is the cause of it.

Mr. R. G. Smith: I think the majority of hot boxes
are caused by the packing working into the front of the
box and getting hard. I think the best way to look

after that is to watch and see that the packing is kept
in the back of the box. The only way to do that is to

take the packing iron and punch it back. Putting
water in hot boxes, I think, is the worst thing anyone
can do. When you put water in it will make a shell on
it, and as soon as that shell gets rubbed off it will leave

a hole, and no matter what kind of a brass you put on
it, it won't run cool. I think the best way to use a car
that has been running hot is to let it cool off itself, or
put in some suitable stuff that will run the car instead

of having to cool it off. At the last meeting we were
talking about compounds being used. I think they
might use a different compound to what he used, which
would be far more suitable. Take soft soap, for in-

stance, with a little sulphur. I do not say to use that

as a general thing for lubricating; but in case a train

crew gets out on the road with a train of perishable
freight it would be a good thing to have to carry a car
to its destination. I think it does it every time.

President Morris: Mr. Barr, I think the members
would like to hear from you in regard to the value of
this association to the railroads.

Mr. Barr: I do not want to take up the time of the
members of the association with any address, and I

don't intend to. I simply say this: I have taken a great
deal of interest in your association; I believe it a good
thing. I believe it is the right thing to do. If you will

come here and give your experience, and be sure you
give what is experience, not so much ideas—give the
results of the actual use of your eyes—you are going to
help each other and help the railroads very much in-

deed. Now, I would very much prefer to listen rather
than to talk. I have got several ideas this evening that
I consider worth a good bit. 1 got several ideas that I
propose to work out to a certain extent. I, for my part,
want to do anything and everything that I can to help
make your meetings a success, and help you to do good
to the railroads. There are a great many others that
feel just exactly in the same way; and I shall do all I
can with the officials of the St. Paul Railway, who look
on your meetings and discussions here as quite an im-
portant thing. In the matter of interchange of ears, I
think that the interchange will go on with a great deal
less friction on account of your meetings, of your get-
ting acquainted with each other, and getting to know
that the other fellow is not trying to beat you all the
time. I think the sooner you all get that thing out of
your head—and you can get it out no better than
through this association—the better off the railroads
will be. I heard a genera! superintendent of a railroad
say that a car inspector with a piece of chalk could
stop more freight in an hour than he could manage to
get by hard work in a week; and there is some truth in
it. Now, I think that you are pursuing the right lines,
and I am ready to take up the matter, and I believe I
can interest a good many more men in it. You have
my sincere good wishes, and you can have the assur-
ance that if I can do anything to make the association
go, I certainly will do it. Whenever I can make it pos-
sible to get away. I am going to come in and listen to
what you have to say. I do not want to take up too
much of your time, but I was going to say a- few words
about using the eyes. It is not much to theorize. We
can all do that. In most all of our associations we have
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a little too much theorizing. What we want is more
facts; what we want is facts that you can establish by
the use of your eyes. Take, for instance, hot boxes.
If you start in and watch a lot of hot boxes as they
come into the yard and see where the heating starts,

watch the process and watch every point about it, I

think you will get a clearer idea of what makes a hot
box than most of you have now. But you must not
lake a case that has been standing in the yard for

hours; you can't tell anything about that. You have
got to commence when they start. If a train parts on
the road and nothing happens, we can generally tell

what coupler it is that uncoupled, and we can find,

possibly, what was the matter. Sometimes we can't.

But if a train, after parting, comes together again and
smashes up half a dozen cars, you cannot tell anything
about it. A hot box comes to our notice chiefly after it

has made trouble and when it is too late to tell any-
thing about it. You gentlemen are in a position where
you can possibly find out to what the heating is due,

and if you know all the circumstances, I think you will

be able, and we will all be able, to figure out a remedy,
at least to a certain extent. Some of the gentlemen
here in their remarks make .the statement that they are

not particularly troubled with hot boxes. That is not
true on the St. Paul road, I am sorry to say. We have
been keeping a pretty close record of hot boxes, and our
record shows COO or 700 per month. It don't seem to

be so very much when you consider that we have one
hot box to about 50,000 miles of car mileage. But sti.l

it runs up to 600 or 700, and I think if all were reported

they would run up to 1000 per month. We try to get

them all, but we don't. I do not think any other road
is doing much better or much worse. I do not have
any reason for supposing we are doing worse than other

roads, and I do not have any reason to believe we are

doing better. Of course, we all have a little notion

that we are doing better than anybody else, aud it is a
pretty good thing to have. But when you come down
to cold, solid facts, I guess one fellow is not doing much
better than another; and the hot boxes cost us possibly

$1000 per month. I do not believe that I am making
that too large, possibly not large enough. Now, if we
can come down to causes and get the exact facts in

our minds—making hot boxes is not one thing, it is a

number of things. It is not bad packing alone; it is not

bad trucks alone; it is not any one thing alone. But if

we can come down and find what these things are

—

how much a truck has to be out of square to make a hot

box, and so on (I am putting aside bad wormanship)

—

we will have less hot boxes, and you are the men above
all others that ought to be able to say where they com-
mence, how they commence and what the reason for it

is, and then we can possibly do something to correct it.

You have said a good many things, I know, this even-

ing, but you haven't told one-half of what you know
about this. I would like to hear some more ideas. I

would a great deal rather hear them than hear myself

talk. I do not believe I will do this association any
good by talking any more, so I will sit down and listen

for the rest of the evening.

Mr. Callahan: Mr. Barr's question does not seem to

have been replied to—where the box first starts to heat.

I think just as he says—to tell anything about it one
has got to be there and catch it when it begins to heat.

After that there is nothing more than theory that you
can advance on it. I think, from my experience, that

a box that heats on account of the packing will com-
mence heating at the back part of the box, because the

packing is not kept in the back part of the box. I do
not believe that it is a good thing to shove the old pack-
ing back in the box. I think the better way is to pull

the old packing out and slip good packing in and get it

clear back. I think if cars receive proper attention at

terminals there is no danger of running hot between
terminals.

Mr. Da vies, Jr.: I have heard a good deal said about
pushing the packing in the back of the box. I think it

is very bad practice. With the majority of cut journals

that we take out it is the back half of the journal that
is cut. I have watched the packing pretty closely late-

ly, especially since this discussion came up, and in most
all cases in taking the packing out the packing in the

back of the box was the driest. This shows that the

oilers in oiling the box will put a little oil in the front

and keep shoving the packing back, and in a very short

time the packing becomes very hard and dry and does
not give the oil a chance to saturate up to the journal.

Mr. Callahan: I will say further that I do not be-
lieve in using an oil can at any time. The oil you put
in with an oil can runs out at the back of the box and
does the journal no good whatever. If you will drop
packing well saturated with oil into the journal box
you will have better success.

Mr. Kroff: I would like to hear from the Milwaukee
as to whether the cut journals are on old wheels or
whether they are on wheels that have lately been_ap-
plied. That has a good deal of bearing as to hot boxes.
Mr. Davies, Jr.: They are on both old and new

wheels. We have not taken out any wheels recently
that were new and recently applied. The majority of
cut journals, of course, are on wheels that have been
in there some time.

Mr. Showers: I have heard a good deal said about
packing and oiling of boxes because of the journal run-
ning hot, but I have not heard anything said as to the

preparation of the packing piior to packing the box. If

there is any one here that can give a proper method for
preparing packing I would like to hear it.

Mr. Hennessey: The practice at the West Milwau-
kee shops is to put the packing into a vat of oil and let

it remain there from 30 to 48 hours. Then it is thrown
up on a grate that allows the oil to drain off and run
back into the vat, other than what the packing will

retain. The room is kept at a temperature of about 70
degrees. With this we pack all the boxes on new cars,

and they get no oil after that. We have been building
ears at the rate of from 10 to 15 per day, and we find

no cut journals in a year.

Mr. E. B. Smith: There has not been anything said

about the kind of waste used. I would like to ask, for

my information, which is the best, wool or cotton waste;

what the trunk lines are using, especially.

Mr. Hunt: On the Fort Wayne we use wool waste.

We believe that wool waste makes the best packing
for journals. It has more elasticity to it; we all know
that. I believe that is one of the things required. At
the same time the hairs are hollow, and they take in

the oil and retain it. I do not think you are able to

squeeze so much of the oil out of wool waste with an

ordinary pressure as you are out of cotton waste. Take
a handful of wool waste that is thoroughly saturated

with oil, and I will venture to say you can squeeze it

for a month and you cannot get all the oil out. On the

other hand, with cotton waste, there is no such elas-

ticity to it, and the fibers. I do not think, are hollow,

and you are able to squeeze most of the oil out of it.

Then, too, cotton waste has a tendency to stay where
you press it, while wool waste has not. We think wool
waste the best. AYe have used it for years. I do not

think that I remember when we used cotton waste on
the Pennsylvania Railroad, although we may have at

one time. In preparing the waste we pick out pieces

as big as your fist; do not wind it up into a ball, just

squeeze it up in the hand, and then throw it into a vat

and let it remain from 24 to 4S hours or longer. Before
using it we aim to let it drain pretty thoroughly. There
are certain seasons of the year that it don't drain much,
unless your place is pretty warm. Anyhow, it holds a

good deal of oil at this season of the year.

Mr. Reinhard: We use cotton waste, and we go
through the same process that Mr. Hennessey has just

spoken about. There is one question about hot boxes
that I would like to ask, and that is, whether they are
experienced more in winter time than in the summer.
It possibly may be a fact that, after a train of cars has
come into the yard and stood around after being oiled

and prepared to go on the road, the oil will become
thick and settled down in the waste. Take and start

the ears out on the road and the chances are that the
journal has to get warm before the oil will commence
lubricating. If the journal once commences to get

warm before the oil can do it any good, you will have a
hot box on your hands. I don't know whether I am
right or not. In the spring I think you will find that
your journal boxes are pretty well filled up with oil.

I believe that hot boxes are reduced in the summer. I

have noticed that in the years gone by.

Discussion of Disputed Case.

President Morris: We will now consider this discus-
sion closed. We will dispense with the usual recess,

as the hour is getting late. The case in dispute be-

tween two members, which has been written up and is

now in your hands, will be considered. It is as follows:
"In October, 1898, A received one of his cars from B

(B being a switching road) with one draw bar
spring broken, for which defect he requests M. C.
B. card. B replies that draw bar spring is own-
er's defect. A replies that it is not owner's defect
if broken by B. B replies that, according to his

understanding, the draw bar spring has been en-
tirely left out of the new rules, thus making own-
ers only responsible."

Mr. Davies, Jr.: In this case I should think that B is

responsible for the broken drawbar spring. Sec. 23 of
rule 5 says what a switching road can charge owners
for. The mere fact of the drawbar spring being omit-
ted in the rules as an owner's defect, in my opinion,
has nothing to do with this. If the switching road de-
livered the owners a car with a broken drawbar spring,
it is responsible, unless, of course, it has record of re-

ceiving it from connecting line in this way. If it did.

it was its place to get a joint evidence card.
Mr. Grieb: I fully agree with this. I think that if

no joint evidence card was secured by that belt road,
it is proof positive to the effect that the spring was
broken while being handled by the switching road. And
the rule just quoted (Sec. 23, Rule 5) states very spe-
cifically the items for which a switching road can ren-
der bill, and the item of springs is not mentioned.
Mr. E. B. Smith: I move that it is the sense of this

meeting that the delivering road is responsible for the
broken spring.

Seconded.

Mr. Hunt: Rule 5. Sec. 23. says that switching roads
will only be allowed to render bill against car owners
for the following defects: (Quotes rule.l It don't say
that B could repair this spring. It seems to me that B
is in for this defect and that he will have to stand it.

Mr. Sharp: I am in favor of the motion that has
been put. I think that in view of the fact that it was
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left out of the rules, that makes the switching road
responsible.

Mr. Wentsel: From the looks of things I guess the
switching road is in for it. I do not think there is any
use arguing the case.

Mr. Stuckie: A point of information. 'Who broke
this spring? Did B break it, or somebody else?

President Morris: In the absence of any informa-
tion we will have to consider that B broke it.

Mr. Stuckie: Is there any record to show that B
broke it?

President Morris: B does not bring any evidence to

prove that he did not break it, which is practically an
admission that it was broken by him.
Mr. Smith's motion was here put and carried.

Labor Charge for Applying Brake Shoes.
President Morris: Mr. Hunt, you had the question

up the other day in regard to labor charge for applying
brake shoes.

Mr. Hunt: Yes; I would ask, can you charge labor

for applying a brake shoe to a car?
President Morris: What is the general custom, you

mean, in replacing a missing shoe?
Mr. Hunt: When it is necessary to apply it.

Mr. Wentsel: I take notice of a great many cars hav-
ing brake shoes missing, and there is always a charge
made for applying a brake shoe.

President Morris: A labor charge?
Mr. Wentsel: Yes; when brake shoe is missing.
Mr. Hunt: On page 32 of the rules, at the bottom,

is a note. Now, there is a list of articles which it says
there must be no labor charge for. Isn't is a fact that
we do not charge labor, either on defect card or other-
wise, for a knuckle; and it is in the same category
with the rest. Why should we charge for a brake shoe
and not for a knuckle; or if we charge for a brake shoe,

why not for a knuckle pin?
Secretary Cook: I think it makes some difference

whether a defect card is given with the car or not. In
billing on a defect card the other man has the scrap.

If you have lost the shoe on your own road and are
making the bill, you have the scrap in lieu of the labor
charge. But where you receive a car from connecting
line with a missing brake shoe, they have the scrap
material and, I think, should pay the labor charge on
the defect card.

Mr. Kroff: How would it be if a knuckle was miss-
ing? You can get a defect card.

Secretary Cook: I don't see why the same reasoning
should not apply in both cases; but where we have one
case of a knuckle missing, we have 100 of the brake
shoe; so that when we get a knuckle missing we let

the labor charge go,—it is not much of an item anyway.
But the brake shoes being so numerous, most of us
don't feel that w^e should overlook the right we have
to make the labor charge.
Mr. Sharp: I make the motion that the sense of this

meeting is that the labor charge is proper if billed on
a defect card; and (hat no labor is to be charged where
it is an owner's defect. Seconded.
Mr. Hunt: Take the rule as it reads. If we treat

the brake shoe that way, would we not have to treat the
other articles in the same manner? Why should we
make an exception of the brake shoe; or, in other words,
are we not to work this as it reads, or can W'e fix these
things to suit ourselves? The rules are very plain, any
way; in fact it is a note, and it especially says that
we shall not do a certain thing.

President Morris: You consider it a violation of the
rules to charge labor?
Mr. Hunt: It seems so to me. The note reads: "No

charge to be made for labor of replacing or applying
M. C. B. knuckles, knuckle pins, locking pins, clevises,
brake shoes or brake shoe keys." I think that means
just what it says. On page 28 of the Rules it says,
"No credit for scrap and no charge for labor shall be
allowed in renewing brake shoes."
President Morris: The last refers to an owner's de-

fect and not a missing brake shoe offered in interchange.
Mr. Hunt: That is true; but it do( s not say any-

thing about it in this note on page 32. Quotes note
on page 32.) There has been a good deal said about
charging labor for applying M. C. B. knuckles, and
knuckle pins and locking pins, because it takes a lit-

tle time to apply them. I presume that matter was
all talked over, and that they concluded that here are
several articles that there ought not to be a labor
charge for, and hence this note.
Mr. Da vies, Jr.: I take Sec. 4 to read that it is

labor only for applying brake beams, including their
attachments, such as heads, shoes, jaws and hangers.
It would not apply to shoes separately. Missing shoes
on a car you can bill the owners for. But if heads are
missing, including the beam, charge for labor only.
Mr. Reinhard: I do not see anything in that rule

just cited that says you can make a labor charge for
replacing knuckles on a defect card. I think that
when a defect card is requested for missing material
the labor charge is proper.

Mr. Hunt: Do»s any body know where labor is

charged for knuckles, condition card or otherwise?
Mr. Kroff: We do not charge labor for knuckles or

knuckle pins.

President Morris: Do you charge labor for missing
brake shoes?

Mr. Kroff: No, sir: we follow up the rules in that
note.

Secretary Cook: I would like to ask how far that
note at the top of page 28 follows? Does that include
all on the following pages? If that is the case, that
would settle the question. A missing brake shoe on
a defect card w-ould not be an owner's defect. It cer-

tainly refers to the first paragraph there, reading,
"Whenever scrap credits, etc.," because that refers

only to owner's defects there. It seems to me that if

that were the case, we might as well follow it all the
way through to the bottom of page 32, and in that
case the note of "No charge to be made for labor of

replacing missing brake shoes" would come in when
it is owner's defect. If that is not. so, where does this

rule stop? I think it goes right through all the suc-

ceeding pages.

Mr. Hunt: If that note on page 28 is for owner's
defects, then there is only one other condition, that
is the other fellow's defects that we find in the note
at the bottom of page 32. I chink that the note on
page 28 simply cov°rs brake shoes and nothing else.

Mr. Gierke: I believe that the allowance for labor

charge for replacing missing brake shoes on defect
cards is the result of an arbitration case which was
decided in May. 1892, which says that a labor charge
for missing brake shoes is proper. But the rules have
been changed since then, and the note at the bottom
of page 32 says very plainly that no labor charge
is to be made for missing brake shoes.

President Morris: Can you enlighten us on that.

Air. Barr?
Mr. Barr: I do not feel quite able to enlighten you

on that point. My idea is that the note was put there

for the reason that the labor involved in making these
little changes is so small that it was not considered
proper to make a charge. The labor of replacing a

knuckle, aside from getting the key out, is not five

minutes, and the trend of the discussion was in that

way'—that the time necessary to change a knuckle or

brake shoe was so small as to cumber up the bills,

and that it was endeavoring to work too fine; that

by all roads observing this rule it balances, anyhow,
and the attempt to get too fine on these things always
leads to trouble. No one thinks of making a one-half

hcur labor charge, and my impression on the thing

is this: That on these small items it was decided to

leave them out of the bills, and no person would suf-

fer by doing so.

Mr. Sharp: In view of these remarks, I would
withdraw the motion I made.

Responsibility for Wheels Out of Gauge.
President Morris: Any further remarks on this qu s-

tion? Are there any other questions that any of the

members would like brought up lor discussion?
Mr. Sharp: I would like to call attention to See. 12

of Rule 3, for a little information. It reads, ••Whirls
loose or out of gauge owners responsible." Is that

section meant to cover wheels that are applied by the
owners, or would it also cover wheels applied by for-

eign companies? For illustration: Supposing that re-

pairs are made to a car on account of owner's defect,

and that after the car arrives at some terminal the

wheels are found out of gauge. Well, suppose that

the car has made 100 miles, perhaps been in service

a month, yet, when it arrives home the owners find

that the wheels are a quarter of an inch or half an
inch out of gauge. Under these circumstances, and
the construction of this rule, is the owner justified in

declining to pay the bill?

Mr. Showers: I think that case would be covered
by a joint evidence card in the way of rebutting re-

pairs. If wheels are applied by a foreign company
and car arrives home and you find the wheels are out

of gauge, you undoubtedly can procure a joint evi-

dence card for wrong repairs. That will rebut the

bill.

President Morris: Is that satisfactory, Mr. Sharp?
Mr. Sharp: Well, not entirely. From the facts of

the case I have in mind, a joint evidence card was
procured and yet the company making the repairs still

contended that they have a right to render bill, and
that this section of the rules makes owners responsi-

ble for the wheels being out of gauge. The wheels
were not loose, were merely too tight.

Mr. Hunt: I believe the case is covered by the

rules, as Mr. Showers has said. The rules say what
the gauge shall be. and when any one puts in a pair

of wheels that are out of gauge it certainly is wrong
repairs, and a joint evidence card in the case ought
to be sufficient record of what the party says who
did the work.

Mr. Jones: If there is a repair card on the car

showring that wheels were applied, what is the use of

having a joint evidence card? All wheels are sup-

posed to be stenciled by the road that applies them.

Mr. Hunt: The joint evidence card is a card show-
ing that wheels are out of gauge. The repair card

does not say they are out of gauge, hence we must
have the joint evidence.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to get the sense of the

meeting on that for my personal information.

Mr. Davies: It would be all right to get joint evi-

dence provided the car returned home. Supposing
a party put in a pair of wheels and they were out of

gauge and no repair card was attached. The car goes

to another road who remove the wheels and bill the

owner before car reaches home. That would be an-

other case to look at. If the car came home with a

repair card, it would be enough to get joint evidence

and refuse to pay the bill; but if car went to some
oilier road with this wrong gauge and they removed
the wheels, they would have a right to bill against the

owner.
Mr. Hunt: That would be pretty near joint evi-

dence. I think they would be liable.

Mr. Showers: Now I think in case wheels are ap-

plied by another company and are removed within a
reasonable period a joint evidence card is sufficient to

show- wheels out of gauge and rebut the bill. In or-

der to get the sense of this meeting, I would move
that where a car, to which wheels have been applied,

is received home by the owner, a joint evidence card

is proper if wheels are found out of gauge, and that

the parties making repairs originally are responsible

to the owner.
The meeting here adjourned.

The program for the next meeting, which will be held

in the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, Jan. 12, at 8

p. m., comprises the following topics:

(1) A question in interchange between two loads in

Chicago will be discussed.

(2) The chief joint car inspectors at their meeting

held at St. Louis in Sept., 1898, decided that under
Rule 3, section 35 to 43, the owner of a car is respons-

ible for two draft timbers broken at one end of car, the

the other end having a combination of defects for

which owners are not responsible. It is understood that

the damage to both ends apparently occurred at same
time. Is this correct?

(3) The joint inspectors also decided that when a car

is delivered in interchange wdth two sills broken and
comes back with two additional sills broken, all de-

fects should be considered as belonging to owner. Does
the association agree with this?

i4i To what extent can we work compressed air on
repair tracks to advantage?

COMMENT BY CAR FOREMEN.

This column Is edited by the Publication Committee of the Car Fore-
men's Association, ami the Ratlwat Mastee Mechanic is not respon-
sible for any of the views expressed therein. Communications and
items of interest to car men are solicited. T. R. Morris, chairman.

That the work of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago is appreciated by those who are in a position to

know of the results, is shown in the remarks of Mr. W.
E. Beecham, car accountant of the C. M. & St. P. Ry..
made at the 14th quarterly meeting of the Central and
Western Association of car officers.

In speaking of what the Car Foremen's Association
has accomplished in the way of facilitating interchange
at Chicago, Mr. Beecham said:

"That association is now but a year old. and the last

meeting I attended was held at the Great Northern
Hotel some time in the spring; there were over sixty
men present; the membership includes superintendents
of motive power and others, and had been publicly en-
dorsed by the highest authorities in the mechanical de-
partments. Those men came together and solved prob-
lems that vexed them, and it is now a rare occurrence
that any ear is delayed by reason of the controversies

that used to arise on account of the condition of cars.
I very often receive a notice from some of our connect-
ing lines, though probably in response to a request that
I have made upon them to accept some foreign car, and
it generally says: '\Ve will receive it if It is In good
order.' You gentlemen have got nothing whatever to
do with the condition of the car, no more to do with it

than Marshall Field has. The mechanical department
has decided that for you. It will not be received unless
it conforms to their rules and regulations, which is per-
fectly proper and correct. Now that has done away
with a great many of the difficulties that confronted
r,s in handling cars at large terminals; in fact I must
say it has removed all the difficulty, for we never have
anything further to complain of. These men came to-

gether, they discussed these matters, and one thing
that they did come to a conclusion about was individ-
ual interests of railway companies can be much better
protected by acting together and taking care of the mu-
tual interests than they can be by each and every rail-

road going on its own hook. That is one result of the
work of this committee. I think that we can bring
about this same state of affairs at other places. We
can ask the General Foreman, the joint inspectors and
others to take part in these proceedings, and try to en-
courage them in the belief that by working together
they will serve the interests of the roads they are em-
ployed by."

Communications.

One of the Difficulties of Inspection.
To the Fditor:—
One of the things the inspector has to contend

against now-a-daya is the pressed-steel truck. It is

very hard to find defects in wheels in this kind of
truck, as the truck side or channel bar that extends
from one oil box to the other covers at least one-half
of the wheels.
We can examine a little more of the wheel if we
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have time to get down on our hands and knees and
put our heads underneath th" truck. But we stand
a chance of having our days of usefulness as a car
inspector brought to a close by having our head sepa-
rated from the rest of our body.

I had a case lately where I missed a seamy wheel
oh a car with one of these steel trucks. I am sure I
gave this car a good inspection; in fact. I always
take pains to give all these cars a close going over,
but I missed this wheel. Afterward the piece broke
off and the car got off the track, but as luck would
have it no serious damage was done, as the accident
happened in the yard. But it goes to show that we
can expect more trouble in the future from this cause.
Most of these cars with steel trucks are pretty new-,

and as soon as the wheels begin to wear out we are
going to have trouble. In order to protect myself. I

am going to give all cars with steel trucks a very
close inspection, especially the wheels, and I would
advise all other inspectors to do the same.

Inspector.

* » »

MAGNETIC LAHP HOLDER.

The electric lamp holder shown herewith is in-

tended for use where a portable light is used, as in

engine and boiler rooms. When the current is on
the holder becomes a magnet and will therefore ad-
lK'i? to any piece of iron or steel in any position.
It is very useful in machine shops, as it can be so
placed as to have the light shine exactly where
wanted when working with the lathe, planer, drill

and other tools. In boiler sho> s its use does away
with torches, as it can be carried inside the boiler.

In railway shops it is particularly useful when re-

pairing locomotives, as its position may be changed
at will, anO it will be found useful in many other
ways about the shop. The holder is offered by Jenk-
ins Bros., the packing and valve makers, of 71 John
street. Xew York.

TREATMENT OF HOT JOURNALS= =HAS A CURE
BEEN FOUND?

Ever since railways were built the question of
hot journals has been one which at times has puz-
zled the oldest and most experienced operators. The
causes are numerous; the effective remedies have
been few. if any. All kinds of lubrication have
been used, in most cases with varying success.
Forty years ago many baggage and caboose cars
carried as a remedy for hot journals three boxes,
one containing sifted hard wood ashes, another
beeswax, another tallow. Where a journal was ex-
cessively hot cold water was applied until the jour-
nal was cooled sufficiently so that these three sub-
stances could be mixed in the box and melted to-

gether by the heat from the journal. The first

hot box compound made exclusively for tlr's pur-
pose was. we are informed, these three ingredients
melted together. This was before the days of pe-
troleum and when whale oil was in general use for
lubricating purposes for cars. In the early days
journals were usually 3xG and trucks were gener-
ally rough. Where this compound was use'
scon as the journal was cool, the packing had to be
pulled out and replaced with waste and oil. In
recent years petroleum product having entirely
superseded the old whale oil and the 3-in. journals
having been replaced by those of 4 and 4toxS. and
both journals and brasses having been greatly im-
proved, it would seem that the number of hot jour-
nals ought to have been very much reduced; but

they still continue to delay trains and cause any
quantity of trouble.

A great majority of hot journals commence heat-
ing at the shoulder. This is particularly the case
011 crooked tracks. The men who apply oil to car
journals are not particular enough to get the lubri-

cation back to the shoulder when the journals are
packed. Defective dust guards also have very
much to do with causing this trouble.

A new lubricating oil known as Champion fire-

proof car oil has during the past year come into

use on many of the railways in the northwest, and
reports from operators demonstrate the fact that
in at least 90 per cent of the cases where this oil

has been applied as a remedy for hot journals it

has been successful, and enables the train men to

cool the journals while the train is runumg, with-

out delay, by simply applying the oil to the journal
without any change of packing. In thousands of

cases red-hot journals have had this oil applied,

without using water, and the train goes on, and,

after a run of from lu to 2u miles, the journal has
been found practically cool and without injury.

In some cases, where filled brasses are used and
where the babbit has been found melted out, the

car has been jacked up, a new brass put in and,
without applying any oil to the journal to cool it.

the brass has been let down onto the red-hot bear-

ing and in a few- minutes, of course, the babbit is

melted out again. If the train man had sirnply

poured the oil from his can onto the red-hot journal,

allowing the oil to run off into the waste in the

box, in two or three minutes, it is claimed, the jour-

nal would be sufficiently cool so as not to melt the

babbit; then the train could go on and the journal

would cool in motion and the trouble be over.

The Chicago & Northwestern, St. Paul, Minneap-
olis & Omaha, Northern Pacific, Illinois Central and
other roads have made very thorough tests of this

oil as a remedy for hot journals, and where it has
been used with intelligence it has in nearly all cases

proved successful. It is not manufactured with a

special reference to curing hot journals, but more
especially to prevent them. It is, as its name im-

plies, a car oil.

The Freeport train on the Chicago & Northwest-
ern road has been packed with this oil and has run

nine months. This train doubles 122% miles every-

day, making 14 stops each way; the time is three

hours; the average distance between stops is 8

miles; the average speed of this train between sta-

tions is about 55 miles per hour. The train has
now run somewhere near 70,000 miles. The present

cost of lubricating this train of 3 cars, each 12

wheels, is, we are informed, about S^ic per thou-

sand miles, without a hot journal on the train for

more than four months. These figures would seem
to indicate that the cost of lubrication of 8 wheel
passenger equipment with the use of this oil would
be under 6c per thousand miles.

To say nothing about the merit of this oil, how-
ever, as a lubrication for car journals it is worthy
the attention of every railroad operator in the coun-

try not only as a preventive but as a remedy for

hot journals. The application of water to a red-hot

journal changes the character of the surface, ren-

ders it almost as hard as a file and causes the jour-

nal to throw off from the surface small scales about

the size of the head of a pin, leaving the surface

rough and uneven, and the journal brittle and dan-

gerous to run. It has been clearly demonstrated
that the application of this oil to red-hot journals

does not in any way injure them. They are left as

smooth and in as good condition after being heated

red and cooled with this oil as they were before.

Consequently the saving in journals alone might be

expected to a great deal more than pay for the cost

of lubrication.

Under date of the 30th of August. 1S9S. Mr. S.

Sanborn, general superintendent of the Chicago &
Northwestern, writes the Champion Oil Company
as follows: "yesterday I came in from Clinton

with the president and general manager, special

running at the rate of about 50 miles an hour.

When we arrived at Geneva we had a hot journal

on the tank truck of our engine (when I say hot

it was red hot). We took out the brass, put in

another one which the engineer had on his engine,

and which was a very imperfect one. but the only

one that would fit the engine, and packed it with
Champion oil. When we arrived at West Chicago.

six miles. I stopped and had a little more oil ap-

plied. When we arrived at Chicago the box was
as cool as any on the train. I consider this a very

severe test for your oil. and judging by the manner
in which it worked yesterday I cannot speak too

highly in its praise."

THE VOLUTE NUT LOCK.

The nut lock shown in our engraving possesses
the very essential features of simplicity and effec-

tiveness; the first is plainly apparent and the -

ond has been amply demonstrated in severe prac-

tical service and over long periods of time. It is not
an ordinary spring washer set baek~of the nut: but
it has a wedge-shaped edge which follows the
thread of the bolt, and is applied to the threaded
bolt in front of the nut.

and is turned up until

it hugs the latter. Its

holding power is gained
through its peculiar

construction. It will be

noted, by referring to

the small figure of the

separate lock, that the

latter is not made in a

true circle but has a
volute drawing in at

the last quarter. The
lock will start on the

bolt easily, but when
drawn around to the

third quarter it com-
mences to bind on the THE VOLUTE NUT
bolt. In practice it is LOCK,
turned up on the bolt until it just fairly

hugs the nut, but no more. The locking

is absolute; the holding power is positive, and

it is impossible, when once adjusted, for the nut to

move a particle. By the use of this lock jaw nuts

and cotter pins may be entirely dispensed with:

and moreover, there is effected a saving of from

two to three inches in the length of bolts. It is

made of tempered steel, and for any size of bolt

used. It can be applied or removed from any bolt

without injuring the thread. This nut lock has

successfully undergone the severest tests on loco-

motives, cars, bridges, frogs and track. It is sold

by the Volute Nut Lock Co., of Fort Wayne. Ind.

+—~+

The coal car equipment of the old Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad Company consisted originally of

cars holding about 4% tons each. These constituted

the majority of the coal cars until 1S73, and their

construction did not wholly cease until 1SS4. In

1S73 a car carrying 10 tons was introduced and be-

came the standard car. the number of these cars

in use from 1S73 to 1S81 exceeding those of all other

coal cars. The last of these cars was built in 1870.

In lSisl a car with a capacity of 16 tons was adopted

as the standard, but its manufacture was discon-

tinued after a few years. Since 1SS7 no coal cars

have been built of less capacity than 25 tons, and

since 1893 all the coal cars built have been of 35

tons capacity. All these classes of cars of less than

2~< tons capacity have proved too weak to stand the

strain of moving in such trains and at such speeds

as are necessary to-day. and all those of less than

10 tons capacity have practically disappeared from

the road.

Another relic of the early days of locomotive

building is to be placed in Darlington Station, near

to "So. 1."' which was built in 1S25. The engine,

-ays the Railway Herald of England, is the Der-

went, No. 25. which was built by Mr. Alfred

Kitching. of Darlington. 1S37. It was exhibited at

the Jubilee Exhibition at Newcastle, in 1SS7. The

engine has outside cylinders, and the door of the

furnace is at the chimney end. the fireman stand-

ing on a small bogie tender containing the supply

of coal. This was placed in front of the engine,

while behind the boiler was the water tank. The

Derwent was bought from the old Stockton & Dar-

lington Railway Company by Messrs. Pease, and

was employed in drawing their colliery traffic in

the Crook district, but since the Newcastle Exhibi-

tion has not worked. Messrs. Pease have recently

given the engine to the North Eastern Railway Com-

pany, in order that it may be preserved like No. 1.

•• » »

PERSONAL.

Mr. J. H. Goodyear, chief clerk in the office of the

master mechanic of the Chicago Great Western, has

accepted - - - ith the Burial & - -

quehanna Railroad and will assume his new duties

Jan. 7. Mr. Goodyear commenced his railway career

as a telegraph boy when 13 years old. and was there-

after operator, ticket agent, freight agent, traveling
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station agent and auditor and chief clerk to general

superintendent—tins service covering a period of 14

years spent in England and France. In 1893 he came
to the United States, becoming machinist's helper on

the Chicago Great Western, on which road he was

afterward clerk and finally chief clerk in the motive

power department. Mr. Goodyear is a well-known con-

tributor to the railway press, and his many friends

will wish him well in his new connection in the East.

Mr. Ernest Galbraitb has been appointed master

mechanic of the Black & White River Railway shops

in Brinkley. Ark.

Mr. J. T. Stafford has been appointed assistant mas-

ter mechanic of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern, with headquarters at Baring Cross. Ark.

Mr. Howard Curry has be. n appointed road foreman

of engines for the main line and branches of the North-

ern Pacific east of Mandam, X. D.

Mr. B. Johnson has been appointed master mechanic

Of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe simps at Topeka,
Kan.
Mr. A. C. Robson. master car builder of the Lake

Shore at Buffalo. X. Y.. has resigned.

Mr. T. H. Yorke. heretofore foreman of the Chicago
Great Western machine sin ps at South Park. Minn.,

has been appointed division master mechanic of the

Southwest division of that road, with headquarters at

Des Moines, la.

Mr. John Vance has resigned as foreman of the car

department of the Michigan Central, and is succeeded

by M. F. Campbell.

Mr. L. Dawson has been appointed master mechanic
of the Illinois Central at Macomb City, vice W. B.

Baldwin, deceased.

Mr. Ethelbert E. Jenks has been appointed foreman

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe shops at Pueblo.

Col., vice H. E. Clucas.

Mr. S. J. Dillon, heretofore foreman of the erecting

shops of the Pennsylvania at Jersey City, has been

appointed general foreman of passenger car repairs at

that point-

Mr. AY. Snodgrass has been appointed general fore-

man of the Fake Shore & Michigan Southern car shops

at Cleveland. Ohio, vice Mr. O. Antz. transferred.

Mr. George W. Mudd. master mechanic of the Wa-
bash at Springfield. 111., has been appointed master

mechanic at Moberly. Mo., in place of Mr. George S.

McKee. who is transferred to Fort Wayne. Ind.. to

succeed Mr. C. H. Doebler. who is made master me-
chanic at Springfield. Mr. McKee will also have su-

pervision of the Buffalo division.

Mr. P. J. Harrigan, general foreman of the Balti-

more & Ohio shops at ConneHsville. Pa., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the middle division of that

road, with headquarters at Cumberland. Md.. vice Mr.

D. C. Courtney, resigned.

Mr. .T. F. Bowden has been appointed genera! fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Trinidad, near

Washington. D. C. in place of Mr. J. E. Hobbs, as-

signed to other duties.

Mr. D. C. Courtney has resigned as master mechanic
of the middle division of the Baltimore & Ohio at Cum-
berland, Md.. to accept a position with another road.

Mr. David Witherspoon has been appointed general

foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Connells-

ville, Pa., in place of Mr. P. .T. Harrigan, promoted.

Mr. Mord Roberts, master mechanic of the Arkansas
division of the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern at

Little Rock. Ark., has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Missouri division, with headquarters at De-
SotOj Mo., following the resignation of Mr. W. H. Har-
ris, heretofore master mechanic of the latter division.

Mr. William T. Moore, formerly for many years
master mechanic of the Pittsburg division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, died at bis home in Sewickley. Pa..

Dei ember 1, at the age of 74 years.

Mr. IT. T. Bruck, master of machinery of the Cum-
berland & Pennsylvania, has been given the title of

superintendent of motive power.

Mr. .T. R. Reniff has resigned as master car builder

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Xorwalk,
Ohio, and the position has been abolished.

Mr. M. F. Egan has res:gned as superintendent of

motive power of the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf.

Mr. Patrick Stack has been appointed foreman of

the Union Pacific shops at Laramie. Wyo.
Mr. J. T. Stafford, heretofore general foreman of

locomotive repairs of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern at Baring Cross. Ark., has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of that road, with headquar-
ters at that point.

Mr. W. B. Bates has b?en appointed master mechanic
of the shops of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-
ern at Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. Benjamin Johnson, for several years in the em-

ploy of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company as their

air brake expert on the Santa Fe. has been appointed
master mechanic of the Santa Fe general shops at To-
peka.

Mr. W. M. Paul has been appointed master mechanic
of the Wabash shops at Tilton, 111., in place of Mr. G.
J. Pe Vilbiss, transferred to Peru, Ind.

Mr. Wm. Stretton. foreman of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific roundhouse and yards in Phillipsburg,

Kan., has resigned and is succeeded by Chas. Holtz.

Mr. John Butler, foreman of the La Junta back
shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has gone to

Pueblo, where he takes the foremauship of the Santa
Fe shops at that point, made vacant by the promotion
of H. E. Clacas to the position of master mechanic.
Charles Little takes the position made vacant by Mr.
Butler's promotion.

Mr. E. B. Schnicker has been appointed machine
foreman in the machine shop of the Chicago. Indian-
apolis «x Louisville at Lafayette, Ind. He will act :i~

assistant to General Foreman Frank J. Winkels.

Mr. John E. Wootten died Dec. 1C at Philadelphia.

aged 75. Mr. Wootten was born in Philadelphia Sept.

22. 1S23. entered railroad service July 1, 1845. and
spent all of his active life in the service of the Phila-
delphia & Reading Railroad, becoming general man-
ager of that railroad January, 1877. which position he
hebl for ahout ten years. Up to 1873 he was occupied
almost continuously in the motive power and mechan-
ical department, but in January of that year he be-
came general superintendent of the road. As an en-
gineer he made a great mark on locomotive practice,
having invented and designed many things. The most
important of his designs is probably the Wootten fire-

.box, which is in wide use and which is familiar to all

of our readers.—Railroad Gazette.

Mr. H. C. Woumhledorf. formerly car foreman of
the St. Louis Southwestern, has been appointed fore-
man of car inspectors over the entire line of the Texas
Pacific, with headquarters at Marshall, Tex.
On the Union Pacific. J. H. Manning, master me-

chanic at Omaha, Neb., has been transferred to Chev-
enne. succeeding T. A. Davies. transferred. M. K.
Barnum. of Xorth Platte. Neb., succeeds Mr. Manning
at Omaha. Xeb. Mr. Davies will have charge of the
mechanical department at Ogden, Utah. W. R. Mc-
Keen. Jr.. has boon appointed master mechanic, suc-

ceeding M. K. Barnum. with headquarters at Xorth
Platte. Xeb.
Mr. F. M. Gilbert, lately connected with the Xational

Electric Car Lighting Co.. has been appointed engineer
of tests of the Xorthern Pacific: he will also have
charge of all the electrical work on the line.

Mr. J. R. Groves has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Kansas Midland division of the Kansas
City. Pittsburg & Gulf, with headquarters at Wich-
ita, Kan., vice C. A. DeHaven, promoted.

Mr. A. E. Bouldridge has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Southern at Louisville. Ky.. vice J. B.
Gannon. Mr. Bouldridge was heretofore general fore-

man at Atlanta.

Mr. George F. Gardner, traveling engineer of the
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, and formerly master me-
chanic of the Columbus. Sandusky & Hocking, died
Dec. 9 at Eldorado Springs. Mo., where he had gone
for the benefit of his health.

Mr. George P. Hodgman, who has been in charge of

the erection of locomotives at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for two years past, died in the United States of

Colombia on Xov. 29. where he went in October last

with a locomotive built for the Cauca Railroad. The
particulars of his death are not yet known here. Mr.
Hodgman was the first person to pass through Stevens
Institute on the Master Mechanic scholarship, and he
graduated from that school in 1894. Before entering
Stevens, he spent a few years in locomotive shops.

studying the details of engine design, and the best

methods of handling machinery in the shop. His grad-
uating thesis, treating of the relative merits of of elec-

tric and shaft drive, was probably one of the most
complete and careful analyses of this problem, based
on careful tests, that have been undertaken. His
father. Mr. Samuel A. Hodgman. was formeriy super-

intendent of motive power of the Philadelphia, Wil-
mington & Baltimore,—Railroad Gazette.

Mr. James Gray has been appointed foreman of the
locomotive and car shops of the St. Louis. Iron Moun-
tain & Southern at Mer Rouge, La.

Mr. Wm. Hamilton has been appointed traveling en-

gineer of the eastern and middle divisions of the Atchi-
son. Topeka & Santa Fe. vice W. R. Scott, promoted
to be trainmaster of the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe at

Cleburne. Tex.

Mr. J. G. McPherson has resigned as foreman of the

St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern at De Soto. Mo.
Mr. Charles Treble has 1 een appointed foreman of

shops of the Dayton & Union.

Mr. Jackson Richards, general foreman of the

Columbus. Sandusky & Hocking at Columbus. O., has
resigned to engage in the sale of his boiler compound.
His headquarters are now at 920 Mt. Vernon street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Xew York Railroad Club has elected officers

for the ensuing year as follows: President. H. H.
Vreeland: first vice president. C. M. Mendenhall; sec-

ond vice president. Samuel Higgins; third vice-presi-

dent, D. B. McCoy: treasurer. C. A. Smith. Execu-
tive committee: W. W. Snow, Geo. W. West, A. E.

Mitchell: Finance committee, R. M. Dixon. D. M.
Brady. C. S. Henry.
Mr. LaMott Ames, for many years master mechanic

of the Beech Creek Railroad, is now connected with

the Brown Company, Ltd.. of Rochester. X. Y., which
manufactures Brown's boiler compound.

SUPPLY TRADE NOTES.

—The Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co.'s safety hollow stay-

bolts have been specified for the locomotives being
built for the International & Great Xorthern R. R. by
the Rogers Locomotive Works.
—William Yerdon. manufacturer of Yerdon's improved
double hose band, is gaining many new customers.
These bands securely fasten the hose to the coupling.

The toughness and pliability of the metal from which
they are made allows of their being used many times,

so that one set of bands will outwear many lengths of

hose. These bands are in use by a very large number
of leading railroads and rubber companies of the woKd.
—The Curtis & Co. Mfg. C ... of St. Louis, is furnish-

ing the Madison, 111.. Car Wheel Works of the Mis-
souri Car & Foundry Co. with a complete overhead
trolley system to be operated by compressed air.

—The Page woven wire fence was awarded the gold
medal at the Trans-Mississippi and International Ex-
position at Omaha.
—The J. A. Fay & Egan Co., manufacturers of wood-

working machinery, of Cincinnati. Ohio, has sold its

Chicago branch store to the firm of Manning. Maxwell
& Moore, of Xew York City. The Fay & Egan Co.
has represented some of the best firms in the United
States at this Chicago branch, but, being exclusive
manufacturers of wood work and machinery, thought
it best to discontinue selling other people's products
with its own, which was the special business of the
Chicago store. The Fay & Egan Co. has appointed
Manning. Maxwell & Moore its exclusive sales agents
for Chicago territory for all of the woodworking ma-
chinery of both J. A. Fay & Co. and the Egan com-
pany departments.
—The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe reports the A. &

M. brake shoes to have given a service of 15.000 miles
without perceptible wear on tires and to have given
nearly double the braking power of cast iron shoes.
These shoes were made without the hardest chills. An
A. & M. shoe is reported to have given a service of
17.500 miles on a B. & O. locomotive; this shoe was
made with six inserts of composition and five'of hard
iron. The average life of a cast iron driver shoe on
this same run is, we are informed. 9500 miles, with
much greater tire wear and less braking power.
—The Harrison Dust Guard Co.. of Toledo, Ohio, has

equipped during the past six months some 7800 new
cars with its dust guards. These cars comprise par-
lor, mail, baggage, passenger, gondola, box. flat, and
refrigerator ears. The dust guard has also been ap-
plied to locomotive tenders. The Harrison dust guards
are specified on 1000 steel 100.000-lb. capacity cars be-
ing constructed by the Schoen Pressed Steel Co. Dur-
ing the month of December three orders were filled for
the Southern Ry. Co. for 500 cars being built by the
Ohio Falls Car Co. One hundred guards were also
furnished for the Michigan Central R. R. Orders were
also filled for the following roads: Lake Shore & Mich-
igan Southern. Jacksonville. Tampa & Key West. De-
troit & Mackinaw. Chicago. St. Louis & St. Paul. Chi-
cago. St. Louis & Peoria, and Union Pacific. Denver &
Gulf. The Harrison Dust Guard Co. is not only filling
orders for 100 of the lead :ng roads, but has also in the
past six months shipped thousands of guards to 15 dif-
ferent car manufacturing concerns.
—Mr. T. W. Snow. who. for many vears. has been

connected with the U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Co..
has taken charge of the Chicago branch of the Otto
Gas Engine Company, and will also manage the rail-
way department of the company and also that of tAe
T". S. Wind Engine <fc Pump Company throughout the
United States. Mr. Snow has the record of a success-
ful man. and these very important interests will be
in the best of hands.
—The Cleveland Twist Dri!l Company. Cleveland. O..

is building a large addition to its plant—a 'three-story
steel framed structure, 40 by 280 feet, in ditnens : ons.
When this building is completed much of the machin-
.iv in tlio present buildings will be shifted to the new
. ne, and the whole plant will be rearranged to secure a
still more economical handling of material and work.
The growth of this enterprise has been steady and
sound, and it is now one of the notable concerns "of this
country.
—"Security Lock Brackets" have recently been or-

dered of the Chicago Grain Door Company for the
1.000 Wisconsin Central box cars about to be built
by the Michigan Peninsular Car Company.
-The Weber Rail Joint ManufacturingCompany. of

Xew York, announces that on December 15 it will
remove from its old offices in the Cotton Exchange
Building to the Empire Building, No. 71 Broadwav
rooms 1S13-1S1G.

—The American Brake Shoe Co. sold over 10,000
"Diamond S" brake shoes in Xovember, and the sales
in December were over 15.000. The company's busi-
ness abroad is growing rapidly, and Messrs. Taite &
Carton, 63 Queen Victoria street. London, E. C. the
selling agents for this shoe in Great Britain, have
issued a very handsome catalogue for the foreign
trade.

4 * »

WAXTED—To know of a going railroad, with a large
volume of stocks and bonds, needing financing, man-

aging and manipulation. B. C. DAYIS, Attv.. ISO
Remsen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THE NEW HORNISH MECHANICAL LOCOflOTIVE BOILER CLEANER

There is no more necessity of washing out boilers in the old way. than
there is for railroading without the Air Brake or Injector.
Nothing but water will make steam, so keep grease and compounds

out of the boiler. Heat is the best agency known for separating solid
matter from water. A boiler is the best contrivance yet devised by man
for heating water, and as most of the solid matter contained in the feed

water comes to the surface when steam is up. that is the best place to remove it. The surface skimmer does this be-
fore it starts to make the second round wiih the circulation. What little is left goes to the leg of the boiler and is re-
moved bv the MUD RING DEVICE. This absolutely prevents foaming, reduces the number of washouts, and avoids
incrustation and corrosion, and is far in advance and much more practical than purifyins the water before enteringthe
boiler, and after first cost costs nothing. Send for blue print and descriptive pamphlet to

THE HORNISH MECHANICAL BOILER CLEANER CO., 908-909 Masonic Temple, Chicago, U.S.A.

"THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK FRAME
FOR FREIGHT CARS OF ALL KINDS AND LOCOHOTIVE TENDERS.

THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK WITH ELLIPTIC SPRINGS—
FOR LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS, STOCK CARS, ETC.

Bettendorf I Beam Steel Bolsters

SIDE VliW BODY BOLSTEB.

BOTTOM VTEW BODY BOLSTER.

THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK FRAME
WITH BETTEN'DORF I BEAM STEEL BODY BOLSTER

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
Fewest Parts—Straight Line Flanging—Ease of Making

Repairs—Perfect Spring Action—Use of Small Section Coil

Springs, insuring thorough tempering—WHe Bearing ofPede>

Btals against Boxes—Use of Elliptic Springs instead of coil

when desired —Best Materials and Workmanship,

These elements—lightness, stiffness, squareness, are earning money every mile that a truck runs"

—

The (Railroad

Gazette. The Cloud truck is in extensive and successful use. Send for further particulars regarding this and our J beam

Heel bolsters. Works at South Chicago.
yjjg CLQUD STEEL TRUCK CO.,

U%™™°ny
Chicago,

THE GRAVITY CAR COUPLER.
AN ABSOLUTELY AUTOHATIC COUPLER.

Cuts the Cost of the Vertical Plane Type in Two.

THIS COUPLER takes the ordinary Link. * The latch cannot<>

ft

Is always ready to couple,

Works on heaviest curves.

Gives a center draft.

Is compact, light and strong.

$ jump up, or creep

i up, and release link

% by motion of the

h cars, The Latch,

NO
PINS TO BUY.

NO
KNUCKLES
TO BREAK-

IT HAS STOOD THE SEVEREST SERVICE TESTS IN HOL'NTAIN AND YARD SER-

VICE FOR MONTHS. WEIGHT, COMPLETE, 145 LBS.

For details
address The Gravity^Car Couoling Co..

Colorado
Springs, Col.
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In our January issue, we printed a comrnunici-
tion from "Inspector" on "One of the Difficulties of

Inspection." We also, in our editorial columns,

made some comments on "Inspector's" communica-
tion, to which comments "Inspector" has taken some
exceptions. On another page of this issue, we print

••Inspector's" second commnnieation. While it is

true that "Inspector" did not use the word "conve-

nience" in his first communication, he implied that

by proper care, a very close inspection of the wheels
under cars having trucks of the plate or channel

type, can be made. This we think is evident. It is

of course out of the question to consider the mov-
ing of cars in the inspection yard, in order to bring

any part of the wheels into exposure for inspection.

and this is not necessary. By simply leaning tow-

ards the wheel, fretting the head under the car. so

that a view can be obtained between the wheel and
the truck frame, every part of the wheel can be in-

spected, and this care we feel is very little more
than should be used in any cns°. We think that "In-

spector" has somewhat overstated the actual condi-

tions, when he says that a plate or channel bar
truck covers at least one-lialf of the wheels. It is

true that some forms* of plate or channel bar trucks

cover more of the wheels than other forms do. but

it can be shown that even in the most aggravated
ease, the wheels are not half concealed by the truck

frame, and in one well known form of plate truck.

scarcely a third of the wheels are concealed. In

this last form, the rim and tread of the wheels are

fully exposed for more than two-thirds of their cir-

cumference, and the other third can be seen by "In-

spector" by simply putting himself in a position to

see over and down between the wheels and the

truck frame. However. "Inspector's" first commnn-
ieation brings a charge against a type of truck
which is rapidly growing in favor, even on the most
conservative roads. There must of course be some
good reasons for this growth. We think the com-
parison between the types of trucks must be deter-

mined on the rule of averages, that is, which of two
or more types of trucks possess the greatest number
of good features, and which possess the greatest

number of radically objectionable features. This

latter comparison we think is in line with "Inspec-

tor's" criticism of the type of trucks he names. The
question is, can the actual difficulties of inspection

in these types of trucks be considered radical objec-

tions to the type, sufficiently so to warrant their dis-

continuance? We think not. A matter which has
an important though indirect bearing on "Inspec-

tor's" contention, is the growing improvement in

the quality of wheels, making the presence of de-

fects less and less numerous. Our columns are
open to "Inspector" or others who may think well

to further debate this important matter.

References are made from time to time as to

what is the best and cheapest method to pursue in

putting titles on drawings. It is quite generally
agreed that the mechanically made titles, those
made with right line pen. square and compasses, be-
long to history, or should, and that in the absence
of a better and quicker method, free hand work dors

very well and is really quite acceptable if well clone;

but unless done by one man it is not likely to be uni-

form. The best method will depend partly upon the

kind of material on which the drawing to be titled

is made; if upon bond paper probably the ordinary

rubber stamp and the ink usually used with it will

answer very well, but for tracing cloth, such ink

will not be sufficiently opaque to give a sharp out-

line on the print. If the rubber type is used with
printers' ink it is necessary to clean the type with

gasoline or similar liquid, and these injure the rub-

ber. It is difficult, also, to get an even impression
with a rubber stamp. Stencils have been, and are,

quite commonly used and with a little experience

are manipulated quite rapidly.

Another method, and one wTiicb. has not been gen-
erally used, is to use a printing press; a small hand
press is sufficient and two or three sizes of type will

be found to answer all purposes. The advantages
of this method are, uniformity in the lettering, the
saving in time, the even impression and, by the use
of the proper ink, a very distinct title. If printers'

_ink is used on tracing cloth a dryer, in the form of

fine absorbing powder, should be sprinkled over the
freshly printed title, and then prints may be made
from it immediately if care is used not to rub the

ink too hard. The metal type can be easily kept
clean with gasoline and a small brush. An appren-
tice quickly learns how to set the type and how to

do the setting quickly.

THE RELATION OF POWER TO SPEED.

It is obvious that the primary limit of the power
of a locomotive is the capacity of the boiler to sup-

ply steam, and. therefore, before providing methods
for distributing the steam to the cylinders the steam

must first be generated. Knowing, approximately,

the amount of steam required, the amount of water
to be evaporated is ascertained and from this the

amount of coal to be consumed is known. These
items fix the grate area and heating surface re-

quired, provided, of course, other limiting features

may be disregarded. The necessary amount of

steam being provided, it is readily conducted to the

steam chest, and from this point to the tip of the

nozzle the manipulation of the passages and of the

apparatus used to alternately open and close the

passages will determine the power developed in the

cylinders if the other factors are considered con-

stant. Given a certain engine, either mounted upon
wheels, as a locomotive, or anchored on a founda-

tion, the only two variables in the formula giving

the conventional power are the number of revolu-

tions and the average effective pressure in the cylin-

der.

Applying this directly to locomotives, the question
now being somewhat agitated is: has the valve gear.

including the valve, and the steam passages in the

cylinder casting of the average locomotive of today,

or of a particular build of locomotive, approached
nearer to. or. indeed, reached such perfection in de-

sign that at a fixed cut off the power developed in

the cylinders varies directly as the speed? It would
certainly be extremely gratifying to locomotive de-

signers were it possible to answer the latter part of

the question in the affirmative; it is of great credit

to them that the first part of it can be so answered
and with considerable emphasis.
To assume that the power varies directly with

the speed is to assume perfection in the valve mo-
tion and there are many designers who are not will-

ing to allow their actions to be governed by such
assumption. In order that the mean effective press-

ure may vary directly with the speed it is just as

essential to get rid of the steam through the exhaust
ports with the same proportionate rate far the var-

ious speeds as it is to get the steam into the cylin-

ders in a correspondingly increasing rate. Indicator
cards have been submitted as evidence that such
perfection has been reached, and it must be admit-
ted that although it might require a quite close in-

spection to find much difference in the steam line, a

more casual observation, however, will show a
marked difference in the back pressure and com-
pression lines.

It is hardly decisive to select from two sets of

cards taken at the same cut-off but at different

speeds, those which would Indicate the conclusion
which it is desired to prove; the cards at the higher
speeds may be those taken at the most favorable
instant, whereas those selected from which to cal-

culate the power at the slower speeds may be taken
at a less opportune time, and the position of the
main axle with reference to the frame may be such

as to affect the valve motion, or other causes may
affect individual cards. If such important deduc-

tions are to be named from such uncertain data.

there must lie such an overwhelming amount of it as

to leave no question. This does not seem to be the

ease in so far as demonstrating that the valve gear

has reached such perfection that the power will

vary directly as the speed.

CHEAPEST FUEL THE MOST ECONOMICAL.

The paper presented at the December meeting of

the Western Railway Club giving the results of tests

conducted by Mr. Wm. Garstaug and Professor W.
F. M. Goss to determine the relative cost for fuels of

different kinds used in locomotive service will be of

great value to those who are interested in making
fuel "records" or who are responsible for following

such records. The paper will emphasize at once the

fact that the prevailing practice of keeping coal rec-

ords on the pound-ton-mile basis is no more correct

than in keeping such records on the pound-car-mile

basis.

The paper shows that the fuel which costs the

least per ton is the cheapest fuel to use and railway

managers, whether understanding this apparently

proved fact or not. have certainly been acting in ac-

cordance with such facts and each succeeding year

renew their efforts to purchase fuel at a lower cost

per ton. The result is that each year the mechani-

cal department is furnished with a poorer quality of

fuel and then its seat is uncomfortable if the records

do not show a reduction in cost on the pound-ton-

mile basis. It is a question whether the price per

ton cannot be reduced to such an extent as to in-

sure fuel which, while cheapest per ton. yet will

cost more finally on even the cent-ton-mile basis and

it would be extremely valuable information to know
just where the limit is.

Generally the coal records are kept on the basis of

so many tons hauled so many miles for so many
pounds of coal, but if the quality of the coal is de-

creasing on account of the decreasing cost per ton

then it would be fair to expect an increase in the

number of pounds necessary to hard a ton a mile.

but it is the unfair expectation wiiich is insisted

upon. It would be entirely fair to give the mechani-

cal department the advantage of any decrease in

price by keeping the records on a cent-ton-mile

basis and from year to year decrease the accounting

price uniformly with the contract price.

Perhaps one of the most instructive tables of the

paper is the. one showing the spark losses in per-

centage of total fuel supplied to the firebox; the

amount varies from 13.S per cent, with heavy coal

when forcing the boiler to evaporate 10 lbs. of water
per foot of heating surface per hour, to 21.2 per

cent in the case of the lighter coals under the same
conditions of evaporation. Further, of the amount
shown by spark losses only 25 per cent has been
consumed. It is quite possible, however, that more
ash was carried over from the light fuel and that,

therefore, there was a w-.aste of less than 75 per
cent of the 21.2 per cent of apparent loss. It is ex-

tremely interesting to note that tests conducted for

a similar purpose some years ago indicated, also,

that the cheapest fuel is the most economical.

HELD NEGLIGENCE NOT TO ADOPT SELF-
COUPLERS FOR FREIGHT CARS.

Six years ago the supreme court of North Caro-

lina said that it thought that the time had arrived

when railroad companies should be required to put
on all passenger ears some improved coupler which
would obviate the necessity under any circum-

stances of going between the ends of cars in order

to fasten one to another. It also prophesied that

the day would soon come when it would be negli-

gence not to attach them to freight as well as pas-

senger oars.

That day. the court recently held, in the case of

Greenlee against the Southern Railway Company,
has come. This was an action brought to recover

damages for personal injuries. The plaintiff, it ap-

pears, was. through the alleged negligence of the

defendant company, his employer, injured while

coupling freight cars and suffered the loss of an
arm. In any aspect of the case, the court holds the

railway company liable, whether the plaintiff was or

was not guilty of contributory negligence; for the

negligence of the company in not having self-coup-

lers, and in sending a man to couple cars at all. was
a continuing negligence, which existed subsequent

to the contributory negligence, if there had been any.
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of the plaintiff, and was the proximate cause—the

causa causans—of the injury.

In support of this radical, and apparently pioneer
decision, the court calls attention to the action of

Congress in requiring self-couplers and air brakes to

be placed on all cars, freight as well as passenger,
by January 1. 1S9S. and that this had been complied
with as to over 60 per cent of the freight cars, be-

sides nearly all passenger cars, operating in inter-

state commerce by that date. That the railroad

companies had procured from the interstate com-
merce commission an extension, until January 1.

1900, of the time by which self-couplers should be
placed upon all freight cars used in interstare ser-

vice, the court says was for their accommodation,
and did not and could not relieve them from legal

liability incurred for injuries caused by their failure

to provide "suitable appliances in general use"
where the use of such would have prevented the

injury. It only relieved them from the penalty pro-

vided in that act.

It also quotes figures from the eleventh annual
report (1897) of the interstate commerce commission,
showing that, of railroad employes (leaving our pis
sengers! altogether). 1.801 were killed and 29.060

were wounded in the year ending June 30. 1S96, be-

ing greater loss than in many a battle of historic im-

portance. But. of these casualties. :t appeared that

229 were killed and 8.457 were wounded in this sin-

gle particular of coupling and uncoupling cars.

Now if. after the corporations, on their own motion,

or under compulsion of congressional action and ju-

dicial decision, have adopted self-coupler; on the

passenger cars, and on over BO per cent of the

freight cars, by which many thousands of lives and
bodies must have been saved, there should still

nearly 9.000 men be killed or wounded in one year
coupling and uncoupling the freight oars which np
to June 30. 1S96. still required the protection of =elf-

couplers. this, the court considers, is the highest

proof of the duty of the courts to enforce liability

for failure to provide self-couplers in eve:/ case

where an injury occurs from that cause. In other

words, that nearly 9.000 men should still he killed

and wounded in one year for failure to furnish ap-

pliances which are so widely in use. and v iiich

would entirely prevent such accidents, it thinks,

points out the duty of the courts. And. it declares,

the courts will be very derelict in their duty if they

do not enforce justice in favor of employes as well

as the public.

Nor does the court consider the fact that Ice

plaintiff remained in the company's service knowing
it did not have self-couplers was any defense. If

that were a defense, it says, no railroad company
would ever be liable for failure to put in life saving

devices, and the need of bread would forcj employes
to continue the annual sacrifice of thousands of

men. But this, it insists, is not the doctrine of ''as-

sumption of risk."' That is a more reasonable doc-

trine, and is merely that when a particular machine
is defective or injured, and the employ-.-) knowing it

continues to use it. he assumes the risk. That doc-

trine, the court holds, has no application where the

law requires the adoption of new devices to save life

or limb (as self-couplers), and the employe, either

ignorant of that fact, or expecting daily compliance
with the law. continues in service witn Hie appli-

ances formerly in use.

In conclusion, the court affirms the decision of

tin' lower court, and says that the defendant, after

notice of the act of congress, and also from the gen-
eral adoption of self-couplers, that it should vse
them, was guilty of negligence in failing to do so.

The injury to the plaintiff could not have occurred
save for the failure of the defendant to comply with
its duty in this regard, and the court below should
have held it liable to the plaintiff upon the 'lefend-

ant's own evidence.

Mr. Justice Parches appends- a dissenting opinion,
in which Faircloth. C. J., concurs. This, he ex-
plains, was written as the opinion of the court:
but, after it was written, the court having
changed its opinion, he files it as his dissenting
opinion. Even this opinion ends with the threat
that railroads would soon have to get and use more
modern and safer appliances, or answer for damages
caused by the lack of them.

ing the boiler and other parts of the locomotive, and
upon the advantages known to be derived from heat-

ing the feed water in the tank. In connection witn

this latter feature he quotes some experiments made
by Mr. J. D. Barnes on the Wabash Ry. in which
a saving of six per cent in fuel has been made by
heating the water in the tank from 50 to 105 de-

grees. The covering of locomotive tanks in the way
and for the purpose suggested by our correspondent

is not half a bad idea. It would, for one thing, as

the writer states, relieve master mechanics from
much anxiety about the blistering of paint on their

tanks: and it would at the same time lead to a more
general and more effective utilization of waste steam
in the heating of water in the tank.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

A suggestive communication appears elsewhere
in this issue on the subject of insulating covers for

locomotives. The writer directs especial attention
to the advantages which may lie gained by properly
lagging the locomotive tank. He bases his proposi-

tions upon the results obtained by properly protect-

Recent sensational reports in the newspapers re-

garding injury to track caused by the nauling ot

a -dead" engine over the Wabash Railway at high
speed led the Railway Review to make inquiry

concerning the matter. That paper has from an
official source the following particulars: An
engine with side rods disconnected was hauled
over the road in a freight train at a too high
rate of speed, the result being that 772 rails

were so badly surface-bent as to have to be
removed, and 10 of the rails were broken, xne
engine which did the damage has 56-in. drivers ana

the train was running at a speed of from 40 to 40

miles per hour. The depressions or "Kinks'' were

nearly all from the outside of the nead or the ran,

showing that the engine gave a blow diagonally

downwards and inwards. The rail weigns t>3 ids.

per yd., is of Edgar Thompson make, witn long

splices, laid in 1890. The Wabash Kaiiway nas

a rule making the maximum speed on freight trains

hauling "dead" or disconnected engines, 'M miles

an hour but. as usual, in all eases where accidents

happen, the rule was not complied witn by tne

train men.
* * *

The first lecture of the Purdue Railway Course
for the seasoD of 1898-9 was given on November
29th by Dr. Charles B. Dudley, chief chemist of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Dr. Dudley's subject was
"The Relation of Chemistry to the Railroad." The
speaker first gave some interesting figures on the

amounts of money spent by the railroads for various

materials, which very forcibly illustrated the im-

mense importance of the departments of chemical
and physical testing and inspection. He said that

the purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad
spends from S17.000.000 to S20.000.000 a year, and of

that amount about 85000 goes for rubber bands.
87.000 for lead pencils. S1000 for pins. §5000 for ink,

$2000 for toilet soap. $1,000,000 for lumber, and $60.-

000 for hose, and called attention to the very inter-

esting fact that it costs nearly as much for station-

ery with which to carry on the business of the road
as it does for iron. The duties and responsibilities

of the inspector were then described and his work
illustrated by references to numerous actual cases.

* * *

Dr. Dudley took up the subject of specifications

and showed how they are built up and the methods
of obtaining the information from which they are

compiled. As an illustration he gave in detail the

Pennsylvania railroad specifications for car axles.

These specifications contain not only information

for the guidance of the manufacturer but as well for

the purchasing agent, inspector and tester. He
showed that it was the duty of the chemist not only
to write specifications and test materials but to

investigate special problems on a great variety of

subjects, and related many instances from his own
broad experience which showed the wide range of

information and ingenious application of new meth-
ods which have been called into play in the solu-

tion of these various problems which have arisen
from time to time. The charming personality of the
speaker and his wide experience combined to make
the address one of unusual interest and profit.

* * *

Considerable has been written lately about an old
sign in possession of the Western Society of Engi-
neers at Chicago. The words "Harper's Ferry."
painted in black, stand out as boldly as when they
were first formed by the artist's brush, while the
wood around the letters, which was painted with

white paint, has worn away about one-sixteenth of

an inch. It is asserted by the writers that no paint

manufactured nowadays is equal in durability to

that which was applied on the old sign. Mr. Wm.
Hooper, of Ticonderoga. X. Y., does not see any-

thing specially remarkable in the preservation of the

old sign and claims that there is just as good a

paint made nowadays "as then. He adds: "I have

seen signs that have been painted with black paint

directly on the clapboard of the building. The
lettering was good after the paint on the balance of

the building had disappeared, and after this the

whole building was painted over, lettering and all.

and the lettering obliterated: yet within ten years

afterwards the old black lettering appeared again

quite freshly to view. I suppose the paint for the

lettering was made of linseed oil and lamp black.

I believe, however, that finely ground graphite

mixed with pure linseed oil. will last as long, or

longer, than any other paint ever known of or

used. I had a large iron casting which laid in my
mill yard for over thirty years. It was painted

with only one coat. The old casting was broken

up and sold for old iron last month, and I noticed

that the paint on the pieces of casting, even after

being broken up. looked quite fresh."

• * *

"If the surface to be painted is perfectly dry

when the finely ground graphite is applied." adds
Mr. Hooper, "the paint will prove the most lasting

paint known, because if time eliminates all of the

oil. the graphite seems to adhere to the surface

painted just the same as a piece of paper or wood
will appear after it has been rubbed with a lead

pencil or a piece of graphite. Xo other pigment
known to me will remain on the surface painted

after the oil has been thoroughly destroyed. With
the experience I have had with graphite paint. I

thoroughly believe that if any dry surface be cov-

ered with graphite paint and left untouched for a

period of 30 years—by which time the oil will have
disappeared—no doubt a letter could be written

plainly on the surface by using a piece of large wire

or nail after smoothing the end of the wire or nail

which is to be used as a pencil. I have done all

this and shown it up to others. Writing with the

piece of wire polishes the graphite, which adheres

to the surface, showing that it is there still."

* * *

The number of teachers and other employes of the
International Correspondence School at Scranton.
Fa., is 600. The total number of professors, tutors,

etc.. of Harvard University is 423. This Scranton
school for teaching by correspondence is one of the

most successful institutions in the world and is by
far the most successful one of the kind. It is in

tvery way reputable and reliable and is helping

thousands of men and women to higher positions

and a broader life.

* * *

An attempt to determine the cost of stopping

trains was made on the Xew York. Chicago & St.

Louis Railway last year. The results are given in

a communication recently appearing in the Railroad
Gazette. It was figured that for the average traffic

over the district on which the tests were made there

would be effected, by omitting the stops (caused by
14 railroad crossings), an apparent money saving of

$350 per month in fuel. It was further figured that

the interest account and the expenses for operation

and maintenance (over and above the present cost

for operation) of interlocking these crossings in

question would probably amount to $5,000 a year,

so that on the score of dollars and cents it could

not be seen that anything would be gained by in-

terlocking the crossings. There would, however, be
a saving by interlocking, of overtime on freight

trains and also an important gain in the shortening

up of passenger train schedules.

• • •

Some recent tests of nickel steel in Germany indi-

cate that when the percentage of steel is increased
from to 8 percent the limit of elasticity isincreased
from 9.21 and 27.9 tons per square in., and the ten-
sile strength from 20.3 to 35.5 tons, while the elon-
gation goes down from 30 to 10 per cent. Eight per
cent of nickel was found to give the greatest
strength. With larger proportions of nickel the con-
ditions became very irregular. For instance, with
16 per cent nickel the tensile strength is 26 tons,
while the elongation is not even 1 per cent. With
30 per cent nickel the tensile strength goes down to

'5.35 tons, and the elongation is only 2 per ceut.
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With 60 to 98 per cent nickel tbe strength becomes
normal again, but elongation varies greatly.

* * •

In our article on trains-parting reports in our last

issue we gave the causes of trains breaking in two,

as reported on the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.

Louis, for a period of nine months. The reports for

November are now at hand and they show causes

to have been classified as follows: Slip pin key

gone, 7; slip pin key broke, 2; slip pin broke, 8; link

and pin drawbar broke, 1; knuckle opened, 5; coup-

ling pin broke, 8; draft timber pulled out, 2; draw-
bar pulled in two, 1; coupling pin jumped out, 2;

M. C. B. couplers parted, 9; link broke, 5; knuckle
jerked out, 1; cast draw bar broke, 1; drawbar
jerked out, 1; knuckle pin broke, 2; push bar broke,

1 ; drawbar yoke broke, 1.

* • •

A notable run was made on January 2 on the Bur-
lington Route, in which the run between Council

Bluffs and Chicago was made in the fastest time
on record. On the date named the fast mail train

was held at Council Bluffs trainsfer for the Union
Pacific Railway overland mail. The regular leaving

time for this train is 3:50 p. m. but on this day it

did not get away until 4:52 p. m. and that hour and
two minutes had to be made up, and the feat was
without difficulty accomplished. The distance was
500.2 miles. The running time, including stops, was
563 minutes. The running time exclusive of stops

was 523% minutes. The last 206 miles from Bur-
lington in, was made in 213 minutes, or in 200 min-
utes of actual running time. The train was made
up of four postal cars. The engine that hauled it

from Burlington to Chicago was a class H. with 19x
26 cylinders.

* » »

The Railway and Telegraph Employes League will

hold a convention and mass meeting in Chicago Feb-

ruary 18, to discuss measures in the interests of rail-

way employes. Chauncey M. Depew will give an
address on "Anti-Railroad Legislation and Its Ef-

fects on Salaries of Employes."
* * »

The Western Railway Club made a trip to the

Niles Tool Works at Hamilton. O.. on the day fol-

lowing the January meeting, as the guests of the

company named. It was a very perfect affair in

every way. and the party, made up of over 100 mem-
bers, felt well repaid for the trip. Every courtesy

was extended to the members of the party both

while en route and while at Hamilton. The Miles

company's shops are always interesting to visitors

and are especially so just now because of notable

work in hand, particularly that for the government
in the way of mortars and gun carriages. An object

of special interest was a mammoth forge lathe build-

ing for the Midvale Steel Co. This lathe will turn

out work 45 feet long.

* * *

The reason for the specialist is interestingly treat-

ed of in the current issue of the Popular Science

Monthly by C. L. White. In the more progressive

countries, at least, he says, the breaking of the

shackles in which the investigating mind had beeu

imprisoned for so long has led not only to a greater

number of scientific workers, but also to an increase

in the fields of observation. The methods of inves-

tigation have likewise undergone a transformation.

In place of deductive reasoning, even as late as a

few decades in the past, conclusions and generaliza-

tions are now founded on lines of thought more
largely inductive. Men of middle age are able to re-

call the time when even our leading institutions of

learning required instruction in several branches of

science to be given by one teacher. It was possible

twenty-five years ago for a man of great ability to

master the essentials of the leading sciences and to

teach them, but under the present stimulus for in-

vestigation no one can hope to excel in more than
one subject. It has thus come about that in place

of the many-sided teacher of science we now have
in our larger universities specialists in every sub-

ject.

* * *

The directors of the Philadelphia Exposition Com-
pany have decided to open the proposed exposition

of American manufactures on or about September
15 next and close it on or about November 10. The
price to exhibitors for space in the exposition build-

ings has been fixed at an average of $1 per sq. ft.

Contracts will be entered into at once for the con-
struction of the necessary buildings. Good progress
is being made in procuring subscriptions toward the

$50,000 which is to be added to the $250,000 obtained

from the city of Philadelphia and the state of Penn-

sylvania. When this sum is raised an appropriation

of $300,000. conditionally made by congress will be-

come available. P. A. B. Widener has been elected

president of the Exposition company; W. W. Foulk-

rod, first vice president; John Birkinbine, second

vice president, the latter succeeding the late Dr.

William Pepper; and Sydney L. Wright treasurer.

Dr. W. J. Wilson has been elected director of the

Philadelphia Commercial Museums, as director gen-

eral of the exposition, to succeed William Harper,

who has held the office since the organization of the

exposition association. Mr. Harper has been spe-

cially detailed to represent the exposition's interests

abroad, and will collect samples of merchandise in

demand in the various markets of the world for dis-

play in the forthcoming exposition. Mayor Warwick
of Philadelphia, Hon. John Wanamaker and Theo-

dore C. Search, president of the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers, have been elected on the

Board of Directors of the exposition.
* * *

* By his will the late Alfred Nobel, the Swedish
dynamite manufacturer, left, as we have previously

noted, almost the whole of his fortune to be con-

verted into an international fund for the advance-

ment of scientific research. The bequest, however,

was disputed by the relatives of the deceased, and
litigation ensued. It is now announced that a com-

promise has been reached whereby the relatives re-

ceive about $1,000,000 of the property, the balance,

amounting to about $7,000,000, being used as desig-

nated by Mr. Nobel. This will give, under the terms

of the will, five prizes annually of about $41,000

each to persons making the most important discov-

eries in physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine.
* * *

An interesting point was made recently by Mr. A.

A. Stevenson of the Standard Steel Works in a dis-

cussion, presented by him, of W. R. Webster's paper,

before the Mining and Metallurgical Section of the

Franklin Institute, on "Specifications on Structural

Steel and Rails." Mr. Stevenson says: "I think it

is desirable not only to have the dimensions of the

test piece and the pulling speed standard, but also

important to have a record of the period elapsing

between the time when the product is finished and
when tests are made. That a change takes place

in steel after finishing which materially affects the

physical results cannot be questioned. In connection

with the above the following figures may be interest-

ing. The test pieces were all cut from tires and
duplicate tests, as far as possible, from the same
part of the tire. as. owing to section of a tire and
to process of manufacture, tests from different parts

of the same section show a variation.

COMMUNICATIONS-

The Value of Little Things.

Elonga- Ee-
Dimen- Elastic Ultimate tion. duction.
-ions. limit, strength. Per Per

cent. cent.

2x0.500 53,490 107,460 15 19.20

2x0.500 56,037 108,700 16.30 24.30

2x0.500 50,940 99,590 14 22.20

2x0.500 53,000 103,464 18 27.40

2x0.500 56,037 111,050 10 12.37

2x0.500 61,130 111,410 15 21.50

2x0.798 70,370 121,250 11 14.01

2x0.798 71,980 121,970 14 17.89

2x0.798 65,080 121,470 11.50 13.55

Remarks.

Pulled within 3
days after tire

was made.
Ten days later.

Pulled within 3
days after tire

was made.
Ten days later.

Pulled within 3
days after tire

was made.
Ten days later.

Pulled five days
after tire was
made.

Seven days later.

Seven days after

tire was made.

2x0.798 64,400 121,160 13 16.30
j
^^^ * " ? *

The tests were all pulled at the same speed.
» * *

The question of the porosity of thin steel plates

under heavy hydraulic pressure having been raised,

experiments have been carried out at the Washing-

ton navy yard with the view of settling the point

in a practical way. Pieces of sheet steel of %. %,
1-16, and 1-32 inch in thickness were subjected to

a water pressure of 6000 lbs. per sq. in., and in no

case was any percolation found. A %-in. rivet join-

ing two %-in. plates also proved tight under the same
pressure. A test was also made to determine the

friction of water under high pressure, and, while it

was inconclusive, there was no evidence that the

friction of water under high pressure was any
greater than the friction of water not under pres-

sure.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 9, 1899.

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:
I am very much interested in the short editorial In

your paper for January, in which you say Mr. J. N.
Barr, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Jaul Railway
tinds both pleasure and profit in riding,

—"The Hobby
of Little Things."

I had early instruction in railway matters under Mr.
Edmund S. Bowen, for several years connected with
the Northern Central railway, Kansas Pacific railway,
Erie railway, etc., and one of the lessons I learned
fiom this good man was the importance of keep-
ing the eye on the "little things." Of late I have
changed the expression somewhat, and in talking with

j oung men who have entered the service under my
direction during the past few years, I have often called

their attention the the subject in this manner:
Watch the little things in your work and in your

character, because a straw will often times indicate

the direction of the wind when a building like the
Monadnock block, of Chicago, is absolutely undis-

turbed.

Another thought that I have often given to those

younger than myself is this:

Men are like water; they will always cut an easy
channel. Again, you might say that men are like

clocks. A large percentage of them have to be wound
up and set every twenty-four hours; others require

winding but once a week; a lesser number are repre-

sented in the fifteen-day clocks; a still smaller com-
pany are classed with the clocks that run thirty days
without winding, and occasionally you come against ;i

self-winder.

If all young men will appreciate these homely
things, watch the little things and endeavor to make
themselves so useful to their employers that their em-
ployers cannot get along without them, there will be
no cause for any one to criticise their employers, and
they will find that the reduction in the operating ex-
panse of a railroad will be such as to justify the man-
agement in paying those salaries which all of us
would like to have, and which many of us feel we
ought to have.
My "Hobby of Little Things" is painted with- bright

red, and I do not believe there is a man on earth who
has greater pleasure in riding it than your subscriber,
and it is an easy thing to put fingers on economies
equaling thousands of dollars each year as a direct
result of "Watching little things." No one man on
earth at the present time knows it all. We learn only
through an intense desire to be possessed of wisdom,
knowledge and understanding and by being observing
of all that passes within our range.

If what is said herein shall give some young man
a new incentive, I shall be very thankful that it was
my privilege to dictate these few words to your
paper.

In conclusion, let me say a word to employers: Do
not be afiaid to say good things to all persons who
may be subordinate to you. Teach them to think
and to bring vividly before them the fact that it is a
man's capacity to think and to act promptly when
he has thought that commands value in the mar-
kets of the world. There is not enough attention paid
to this matter in any of our shops, in any of our offices
or in any of the large manufacturing or jobbing in-
stitutions of our land. Very truly yours,

ira C. Huhbell.

Lagging for Locomotive Tanks.

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:
The paper on boiler laggings presented to the Western

Railway Club at its January meeting by -Mr. Kobert
Quayle, superintendent motive power of the Chicago
& Northwestern railway, is quite exhaustive in its

treatment of the main point in view, and it reflects
light upon many correlative points, which will no
doubt occur to interested railway officials and practical
engineers everywhere. It is not my purpose to now
review this paper, but rather to dwell upon one of
the points which it suggests. The influence of speed,
high steam pressure and low atmospheric temperature
upon heat losses from the boiler are very fully shown
to any one who will giye more than a casual reading
to the report. One of these points may be the use of
an insufficient thickness of covering to meet the vary-
ing conditions as established in the evidence given by
the boiler test.

Of equal value and importance, it seems to the
writer, is a proper protection of all exposed surfaces
likely to be effected under the same conditions with
the boiler—such as exposed steam and water pipes,
steam chests, cylinder body and heads and its cavities
in the saddle, etc. These come under the list of proper
items to consider if one has in view the economical
operation of the locomotive.
The heat losses to feed water contained in the loco-

motive tank and in its passage to the boiler are per-
haps the chief of the losses otside of the boiler heat
radiation; and it is an easy matter to meet this loss
in the same manner that we meet the loss in the boiler.
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T; a certain degree I will cite a

Mr. J. D. Barnes, t mo-
power of the Wabash system, of a test made by

him be value of feed water heat in I

lar train service. It was demonstrated during a series

of regular train trips that the difference of effect ive-

- between feed water at the usual normal average

grees and when heated to 105 de-

s was equal to 1 train mi'.e more per ton of coal.

D actual s-aving of more than 6 per cent of fueL

A more striking illustration of the value of feed water

ould hardly be n.

Mr. E. M. Herr recently stated W< -tern

Railway I - That he had found i

andle feed water up to 124 decrees. The ratio

I s -i will gi

_ . total of - per cent diff le of

fuel as the res ed water heat
• 124 dec:

It is no] y any means I I beat feed water,

of the ways that has always been employe

m the surplus steam while standing, and in fact

also when running, back into the tank. All engineers

have practiced this more or less, but it was formerly

^mon than at present: at". resulted

n. a blistered tank when carried too far. One hun-

dred and five degrees, however, of feed water heat in

- - • in the av«

- d daily.

Whatever will permit ol

le for at '
- -.be heat thai

in feed water is worth while
- as showu bj Mr.

s is post I
-

\iew of the poor results I there is war-

for tl ring of I - rmanenti.

and summer, with suitable materials to insn:

loss. W. :ovided for there will ciety

about blistering the paint and there will 1*- much more
care taken to save th-> - »team at safety valves

and at the air pump exhaust.

Mr. Qn per, enibodyir- salts ^ork
n>ade possible by a wise and liberal _ —the
fruit of the united efforts and best abilities i i ex-

perienced, practical and technical - ined

"hi the . letnrers represented in the
.. lead no dou I 9e general

These points have in good
been h- - se of ins

available data, although many men have appre-

ihe opportunity Cor better practice.

George W. Cu>hing.

CONSOLIDATION COIPOLND LOCOMOTIVE.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILW AY.

Tin Schenectady Locomotive W
built 14 compound consolidation hx - the

:. Pacific Railway and we pre^eut herewith

an illustration of one of tn - gines. PL -

lass ". - - - -

-
. of which 169,000 lbs. are on the drivers. T

have cylinders 23 and 34 by 34 ins.: 55 in. dnv -

Dded wag - "_ r at

first ring, and designed to carry 225 lbs. work
-sure: a heating surface of 2923.4 sq. ft. and a

te area of 35 sq. ft. The leading dimens
these engines are appended.

GEXERAI. T>TVTXStOXS
Gage 4 ft. SU in.

Bituminous coal.

Weight in working order IS' -

Weight on drivers lbs.

driving 14 ft. S in.

Whe rigid 1* ft. 8

Wh- 23 ft. 3 in.

CYT-INTDEES.

Diameter of cylinders H. P. 2:3 in.. L. P. 34 in.

34 in.

Horizontal thickn- - - 4"4 in.

Diameter of piston rod 3'

,

n packing [

Kind of I packing. . Jerome.
Size of steam ports

H. P. IS in. x 1% in.. L. P. 23 in. x 2 .

of exha 1
"

H. P. IS in. x 3 in., L. P. 23 in.

l r
.

TAX -

Kind of slide valves Allen-American.
Greatest travel of slide valves

Outside lap of slide valves. . . .H. P. l 1^ in.. L. P. 1 in.

le lap of slide "

Lead of valves in full gear ^ in. I

Kind of valve stem ;

WHEELS, ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire. .

M ;terial of driving wheel <

Tire he:
:

. - Shrir. .

Drr- . rial

Mail. : } ,v 1: -v .

Diameter and length of driving journals

Main 9 in. dia.. I. F. & B. 8% in. dia. x 10 in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals

M
Diameter and length : - tik pin jour-

nals. .Inter. 5 3 ::... F. i: B. 5 in. dia. x 3 Li

ruck, kind 2-wheel swing bote

gine truck, journals 6 in. dia. x 11 in.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 in-

Kind of engine truck wheels. ..2-wheel swing b: Is

BOH-EE.

Style Extended wagon top.

Outside diameter of first ring 72 in.

Working - - 225 lbs.

of barrel and outside of fire box. Carbon steel.

Thid - ::side of fire

box % '

.

13-16 in.. "4 in.. 9-16 in.

Horizontal seams. . . Butt j

sextuple riveted. It strips inside an

Circumferential seams D r ted.

.. length 120 3 16 in.

box. width 42 in.

Fir- "h . . . F. 77 b

situation as revealed by the change in sentiment
which resulted in Dr. Depew's election, in the fol-

lowing suggestive words.
It is to my mind peculiarly fitting that just at I

time, when trans: .so large a
place in the public mind not or but
in .every country on the globe, the Empire State of
the Union should select as its representative in the
most important If - body in the world a man
whose whole life has been spent in the doses - - -ela-

tion with the transportation interests of the con_
and that, notwithstanding the prejudice which ha- -

long existed in the m: :
- many otherwise fair-

minded men agaii - 1 officials as such, the rep-
resentatives of his party have paid a railroad mar
unprecedented compliment of a un. : for
the most important position within their -

From my boyhood I have been identified with t:

past 10 years I have
been intimately associated with Senator Depew as
chief of one of the departments in the great corpora-
tion of which he has so long been the head, and hav-
ing, like thousands of struggled up from the
very bottom round of the ladder. I think I may be

CONSOLIDATION" COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—NORTHERN PACIFIC RY.
I Car-

Fire b-.x . • -- - - "-16

in.: back. 5-16 in.: a .

Fire box, watt . -,

• i to 4 in . 1% in.

vn staying.. .Radial stays in*.

-• r special iron. 1 in. dia.

Tu'i- - Ch N . 12.

:mber of 330.

Tubes, diameter
Tubes, length over tu:- - - '. .14 ft.

Fire brick, supported on -

ing surface tubes _~ _ - |. ft.

He:." _ • e. F. B. tults 15.3 sq. ft.

Heatiug surface, fire box 20&J9 sq. ft.

Heating surra 2U23.4 sq. ft.

35 sq. ft.

le Rocking Compel • S .ard.

Ash pan. style Hopper, da:. - I ft &.
Exhaus: pipes ordinary.

iust nozzles SP* in. and 5 ''_

- ick. inside diameter
IS1

-;; in. a: 16 in. ne;;;

ibove rail 15 ft.

Boiler supplied by One Hancock
inspirator, type A. one Ohio injector, standard A.

TEXDEB.

qua!:: ae of the rank and file of the
great army of transportation err. - -Tiifi-

cance of this 1 when I say that I believe it

marks a new era in th era

of better understanding ser and more amicable
relations between I . rcial, agricultural

and industrial interests, and the rrr.

.

a inter-

- - It the United Si s, 1 am sure '. "be senti-

ment of hundreds of thousands of employees of the

transportation lines, citizens of this republic, who are

doing everything in their power to snstain our G
ernment and its i: - -. and are - - mak-
ing possible the continued expansion of American com-
merce.
The ele . : - _tative of the

transportation inu \rnerica to one of the hl£h-
- - - _

with peculiar significance in the same week, and al-

- that two of the imperial _

ernments of Europe have g: I 1 the i r in-

dorsement of the idea that modern transportation fa-

es form one of the surest bases upon irhieli I

build and sustain a government. The emperor of I

many in his speech to the Prussian diet day bel

yesterday did not lay the great*-- stress upon th-

- ireasing the army, or for the construc-
tion of additional ships for the navy, Dnt he did im-

-ht. empty 44.S50 lbs.

Wheel* nujil- - press upon his hearers the great importance of e:.

uanietei 33 in.

Journals- diameter and length 5 in. dia. x 9 in.

Wheel base 15 ft. x

lex frame 10 in. steel channel.
Tender trucks I -ring, don

I beam bolster with - .rings on back truck.

Water capacity 5500 D. S. g
Coal capacity s tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender. .. .51 ft. i*-_

SrECLAX EQUIPMENT.
Engine equipped with 3 3 in. Asb-

Mclntash blow-off cock: I ylinder lubricator:

American outside equalized brake on all dr. -

erated by air: W - . - ltomatic air brake on
tender and for train. 91« in. air pump: magnesia -

tional lags - :jd cylin -

ringer: Ashcroft steam - -

RAILWAN HEN IN PUBLIC LIFE.

The election of Mr. Chauncey M. Depew to the
United S •»; a decided novelty
in American public life. There is no good reason
why the transportation interests should not have
one of their members in the senate; but there has
been a feeling against such a representation. General
Passenger Agent Geo. H. Daniels of the New York
Central, speaking at a dinner tendered to Dr. Depew
at the time of his election by the New York Repub-
lican Club, referred to the broader aspects of the

ing the railroads and the navigable canals, and in or-

der that his people might have knowledge of the":,

advanced I ind practice in the construction and
don of railways, an Imperial German Commis-

• to the Di SI ites a short time
for the purpose of examining American railways and
making such recommendations as then - - .tion

should suggest. In their report which was
published they had nothing but commendation for
American railways. The budget of the Russian E—

-

pire for 1S99. mai". "bis week, discloses the al-

most incredible efforts in railway extension that

Imp- . . t of the czar is putting forth. This
year alone 109.000.000 roubles will be devoted en:::

to the railways, and during the past 12 years --"

000 roubles have been thus expended. The imn.
sums which the Russians are devoting to the exten-
sion of their railways entirely overshadow the de-

mands of both the army and the navy. Tt
Stat:- - the only country that appreciates the
comprehensive character of a thoroughly informed l

experienced railroad man.
The railroad has long been recognized by thinking

e as the pioneer of progress, and when I remind
you that all the money in the wor'd—gold, silver and
paper—would not buy one-lhird of its railways and
that there are on the pay-rolls of the transportation
lines of the Unite" S - :.:ore than a million v- • •

yon will appreciate their importance in this age. which
is recognized as the commercial age of the w. -

I can truthfully say that I have never brought be-

fore Mr. Depew i dtion for the improvement of
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FRONT ELEVATION.
RAILWAY Y.

the service of the New York Central, or for the better-

ment of the facilities of our patrons, that he has not
given the matter the fullest and most careful consid-
eration, in the light of the lights of the public, as well

as those of the common carrier; and I predict that the

humblest citizen of this state will find in him. as the

humblest employee r>f th" *T"w York Central has al-

ways found, a faithful friend.

M. C. A. BTTLDING—A.. T. &
SIDE ELEVATION.

S. F. RY.—AT ARGENTINE, KAN.

RAILWAY Y. n. C A. Bl ILDINO AT ARGENT'
TINE, KAS.

At Argentine. Kas., there is being erected a rail-

way Y. M. C. A. building that promises to be an
ideal home for railway men at that point. This

building, of which we give very full illustrations,

is being erected at the suggestion of the interna-

tional committee of the Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation. The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe R. R.

is very substantially aiding in this work, its gener-

ous proposition being to give $3 for every $1 given

in the town for the building, up to the sum of $7500

to come from the company. The company also gave

the land upon which the building is located. The
financial result of the proposition is that the rail-

road company gives $7300 and a site and the rail-

road men of Argentine give about $2500.

The building, as shown by the side and front ele-

vation that we give, is of very handsome design

and is three stories high and of ample dimensions.

In the interior arrangement, as revealed by our floor

plans, every convenience and comfort is provided for

the men. In the basement space is apportioned to

a large hall, double bowling alley, gymnasium room
and ample lavatory and bath room accomodations.

Ou the next floor above are a parlor, reading room,

social room, temporary hospital and a class room,

together with the necessary offices, etc. This class

room will be a leading feature, and will play an
important part in the work to be carried on within

the walls of this beautiful building. On the next
floor there is a large lecture hall, the remainder of

the space being devoted to well arranged rest rooms.

In the attic additional rest rooms will be finished off.

Great need exists in Argentine for this work for.

although it is in the state of Kansas, there are a

large number of saloons in the town and no place

where the men can con-

gregate under helpful sur-

roundings.

The brick work on this

structure, including the
foundations, is completed

and the building will

be ready for occupancy
this mo-ruth. Mr. Thomas
Front has been placed

upon the payroll of the

company as secretary be-

ginning January 1. and
he is now at Argentine to

organize the association

and secure furniture for

the rooms.

Money for similar build-

ings at Temple and Cle-

burn. Texas, has been
raised. For these, the
proposition from the Atch-
ison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Company, on whose lines
these towns are located,
is on about the same basis
as the Argentine plan, and
the building at Temple is

already under way

TESTING LOCOMOTIVE MATERIALS AT THE
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS OF THE MIDLAND

RAILWAY, DERBY.

By W. Gadsby Peet, Ch :ef of the Locomotive Testing
Department.

(Concluded from page 171. Vol. XXI.

i

Deeley Torsion Machine.—The machine used for mak-
ing torsion tests is the invention of Mr. R. M. Deeley.
and is shown in Figs. 20. 21. 22a. and 22b. Fig. 2(1 is

BASEMENT PI.AN.

VEQ AN DA

Pavlov

'Reading

Hoom.

srXONn-FT.OOK PLAN.

RAILWAY Y. M. C. A. BUILDING—A., T. & S. 1".

IKS I I'l OOH PLAN
ARGENTINE; KAN.
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an end elevation, Fig. 21 a transverse section, and Fig.

22 a side elevation.

The test bar A has square ends, and is held in hollow

centres BB'. The centre B is rotated by means of a

worm wheel C through the links D, and the three-

armed lever E. which is keyed on the centre B. This

worm-wheel revolves in a bush secured to the bracket

F and liner G. Clearance is left between the lever and
the boss of the worm-wheel, so that, as the bar length-

ens under the strain, the socket which forms the hollow

a lever L. Fig. 22. the other end of which is connected
to a flexible rod N, Fig. 23. carried by a double helical

spring H; this is contained in a pillar M, which Is se-

cured to the bedplate and surmounted by a gauge, on
which is measured the extension of the spr'ng. or the
twisting moment on the lever L. Fig. 22. resulting from
the strain put upon the test bar A. The gauge is grad-
uated to give the strain in tons at a leverage equal to

the radius of the test bar, 0.399 in., which by a simple
calculation may be converted into pounds at a leverage

Fig. 10.

End Elevation

Declcy's Torsion Testing Machine.

Fig. 21 . Transverse Section.

Fig. 22

.

Elevation

Figs. 20 to 22.-TESTING LOCOMOTIVE MATERIALS, MIDLAND RY. OF ENGLAND.

centre B. may slide longitudinally in the liner G and
the bracket F: and as there is a rotary motion of all

the friction surfaces of the centre B, these surfaces

slide longitudinally, and the test bar has perfect free-

dom to lengthen. The machine is driven by a light

rope from the shop shafting through a train of wheels,

seen in Fig. 22, which may be thrown out of gear by

of 12 in., or into any other terms desired. But for com-
paring a number of results, the readings from the gauge
;is here described are in a convenient form.

The gauge motion, which is shown in Figs. 23 and 24.

presents some novel features. Two pairs of small roll-

ers A. seen also in the enlarged views. Figs. 25, 26,

and 27. are carried in a frame B. secured to the gauge

.Fig 23 Section

Gauge

FigU
Transverse

Details of

Gauge Motion

Full Size.

Fiff-2S.

Vertical

Section.

Figs. 23 to 27.—TESTING LOCOMOTIVE M ATERIALS. MIDLAND RY. OF ENGLAND.

into the end of the lever L, Fi.'. 22. It follows, there-
fore, that every movement of the lever and correspond-
ing extension of the spring H, Figs. 23 and 24, wiil be
transmitted to the gauge finger. In the event of the
sudden fracture of the test bar the rollers slip on their
faces, and so prevent any shock from coming upon the
gauge motion. The gauge was graduated by fixing a
balanced lever on the elastic centre, loading it to give
cne stresses required, and carefully marking out the re-
sults on the gauge.

Autographic Recording Apparatus.—An apparatus
for taking autogTaph:c diagrams is attached to the pil-

lar Q. Fig. 22. which is secured to the machine. The
top of the pillar contains a small weight resting 1 ghtly
on the lever L, and connected at the top to the parallel
motion of a Crosby indicator. The depression of the
lever, which is proportioned to the strain on the sped-

%L.28. Ibrsitm Diagram/

the trigger and lever H. The centres are brought into

position for inserting the test bar by means of a handle
on the wheel J, Fig. 20, which is also used to work the
machine and read off the stress and angle of rotation

at the point of elastic limit. After this the speed of
rotation is increased by throwing the train of gearing
into action. The angle of rotation is read from an ad-
justable graduated disc P, Fig. 21, fixed on the centre
B. while the finger is on the bracket F. The other end
of the test bar is carried by the hollow centre B'. by
means of which the twisting moment is measured. This
centre is suspended by three thin steel plates K. Fig.
22. from the corners of a triangular frame, which is

bolted to the bedplate in such a maner that the centre
B' may rotate through a very small angle, while rigidly

held in every other direction. This forms an almost
frictionless elastic support: and as the angle through
which it moves is exceedingly small, even with the max-
imum load on the bar, there is no possibility of the steel

plates being overstrained. The centre B', which is ad-

justed concentrically with the centre B by the screwed
ends and nuts of the flexible plates, forms the boss of

Transverse

Secl:on

casing. The bearings of one
of them are extended, and
on the projecting end D is

placed the gauge finger; and
on the other end, which
passes through the back of

the gauge casing, is a milled

head for adjusting the finger

after the slack of the ma- \

chine has been taken up and l^—j

before the test is com- feJL
menced. A pair of steel arms '
E is firmly clasped on the
rollers by means of a spring,

anil any vertical movement
of the arms causes the roll-

ers to rotate, including the
one carrying the gauge fin-

ger. The lower end E of one
of these arms is connected

to the flexible rod G.Fig. 23.

which in turn is screwed

FlG
'

22a
- i^j

30- 13S- ISO
-

225- ZW 31S- 3(tr «5" 45CT

Angle of Torc^ue.

Fig. 28.

men. gives a vertical movement to the pencil; and the
drum is rotated by a cord driven through the counter-
shaft O by a grooved pulley fixed on the revolving cen-
tre B. A specimen diagram taken from a test upon a

steel crank-axle torsion-bar is shown in Fig. 28.

Details of Test Specimens.—Figs. 29 to 37 show the
standard forms and sizes of test bars used. Fig. 29 is

the ordinary tens'le test piece, which is adopted, where
the section of metal will allow, for all classes of mate-
rial except cast iron and very hard steel, such as tire

'.r tool steel; for the latter the form shown in Fig. 30
is used, which has the ends screwed with a special

rounded thread, six to the inch. Fis:. 31 represents the
tensile test piece for cast iron. All the above bars are
0.798 in. in diameter, or 0.5 square inch area; the cen-
ter dots, 2 in. apart, are marked en before testing, and
the elongation may be measured either between these
centres, or over the entire length of the bar: in the lat-

ter case it is stated as a percentage of the central por-
tion 2 in. long, but there is then an error due to a cer-

tain amount of elongation having taken place in the
ends which is included in the measurement, making the
percentage of elongation of the bar appear about one-
fifth more than it really is. Fig. 32 is the compression
bar, which, like the tensile, is 0.798 in. in diameter and
2 in. long. This is tested by applying a load of 25 tons,

when the bar is nken out and the amount of compres-
sion measured: the load is calculated on the en-

larged area at the center of bar. The load is then in-

creased to 50 tons, and the calculations are repeated.

Such specimens as will not stand the full load of 50
tons are tested to destruction. Fig. 33 is the torsion

bar, 0.79S in. in diameter by 2 in. centres. Fig. 34 is

the standard bar for transverse tests; it is D4 in.

square by C in. centres, being 3.91 times, or nearly four

times as strong as a bar 1 in. square by 12 in. cen-

ters, so that a comparison between bars of these s:zes

can be readily made when necessary. Fig. 35 is the

plate tensile bar, 1 in. wide by 8 in. centres. The bend-
ing bar for plates is shown in Fig. 36. and is 2 in. wide
by 6 in. centres. Fig. 37 is the tensile test piece for

boiler tubes, the elongation being measured on a length

of 2 in. Pieces of tubes 4 in. in length are also tested

by drifting.

Great care is taken in the preparation of the test

Fig. 226.

Figs. 22a and 22b.- TESTING LOCOMOTIVE MATERIALS. MIDLAND
BY. OF ENGLAND.
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Fig 2d. Ordinary

Standard Tal Ban.

Fig 30 Tyre or Tool Steel

6* 1
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J
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Fig.32 Compression.

fig 31 Cast Iron.
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.
-

.0.5 so. in.
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—
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Fig 33 Torsion.

0-5 sq. in.
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Figs. 29 to 37.—TESTING LOCOMOTIVE M ATERIALS. MIDLAND RY. OF ENGLAND.
bars; the turned specimens are finished strictly to gage,
and all scratches are eliminated by polishing with em-
ery and oil. The square bending liars are slotted to
gage, finished by filing and polishing; and the plate-

bending bars are slotted, finished with the file, and all

the tool marks taken out. The corners of all bending
bars are left sharp. Plate tensile b;irs after shearing
are milled in a Buckton machine, and the form of bar
adopted insures % in. being cut on each side, so that
the shearing does not effect the part tested; these bars
are also finished with the tile, and the tool marks taken
out.

Every crank axle, also every steel and copper boiler-

dently the original flaw, as it has a crystalline appear-
ance, and does not show any signs of having rubbed
against its fellow half, except on the lines radiating
from the centre, which stand up from the flat surface
of the fracture and are rubbed bright to within 1-16 in.

of their base. The outer ring, about 1 in. wide, has
worked bright, and appears to have started at the edge
of the internal flaw and made its way outwards, the
lines of its progress being quite clear.

In all cases where an axle or other part breaks very
suddenly at a flaw, the ruptured surface is more or less

crystalline. This seems to have led many to regard a

crystalline fracture :is an indication of a defective or

Fig. 38.-TESTING LOCOMOTIVE MATERIALS, MIDLAND RY. OF ENGLAND.

plate, is tested; besides which a large and varied selee- brittle material; but, as a matter of fact, a test bar out

tion is made for testing purpi.es from all the important of a fractured axle generally has the usual silky ap-

parts of the locomotive, such as tires, straight axles. pearance. When a special form of tensile bar is used,

frame plates, connecting and coupling rods, boiler having a groove turned round the centre with a sharp

tubes, etc. Tires are subjected whole to a deflection V-tool, and is broken suddenly, a sharp, clean fracture

test in the hydraulic press. Straight axles are doubled results, which is invariably crystalline. Best Yorkshire

up in the same machine, and cast-steel wheel centres iron is also shown to be crystalline when broken in a

are broken up under a fall'ng weight to test the sound- similar way. It is only those steels that are wanting
ness of the castings. A complete test of any material in ductility which show a crystalline fracture when
includes four tensile tests Itwo each in different direc- broken in the ordinary way of testing. In the more
tions), four compression, one bending, and one torsion ductile specimens the crystals are sheared in the pro-

test; although for most purposes tensile and bending cess of drawing out under a tensile strain, and thus

tests only are made. pive the silky appearance which is characteristic of

A photograph of several flaws in steel crank and good steel, such as should be used for axles. It is thus

straight axles is given in Fig. 38. These flaws were seen that the crystalline appearance of the fractures

discovered on examination, and the axles were broken shown in Fig. 38, does not necessarily denote a want of

up in an hydraulic press. All of them showed fine ductility in the material,

crystalline fractures. The steel in each case is of ex- * * *

cellent quality, and the mileage of the axles is as fol- BEST FLOORS FOR SHOPS AND ROUND HOUSES.
lows:

A— Crank axle 320.863 miles. From a carefully prepared and quite lengthy re-

D—Crank axle 205.209 miles. port on tnis vopic presented at the last convention of
E—Crank axle 521.760 mi'es. the Association of Railway Superintendents of

fcltraSt US ::::::;.::::::S3S& ™
r°

and Buildi^- - ™ke ^ fo11™^«
C is an interesting example of what appears to be t_ « j v. a _, _ __. ,

. . , a .. . - . ., , , . In round house floors, we find among those in general
an internal flaw: it was found m the wheel seat of a use . brlcki concrete. granolithic concrete, cinder, disinte-
straight axle when the wheel was taken off, and the grated granite, cedar b'.ock. timber and plank. Of these,
whole section is fractured, except a very small part the four most commonly used are probably brick, concrete,

round the keyway and other small piece on the outer pl
il.??

and cl ° d « r
- ... ... „,..«„.-,

„,, _ _, ., , , „ . , f, . , , . This committee believes that good vitrified brick, prop-
edge, seen on the lower-left-hand side 111 photograph. erIj. lal(1| -_„, -^ the best £at |sfaction In all round
The central portion, about 6-% in. in diameter, is evi- houses which are used for anything more than storage

purposes. In this we have a floor that is smooth, firm,
hard and practically indestructible. It is absolutely un-
affected by water, heat, oils, acids or grease, and is easily
cleaned, while one important advantage is In the ease with
which it can be repa'red, since any part may be taken
up and replaced by common labor without the slightest
injury to the floor as a whole.
The following method of laying brick floors conforms to

the generally accepted practice: Assuming the soil to be
firm and well drained, excavate the ground to an even
surface 8 inches below grade of desired floor. Tamp well
with heavy rammers to secure a firm foundation, then fill

in with good clean sand or gravel to within 3V_ inches of
grade, making a crown of about 2 inches between pits
for drainage; wet this down well, tamp with rammers,
and trim off with straight edge, taking care to get good
even surface. Lay brick on edge close to each other and
breaking joints so that tops come one half inch above
grade. After laying, roll bricks with 2,000-pound or 3,000
pound roller, cover the surface with 1 inch fine sand and
broom it well into cracks, or fill cracks with cement grout.
A concrete foundation is recommended by some, but, ex-
cept In cases where the natural ground is not firm, or
where the floor is to be subject to extremely heavy loads,
it is not considered necessary.
For blacksmith shops or foundries the natural earth fre-

quently forms a very suitable as well as substantial floor.

In localities where the soil is too soft in its natural state,
the addition of cinders or clay will solve the problem
cheaply and satisfactorily.
In machine shops the conditions are different, and here

we find the recommendations almost as varied as are those
for round house floors. A brick floor in a machine shop
answers many of the requirements, but there Is good evi-

dence in support of the objection that men cannot stand
all day on such a floor or upon a surface of concrete or
asphalt without feeling the bad effects of cold upon the
feet. This difficulty is overcome to a large extent by the
use of slatted floor racks or platforms at the machines
where operatives stand. When machines are set upon a
'brick floor there should be special provision made for
foundation. But this can hardly be urged as an objec-
tion, as it is necessarily the case with heavy machines
under almost any circumstances.

A bedded plank floor has recently been laid in an ex-
tensire shop plant of the Boston & Maine road. The earth
i« well compacted and brought to the proper surface and
a bed of ooa'.-tar concrete put down in three courses. This
bed is 4 Ins. thick when finished. The specifications an'
that the stones of the lower course shall be not less than 1

in. in diameter and those of the second course not more
than 1 in. in diameter. Stones of each course to be well
covered with tar before laying and thoroughly rolled after-
ward. The finishing course to be composed of good clean
sharp sand well dried, then heated hot and mixed with
pitch and tar and brought to a true level to fit a straight
edge. Roller to weigh not less than 700 lbs. on a length
not exceeding 22 ins. On this finished surface of the foun-
dation there is spread a coating %-in. thick of best roofing
pitch put on hot. into which the lower coarse pf plank is

laid before it cools. Care must be taken to have the plank
thoroughly bedded in the pitch and after laying, the joints
must be tilled with pitch. If vacant places occur under
plank they should be bored and filled. The finishing fleer-

ing is laid across the lower and thoroughly nailed.

For the lower course 2%-in. spruce plank s. I. s. is used,
and for the upper 1%-in. s. 1. s. spruce plank. It is also
noted that the lumber for lower course should be fairly

seasoned anu that of the upper course well seasoned be-
fore using. The cost of such a floor is given at 18c per
sq. ft., using spruce lumber.
For paint shops and car shops a brick floor has been

found very satisfactory. The committee believes that a
brick floor, generally speaking, is the most economical,
durable and satisfactory floor for shops as w»!l as for
round houses.

*-•-

TESTS OF COAL FOR LOCOHOTIVES.

At the December meeting of the Western Railway
Chili. Mr. Win. Garstarg, Supt. of Motive Power of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry.,

presented a paper on tests of coal for locomotives.

This was based on tests made on his road and at

Purdue University. The bulk of the paper was
taken up by the report made by Prof. Goss at the

University. This we now give, and hope to present

the results of the road test work and the substance

of the club discussion in a later issue:

While interest- in the tests centers in the evapora-
tion eddained, observations were also made to show the

behavior of the fuel with reference to spark losses, the
amount of refuse lodging in the ash pan, the draft nec-

essary to maintain a given rate of combustion, the rel-

ative amount of smoke produced, the ease with which
it may be fired, and such other minor facts as would
necessarily suggest themselves; the purpose being to

determine as completely as possible the relative be-

havior of the several samples submitted.

Five samples were submitted which, in the corre-

spondence between your office and this, have been des-

ignated as A. B. C, D, and E. Each sample made up

a car load lot, the cars wTere switched to the laboratory.

and the coal was. in every case, delivered from the car

to the fireman as needed, and at a single handling.

Evaporation.—Locomotive boilers in service are

worked within such limits of power that each hour an
amount of water is evaporated for each foot of heat'ng
surface, which falls between the limits of 4 and 11

lbs. For example, a boiler having 2000 ft. of heat-

ing surface may evaporate 10,000 lbs. of water per
hour, in which case the rate of evaporation is said to

lie 5, since this is the number of pounds of water evap-
orated for each foot of heating surface per hour. Again
if the same boiler is called upon to deliver 18.000 lbs.

of steam per hour, the rate of evaporation becomes 9.

Other things being equal, the amount of water evapo-

rated per pound of coal depends upon the rate of evapo-
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ration and is greatest when the rate of evaporation is

A comparison of the evaporative efficiency of the -

eral samples, first, when the rate of evaporation per
foot of hearing surface per hour is 5 lbs., and, second,
when it is 10 lbs. of water, respectively, is given in

Table I.

Poobds of Titer evaporated
a»d Of COJ.

Relarive vaioe of sample,
enFinc toe value of sample

£, one hundred.

Then the rare
. Of e*

is 3.

Whet, then ., . j- r n9e nnaer
*»f evaporation ,, ,.

licit power. heavx power.

l n. in. rr. v.

r. Si CI

I

-.

C 6 60

6 61

537

100 100.

so n
89.

79 82

81.

TABLE I. ACTUAL EVAPORATION.
Before these tests were taken it was thought likely

that the character of the exhaust action would have a

material influence on the evaporative efficiency of the
boiler. It was for this reason that in the series of

tests, as outlined, provision was made for running at

a comparatively slow speed with a heavy exhaust, and
also at a high speed with a lighter exhaust. The
results show that for two of the samples the slow
heavy exhaust gave an evaporation which relatively

was slightly higher than that given by the quick light-

er exhaust action, while in the tests of the remaining
three samples, the conditions are reversed. In a.l

• •ases the differences are so small as to make it quke
likely that they arise from causes quite apart from the
exhaust action

The conclusion is. that within the limits of the con-

ditions chosen, there is no measurable difference in

evaporative efficiency due to the character of the ex-

haust blast. If. in each ease, the boiler is forced to the
same power, the same degree of efficiency results.

Equivalent Evaporation.—In reporting data for ttst>

similar to those under consideration, it is customary to

reduce the water actually evaporated per pound of coal.

t<> an equivalent weight which would have resulted had
the temperature of the feed been constant at 212 de-

grees F and the pressure of steam been that of the
atmosphere. The "equivalent evaporation" constitutes

a logical basis from which to compare the performance
of all boilers, even though the steam pressure, or feed-

water temperature, or both of these, may vary greatly

in different tests. In order that the result of the te-t>

herein described may be readily compared with the re-

sults of other boiler tests, the actual evaporation haa
been reduced to the equivalent evaporation, with the
results which are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. L—EQUIVALENT EVAPORATION.

S] irks.—For every test, a record of the weight of
cinders entrapped in the front end was determined.

rvations were also made to determine the weight
• f sparks passing out of the stack, but as it was im-

-~:hlc to entrap the entire stream issuiug from the
stack at any given instant, values obtained in this part
of the work should be considered approximately only.

The sum of the sparks caught in the front end and of
those estimated to have passed out of the stack are, in

the following paragraphs, considered together as con-
stituting the spark -- - Values of the spark 1

for each of the several samples of coal tested, expresse.l
as a pert' . the weight of coal fired, are present-
ed in Columns 2 and 3 of Table II.

of ample.

Percentage o! weight of eoa)

fired accounted for as sparks
entrapped In front end and

out of the stack.

ha
the rate

of etaporauon
i» 10.

Belative weight of sparks pro-
duced by each df tile several

-

weight of steam, assuming the
-.- resulti&elrom

sample £ to equal one hundred.

rule Wnen the rate
of evaporation

,
ofevapoation

is 5. is 10

in.

E
A
B
D.

C

66
62

2: 8

15 6

16 4

n *

13.8

100

101

u
109

65

100

79

87

100

80

followed the work previously done at Purdue. It is

significant that under conditions of running, common
to practical service, that from 14 to 21 per cent of the

coal fired disappeared in the form of sparks. (Col. III.j

It is true, however, that the fuel lost is not so great as

this, since the sparks represent fuel which has been

partially consumed. The sparks resulting from sam-
ples under consideration have not been analyzed, but

investigations already made at Purdue indicate that

they have from GO tc 75 per cent of the fuel value of

the coal. It will be safe, therefore, to reduce the values

given in Cols. II and III by about 25 per cent in mak-
ing an estimate of the fuel losses resulting from the

p; ssage of sparks through the tubes.

It is significant that, with one exception. those

samples giving the highest evaporation also give the

lsrget spark losses. Two conditions probably account

for this fact. First, the purer coals have a lighter spe-

cific gravity, and hence, respond to the draft action

more easily than coals intermixed with non-cumbus-
tible matter: secondly, in general, the purer the coal

the lighter the ash. a large percentage of which, instead

of falling through the grate, passes out with the sparks

and adds its mass to their weight.

It may be urged as an objection to these coals giv-

ing high efficiency, that their use is attended by a large

spark loss. The argument, while good, is not true to

the extent indicated by the values in Cols, ll and III.

For example. Col. Ill shows the percentage of the coai

fired, accounted for as sparks, but a pound of sample

C, producing 0.13S pounds of sparks did not make
as much steam as a pound of sample E. producing

0.212 pounds of sparks. The rel. tive spark pro iu ing

qualities of the several samples, based upon the weight
of steam generated, are given in Cols. IV and V. These
values, therefore, serve as a logical basis from whnh to

determine the relative spark producing qualities of the

several samples
Refuse Caught in Ash-Pan.—Table III shows the

percentage of the weight of coal fired which is ac-

counted for as refuse in the ash-pan.

Besignation of
sample.

Percentage of weight
of cool fired, aeeonnte.1 for as

refuse in ash-pan.

:. aHl -
I.-.- ."
- --

. I
r--.:

- -

dred.
T: -.~

. - L Z: 1

the
-

r~-
un-

When the rate
of evaporation

is 5.

Wr..- 11- raft
of evap' rati n

is 10.

WM :. '; rati
of evaporation

is 5.

When :

of evaporation
3

L IL m. IV. V.

E. 11.0 4.9 100 100

A. 10.7 9.2 105 803

B. 13.9 LLC 146 267

D. 14.8 10.3 170 257

C. 14.4 11.0 171 276

TABLE IL—SPARK LOSSES.
The extent of the spark losses disclosed by the pre-

ceding table cannot fail to surprise one who has not

TABLE III.—REFUSE IX ASH PAX.

It is important in this connection to note that trie

refuse caught in the ash-pan of a locomotive does not

represent the entire non-combustible portion of the

fuel, for under the heavy draft of a locomotive

much non-combustible material passes out through the

tubes. Such portions of the non-combustiiile. mix
with the sparks, and are. in the present work, ac-

counted for as such.

The amount of refuse caught in the ash-pan. how-
ever, constitutes a factor of some importance in any
consideration of the relative merits of the differeLt

fuels, since all such materials must be carried over the

road and handled at terminals, or. if its amount be-

comes excessive, it must be handled at intermediate

points.

By reference to the table it will be seen that when
the engine is run at light power, the five samples give

very nearly the same amount of refuse in the ash p n.

When the rate of evaporation is 10. however, sample
C gives nearly three times as much deposit in the ash-

pan as sample E. In general, it may be said that the

better the fuel the less deposit there will be in the ash-

pan.

It is clear, from the statements already made, that a

\c-ry intimate relation exists between the amount of

coal accounted for as refuse in the ash-pan and that

accounted for in the form of sparks. If. for example,
the values of Col. II, Table II, be added to those in

Col. II. Table III. the result is practically the same
lor each of the several samples of coal, and if tne
values of Col. Ill of the same tables be added, they
also become nearly a constant for all of the several

srmples of coal. The conclusion is that as the char-

acter of the coal changes with reference to refuse, au
inverse change results with reference to spark losses.

Such a result is logical and is quite in accord with the

explanation given with reference to conditions affect-

ing spark losses.

It is evident that the percentage of refuse causrht in
the ash-pan. given in Cols. II and III of Table III, do
not represent the relative amount of ash for the differ-

ent samples when the same work is to be done, f r the
reason that a pound of sample C will not vied the
same amount of steam as a pound of sample E. The
refuse which will result from each of the samp'es in

producing the same amount of steam, as compared with
that resulting from sample E, is given in Cols. Ill and
IV. These columns, especially Col. IV, emphasizes
the ash producing qualities of the poorer coals.

Draft.—The draft which promotes eomrustion in a
motive is produced at the expense of b::c-k pressure

on the engine. For this reason, a free burning c al

will, other things being equal, contribute to the effi-

ciency of the locomotive as a whole, since by its use
the cylinders are allowed to do their woik under con-
ditions more Tavorable to economy.
A comparison of the draft necessary to maintain the

combustion of the several samples tested is given in

Table V

Draft in inches of water.

0~=i£n

.

sample.
I

N"ece>sarT to secure the
evar - Bands
of water per loot of bcal-

..arv to secure the
evaporation of to pounds
nf water par foot of- heat-
i :. g surface per hoar.

I IL nx

E 102 5 5;.

A 2 12 •

B 8.86 6.02

D. 830 6.26

C 8.18 596

TABLE V.—DRAFT.
The results show that the sample* A. B. and C re-

quire substantially the same draft for their ceni us
tion: that sample D requiies a slightly greater draft
than the three first mentioned, and that sampic E re-

quires a draft which is lower by about 10 per cent. The
degree of uniformity disclosed by these results is realiy

quite remarkable and the general conclusion to le de-

rived from them is that, except in the case of E whi*h
l;i< s- nie slight advantage, all stand practically npou
the same footing.

Smoke.—Coals A and E are the only coals that show
any unusual smoke eflvets. The smoke produced by
coal A is very black and di - 1 .ear between fires

when the rate of combustion is as great as in tl.

or 50 mile tests. The coal E. on the other hand.

2 3 <~ S 6

Fig. 2.—ASHES AXD SFARKS.
not produce sufficient smoke to color the exhaust for an
interval of more than five seconds after it is shoveled
into the furnace; when the fireman is putting in

fire there is a single puff of smoke each t'me the door
i* opened, and immediately after the exhaust clears.

(Yals B. C. and D are nearly equal in their smoke
ducing properties. They will make enough broxn
smoke to color the exhaust continuously on a hard run.

but when the firing is light the exhaust will clear I e-

tween fires.

Ease in Firing.—The labor of firing is, iu general, iu-

ci eased by conditions requiring the use of the hook.

Fig. 3.-ACTFAL EVAPORATIOX.
The necessity for this arises when a coal cokes readily

or when it clinkers.

Sample E. which gives the highest evaporative effi

ciency. the least ash. and requires the least dra' -

its combustion, cokes as soon as fired, and for thi- rea-

son it is handled at the expense of more labor than
e-ilher of the other samples. It is possible that iu ser

vice on the road the tendency to shirk this labor m iv

lead to unevenness in firing which will neces*

suit in a lower efficiency for this coal than has been a:-
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tained in the laboratory, where careful attention was
at all times given to the firing. None of the coals test-

ed gave so much clinker as to require the frequent use

of the hook.
No final conclusions should be drawn which do not
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Fig. 4—DRAFT.
t a kt- into account the relative cost of the several sam-
ples, a factor which is unknown to the wiiter. It is evi-

dent, however, that no one sample can be sa d to be the

best in every respect. For example, the relative

desirability of the several samples, with refe:eme to

evaporation, freedom from spark losses, absence of ob-

jvctionbale accumulation in ash-pan and the lightness

of draft necessary to promote its combustion is given

in Table VI.

Driving box material Steeled cast iron.

Diameter and length of driving journals

7 in. dia. x 8 in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals.

41;. in. dia. x 5 in.

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin jour-

nals..Front 'Sy» in. x 3% in.; back 5% in. dia. x 4% in.

Eng.ne truck, kind Two wheel swing bolster.

Engine truck, journals 5 in. dia. x 8 in.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 33 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels
Steel tired wrought iion spoke center.

BOILER.
Style Straight.

Outside diameter of first ring 40 in.

Working pressure 180 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box
Carnegie steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire

box 7-10 in., % in. and D-10 in.

Horizontal seams Butt joint

Designation
of

sample.
Evaporation.

Freedom
from

>i^irk losses.

Absence ol
accumulation in

aeh-p:in.

Lightness
of

draft.

E. 1st 4th 1st 1st

A •2nd 1st. 2nd 4th.

B 3d. 3d 4th. 3d

D. •it'.i 4th 3d 5th

C 5th 2nd 5th 2nd

TABLE VI—RECAPITULATION.
The four factors by which it is sought, in the pre-

(cding tabulation, t<> judge the value of the seven!

samples do not stand on an equality. It is evident

that a high evaporation is more to be desired than light-

ness of draft, but the tacts disclosed arc instnic ive

nevertheless. Tiny show that sample E which exc Is

in evaporation, shares with I> the doubtful honor of be-

ing the largest spark producer. Also, that sr.mple C.

which gives the lowest evaporative efficiency, is se -o; d

in its freedom from sparks and in lightness of draft.

Reviewing the data with reference to D and C, it will

be seen that while D gives an evaporation which is

slightly higher than that given by C, in all other re-

spects the latter excels, and doubtless for most pur-

poses C is a more desirable coal than D. But the sig-

nificance of all the factors, excepting evaporation, will

doubtless need to be considered in connection with the

demands for a given service.

DOUBLE-END SUBURBAN LOCOHOTlVE,
PUN RAILWAY OF JAPAN.

NIP-

The Schenectady Locomotive Works have recently

completed 26 double-end narrow gauge suburban
locomotives for the Nippon Railway of Japan, and
we present herewith a view of one of these engines.

This engine weighs 80,700 lbs., of which 51,700 lbs.

is on the drivers. Its cylinders are 14 by 22 ins.

The engine has 56-in. drivers; a straight boiler 46

ins. in diameter, designed to carry 180 lbs.; a heat-

ing surface of 836.8 sq. ft. and a grate area of 18.2

sq. ft. The leading dimensions of this engine are

as follows:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Gage 3 ft. 6 in.

Fuel Japanese bituminous coal.

Weight in working order 86,700 lbs.

Weight on drivers 51,700 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 5 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, rigid 5 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 21 ft.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 14 in.

Stroke of piston 22 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 4 :
5i in.

Diameter of piston rod 21
/4 in.

Kind of piston packing Cast iron

Kind of piston rod packing Jerome metallic

Size of steam poits 12 in. x 1% in.

Size of exhaust ports 12 in. x 2*4 In.

Size of bridges % in.

VALVES.

Kind of slide vaives American balanced.
Greatest travel of slide valves 5 in.

Outside lap of slide valves % in.

Inside lap of slide valves in.

Lead of valves in full gear •. . . .

Line and line, front and back.
Kind of valve stem packing Jerome metallic.

WHEELS, ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 56 in.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel.

Tire held by Shrinkage.

cuts. A being the coupling to the branch pipe. B a

cap which is removed to remove the strainer D, C a

washer to make tight joint. E the top rest for the

strainer, and F and G the upper and lower chambers
respectively of the drain cup. Fig. - shows a form

of double strainer that can be used if desired in-

stead of the single form.

In referring to his device Mr. Hunt says in sub-

stance: "By using this device we leave the main
pipe entirely unobstructed and get entirely away
from the undesirable practice of breaking or taking

apart the main air pipe in order to clean the drain

cup and strainer. The drain cup is provided witn a

removable strainer to be removed by simply taking

off the bottom cap B and taking hold of the ring or

inside band of the strainer with the finger or

some hooked implement. This band or inner ring of

the strainer serves a two-fold purpose—to keep the

strainer from collapsing, also that we may lake hold

— ^ :h"
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DOUBLE-END SUBURBAN LOCO
sextuple riveted, with welt strip inside and outside.

Circumferential seams Double riveted.

Fire box, length 48 3-10 in.

Fire box, width 54% in.

Fire box, depth 46% in.

Fire box, material Carnegie steel.

Fire box pla tes, thickness Sides
5-16 in., back 5-10 in., crown % in., tube sheet y2 in.

Fire box, water space
Front 4 in., sides 3 in., back 3 in. to 4 in.

Fire box, crown staying Radial stay, 1 in. dia.

Fire box, stay bolts % in. to 1 in. dia.

Tubes, material Charcoal iron.

Tubes, number of 159
Tubes, diameter 1% in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 10 ft. 8 in.

Heating surface, tubes 771 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 65.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 830.8 sq. ft.

Grate, surface 18.2 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking.
Ash pan Plain, dampers front and hack
Exhaust pipes Single

Exhaust nozzles 3*4 in., 3% in., 3 1
-. in.

Smoke stack, inside diameter 12 in.

Smoke stack, top above rail 12 ft. % in.

Boilers supplied by
Two No. New Nathan non-lifting injectors.

TRAILING TRUCK AND BACK OF ENGINE.
Kind of truck

Two-wheel swing bolster, with radius bar
Wheels, number of 2
Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5i/> in. d'a. x 8 in.

Water capacity (twin tanks, one on each side of
boiler) 1200 U. S. gill ns.

Coal capacity (coal bunker back of cab) 4500 lbs.

SrECIAL EQUIPMENT.
Engine equipped with two Coales 2%-in. encased

safety valves: two water gages; Smith automatic
vacuum brake, outside equalized: nngnesh sodi n 1

lugging on boiler and cylinders; three headlights with
S-in. bull's eye lens' two whistles, 1-3 in. and Vi in.,

Ciosby No. 3 chime
> • »

AIR BRAKE DRA N CUP AND STRAINER.

MOTIVE. NIPPON RY.. JAPAN.
of it to pull it out. The strainer may lie used singly

or doubly as desired, as one fits inside the G*".ier. 1

do not think the double strainer is at all ns-

erssary. The small basket strainer at the union to

TRA IN BRAKE. PIPE

.

Fie. I

TO TRAIN BRAKE P/PE:

I
TO TRIPLE
MLi/E.

~ A very serviceable drain cup and strainer for use

on air brakes has been devised by Mr. Thomas B.

Hunt, general foreman Pennsylvania Company, at

Chicago. We illustrate the device giving in Fig. 1 a

sketch showing its location with reference to the

train pipe and the triple, and in Fig. 3 a sectional

view in detail of the cup and strainer. Its construc-

tion will be readily understood by reference to the

Fig. 2. B'

F/G. 3.
AIR BRAKE DRAIN" CUP AND STRAINER,

triple valve need not be used, and I do not think

should be used. It is entirely unnecessary. This

arrangement can be very readily looked after and
cleaned. We believe that a passenger train of ten

cars fitted up with this device could be drained and
have the strainers brushed off in from twenty to

twenty-five minutes and this. too. without interfer-

ing with the main pipe, while with the present de-

vice now in use the time consumed iu doing this

work would be about an hour and if you would h ive

a little bad luck or the pipe break on you in taking

it down it would possibly be twe hours, as the drain

cup would have to be removed from the main air

pipe, the strainer unsoldered and cleaned and then
soldered on again and drain cup put in position
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again in main air pipe. We believe that the appli-

cation of a drain eup of this pattern to cars would

be very little more in first cost than the present cup

and strainer. If this drain eup was applied to freight

cars we could then exact of our people to clean the

drain cups and strainers every time cars would be

on the repair track for the reason that it would take

so little work to accomplish this as it would take

very little time and labor to go over all the ears on

the track; hence, we could insure better working of

the brakes. With this device there will not nearly

so much dirt and water pass through the triples as

now. The strainer as now constructed clogs up

with dirt, tilling the meshes of same except that

part of it which comes immediately in contact with

the branch pipe, and oftentimes this portion is al-

most clogged up. With this device there is no dan-

,•: r of collapsing strainer partly filling up and ob-

structing the main pipe, as it is entirely away from

the main pipe; with this device such an occurrence

would only affect the brakes on the car on which it

would be placed. With this drain cup we arc able

to use a strainer with very fine perforations for the

reason that we have so much strainer surface.''

THE PURPOSE OF PATENTS.

Section S. clause 8. of the constitution grants power

to congress to promote science and the useful arts uy

-.curing to inventors the exclusive use of their discov-

eries for limited terms. Congress therefore has po>ver

10 grant patents or to decline to grant them. It Ola]

lis the term and the fee. but it cannot attach conditions

fc the grant. The right must be exclusive, for thee

is no power to grant any other than an exclusive right.

To make the patent dependent upon the payment 0! an

annuity would be a condition repugnant at once to the

constitution and to good policy, because the b..scs ot

natents here is different from the basis everywhere else.

In al' other countries it is a personal grant and.it is

not unfair to say it may be forfeited if not used, in

th ;s country it is not a grant at all, but a contract be-

tween a man who has a valuable invention and a public

who desires to purchase it. The public says if you will

disclose your invention, we will guarantee you the ex-

clusive use of it in public for seventeen years. That

'.s a fair bargain. If the inventor thinks lie can n.aue

more out of a seventeen-year monopoly in public tain

he can by a secret use, so long as he can keep it se-

cret, he will accept; otherwise he will not.

It must be noted that under onr law and constitution

the invention belongs exclusively to the inventor ror

sevenlcen years. After that, for all time, it belongs to

•lie people. Therefore the people have no rights 111 it

for seventeen years, and no right to complain if the in-

ventor's interests impel him to lock the invention up.

A great deal is said about dead and unused patents

which are worthless and yet stand in the way of more
recent and more meritorious inventions. Where are

these dead and worthless patents? If they are dead
nnd worthless how can they stand in any one's way';

If they do stand in the way, then they are not dead or

worthless. But where are they? In the vaults of manu-
facturers who hold them, not for use, but for protection.

It is sure, if this protection is valued, the annuities will

not clear them away, and it is equally sure that many
a good invention will be cleared away because the

struggling inventor has reached his last cent before the

annuity becomes due.

The only basis for patents is in the constitution, and
the sole reason is. the promotion of science and the use-

ful arts. If patents promote science and the useful arts,

it is reasonable to conclude the more patents the more
promotion. Every patent reptesents an advance in use-
ful knowledge and that is promotion. If progress is a

good thing, then progress should be promoted by

smoothing the way and removing discouragements—not
by roughening the way and imposing burdens. The
surplus revenue of the patent office now amounts to
over $5,000,000 which rests in the treasury idle. It is

not revenue of the government and cannot be used ex-
cept for the purposes of the patent office. It is accu-
mulating more than $100,000 a year. The fees and
costs of obtaining a patent ought to be reduced or the
facilities of that office ought to be increased. In either

event science and the useful arts would be promoted by
further encouraging the production of inventions.—R.
1>. O. Smith, in American Trade.

» » »

PNEUHAT1C STEAH JOINT GRINDER.

A valuable utilization of the Boyer piston air drill

has been effected by providing a chuck attached to

the drill for holding rings in grinding steam joints.

The chuck is made with three legs or arms, which
an- expanded by the use of nuts on the threaded
spindle in the center, as shown in our engravings.
Our two views show this machine in actual op: ra-

tion on a joint in a cylinder saddle and on a steam
pipe. This tool is a money-saver on new as well as

repair work: and for hurry-up jobs on leaky steam
pipe joints in roundhouse work it is very valuable
in doing work quickly and helping to get the engine
out for service without delay. This device will b

GRINDING STEAM PIPE JOINT IN CYLINDER
SADDLE.

readily appreciated by all mechanics who have done
this sort of work by hand, when they compare the
amount of time required with that necessary in do-

ing the same work by baud. The time required for
this tool in grinding ordinary joints is only about 15
minutes, but of course this depends largely upon the
condition of the work to be done. The Boyer piston

air drill witli which this device is operated is too
well known among the shops throughout this coun-
try to require further explanation. This device is

offered by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. of Chi-

BOOK NOTES.

Railway Economics, by H. T. Neweomb, 1>L.M.,

Chief of the Section of Freight Kates in the Division
of Statistics of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, and Instructor in Statistics and Transporta-
tion in Columbian University. Philadelphia: Railway
World Publishing Co.. 1898.
This work was originally prepared for serial publi-

cation in the Railway World, and was intended to pre-

si nt the principal facts which establish the position of

railway transportation in the present organization of

industry in the United States, with only so much of

comment and discussion as seemed absolutely neces-
sary. The author docs not attempt an ambitious and
exhaustive treatment of the very important topic that
he has before him but simply attempts to present a

concise and untechnical statement covering the leading

divisions of his subject. A few of the chapter head-
ings of this book will serve to give an idea of the au-
thor's scope. Some of them are as follows: "Capital-

ization.'' "Income and Expenditure." "The Decline in

Charges," "Rates and Friees," "Competition Among
Railways and the Decline in Charges," "Competition
Among Producers and the Decline in Charges."
"Should the Business of Railway Transportation Be
Remunerative?" "Relatively Reasonable Rates," "Un-
just Discrimination in General," "Charges for Long
and Short Hauls," "Pooling Prior to 1SS7," "Pooling
Under Federal Supervision," "Pooling, Consolidation
or Unjust Discrimination." Mr. Neweomb has been,

and is. in an exceptionally favorable position from
which to study the subjects of which he treats, and he
has quite thoroughly covered his topics considering the
limitation of space which he sets. He writes in a sim-
ple, straight-forward style and has produced a book
which should find a place in every railway man's li-

brary.

The Designing of Draw-Spans. By Charles H.
Wright. M. Am. Soc. C. E. First edition, first thou-

sand, 1898. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New
York, and Chapman & Hall, London. Cloth, 6x9
ins., 317 pages; price ?S.50.

This book is in two parts, the first part dealing with
"Plate Girder Draws." and the second part with "Riv-
eted-Trnss and Tin-Connected Longspan Draws." The
author's aim was to collect in this volume all the ma-
terial necessary for the complete designing of the com-
mon types of draw-spans, and to arrange it in form for

practical use; and he seems to have succeeded. A
valuable feature of the book is the very large amount
of illustrations, by way of figures incorporated with
the text and numerous folders showing details of ex-

isting structures. After going into the theory and for-

mulas applying to moments, reactions, stresses and de-

flections, several pages are devoted to the design of

machinery for turning the span, operating wedges, etc.

There is a very good list of illustrations showing the
machinery in use on for operating existing structures.

End-lifting and turning machinery are each taken up
separately and discuss) d with reference to the forces

to be overcome ami proper principles of design. The
different systems of operating draw-spans by steam,
electricity, etc.. are considered fully, both theoretically

and by illustration of practical applications. A very
interesting feature of the work also is contained in 6 I

pages devoted to descriptions of various existing

bridges. Among the bridges shown and described we
notice several examples of structures in Chicago, New
York. Cleveland, Duluth. Milwaukee, Omaha, Buffalo,

and other places. Among these we notice a mention of

the famous "S-track railroad drawbridge" over the Chi-

cago drainage canal in Chicago, which is evidence that

the author is strictly up to date. There are specifica-

tions of parts of drawbridges and devices used in con-
nection therewith and 12 folding plates, giving draw-
ings of several noted railroad single and double-trac' -

through draw-spans.

"What to Eat," an authority on foods, cooking, ser-

vice, table decorations and furnishings opened its new
year with a particularly attractive issue, comprising
nearly 20 articles written on the lines indicated. This
magazine is published monthly it Minneapolis. Minn..
at $1 a year, and to those interested in its distinctive

line of topics is worth far more than its price.

The National Railroad Masttr Blacksmiths' Associ-
ation has just published in pamphlet form the pro-

ceedings of its sixth annual convention, held at Boston,
Mass., last September. These proceedings comprise a

large amount of exceedingly valuable matter. The
Master Blacksmiths' Association, which has been in

existence since 1S93. has taken high rank amongst our
railway associations and is doing most excellent work.
Its proceedings merit very wide circulation. The secre-

GRINDING FLAT JOINT ON STEAM PITE.

tary, Mr. A. L. Woodworth, of Lima. Ohio, is to be
commended for the excellent manner in which he has
edited these proceedings, and for presenting them in

such tasteful typographical form.

The American Steel Casting Company, of Tburlow.
Pa., has issued a catalogue which iu typographical ex-

cellence, beauty and interest of illustration, and 111

effectiveness of presentation of its subject matter, has
rarely been equaled by the books which come to our
table from time to time. The illustrations cover chiefly

its remarkably large and complicated steel castings for

special purposes. Heavy gun carriage castings. Besse-

mer converter trunnions, locomotive driver centers,

locomotive frames, engine bed plates, stern posts, rud-

ders, propellers, crank shafts, form the leading sub-

jects of illustration.

The Builders Iron Foundry of Providence, R. 1.. has
issued a very complete little catalogue illustrating its

full line of grinding and polishing machinery.

The Safety Appliance Company, of Boston, Mass..

issues a neat catalogue in which are illustrated and
described the specialties of that company, including
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the brake equalizer, the draw bar adjuster, the spring

suspension, and the dead lever take up, which tnis

company now offers. The pamphlet contains much
suggestive and valuable information.

The San Francisco Bridge Company and New York
Dredging Company send us a beautiful pamphlet il-

lustrating the various engineering works which they

have constructed. It contains many interesting stories

of some of the remarkable engineering undertakings of

the companies named, and the illustrations are rareiy

beautiful.

The New Britain Machine Company, of New Britain,

Conn., has published a handsome catalogue of tne

large line of engines which it manufactures. Tne
pamphlet is very tastefully prepared and the text gives

a thoroughly adequate idea of the principles of tne

company's high speed engines for small powers. The
same company also publishes a similarly attractive

catalogue decribing its line of chain saw mortisers.

The peculiarity of this mo^riser is tint the mortise is

made by a steel chain, each link of which has a sharp-

ened tooth so formed as to carry out its own chip. This

chain travels approximately 1500 ft. a minute, during

which period 40.000 teeth are presented to the worK,

and while one tooth removes but a small amount of

material, the collective cut of all the teeth greatly ex"

ceeds anything possible by other mechanisms.

The leading article in Appleton's Popular Science

Monthly for February discusses the very important
question of Vegetation in Cities in its relation to

healthfulness. Dr. Smith, the author, has been one
of the leading physicians of New York city for the

past 25 years, and is hence well qualified to speak au-

thoritatively on the subject. Mivart's Groundwork of

Science, by W. K. Brooks, of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, calls attention to some of the weak points in Dr.

Mivart's philosophy, and points out the evil effects

which such attempts at compromise always produce.

Mr. C. L. Whittle contributes an extremely important
article on The Science of Observation. He first calls

attention to the necessity of knowing how to observe

intelligently, and then takes the reader to a number of

places, by means of photographs, where Nature's

methods are strikingly illustrated, and shows how. by
a study of such common features as railroad cuts.

ledges of rock, and washouts, some of the most power-
ful forces in Nature can be demonstrated and the pres-

ent features of the landscape explained by their past

action. The Labor Problem in the Tropics, by W.
Alleyne Ireland, gives the results of a study of this

question during a residence of many years in tropical

colonies: points out how essentially different a prob-

lem it is from that of labor in a temperate climate, and
comes to the conclusion that iu a large part of the

tropical islands contract labor is an absolute necessity,

if any commercial success is to be achieved.

The history of French philosophy, which Prof. L.

Levy-Bruhl. of Paris is writing for the Ouen Court
has reached the middle of the 18th century. The sub-

ject for the February number is Voltaire, and the

article is accompanied by a portrait of this great

thinker. The March number, which will treat of the

Encyclopaedists, will be richly illustrated. Rationalism
in the Nursery is the title of a second article appearing
in the Open Court for February by Dr. Paul Carus
on the treatment and education of children. This series.

which is of hisrb importance to parents and educators.

will be continued in the following numbers. The same
magazine is also publishing a number of very inter-

esting articles on the History and Evolution of General
Ideas, by Prof. Th. Rihot. of Paris. The February
number treats of the intelligence of animals.

"Graphite" is the title of a handsome little four-page
monthly issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of
Jersey City. N. J. Tt is issued in the interests of .Dix-

on's graphite productions, and for the purpose of estab-

lishing a better understanding iu regard to the different

forms of graphite and their respective uses. This pub-
lication has certninlv a very interesting field and fills

it in a very instructive as well as attractive manner.
As is said in one of the articles appearing in the cur-

rent issue, few even of the well informed dream how
indispensable graphite is to modern civilization. \\ e

quote further from the article referred to: "Not a
single iron easting is taken from its sand mould without
the sand being first faced by graphite: not a gun pro-

jectile is cast but the steel is melted in a graphite
crucible: not a tool, not a saw is made but from graph-
ite crucible steel. Every pound of nickel, of copper,
of composition metal, of brass, is cast in some way. the
metal being reduced in a graphite crucible. Every
printing house, for the perfect'on of its electrotypes,

is absolutely dependent on graphite. Every electrician
and every department of e'ectrical work comes under
the same tribute. Graphite lubricates friction ways, it

is notably the most enduring paint pigment, and the
bulk of the writing done on the globe to-day is done
with a graphite pencil. In brief, not a factor which to-

day contributes to civilization but is helped by graphite.

The electric light would shine much less easy but for

graphite, and the production of steel rails is equally
dependent. The beautiful mineral has peculiar charms
and characteristics. H»at and cold, and the highest
and lowest extremes of both, cannot touch it. It can
bathe in acid as does a pebble in cold water.''

THE CRANDALL BEiL RINGER.

Mr. E. M. Crandall. foreman machine shops of the

Kansas City. St. Joseph & Council Bluffs Ky., at

St. Joseph. Mo., has devised an automatic bell ringer

that has Droved its worth in daily service for nearly

a year. We illustrate this bell ringer in quite com-

FIG. 1-CRANDALL'S BELL RINGER.
plete detail. Fig. 1 gives it in elevation as applied.

and Fig. 2 shows its internal structure, the piston

being shown in its varying positions.

In Fig. 2 A shows the piston at the bottom of tne

stroke with the inlet part wide open, as sUown at

section b, 1>. The set screw is at the top of the

groove, ami as the piston rises it will follow the line

of the groove marked a a. as shown on E, giving

the piston a spiral motion, and also cutting off the

frs'on shornrjg portholes

r--
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air and bringing the exhaust port open when the

piston is at the top of the stroke, as shown in sec-

tion a, a. B shows the piston at the top of the

stroke with the exhaust port open, as shown at sec-

tion a, a. Here it will be seen that the set screw is

at bottom of the groove. In operation the weight
of the bell will bring the piston down. The ringer

is made entirely of cast iron.

The ringer may be operated by either steam or

air, but air is much preferred by Mr. Crandall.
These ringers are in use at St. Joseph, and also at
Burlington and at Aurora on the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy.

CONCERNING ARTIFICIAL LEATHER, MOROC=
COL1NE, ETC.

The first patents granted in this country and Eu-
rope for artificial leather and the method of pro-

ducing it wen- issued to Mr. Walter N. Dole and as-

sociates 211 years ago. Mr. Dole is not only the pio-

neer in this business but has been a chief factor in

its development from the beginning. He is the man-
ager of the Boston Artificial Leather Company of

Boston. A detailed history of the development of

artificial leather from its first crude inception to the

present perfected article would show that it called

for till the < nergy. pluck and patience which even
the typical New England man can supply. The road
which led to the present position of success and im-

portance was by no means an easy one. In view of

all the facts it would seem that Mr. Dole is justi-

tieu in claiming to lie the originator of artificial

leather and all others are imitators.

The product which the company is now selling is

called Moroccoliue. It is of interest to railroad men
because it has proved highly satisfactory as a cov-
ering for car seats in smoking cars: for dining car
and smoking room chairs and similar uses. It is

furnished with embossed surfaces of any selected
design and the dies used to reproduce the design
are precisely the same as those used for real leather
It is also furnished in any desired color or shade.

Its cost is about one-third that of the hand-buffed
upholstery leather which it so closely resembles,
and to which for steady and hard service it is much
preferable.
As to its durability the manufacturers assert with

great positiveness that it will wear as long as the
best upholstery leather: that it will not grow hard
or crack in any climate or temperature and that

iroog/Zt b.b.s//ar/fi(/

p/sfon. a///>e bc/foms/rate
m//7/nk/por/ operf r&Jt.

UP S/rote.
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stains of oil or grease can be easily removed and
will leave no stain or mark. They also assert that
it differs from all other imitations of leather in
that it will not show scratches. In fact the ex-
perience of a number of railroads, extending over
several years, proves that the durability of this arti-

cle is all that can be asked.
Years ago two pieces of drill or duck were pasted

together and the outer surfaces were then coated
with the artificial leather. This is the method usu-
ally pursued by those who are now in the business.
But It was found that the two pieces of cloth would
often separate and thus by producing blisters, ruin
the fabric after a short tern, of service. The man-
ufacturers of Moroccolire therefore use a single
heavy sheet of duck and thus avoid blistering and
separation.
The slight odor apparent when these goods are

first unrolled disappears in the process of uphols-
tering.

The surface of Moroccoline is impervious to dust
and can be wiped or washed as often as desired. It

is therefore, for sanitary reasons, au ideal sub-
stance foi the uses above suggested and for many
other similar ones.

»

CAR FOREHEN'S A'SCC'ATION OF CHICAGO.

JANUARY MEETING.
The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Chicago was held at the Great Northern Hotel,

Chicago, January 12. Pres'dent Monis called the meet-

ins to order at S p. in. Among those present were:

Aldersi h, -V. S. Kramer, Wm.
Ashcroft, Norman. Keel ler. C. F.

Anderson. A. La Rue. H.
Bates. B. McOmber, A. H.
Blohm, Theo. Miller. M. M.
Bohan. W. J. Martin. J. F.

Callahan. J. P. Miller. Wm.
Cook. W. C. Morris. T. R.

Depue, Jas. Nelson, John.
Ettcn. L. Nordquist, Chas.
Fritz. Chas. Northam. F. R.

Frenk, Wm. Olsen. Louis.

Frank. M. P. nn. O. A.

Ford, George. Rieckhoff. Chas.
trey. J. 8 wers, G. W.

Groobey. Geo. Stuckie, E. J.

Green. C. E. Stocks. James.
Grieb. J. C. Schutt, AY. F.

Gradl, M. Si ohnholtz. Chas.
Guthenbcrg. O. Shannon, S.

Goehes, Wm. H. Smith. R. G.

Urthrnberg. B. Stags, C. S.

Gruhlke. E. Schultz, Aug.
Hunt. T. B. Sebaltz. F. C.

P. Itz, Christ. Sanm. Geo.
Hansen. A. P. Smth. E. B.
Husband. E. Thiverge, J.

H : 1 ssey. J. J. Thrall. Jno.
I s, II. R. Yan Yliet. J.

Jon, s, A. A. Wens'ey. W. H.
Johannes. A. Weutsel, Geo.
J. hnsi n. A. F. W. schler, Henry.
K. -l:ni. H. C. Williams. Thos.
Krunip, M. Warren. W. G.

Kamen, Fred. Wagener. A. M.
Kroff. F. C. Wharton, R.

President Morris: The minutes of the previous

meeting have been published In the Railway Master
Mechanic and if there are no objections they will stand
approved as pnblishi d.

Secretary Cook: The following names have been sub-

mitted to the executive committee and approved, and
the gentlemen will lie enrolled as members:

J. C. Thiverge. C. & W. I. A- Bolt Rv.: C. F. Keeb-
ler. P. F. W. & C: D. Murray, P. C. C. A- Si. L.:
A. M. Waitt, I.. S. & M. S.: J. Horrigan. E. J. &
E.: Geo. Rosar. M. P. Schmidt. F. H. Longfellow and
Chas. Fritz. ('. M. & St. P.: F. B. Parmelee and Nor-
man Ashcroft. P. D. D.: Robt. P. Lamont. Simplex Ry.

iance Co.: A. C. McCord. McCord A Co.: S. J.

Kidder, Westinehorse A. B. Co.: H. McCrudden. M.
C. Re: Morris E. Ward. Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof-
ing Co.; W. II. Miner. C. F. T. Co.: H. C. Bnhoup.
McCohway A Torley Co.: II. H. Vaughan and J. K.
I>neke. (,). v C. Co.; C. A. Herriman, Railroad Supply
Co.: Wm. D. Sargent, The Sargent Co.: Fred J. Green,
McGuire Mfg. Co.
President Morris: The secretary has been corre-

sponding with similar associations at Indianapolis and
innati. and I think P will result in considerable

; to all concerned. The secretary will please state

what has been done in this connection.

Secretary Cook: The matter was taken up by one of

the members of the advisory committee. Mr. Grieb. who
had some correspondence with the Big Four road, which
resulted in our getting into communication with the

Car Foremen's A— ciations located at Cincinnati and
Indianapolis. We have written the secretaries of the

two clul s. giving them a history of our club and infor-

mation on different points of our work, and have asked
them to give us a similar report on their organization.
The matter was only taken up a few days ago and we
have not had time to receive a reply yet, but no doubt
will have full information before our next meeting.

Pros. Morris: The subject of the parting of trains Is

one that is of a good deal of interest lust now. It has

been taken up by all the clubs in the country, and it

seems to me that the Car Foiemen's Association ought

to put itself on record on this question. I think it

would be a good plan fo have a committee appointed

to investigate and report

Mr. Groobey moved that a committee be appointed
to investigate the parting of trains, and offer any rem-
edies that may suggest themselves to the committee,
and the motion prevailed. President Morris appointed
on the committee Mr Geo. Groobey and Mr. K. \\ .

Burnett. Secretarv Cook reported that he had a com-
munication from Mr. E. B. Smith on the subject of

parting of trains, referring lo cas is that had come to his

notice of trains parting without knuckles opening. This
communication was referred to the committee.

Pies. Mortis: We will now take up the question in

interchange, which reads as follows:

"A" delivered to "B" a loaded flat ?ar belonging to
"<"." Six days later "B" returned the car to "A
empty, with drawbar, draft spring, followers and
pocket in good condition on top of car. also pieces

of two draft timbers and head block. End sill at

this end was so dan. aged on account of the draw-
bar in next car striking it that it had to be re-

moved. "A" requested a defect card from "B"
for the broken end sill, the other defects being

owner's. "B" replied that he received car from
"A" with one draw big. one draw lug bolt, one
head block, four draft timbers and one head block

bop broken, old defects. "H" also says that on
the day following receipt of the car. as a result of

these defecls. the drawbar was pulled out and the

other damage followed. "B" refused to issue card

for the reason that he received car from "A" in

bad order. "A" claims that "B" could have made
all repairs to the car at owner's expense and that

failure to do «o made "B ' responsible.

Mr. Jones- In the first place, as 1 understand it.

A delivered B a car with four draft timbers broken,

and bolts and big casting, etc. Now they claim that

if car had been repaired it would have saved this dam-
age: and the question is. could car lie repaired? Was
car loaded, and if so. was it loaded over the draft tim-

bers so you could not put bolts in 7 The end sill was
broken by the drawbar in the olher car. I do not think

that would not form a combination. Still, we had a

case similar to this some time ago. and I would not like

to say a great deal on it at this time.

Mr. Wentsel: There is not much chance for argu-

ment, according 10 my way of looking at it. B accepted

this car from A in that condition, and if he does not

make repairs he eertamly becomes responsible. He
could have made lepairs to the car and billed owners.

If he did not. he became responsible for the breakage.

Mr. Hunt: If the car was in a damaged condition

when A delivered it to B. B had a right to repair it.

Whether he could repair it or not hardly enters into the

case. You might say that he could not repair it. but

could have transferred the freight. At any rate. H
damaged the car further. Now when B gets through
it forms a combination of defects. I do not think he

had any right to give car back to A in that dilapidated

condition. It seems to me that the proper thing for t\

to do at that time was to avoid damaging Ibe car

further and communicate with the owner. Now there

were defects that did not oeein simultaneously: in fact,

there appears a report that the car was simply dam-
aged when given to B. but that it was further dam-
aged by B. Now. of course, that was not simultaneous

damage. The car was then damaged to break into a

combination, and it seems to me that B should have

held that ear and communicated with the owner. At
least, it was B's case after he had taken car and dam-

aged it further.

Mr. Callahan: When they pulled this timber off they

could have made repairs and billed owners, but after

end sill ; s damaged, there is a ruling of the arbitration

committee (I cannot call to memory the easel to the ef-

fect that the companv •* responsible for consequential

damage. In this case the eonsequi ntial damage to that

car made it a combination of defects when they deliv-

ered car back to A, and it clearly shows that B is re-

sponsible. T think it would be advisable to look into

when this damage was done to the car. \\ as the car

in the ya: d or going out on the road? The car must

be handled if received by B and he marked it for repair

track.

A. Member: To make these repairs they are liable

to pull the draft timbers out before they get it to the

repair track. He cannot he responsible in case like

this. That is going back to the old-time way of holding

loads on the repair track and not letting them go for-

ward. I should think in this case B should not be re-

sponsible.

President Morris: This drawbar was pulled out the

day after it was received. The case specifies that. Car
was received one day and the drawbar wa's pulled out

the following day
Mr. Stuckie: In my opinion, what is an owner's de-

feet is always an owner's defect :and if you have a right

to make repairs and charge to owners, you have a right

tn deliver car back in that condition, and let them make
their own repairs. Now it seems to me that there was
nut much wrong with car when draftbolt was broken.

the other being in good condition on top of car. The end
sill was not broken at the same time these draft tim-

hers were pulled off: therefore it could not be a com-
bination. Of course if they had made repairs it would
have saved the end sill: but seems to me as though the

damage must be done at the same time to make it a

combination.
Mr. Grieb - T must take exception to the remarks

made by the last speaker to the effect that an owners
defect will always remain an owner's defect. It seems
to me that there are limitations to an owner's respon-

sibility, and that if B accepted this car in such c< n-

dition that it was not^safe fur transit, he must protect

the owner's interests and make the repairs necessary
to put it in safe condition before this ndditii nal damage
is done. P is not a question of whether damage oc-

curred in the yard or on the road. There is a decision

by the arbitration committee that very clearly applies

to the point at issue here. This case (5261 resolves it-

self into a combination of defects where the claim is

made that the defects were not brought into existence

simultaneously, and the rilling is that such matters
must have some limitations. (Quotes): "If an em-
ploye of a railway company wilfu'lv destroys a couple

of draft timbers, it is not bepeved that the railroad

company cou'd escape responsibility under cover of

Sec. 29 of Rule 3: nor does it seem equitable tint a

railroad companv whose emploves chain up a ear.wlreh
chaining suhsoonentlv damages the draft timbers,

should escape respon«ibibtv." If we substitute an end

sill in place of the drap timbers, as it occurs in that

particular decision, it seems we have a ru'inc from the

highest tribunal in car matters, which applies to the

present instance very nicely, and places the respousi-

bi'itv for damages on B.
Mr Smith: T a^ree with the last gentleman. 1 think

that B is resnonsihte for the end sill. 1 do not think

this is anv case it all.

Mr. Sta<re: The rules are that a comnaiiv should
make repairs to a foreign car as they won'd their own.
Apparently B made no effort to repair this car. If it

had been a ear of his own. there is no doubt that he

would have made repairs to the car. But he apparently
roade no effort to repair this car' let it go until it be-

came daiuageil and end sill broken. A great deal of

that is being done, and it strikes me that the responsi-

bility for the damage ought to be placed on B.

Mr. S*ocl-s: I do not look at it that way. It seems
to me. as B received that car. being a load, he thopffht

it would run to destination in that condition, and when
he took bold of it. it did not do so. The draft timbers
polled off. Of course then he could not make repairs.

the car being loaded, so he put tie car on a chain and
hauled it back to his place. I will receive a car from
any road that gives it: and I believe that is what the

M. C. B. rules are for—to move freight. Tf we trv to

make a road responsible for a case like this, it will so

become, after a while, that we cannot get a car handled

at all—a road won't take a car when it is damaged.

Mr. I a Rue: I think that the loaded car question has

a great deal to do with it. I have had a case of bonded
goods in transit. It was impossible to get ins :de of the

car to put the draft timber bobs in. In hauling car to

dosPnation the draft timbers were damaged by drawbar
in the other car. The M. C. B. rules, as I understand
them, are to facilitate the movement of freight, not to

hinder or stop it on technicalities. If A de'ivered that

car to B. under those condiPons. to help move the

freight. T think that there ought to be a d ; vis :on of the

cost, when car conies to be delivered back to A.

Mr. Kroff: I would like to know whether it was a

transfer load or whether it was through freight.

President Morris: Does that make any difference?

Mr. Kroff: Y'es. The gentleman said that he could

not get in a car loaded with bonded goods. He can al-

ways get a bonded man to open the car. I think that B
is responsible for it. I do not think there is any argu-

ment at all there. B should have made repairs.

Mr. Smith: We give foreign cars the same attention

that we give our own. B failed to do this.

Mr. Stuckie: Is A the owner of the car?

President Morris: C is the owner of the car.

Mr. Stuckie: I think that the load has a great deal

"to do with it. For instance, you have a car loaded
with bridge iron, heavy girders, stone, or any other

commodity, and the load is right over the draft tim-

bers. This is pretty near a daily occurrence, and many
a road has not the facilities for transferring the load

immediately. I know we haven't. We have cars in

our yard three or four days before we can get one trans-

ferred, just because we cannot make repairs while it is

under load, and I think there should be something
show what this car was loaded with, or whether B
could make repairs consistently.

Mr. Wentsel: It states that car went back empty.
After car w.ls transferred it was B's place to mak
pairs before turning it over.

Mr. Stuckie: Were these draft timbers pulled off

under load or when empty?
President Morris: There is nothing here to show that.

I do not think that enters into the argument.

Mr. Hennessey: It seems to me that the question is

this: When B accepted car. he accepted it because he

considered it safe to run. He was the judge whether
car was safe to be handled or nut. He considered that
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it was safe by accepting it. Now he broke the car. The
draft timbers pulled out, and he made additional dam-
age—he broke the end sill. There is no question but
that B is responsible for all the damage.
Mr. Jones: In the first place the draft timber was

pulled out and draw-bar broken at the same time. The
end sill was not broken at the same time. Would that
form a combination? I do not think it is right that a

road should jump on another because it could not make
repairs. If a car is loaded with 60-foot rails, it is im-

possible to make repairs under it. In regard to draft
timbers, you might tighten up the bolts and make it

safe to go, and car get damaged in transfer—pull out
the drawbar and draft timbers aftir end si 1 was broken.
Before this car was sent home, end sill might have been
broken in transfer. If I were to get such a car I would
return it to delivering line to make repairs. I think
this is done in many cases.

Mr. Kehrn: I would like to ask Mr. Grieb if he con-

siders B responsible for the end sill and draft timbers?
Mr. Grieb: Yes; for all the damage done.
Mr. Kehm: I hardly think I agree with you, Mr.

Grieb, for the simple reason that the arbitration com-
mittee in decision 531 has decided that the owner is re-

sponsible for the delivering record. I agree with you
so far as the end sill is concerned—that B should be re-

sponsible for it—but the owners should be held for the.
draft timbers and head blocks.

Mr. Grieb: I must acknowledge that the point made
by the gentleman that spoke last is well taken, and is

supported by the decision—531—of the arbitration com-
mittee as it exists. But I think we may expect another
decision from the arbitration committee, which will con-

trovert the decision in case 531. I do not wish to speak
authoritatively in the matter, but I have go-Mi reason
to warrant this supposition on my part. I cannot see
any reason why B should not be held responsible for

the entire damage. I fail to see wherein B has served
the interests of the owner by moving this car, or where-
in, by such action, he has expedited the movement of

freight. AYe have heard a good deal this evening about
delaying freight by going back to the old practice of
tying up cars for just such defects; but it seems to me
that the best interests of the owner and the movement
of freight will be expedited by putting cars in such con-
dition that they will go through to destination without
being liable to such heavy damage as was inflicted in

this case.

Mr. Hunt: In answer to Mr. Kehm I must say that
I do not know why a man should be held responsible
for breaking an end sill. It is a combination, and as I

understand it there was a combination when car was
delivered to B. Suppose that car was strong enough to
take the load to destination, in view of the fact that it

had these defects. It appears that there was a record
that it had these broken draft timbers. Now, all that
B broke was the end sill. Why should B be held for
that end sill, or why should he be held for defects which
he did not make, and made at different times. The
rules say that defects must be simultaneously created.
It appears that none of these defects were simulta-
neous. I may be wrong, but it appears to me, in the
first place, B had good right to turn car back to A in

that condition—that he thought he was not in for these
defects. He should have communicated with the own-
er. If I received a car with two broken draft timbers
and I considered it safe to go to destination and I sub-
sequently broke an end sill, now it might strike me
that they were ail owner's defects. It certainly was not
simultaneous damage, and you are not in for conse-
quential damage if it does not reach a combination.
You may break a part of a car and it is an owner's de-
fect. On account of breaking that part you may
break another part, but still it does not reach a com-
bination, and they are both owner's defect. You
(barge them both to owner, because he should pay for
them. This, it seems to me, is in the same line. I do
not know why a man should pay for defects which he
did not make, and defects which are not made simul-
taneously. If you are in for all consequential damage,
then you must say that if you damage a car for a man
in some condition, and he is responsible, for this dam-
age, and you afterwards damage it further on accouut
of this damage, but you still do not reach a combination,
you must say, then, you should stand repairs for this
car. It would seem it was owner's defect; that you had
not reached a combination.
President Norris: You think that argument good,

Mr. Hunt, notwithstanding decision 526?
Mr. Hunt: Yes; I believe it is right. I do not know

whether I clearly understand that decision or not. Will
the gentleman please read it again—in regard to 526?
(Mr. Grieb gave a short synopsis of the case.)
Mr. Grieb: In this case we have one similar to that

under discussion this evening. Damage existed before
the car was received by B, and further damage resulted
by reason of the defective condition of the car. In
following up Mr. Hunt's line of argument, we would
be justified in destroying anybody's car entirt-".y if we
did it piecemeal, that is, did just enough at a time not
to form any combination. To commence with, we dam-
age certain pieces that in themselves do not form a
combination, and eventually we cou'd bill for the whole
car. In this case, the damage to draft timbers, in

connection with that to the end sill, which occurred
on the day following, does not form a combination;
therefore, if the day afterwards two sills in the car

were broken they in themselves would not constitute a

combination, because the damage that existed prior cut

no figure in the particular case. And so on, this line

of argument could be made to extend almost to the

entire eat It seems to me that such a line of argu-

ment is absurd, and that the party handling the car

owes so much for the safe handling of the owner's car
that he must make those repairs that are necessary m
time to save any additional or consequential damage
by reason of defects existing.

Mr. Kehm: I hardly agree with Mr. Grieb on that

subject, for the reason that a great many roads run-

ning west and south out of Chicago have a great many
cross-lines where interchange is light; where it does not
pay a road to keep an inspector. They have not the

facilities for putting in draft timbers, and sills ami
repairs of that kind, and they have got to haul car to

the nearest shop. I would like to ask if, in his judg-

ment, the receiving road would be responsible tor

broken draft timbers that the owner damaged himself,

or another road damaged. I hardly think he will de-

cide that way, or that he would like to accept car 111

that condition and assume responsibility. 1 believe that

the arbitration committee in case 531 decided the point

conscientiously and right. I think that -\lr. Hunt is

correct in his assertions, so far as the receiving road
should not be held responsible for consequential dam-
age, if they do not break a combination. The arbitra-

tion committee, I think, has ruled against that; but 1

think he is right in the position I12 took.

Mr. Hunt. Suppose when a man gives his car to an-

other road the draft timbers are damaged. The other
man says, "1 guess that will stand, 1 will take the car

to destination; " but in doing so breaks an end sill. One
man ought to have the same right as another. Do you
think the owner should hold that man and make him
pay for the whole thing?
Mr. Stagg: It says here: "B replied that he received

car from A with one draw lug, one draw lug bolt, one
head block, four draft timbers and one head' block bolt

broken." Does that mean four draft timbers, or four
draft timbei bolts? 1 understand that as meaning four

draft timber bolts, not four draft timbers.

President Morris: 1 will say that 1 am in posses-
sion of information that enables me to assert that this

is right—four broken draft timbers.
Mr. Stagg 'lhat places a new light on it; 1 read it

four draft timber bolts

A Member: I think in view of what Mr. Hunt said

if that meant bolts it would have read "timber" in place

of "timbers."
A Member: If I took a car with four broken draft

timbers and car is returned with a broken end sill—car
delivered to me loaded foi the purpose of being unload-
ed, the delivering line not being able to transfer the
load, and they refused to receive the car back—1 cer-

tainly would not receive another load from them.
Mr. Smith: That is not the question before the house.

B was not obliged to receive the car. and 111 doing so

he made himself responsib.e.

President Morris- AN hat is the pleasure of the meet-
ing on the question?
Mr. Callahan: I move that it is the sense of this

meet.ng that B is responsible for this end sill, as re-

quested by A.
Seconded.
Mr. Hunt:. Is that the question? It is who is re-

sponsible for the damage to this car.

Mr. Callahan: I will say that A only requested a card
for the end sill.

A rising vole was called for which resulted: Ayes, 21);

Nayes, 23.

'I he second question submitted for discussion reads as

fol.ows:

"'Ihe Chief Joint Car Inspectors at their meeting held
in St. Louis in September, 'US, decided that under
sections 35 to 45 of M. C. B. rule .No. 3, the

owner of a car is responsible for two draft tim-

bers broken at one end of car, the other end hav-
ing a combination of defects for which owner is

not responsible. It is understood that the dam-
age to both ends apparently occurred at the same
time. Is this correct?"

Mr. Stocks: My opinion is that the company break-

ing car in that shape would be responsible for the
whole business, because they are all broken together
and showing that he handled the car unfair.
Mr. Showers: I cannot see anything to be discussed.

The matter is covered very plainly by the rules, just
ahead of section 35. I will admit that between sec-

tions 35 to 43 there is nothing that would prevent us
handling car in this way and still avoid responsibility;

but the note prior to that lays the matter low—com-
binations cf defects that denote unfair usage. Now if

the combination is broken at the other end, it is cer-

tainly unfair usage.
Mr. Hennessey: A good many remarks have been

made this evening that I do not agree with. Now the
intention of the rules, as I understand them, was, first,

that if a combination existed, when damage occurred
at one and the same time, there could be no question
at all. Now breaking a draft timber on the other end
of the car simply aggravates the case. They admit that
the damage occurred at the same time. It seems to me
that that was a very peculiar decision for the Chief
Joint Car Inspectors at St. Louis to make. 1 think
the spirit of the rules was this: That there would be

no question if a combination existed at one end of a

car. If there were diait timbers broken at one end

and two sibs at the other, it would form a combina-
tion. 1 cannot understand why you should have to

break the car up.

Mr. limit: As I understand this case, this damage
was all done at one an 1 the same time. If so, 1 think

the party that did the damage is responsible for the

whole thing: because, as 1 view this thing, the party

breaking the combination is responsible for everything

that is done at that time. It yoa break a combinat.oii

at one end of a ear, 1 think you would be iu for the

damage at the other end, it done at the same time. The
combination of detects simply outlines an unlawful act.

In other words, it is umawuil to damage a car to the

extent of a combination and for any damage occurring

at that time, the party making the damage, is respons-

ible, 1 think. I take it that it is the same as a wreck.

It you wreck a car you are responsiole lor what you

do to that ear, whether it breaks a combination or not.

If you derail a car you aie responsible for the damage
to that car, whether it forms a combination or not, and
anything, be it ever so little, you are responsible for,

because it is an unlawful condition. If you damage a

car to the extent of a combination you are responsible

for it, and you are responsible tor any other damage
done at the same time, it it is only a nail, and the

party wants to hold you to it.

Mr. A\ barton: 1 agree with Mr. Hunt, exactly.

Air. La Rue: 1 agree with Mr. Hunt.
Air. Grieb: It seems to me, accoiding to the remarks

made, that we are unanimous in the opinion that the de-

cision of the ch.ef car inspectors in this particular does

not meet our views. I would make a motion to that

effect.

President Alorris: It is moved that the sense of this

meeting is that the construction that the chief jo.nt

car inspectors of St. Louis put on the case referred 10,

under sections 35 to 43, does not meet with the appro-

bation of the association.

The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.
After a recess the following point was taken up for

discussion:

"The Joint Inspectors also decided that when a

car is delivered in interchange with two sids brok-

en and comes back with two additional sills brok-

en, ail defects shou.d be Considered as belonging to

owners. Does the association agree with this?"

Mr. Miller: I believe the position is correct. It is

the general practice on most roads. If a car is received

back home with four sills broken, two old and two new,
there is no question. I have passed many cars back
myself.

Mr. Stuckie: 1 agree with the gentleman that own-
ers are responsible if car has two sids broken and two
broken iu addition. Car is weakened by having the two
sills broken.
Mr. Shannon: 1 do not agree with the members who

have spoken. I believe that car should not be delivered

in interchange with four broken sills. That car is unfit

for service. The question is not whether you are de-

livering ear to owner or not. If you stand by this

decision you have to treat all ears alike. 1 think a car
with four sills broken should not be delivered iu inter-
change, unless arrangement is made with owners to

accept car home.
Air. Stocks: I would like to ask the last gentleman if

he would not protect the record of another road. Sup-
pose now, that a car is delivered to another road with
two sills broken. I would like to ask him if you are

protecting that man's record.

Air. Shannon: That record would be all right, pro-"

viding I was the owner of the car. The car on your
line is rendered unfit lor service. It is your business

to take it up with the owners aud get disposition. Re-
member we are accepting that car to run; it is not my
car, it is a foreign car.

Mr. Stocks: Acs; but I got the car from you with
two sills brokeu, that is ail there is broken in the car.

Now, then, you will not protect my record? Of course
1 must get a defect card from you to show sills were
broken.

Air. Wentsel: Are these sills all on one end, or at op-

posite ends?
President Alorris: Nothing is said about that.

Air. AA'entsel: If ear did not get too heavy a load it

might be safe to run.

Mr. Hunt. AA'e have got to stick to the rules. The
rules say simultaneous damage. Two sills broken does
not make a combination, and two more two weeks from
now does not make a combination. They are owner's
defects, but I am afraid if you undertake to make re-

pairs and send bill in to owner he would be very apt to
disapprove the bill. I think the proper action in the
case would be to take it up with the owner, as Air.

Shannon says, for disposition of the car. This very case
came up shortly after the combination of defects were
made up. Suppose you break two sills on the car and
two weeks afterwards you break two more. AA'hat are
you going to do with the car? The best opinion of the
parties present was that you should communi ate with
the owner and get disposition of the car. They then
did not think that the party breaking the sills was re-

sponsible at all. but that the owner was still respons-

ible; but you should still communicate with him. It is

not a combination; that is they were not broken simul-
taneously, hence no combination. This is purely a qucs
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tion of rules, and the combinations mean just what they

say.

Mr. Kehm: I am inclined to believe that Mr. Hunt
is correct, so far as seeking disposition for the car from

the owner. We had a case something similar to that

a short time ago and the owner told us to go to the

delivering road and get protection. Now while we real-

ized that he was responsible, still 1 believe the same
question was up in the Western Railway Club about a

year ago, possibly longer than that, and they decided

that the party damaging the two sills, the second two
sills, should make these repairs and deliver the car

back to the other road on his receiving record. That, 1

believe, was the decision arrived at.

Mr. Hunt: May T ask who is to pay for those sills?

A Member: The owner, of course. He delivers car

back, the two sills on his record.

A Member: I should be in favor of handling it in

that way. so far as 1 am concerned.
Mr. Jones: I am in favor of what Mr. Shannon said.

It is admitted that we got two sills in car. Car has four

sills broken, and is unlit for service. Ask owners for

disposition and place home card on it and send it home,
if he will receive it.

A Memter: In case owner will not receive it in this

condition, what is to be done then? Who is going to

be responsible?
Mr. LaRue: It seems to me that when the man re-

ceived that car with two broken sills he had the privi-

lege of making the repairs, so that the other two sills

would not break. He could have charged them to the

owner, and then It would have stopped.

Mr. Wentsel: I have a car that 1 am holding with
two broken draft timbers. I would like to see this

thing settled I cannot "get rid of the car: no one will

take it. Car had two broken sills, and after receiving

it two more were broken. I have tried to get rid of it

but I get it back right along; no one will receive il.

Mr. Callahan: I think these are owner's defects. Me
received the car with two sil'.s broken, and broke two
afterwards. They are owner's defects, and they could

not offer that car in interchange afterwards. The only

thing to do would be to take it up with the owners and
get home route car and send it home.
A Member: Suppose owner would not give him a

home route card—four sills broken?
Mr. Kroff: The car was delivered with two sills

broken and two sills were afterwards broken. Kaeh
railroad company should put in two sills and charge it

to the owner. It is an owner's defect, and 1 think it is

properly handled in that way.
Mr. Hennessey: This is a somewhat compli-

cated case; but it seems to me that the car was
delivered with two center sills broken. And af-

ter the car was received it had two additional

sills broken. Now it seems to me if we carry
that a little further, we might break, in addition, two
side sills, and still call it owner's defect, the damage
not being done simultaneously. When you received
the car with two center sills broken you acknowledged
that you considered the car safe to run; if not, you had
the option of returning the car. Because you consid-
ered the car safe to run you accepted it. Now you
broke two more sills. It don't seem to me that the
owner could be held responsible for anything more than
the two original sills.

Mr. Grieb: If yon take a car with two defective
sills and run it and do additional damage, you are not
protecting the owner's interest in handling the car in

that condition, and if y<ni elect to do so, you have got

to abide by the consequences, You serve the owner's
inteiest best by making such repairs as will keep the

car in shape for service.

Mr. Kehm: I would like to ask what a person is go-
ing to do on a transfer where you have no inspector or
no facilities for making repairs. Are you going to put
car on a transfer and leave it there, or are you going
to accept car in defective condition and run it to the
nearest point where you can make repairs.

Mr. Hunt: Some of the gentlemen who have talked
on this subject have dwelt on the fact of breaking so
many sills in a car. You can break all the sills in a
car, but you can't break them all at once. You can
break two to-day, and you can repair them; next week
you can break and repair two more, and keep on until
you get the whole bottom broken: and the owner pays
for them. That is nothing new. It must be all right;
the rules say it is.

President Morris: In order to get the sense of the
meeting will some one make a motion in regard to how
this question should be settled; whether the Chief Joint
Inspectors decided properly or not, according to the
sense of the meeting.
Mr. Grieb: This is a serious case and is not very

apt to occur in every-day practice. We have not got
definite facts in the case which makes it all the more
difficult to arrive at a proper understanding, and frame
an idea as to what the circumstances in the case war-
rant. In order to get a little more light on the subject

I would be in favor of holding this question over until

the next meeting.
Upon motion it was decided to hold the question over.

President Morris: AYe will now take up the fourth
question: "To what extent can we work compressed
air on repair tracks to advantage?"
Mr. Hunt: Compressed air can be used to a great

advantage on repair tracks a good deal more than it is.

If for no other purpose. I would have it for testing air

brakes. That is something that I do not believe is fol-

lowed up to-day as closely as it ought to be. Air
brakes have become one of the most vital points of car
construction to-day and I believe from observation that

they do not receive the attention they ought to. No
railroad company could put air to better use than in

testing air brakes. If we do not do anything else but
test air brakes we have done a great good. Aside from
that, of course, as we all know, there are many other
uses that air can be put to—for jacking up empty cars,

lifting different classes of materials, etc. But above
everything, I think the first use that it should be put to

on a repair track would be on the brakes. We, on our
road, try to do a good deal as regards air brakes. We
have four men in Chicago doing nothing else but test-

ing freight brakes and repairing them, and I believe

to-day we have the air brakes in fairly good condition.

We ought to have: we put a lot of money into it, and
we believe it is money well spent, and I believe we are
getting results.

Mr. Shannon: We have no repair jacks, but we have
a lift for loading trucks and wheels. We use air most-
ly for testing air brakes.

Mr. Hennessey: We have not carried the use of air

as far as a great many other companies have. But t

agree with Mr. Hunt that the most important place to

use air at the present time is on the air brakes. All

repair tracks should he equipped with it. 'there is an
impression that air don't cost money. It does. You
get air so as to use it to advantage and it costs money.
Possibly there is whero the line should be drawn. 1

think that it could be used to good advantage in load-

ing trucks, wheels, and in shops, for jacks, where there
are heavy engine repairs, if they are in good condition.

Mr. Ford: We are using considerable air—cleaning
coaches, lifting cars, boring holes in end sills and draft

timbers, cleaning benches and other material around
the shop. We are not so large as some roads, but we
have two men engaged who do nothing else. We have
air at the freight yard and test all the air brakos before
they leave the yard.

Mr. LaRue: We have our shop piped for air, also

our repair track. We have two tracks that I run six

cars apiece on. We jack all cars up and run the trucks
out. I was hoping that I could find some way that we
could use air economically and quickly, and still with

an appliance that would be light to handle, through a

shop where there was lots of rubbish. I think it was in

'90 or '91 that I first commenced to use air jacks to

lift cars on repair track. But the jack was necessarily

a very heavy and cumbersome affair, and in taking it

over the yard it was necessary to have two strong men.
Since that time I have taken the cylinder part off an
air cylinder and used that for putting up draft tim-

bers. I found that to be a very good tool in some in-

stances, because the expansion of the air would follow

the draft timbers right up and be quicker than some
jacks

Mr. Stocks: On the Northern Pacific nearly every

shop and repair track is equ pped with air. They use
it for testing aii, putting up draft timbers, spraying
paint and also for pu'ling down sills in a car. In fact,

they successfully use air for nearly everything they do
in the yard.

Mr. Stuckie: We use it mostly for testing. We have
air plants at different parts of the yard where we re-

ceive cars from connecting roads. We place them on
a track where we car test thefB. and we find a great
many cut out. We find the difficulty with the air and
fix it. so as to get the air cars on the line and have
the use of the brakes, and we aim to put them in posi-

tion so that they are in working order when going west
on the line. We do this with all foreign cars. At the

coach yard they use air for cleaning the coaches, and
also for lifting wheels We also have a plant where
we make up road trains, and we have the train already
charged when the road engine hooks on, so it is ready
to test the air. We travel the length of the train, dis-

cover the leakage, and repair it, and the train moves
out with dispatch, instead of in the old way, of getting

engine on and pumping and perhaps burning her pumps
out before she gets her train crew. It is much easier

on the pumps of the engine.

Mr. La Rue brought up the question of M. C. B.
couplers with ends of shanks having but one hole for
attaching pocket, and asked whether such patterns
should be considered strictly M. C. B. standard or not.

A short discussion followed and it was decided to hold
the question over to the February meeting.
The meeting then adjourned.

The next meeting will be held in the parlors of the
Briggs House, corner Randolph street and Fifth av-
enue, Chicago, February 9, 1899, at 8 p. m. The pro-
gram will be as follows:

(1) Topic No. 3 of the January meeting, relating to
responsibility for any number of sills being broken on
a car following the breaking of the original two, was
not completed and will be again taken up.

i2> Postponed discussion on the subject brought up at
January meeting, "Is it a deviation from M. C. B. stan-
dards for an M. C. B. coupler to have but one hole for
bolt to secure pocket to shanks. How should such coup-
lers be credited if removed?"

(3) In case of slid wheels should the company doing
the damage be responsible for both wheels on an axle.

provided one wheel is slid 21
i« inches or over and the

other % inch or 14 inch less the limit.

(4) What is the customary practice on railroads in

protecting car inspectors or repairers while they are
looking over trains or repairing cars at inspection
points?

COMMENT BY CAR FOREMEN.

This column is edited by the Publication Committee of the Car Fore-
men's Association, and the Railway Master Mechanic is not respon-
sible for any of the views expressed therein. Communications and
items of interest to car men are solicited T. R. Morris, chairman.

Change in Meeting Place.

The attention of tne members of the Car Foremen's
Association is called to a change that has been made
in the meeting place. The meetings have hitherto, for

a long while, been held in the Great Northern Hotel,

but for various reasons it has been decided that other

quarters should be secured. The managers of the

Briggs House have kindly offered accommodations and
they have been accepted as a temporary arrangement.
The Briggs House is centrally located in Chicago, at

the corner of Fifth avenue and Randolph street.

Hot Boxes.
If there was any one particular thing brought out by

the discussion of hot boxes at the December meeting
of the Car Foremen's Association, it was that of the

great number of causes that led to the car becoming
afflicted with this serious trouble.

It was interesting to listen to the various reasons

assigned for the heating of journals. Among them were:

Hard spots in brass, gravel and sand in boxes, general

inattention, cold weather causing packing to bunch up
at front of box, journals improperly prepared when
new wheels are applied, trucks out of square, brasses

too long, waste between journal and brass, radius of

brass greater than that of journal, brass beaii-

g

against collar, poor quality of packing, hard and dry

packing in back of box, etc.

There is no question but that to each one of the above
mentioned causes can be attributed a great many cases

of hot boxes, and it was very apparent that each mem-
ber was largely influenced by his own experiences in

charging up to some one particular cause all the trouble

be had with hot boxes.

This certainly is very wrong and results in bliuding

oiie to the real condition of affairs.

While it may be, and undoubtedly is, true that local

conditions in some instances may cause a number of

hot boxes, even perhaps a majority, to arise from one
cause, it does not follow that they cannot arise from
other causes. It is a fact that probably will not be
disputed that the causes of hot boxes on one roal are

the same in a greatei or lesser degree as on other roads.

It must be so in these days of through cars and inter-

change. If A has brasses in his cars that have hard
spots in them. B will probably have hot boxes on his

line when A's cars are run there. Carelessness on
B's part in not squaring up his trucks will cause trou-

ble for A when B's cars are on the former's line, and
so on.

The question of the virtue of a cooling compound for

hot boxes on the line was not discussed as thoruug' ly

as it should have been. To get a clear idea of the re-

sults of the use of compound it would have been a

good idea to have had a train man of intelligence and
experience present.

Owner's Rights and User's Responsibilities.

It is a difficult matter to convince some inspectors

that they cannot, after their road has pulled out a
draw bar from a foreign car, broken the draft timbers,

end sill, and perhaps other parts, send the car home
to the owner with switch chain attached and say they

are not responsible, because they received the car orig-

inally with broken draft timber bolts. The M. C. B.
rules now in force put a great many defects that oc-

cur as the result of handling cars, under the head of

"owners " It seems that the arbitration couini ttee

has done perfectly right in deciding that any rail.vay

company that fails to take advantage of the rules and
make such repairs as the owner has agreed he will

pay for, must be responsible for the defects that oc-

cur as a result of his neglect.

It must be acknowledged that thore are conditions

that make it impossible for repairs to be made as a
preventive of further damage. Take, for instance, a

loaded car with certain owner's defects >vhieh cannot
be repaired on account of the lading. The compauy in

whose possession the car is. may wish to make tepairs.

but is unable to do so. The result is that in subse-

quent handling the car is damaged in such a way that

a prohibited combination is formed and the defects

must be repaired at the expense of the party doing the

damage. This undoubtedly is a hardship, but if the

master car builders were to try to provide for ea.h
contingency that in their judgment might arise, our
book of rules would necessarily be as bulky as the
statutes of the United States. The broad principle in-

vi lved is this: each railway company gives to every
other railway company the privilege of repairing any
of his cars that have defects which the M. C. B.
rules say owners are responsible for. Bills for such
work will be promptly paid. The owner has a right to
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say that with such discretionary power In their hands
the representatives of foreign lines must keep his cars

in good condition. Failure to do so makes, not the
owner, but the party failing to protect the owner, re-

sponsible for defects that as a consequence of existing

defects, form a combination which the rules say the
company doing the damage shall be held for.

COH.nUNICATIOMS.

Inspection of Pressed Steel Trucks.
To the Editor: I see that you noticed my short ar-

ticle on the above subject in the last Railway M'ster
Mechanic. I don't like the way you wound it up. I

did not intend to say, and I can't see anything in my
article where I admit, that wheels can always be in-

spected in these trucks. I did not say anything about
its being a matter of convenience. Under certain con-

ditions we can see the whole circumference of the
wheels, but the only way I know of is to inspect one
part of it and then move the car up and look over the
rest of it. This is so altogether impossible in a rail-

road yard that it cannot be considered fur a moment.
No, Mr. Editor, I know of no way in which we can
get a close inspection of the wheels in a pressed steel

truck, convenient or otherwise. If you do, I shou'd
like to hear of it and I would be much obliged for the*

information. Inspector.

[Some comment on the above is made in our editorial

columns.—Ed.]

The Establishment of a Standard Air Brake.

In a recent issue of Engineering News is printed a

communication on the establishment of a standard

air brake, as follows:

We have in the United States about 200.000 miles

of railway, nearly enough to belt the globe eight times.

Most of this mileage has been built since the air brake
was invented, at a cost of over $11,950,000,000. A
large portion of the greater sum invested in the roll-

ing stock was involved in the cost of freight cars, the

successful operation of which can only be secured by
the uniformity of the construction and operation of

the air brakes. It follows, therefore, that as the

number of freight ears increases, the argument for the

establishment of a standard brake becomes more
forcible.

The difficulties in operating brakes of different de-

signs are a well-known source of great inconvenience

to all roads. They result from one road having to car-

ry cars with a different style of brake, or from a road
using an inferior brake at the start and afterwards
adopting a high-class equipment.
The use of the air brake to-day is a matter of legal-

ized necessity, and the adoption of one design will be

a matter of common usage. Although the first results

of this will be to increase the prestige of one company,
it is the only final and satisfactory solution of the one
great difficulty experienced in freight traffic. The ob-

jections sometimes urged against leaving the business

in the hands of one company are secondary to the logi-

cal necessity for the establishment of a standard.

The absorption of the patents and business of the

Boyden Brake Co. by the YVostingkouse Air Brake Co.
only partially solved the difficulty, as there still re-

main two brakes. The claim of Westinghouse to the

sole right to manufacture the "Quick Action" brake is

now being contested by the New York Air Brake Co.

Although the New York company was compelled to

abandon three forms of brakes as being infringements
on Westinghouse rights, they now have a fourth de-

sign on the market, the validity of which has been sus-

tained by the lower court. This case was taken to the

Court of Appeals on petition of Westinghouse and is

still to be argued before that tribunal.

The time that will be involved in settling the pres-

ent suit, together with the trying of three other cases

brought by the Westinghouse company against the

New York company, makes the much-desired solution

of the air brake situation even more remote than ever.

And, until it can be legally shown that all air brakes
now in use are but variations and modifications of one,

the matter must rest largely with the individual road,

who can either work toward a common uniformity, or,

by adopting different designs, increase the present

complications.

PERSONA L.

Mr. J. L. Bickford has resigned as purchasing agent
of the El Paso & Northeastern.

Mar. A. Carroll has been apointed master mechanic
of the Crow's Nest Pass Line of the Canadian Pacific.

Mr. G. H. Goodell, mechanical engineer of the Erie,

has resigned to accept a similar position on the North-
ern Pacific.

Mr. Edward Worman has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Louisville, Evansville & St. Louis shops
at Princeton, Ind.

Mr. James Donough, an engineer on the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, has been appointed road foreman of

engines of that road.

Mr. William T. Moore, formerly for many years mas-
ter mechanic of the Pittsburg division of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, is dead.

Mr. Ralph Ramawell has been appointed foreman of
the Chicago Great Western shops at South Park,
Minn., vice T. H. Yorke.

Mr. C. H. Hudson, who has just resigned as chief

engineer of the Southern Railway, was also mechan-
ical engineer of that road.

Mr. H. R. Linn has been appointed chief draughts-
man of the car department of the Lake Shore & Mich-
igan Southern at Cleveland, O.

Mr. H. B. Gregg was recently appointed engineer of
tests of the Santa Fe Pacific, reporting to Geo. W.
Smith, superintendent of machinery.

Mr. T. E. Harwell, general foreman of the Mobile
& Birmingham at Mobile, has been appointed master
mechanic, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala.

Mr. Edward D. Seitz has been appointed secretary
and purchasing acent of the Louisville. Evansville &
St. Louis, with headquarters at Louisville. Ky.

Mr. Arthur Crandall. formerly well known in rail-

way supply circles in Chicago, died at the Presbyterian
Hospital, Chicago. Jan. 28, of cirrhosis of the liver.

Mr. John R. Wagner, superintendent of motive power
of the Delaware. Susquehanna & Schuylkill, died at

his home in Drifton. Pa.. Jan. 21, after a short illness.

Mr. A. F. Seltzer has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Miihoacan & Pacific, with headquarters
at Zitacuaro, Mexico, vice Mr. E. W. Knapp, resigned.

Mr. P. D. Plank has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis, vice

D. Yanalstine, resigned to go to the Chicago Great
Western.

Mr. J. H. McClure has been appointed road foreman
of engines on the Wabash for the Eastern Division

from Detroit to Buffalo. His headquarters will be in

Detroit, Mich.

Mr. O. Antz. heretofore general foreman of the Cleve-

land car shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
ern, has been appointed general foreman of the Buffalo
shops of that road.

Mr. Clinton B. Conger, for many years road foreman
of engines on the Chicago & West Michigan, has re-

signed to become associate editor of Locomotive En-
gineering.

Mr. John McManis. traveling engineer of the Oregon
Short Line, has been appointed superintendent of the

Montana division, vice C. A. Boies, and his old office

has been abolished.

Mr. A. W. Davis has been appointed locomotive fore-

man of the Grand Trunk and Wabash shops at St.

Thomas, Ont., vice James Armitage, who goes to the

Pamerston. Ont., Division.

Mr. E. von Schlegell has been appointed superinten-
dent of the St. Cloud shops of the Great Northern, vice

A. C. Deverell, transferred. Mr. Deverell's new posi-

tion has not been announced.

Mr. F. L. Hunter has been appointed chief store-

keeper of the Denver & Rio Grande at Denver, Colo.

Mr. Hunter had been in the stores department of the
Union Pacific for many years.

Mr. J. D. Clark, heretofore superintendent, purchas-
ing agent and car accountant of the Mobile & Bir-

mingham, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has been
appointed general superintendent.

Mr. S. F. McLeod has been appointed purchasing
agent of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, and will

perform the duties of that office under the direction of

First Vice-President W. J. Olcott.

Mr. J. L. Stark has been appointed foreman of mo-
tive power and car departments, and superintendent of

docks at East Toledo, O., on the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton, vice J. Stokes, resigned.

Mr. R. W. Knowlfon, one of the oldest locomotive
engineers on the Northern Pacific and for some time
master mechanic of that' road at Fargo, N. D., and
Brainerd, Minn., died at Fargo, January 6.

Mr. David Van Alstine, master mechanic of the
Louisville. Henderson & St. Louis, at Cloverport. Ky..
has resigned to become assistant master mechanic of

the Chicago Great Western, at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. J. E. Multifield, general foreman of the Wabash
at St. Thomas, Ont., shops, has resigned to go to the
Grand Trunk as master mechanic at Fort Gratiot. F.
F. Whitney succeeds Mr. Multifield at St. Thomas.

Mr. O. H. Reynolds, associate editor of Locomotive
Engineering, has left that journal, and will, we under-
stand, re-enter railway service. Mr. Reynolds was
formerly mechanical engineer of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. John Nowers, for several years assistant chief

clerk in the office of the general manager of the Atch-
ison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed chief

clerk in the office of the general storekeeper of that

road.

Mr. Milan C. Bullock, president of the M. C. Bul-
lock Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, and promi-
nent as an inventor and manufacturer of diamond

drills, died last month at his home in Chicago of pneu-
monia.

Mr. L. A. Larson has been appointed chief clerk to

Master Mechanic Tracy Lyon, of the Chicago Great
Western, vice Mr. J. H. Goodyear, who, as previously

noted, resigned to enter the service of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna.

Mr. L. D. Pollock has been appointed storekeeper
and general claim agent for the Hutchinson & South-
ern Railway Company, with headquarters at Hutchin-
son, Kan. He will have charge of material and sup-

plies and all claims.

Mr. William H. Schultz. at one time master mechanic
cf the Philadelphia, Germantown & Norristown, and
afterward for many years master mechanic and general
superintendent of the Camden & Atlantic, died at Wil-
mington, Del., January 3, aged 93 years.

Mr. Calvin W. Farsons. a well-known mechanical
engineer, died at Scranton. Pa., from paralysis, on De-
cember 27. Prior to 1894. when he entered business
for himself as a consulting engineer, he had been con-
nected with the Dickson Manufacturing Company, the

Lackawanna Iron & Steel Company and other con-

cerns.

Mr. A. W. Kirkwood, of Pana, 111., aged 05. the

oldest engineer on the Soringfield division of the Ohio
& Mississippi, now the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
Railroad, having in 1870 run the first engine over the
tracks, dropped dead on Irs engine at Altamont, Janu-
ary 12. Kirkwood had accumulated quite a fortune
during his long railroad service. He was a prominent
mason, and was head of the Brotherhood of Locomo-
tive Engineers of the Springfield district.

Mr. E. B. Thompson has resigned as mechanical en-

gineer of the Northern Pacific, and has been succeeded
by Mr. G. H. Goodell, hitherto mechanical engineer of

the Erie. Mr. Thompson's future movements are not
announced. He is now east attending his father who
is ill. Mr. Thompson is best known through his long
and efficient discharge of the duties of chief drafts-

man and mechanical engineer on the Chicago & North-
western, which road he left a year or more ago to go

to the Northern Pacific with Mr. E. M. Herr.

On the Grand Trunk changes in the mechanical de-

partment have been made as follows: Mr. R. Patter-
son, hitherto master mechan :

c of the l'nes west of the
river, at Fort Gratiot, has been appointed master me-
chanic at Stratford of the lines east of the river, vice

J. Davis Barnett resigned: J. E. Mnhlfield. hitherto

general foreman of the Wabash at St. Thomas, suc-

ceeds Mr. Patterson as m.n s*er mechanic at Fort Gra-
tiot; J. Hodgson is appointed master car builder, at

Fort Gratiot: F. Sutherland is appointed master car

builder at Montreal and S. King, master car builder at

London.

Mr. Clement F. Street, who has for several years
been prominently connected with the Railway and En-
gineering Review, is now on the staff of Mr. Schonck.
the president and manager of the Davton Malleable
Iron Works. In his new position Mr. Street will have
full scope for his well-known abilities as a mechanical
engineer and also for the profitable use of his wide
acquaintance with railway men and manufacturing
concerns. He is to be congratulated on the connection
which he has formed—one that will give abundant op-

portunity for the ability and tireless energy with which
he is gifted.

Mr. James Oborne, assistant to the vice-president of

the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed general sup-

erintendent of the western div's :on of the company's
system, with headquarters at Winnipeg. Mr. Oborne
comes from the mechanical department. His connec-
tion with railways dates from October. 1874. when he
entered the mechanical department of the Grand Trunk
at Point St. Charles. He remained with the Grand
Trunk nine years and then joined the Canadian Pa-
cific Railroad as chief clerk to the mechanical superin-
tendent. Subsequently he entered the operating de-

partment and worked his way up to his present im-

portant post.

On the Colorado & Southern, formerly the Union Pa-
cific, Denver & Gulf, the mechanical department has
been reorganized. Mr. J. S. Turner is now the superin-
tendent of motive power and Mr. W. E. Fowler master
car builder. Mr. Turner announces the following ap-

pointments: "Mr. J. J. Cavenaugh is appointed divi-

sion master mechanic, in charce of Denver shops and
Pueblo, Clear Creek. Fort Collins and Wyoming dis-

tricts, with headquarters at Denver. Colo. Mr. D.
Leonard is appointed division master mechanic in

charge of Como shops and Platte Canon. I.eadville and
Gunnison districts, with headouarters at Como. Colo.

Mr. T. M. Gibb is appointed division master mechanic,
in charge of Trinidad and Gulf Junction shops, and
Trinidad and New Mexico districts, with headquarters
at Trinidad. Cnlo. All motive power employes of the

respective districts will report to and receive their in-

structions from the division master mechanic."

On the Erie system important changes in the mechan-
ical department have been made, as follows: Mr.
Washington Lavery, hitherto assistant superintendent
of motive power at Cleveland of the Nypano division
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the Erie and assistant superintendent of motive
er of the Chicago & Erie, is made assistant super-

intendent of motive power of the Erie, with head-
quarters at New York: Mr. George Donahue,
hitherto division master mechanic of the Nyp-
ano division of the Erie at Meadville, Pa., takes
Mr. Lavery's former place and title as assistant

superintendent of motive power, with headquarters at

Cleveland; Mr. Willard Kells. hitherto master me-
chanic of the Chicago & Erie, with office at Huntington.
Ind.. has been appointed master mechanic of the
Meadville division of the Erie, vice Geo. Donahue, pro-

moted. Mr. J. «;. McLaren, general foreman locomotive
and car department of the Chicago iV: Erie, at Chi-
cago, succeeds Mr. Kells as master mechanic of the
Chicago ils: Erie, at Huntington, and Mr. M. Mercatoris
has been appointed general foreman of the Chicago &
Erie, at Chicago, vice J. G. McLaren, promoted.

Mr. Frederick A. Delano, superintendent of freight
terminals of the Chiojgo, Burlington & Quincy, at Chi-
cago, has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of that road, in charge of locomotive and car
departments, vice Mr. G. W. Rhodes, promoted to be

-ant general superintendent of the Burlington &
Missouri River in Nebraska. Mr. Deiano comes to his

new duties with admirable qualities therefor, gained
through ions training in various lines of railway work.
He entered railway service in 1SS5 with the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy. as machinist's apprentice in the
erecting shops of that road at Aurora. 111. He re-

mained at Aurora in that capacity until July. 1887,
when he was given charge of the bureau of steel rail

inspection tests and records of the same road. Con-
tinuing in this work until 18S9, he was in April of
that year made assistant to the second vice-president.

He held this position until July. 1S90. when he was
made superintendent of frei hr terminals of the same
road, with headquarters at Chicago, which position he
filled until called to his new post as head of the me-
chanical department. His headquarters will be in Chi-
cago and not in Aurora, where previous superintend-
ents of motive power of the Burlington have been 1 -

cated. Mr. Delano during his long term of service in

the operating department did not lose sight of mechan-
ical matters, but. on the contrary, ki pt in close touch
with them, and actively engaged in the work of the
Western Railway Club, of which he was for a time
vice-president and. during the year 1S97-S. president.
He is now chairman of the committee of that club
which is engaged upon the important work of investi-

gating M. C. B. couplers and knuckles wirh a view to

the possible standardizing of the principal dimensions.
etc.

Mr. Godfrey TV. Rhodes, who has been for many
years superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy. has been promoted to be assistant

general superintendent of the Burlington & Missouri
River Railroad in Nebrask;.. Mr. Rhodes has been
such a prominent and active figure in the railway me-
chanical world that the news of his withdrawal to en-
ter the operating department comes with something of
a shock. He had in early life done work of recognized
value in the mechanical department of the Pennsyl-
vania Ra'lrord at Altoona and was lat~r superintendent
of motive power of the Northern Central and still later

superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania
Lines at Columbus. It may. perhaps, be said, however,
that it is since he has been at the head of the mechan-
ical department of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy
that be has taken his present leading position among
the railway mechanical officials of the country. Per-
haps his most widely noted work was that connected
with the famous Burlington brake tests, but he has
also been closely and prominently identified with the
development of the M. C. B. car coupler, and these
with his assiduous labors on the arbitration committee
of the Master Car Builders' Association, his general
work in committee and on the floor at the conventions
of that body and his active participation in the work of
the Western Railway Ciub have brought him into a
favorable prominence enjoyed by but few of his co-
workers. It is a matter of congratulation that his

departure into the operating fie'd of railway work will
result in only a partial breaking off from the old ties

and pursuits of so many years standing, for he will in
his new position give especial attention to the motive
power affairs of his road and he will also, we under-
stand, retain, as far as possible, his connection with
the Master Car Builders' Association and continue as
chairman of the arbitration committee.

SUPPLY TRADE NOTES.

—There has been a change in the officers of the
Allen-Morrison Brake B I Mr. I". R. Spear being
elected president to suo-eed My. J. I". Morrison.

—On or about March 1 the officers of the Steel Tired
Wheel Company, now located at 115 Broadway. New
York, will be moved to the Empire building, No. 71
Broadway.

-Henry L. Leach, of North Cambridge. Mass.. in

summing up his oTders for 1^9S for the well known
Leach locomotive sauders. finds that the total of or-

ders was 218S sets, of which 75 per cent were of the

new type "D."

—The Cleveland Twist Drill Company announces
that Mr. E. G. Buckwell has been engaged to take
charge of its sales department. Mr. Buckwell has
had long experience as a traveling salesman, and later

on as a business manager, and the firm feels that he
will greatly increase the efficiency of its office force.

—The Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.. of Cuyahoga Falls.

Ohio. is. owing to the high quality and safety of its

hollow staybolt iron, daily securing new customers
from railway companies, locomotive and marine bo'ler

manufacturers, etc. The company is just now in receipt

of a half carload order from the Pacific coast, also sev-

eral large orders from leading railway companies and
ship builders.

—The Chieag'. rabbeted grain door was specified on
the 2000 Big Four box <--ars recently let to the Pullman
Company, and also on the 500 Denver &: Kio Grande
bos cars to be built by the Ohio Falls Car Co.. and
the 700 box cars recently let by the Chicago Great
Western to the Michigan-Peninsular Car Co. Security
lock brackets, manufactured by the Chicago Gr"in
Door Co.. will also be used on the Denver & Rio
Grande cars.

—The well-known builders of high grade woodwork-
ing nmohinery <if all kinds. J. A. Fav & Co.. Cincin-
nati. Oh'o, have jnst sent ns a large illustrated noster.

printed in two colors, red and green, on fine white pa-
per, al out 25 ins. by 38 ins., and showing over 100 of
their new machines for working wood, which have
been >i -gned on new and the most advanced princi-

The company will send one of these posters.

free, postpaid, to those who request it.

—The Safety Car Heating and T. ; <*bting Co.. N»W
York Citv. reports that it equipped 1.724 cars with the
Pi"tseh light during the year just clos°d That is rot
only a e-ood record for a year in which the railroads
were still practising extreme economy, but it is al o
pond news for all who travel. Pu*ti"g tbe P ntsch
light into a passenger car m°Ts that the car is m de
far more comfortable ard desirab'e to travel in than
it was before. The public wi'l bP gl :1 d to know of
the prosneritv of a company which does so much to
make long railway trins enjoyable. The company als >

equipped 902 cars with its heating apparatus.

--The Cambria Steel Co.. having leased the Carnhra
Iron Co.'s works, has consolidated its New York of-

fice theretofore at 100 Broadway and 33 Wall street)

at the pew Empire building. No. 71 Broadway, rooms
1'05 and 1700. The company has appointed Mr. H. L.
Waterman as general sales agent for New York City
ai d vicinity, but he will give special attention to the
sale of structural steel, steel blooms, billets and slab*.

Mr. W. A Washburne will given attention to nego-
tiations for steel rails and railway track fastenings.
Mr. L. R. Pomeroy will give attention to steel axles
and other forging specialties. Mr. Thos. F. Russell.
102 Chambers street. New York, will sell, as hereto-
fore, the special product of the company's Gautier de-
partment.

—Dolese & Shephard have placed an order, through
T. W. Harvey. Jr.. Monadnoek building. Chicago, with
the Georgia Car Co.. of Savannah. Ga.. for 25 SO.000
lbs. capacity stone cars. These cars will be equipped
with Harvey trucks and bolsters. Southern couplers,
and Merrill turn buckles. The cars will have 5 by 9
axles. The Georgia Car Co. has secured an order,
through Mr. Harvey, for 50 ears from the Brownell
Implement Co. These cars will be in all respects the
same as those for Dolese & Shephard. The Georgia
Car Co. has also received an order through Mr. Har-
vey for one sample car from the Caswell Car & Im-
provement Co. This car will be equipped with Harvey
trucks and bolsters, the Southern coupler and the
Ronemus draft gear.

—The Harrison Dust Guard Co.. of Toledo. Ohio, is

now getting out equipment for 1000 large steel cars
being constructed by the Schoen Pressed Steel Co. for

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, also for the
Pittsburg & Lake Erie. The company has just received
orders to cqu ;p the SO.OOO-lb. steel cars being con-
structed by the Elmira Bridge Co. for the Goodwin
Car Co It also received orders recently for the 100U
stock cars being built by the Illinois Car & Equipment
Co. for the Rio Grande Western Railroad. The com-
pany has received orders this week for dust guards for
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. St. Louis & San
Francisco. Seaboard Air Line. Ch :cago Great Western.
Chicago & West Michigan. Ogdensburg & Lake Cham-
plain, and Detroit. Grand Rapids and Western rail-

ways.

—The Schoen Pressed Steel Company and the Fox
Pressed Steel Company have consolidated. The new
company is styled the Pre-- - 1 Company;

- a capita] stock of f25.00O.O00. of which $12 "•' '

XIO will be 7 per cent non-cumulative preferred stock

and the remainder common stock. The officers are:
iThas. T. Schoen, president: E M. Dickerson, first vice-
jresident and treasurer: Henry W. Oiiver, second vice-
president: Wm. H. Schoen. third vice-president; Ed-
ward A. Schoen. manager of works; W. O. Jacquette.
secretary, and J. B. Brady, general sales agent. It is

understood that J. T. Milner will be western sales
»gent. Regarding the Fox Company. W. O. Jacquette,
their treasurer, makes the following statement: ""The
Fox Pressed Steel Equipment Company, whose works
are located at Joliet. 111., and Pittsburg, have been
manufacturing the Fox pressed steel trucks and other
steel equipment for railway cars for several years. The
orders for 189S included over 35,000 pressed steel

trucks and 28.000 bolsters. The net earnings of the
company on these orders will approximate S04G.000.

With the new orders now on file it is estimated that
the earnings for 1S99 will exceed $900,000. The pres-

ent actual capacity of the works in important products
is 120.000 trucks and 105.000 bolsters yearly. Fnder
the consolidation and by additional facilities now ar-

ranged for in the Pittsburg works the capacity will be
about double, or will be increased from 200 to 400
trucks daily. The various products of the plant are
covered by 73 patents issued and more applied for."

Charles T. Schoen. president of the Schoen Pressed
Steel Company, makes this statement: "The Schoen
plant is located on Preble avenue. Allegheny, and
manufactures pressed steel freight cars and the
various appliances, which are protected by over 70 pat-

ents issued and others pending. For the last half of
1S9S the works were turning out from 15 to 20 cars
daily, together with other car equipments. The Schoen
Company now have on hand orders from the following
railroads: Pennsylvania. Baltimore & Ohio. Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern. Pittshura &: Lake Erie.
Oregon Short Line. Baltimore & Oh'o Southwestern.
Pittsburg. Bessemer & Lake Erie, and other railways.
These contracts aggregate over S4.OO0.0OO. The com-
pany also have on hand negotiations which will be
promptly closed and which will yield upward of S4.000-
000 worth of contracts for additional freight cars. The
enlarged capacity of the works will enable the company
to produce annually 12.000 cars. 1S0.000 ho'sters. 30.000
truck frames, together with innumerable center plates,

stake pockets and corner bands." In this con-
nection we may note that the patents issued
to Mr. William T. Schoen form a volume- of

considerable size and are the foundation records
of the development of one of the great indus-
tries of this country. The first patent issued to Mr.
Schoen related to springs for car, bea>-s date March
24. 1S74. and is numbered 14S.991. The last one is-

sued up to the date of this writing is dated May 31.

1898, is numbered 604.794. and covers claims for an
improvement in railway car bolsters. The patents is-

sued to this inventor between these dates number
about seventy and several applications are now pend-
ing. Naturally the most of the earlier patents relate

to car springs—as Mr. Schoen was then in the car
spring business, but in the list for that period we
find portable heaters, ash-pit for furnaces: a furnace
grate: two or three patents for hydrocarbon super-
heaters and burners: one on a joint for umbrella ribs

and stretchers: one on a ventilated car door. etc. The
patents relating to pressed steel shapes and the means
for forming them are. of course, numerous and mark
the wonderful progress which has been made along
lines in which Mr. Schoen is the pioneer. The earl :er

patents in this field cover such things as centerp'ates.

stake-pockets, etc. In July. 1S90. a patent for a metal-

lic car was allowed: in April. 1S95. one for a pressed

steel bolster, and in July of that year one for a pressed

steel truck frame. Every railroad man knows what
immense industries have grown out of these and other

Schoen patents in the same field. Many of these in-

ventions are covered by patents in foreign countrie-.

Among the pressed steel inventions which have not

been developed to any extent are a pressed steel rail

joint, a pressed steel brake shoe, and others.

WANTED—A leading manufacturing and selling firm,

dealing in railway material, is desirous of taking

over one or more first-class railway specialties

—

something used on cars or locomotives or in railway

shops. An advantageous arrangement will be made
with the owner of a really good article. Address

"C." car of Railway Master Mechanic.

A POSITION is open to a first-class locomotive drafts-

man. Is wanted by a leading railway. Must be well

up in locomotive design. Excellent place for the right

man. Address "W.." care of the Railway Master
Mechanic.

SITUATION WANTED—As Chief Clerk Motive

Power Department or in similar capacity. Have had

15 years' experience in practical mechanical work
and in administrative duties. Have a - thorough

knowledge of all classes of equipment in detail.

Have had extended experience in the organization of

forces and discipline of same. Can offer indorse-

ments and recommendations by many high railway

officials and others more or less intimately connected

with railway affairs. Address "Charles." care of

Railway Master Mechanic.
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A study of shop design is always in season, but

just now it is especially so in view of the fact that

our railway companies are finding themselves in

rather easier funds and are becoming somewhat in-

clined to expend money more generously in the way
of improvements. Accordingly Mr. Forsyth's article

on locomotive repair shop design, given in this issue,

will be read with rather more interest than it might
have been a year ago. when anything in the nature

of a new shop or a remodeled shop was only thought

of hopelessly by master mechanics in general. We
cannot give Mr. Forsyth's article in full but we
give a portion wherein special attention is given to

the advantages of housing under one roof the boiler

shop, the erecting shop and the machine shop. Mr.

Forsyth's suggestions will repay careful study.

An employe in the performance of his duties is

bound to exercise ordinary care tor his own safety,

or that degree of care which prudent persons usu-

ally exercise under similar circumstances; and, if

he is injured by failure to exercise such care, his

employer is not liable. If, in the perform-

ance of Ins duties, the employe has no instruc-

tions to pursue a particular method, and
two or more methods are open to him, he necessa-

rily chooses between them; and. the supreme court

of Florida holds, in the case of the Florida Central &
Peninsular Railroad Company against Mooney, he

cannot be said to have been negligent if he in good

faith adopts that method which is more hazardous

than another, if the one adopted be one which reason-

able and prudent persons would adopt under like

circumstances. The reason given for this, is that

any other rule would require the employe to be

measured by the standard of very prudent persons.

because only extremely cautious persons ordinarily

adopt the least hazardous course where both are

considered safe and appropriate. In actions

tor negligence, further says the court, any
evidence, tending to prove knowledge on the part

of the person alleged to have been negligent

of those circumstances and surroundings which en-

ter into the question as to whether such person has

failed to exercise proper care, is admissible.

The court also holds that, in actions for negli-

gence, where there is no evidence tending to show
negligence of so gross and flagrant a character as to

evince a reckless disregard of human life, or of the

safety of those exposed to its dangerous effects, or

that entire want of care which would raise the pre-

sumption of a conscious indifference to conse-

quences, or to show wantonness and recklessness,

or reckless indifference to the rights of others equiv-

alent to an intentional violation of them, exemplary
damages cannot be awarded.

An argument is made against the M. C. B. coupler

by Mr. John Hickey. superintendent of motive
power of the Rio Grande Western, in a letter re-

cently submitted by him to the superintendent of

his company. Mr. Hickey approaches his subject

earnestly and honestly but we do not believe that

his conclusions will be generally accepted. He calls

attention to some acknowledged troubles with the

M. C. B. type of coupler, such as the constantly-met-

with variations in contour lines, imperfect locking
devices, etc. His criticism on these points will

doubtless result as other similar criticism, published
and unpublished, has done, namely, tend towards
a rectification of the evils complained of. He con-

tends that the M. C. B. coupler is too expensive to

maintain, but we believe that this contention is not
supported by the data kept by most railways. His
conclusion is that he cannot recommend this type
of coupler for application to the rolling stock of his

road. We do not believe, as we have often ex-

pressed ourselves, that at this late day it is Worth
while to seriously consider the M. C. B. coupler as

a back number. It has been very widely introduced
into service and its use is being rapidly extended.
Experience with this type has developed some seri-

ous defects in its design, it is true, but these have
in part been rectified. We do not by any means con-

cede that it is a determined fact that the proportions
of this coupler cannot be increased to meet the re-

quirements of modern service, which are so much
heavier than those prevailing at the time the type
was introduced. Mr. Hickey has always been a pro-

gressive man and we honestly believe that in due
time he will hold different views as to the utility,

effectiveness, safety and expense of maintenance of

th M. C. B. coupler. There is every reason to be-

lieve, we may add, that the coming report of the
Western Railway Chili's committee on couplers, due
now in March, we understand, will throw much val-

uable light upon the whole subject and clear the
way for still further elimination of present troubles
of the coupler situation.

THE FUTURE OF THE MACHINE TOOL BUSI-
NESS.

Some weeks ago an eastern trade paper made an
ill-considered and gratuitous attack on a very prom-
inent railway supply house located in New York city

because of a report that this house had secured the
sales agency of a considerable number of machine
tool manufacturers, to buy their output and put it

(Hi the market; they being actual purchasers and
taking the whole risk of selling. The paper referred to

took the ground that the arrangement would be very
unsatisfactory;. that it had not been made, and that
many of the concerns reported to have entered into

it had not done so but would continue to do business
in the good, old fashioned way.
While we have reason to believe that the attitude

of the concerns referred to was misrepresented in

the article in question it is not our purpose to dis-

pute its assertions but simply to inquire whether
such an arrangement might not be beneficial to all

parties concerned and also be a step forward in the
path of commercial progress in this line.

In most of the great industries and in a multitude
of the smaller ones the manufacturer disposes of

his output in quant; ties to those who buy to sell to

the local dealer or I he consumer. Why should not
this method be applied to the disposal of machine
tools?

Manufacturing, and selling what is manufactured.
are two entirely distinct matters and the kinds of

ability and methods of organization which they re-

quire are very different and distinct. Usually the

man who is well fitted to manage a manufacturing
establishment has little ability to hold his own when
it comes to selling his machines on the battlefield of

competition. There must be another man, or an-

other department, for making sales. It is true that

a few strong companies are able to thoroughly equip

the sales department of the business with strength

enough to watch and meet all the varying conditions

of home and foreign demand, but a great many
smaller manufacturers are unable to do this, and the

burden of selling their machines is a very heavy on >.

The proportionate cost of selling is so great that

they must keep prices up to a high figure, and yet

their net profits are less than they should be. Surely

a scheme by which they could dispose of all they

make to a strong, independent, selling company and
be left free to devote all their energies to the im-

provement of their product and the lessening of its

cost—surely such a scheme deserves serious consid-

eration instead of attack and ridicule!

But the important question is, not whether such

a method would benefit the manufacturer, but

whether it would give to the purchasing public ad-

vantages which the present system does not offer.

That must be the supreme test. What the public

wants it «ill have, sooner or later, and it will sus-

tain tin- agencies which give it what it wants. No
matter how original and ingenious a method may
be. if it does not meet and satisfy an existing want
it soon perishes. What would the plan under dis-

cussion do for the purchaser?
It would tend to cheapen the price of machine

tools, because the disproportionate expense of sell-

ing would cease to be a factor in the cost of the

machines.
It would result in great exhibit collections of ma-

chines at central points. These exhibits would in-

clude competing machines; there would be latins,

sliapers. boring mills, milling machines, etc., of dif-

ferent makes and the purchaser could compare them
and decide which design would be best adapted to

his special requirements. That this is an advantage
much appreciated by purchasers is shown by the

way in which competing machines at world's fairs

and other large exhibitions are studied and com-
pared by those who are interested in such things?

The time and expense of travel would be saved
and the traveling salesman, with his catalogues and

cuts, could give the purchaser his choice among a

number of machines of whatever kind he might be

in the market for. And each manufacturer, spurred

by the competition of all the others in the same line,

would naturally keep up his output to the standard

and also endeavor to improve it.

And would not this method be a step forward

along those lines in which commercial progress is

marching at the present time? Who knows that the

methods which have prevailed for the last thirty

years are not to be improved upon and changed?

The businesses of manufacturing and selling are al-

ready differentiated, but who shall say that the ir-

resistible law of differentiation has worked out its

final results in this matter? The tendency toward

differentiation in our industries is general. So. also,

is that of the combination of like but independent

industries in one single organization. These tenden-

cies are deplored and resisted by many, but they are

irresistible and any organization, commercial or po-

litical, which attempts to stay them will be no more

successful than was Mother Partington in sweeping

back with her broom the incoming Atlantic tide.

Combinations of trade interests are to be the

feature of the early years of the twentieth century

and the movement, with all that is in it of good and

bad. must work itself out. Wise legislation may

guide it, but no legislation, no opposition, can stop

it. And if the method of selling machine tools

which seems to be so distasteful to our contem-

porary is, as it is quite possible it is, along the same

lines it will be developed and perfected in spite of

all opposition, and will prevail and maintain itself

until some still better way is evolved out of the de-

sires and necessities of men.

TRAIN RESISTANCE.

There will be found in another column of this

issue a formula, together with explanations of the

same, from which to calculate train resistances, and

which has been proposed by Mr. John Lundie. It is

not claimed that the formula offered will give the

resistances for freight trains. It has been found.

in fact, that the formula will not check results

found by actual tests in this kind of service; and

we are inclined to doubt its accurate application to

passenger trains, although it must be acknowledged

that it gives very closely the results found by ex-

perimenters and as given by the D. K. Clark form-

ula.

The basis of Mr. Lundie's formula is a series of

observations made with "coasting'' trains of differ-

ent "units of transportation." 21 and 82 tons, plot-

ting the data, drawing mean lines through the

points and finding an equation which shall be that

of a curve approximating as nearly as possible the

constructed one. It is presumed that the formula

applies to trains running on a level, tangent track.

and disregards entirely the resistance due to move-

ment of the atmosphere either in severity or dirc-

tion relative to the movement of the train.

Even with these assumptions we are not inclined

to accept, without further proof, the formula as

being within what may be termed the reasonably

permissable error of such unsatisfactory formulae.

Professor W. F. M. Goss has pointed out. in a paper

read before the Western Railway Club in April.

1S98. that the first unit in a train is acted upon by

an atmospheric force which may be calculated, and
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wbicb is ten times as great as the force acting upon

any other unit except the second and last units.

From this it will be seen that the atmospheric n -

ince, in an atmosphere otherwise perfectly quiet,

will vary with the number of cars in the train,

and. therefore, an exact formula should provide for

the number of cars in the train. Again, the rela-

tive sizes of wheels and axles will affect the re-

alise it is well known that the larger

the wheel the easier it will roll.

It may be well to call attention to what appears

to be a discrepancy in the formula. Mr. Lnndie us -

the expression, "unit of transportation."' and this

includes, it is presumed, the locomotive. Assuming

this and making further assumptions which are en

tirely within the possibilities of practice, then the

• -ranee of the locomotive will be less than I 1 -

pounds per ton more Than the resistance of the

train: if the locomotive is not included in the "unit

of transportation," then it will be found that a light

train will offer about % lb. greater resistance per

ton than a heavy train, the difference depending

upon the difference in the extremes taken. The dia-

gram in another column shows this, and if an elec-

tric motor were used this may possibly account for

the small increase in pounds per ton resistance for

the motor, and the fact should be stated so that a

correction may be made for steam locomotives. It

is believed that if the motive power were rroduced

by a steam locomotive the minimum possible train

resistance would be greater than the 4 pounds given

by Mr. Lnndie. If 4 pounds is too small for steam

motors then the direction of the curves would be

changed and at the higher speeds at which the

formula and observed resistances are compared the

two would more nearly agree. An error has prob-

ably been made in assuming that the resistance per

ton of a steam motor is practically the same as that

for an electric motor.

If the formula is supposed to give results which
shall check with observed data obtained from trains

moving in other than a quiet atmosphere we are not

surprised that it will not check with the results ob-

tained in freight train service.

TESTS OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILER COVERINGS.

Undoubtedly the most important tests ever made
of locomotive boiler coverings were those made last

August on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway,

and which were reported in a paper presented at the

January. 1899. meeting of the Western Railway
Club by Mr. Robert Quayle. It is believed that

these are the only tests ever made which give anv
approximation of the amount of the heat losses by
radiation from the boiler and other radiating sur-

faces of a locomotive in service, and it is probable

that the results obtained will be considered conelu-

and used as a basis of calculations for some
time. It is quite probable that the tests were just

much of a revelation to the manufacturers of

boiler coverings as to the railro.nd officials, and cer-

tain it is that several of the manufacturers have
changed their method of manufacture, or made ad-
ditions to their previously regular line of coverings,

as a result of these tes -

The arrangements made for the tests were very
elaborate and the generosity of the Chicago &
Northwestern in making the tests possible is

worthy of much commendation. The paper, an ab-
stract of which we give in this issue, went only so
far as to present facts, explaining the arrange-
ments made and giving the results with very few
deductions; and for this latter feature it has been
endeavored to criticise it. but the effort has been
mostly on the part of those who either hoped to
have some particular covering favored or did not
appreciate the very slight difference in the insulat-
ing value of the various coverings tested.

Since the paper was published it has come out
that there was only one of the manufacturers rep-

uted in the tests who really appreciated that
with the thickness of the coverings tested (about
1^4 to 1% inches 1. there would be only slight dif-

ferences in the amount of condensation found. This
manufacturer was so firm in his belief before the
tests that he was not particularly careful in apply-
ing his covering for test.while others were extreme-
ly careful to have the covering perfectly applied.

Taking this into consideration, together with the
facts thai th [tended over eight or ten days
with the varying conditions of weather that are cer-
tain to occur in that length of time (though they

were not extreme even for the season during which
the tests were made), the small differences between
the various coverings are certainly quite surprising,

and it is opportune to question what causes the uni-

formity in the results. It is believed to be the gen-

eral opinion that the thickness of covering used had
so much greater effect on the results than did the

particular properties of each make of covering, that

upon the former the results depended almost entire-

ly, and that the results being practically uniform
for all the coverings and of such an amount that

small differences had only little effect, there result-

ed a showing of practically equal efficiency of the

various coverings.

The general results of the tests will be to cheapen
boiler coverings, provided conditions do not arise

which will make it desirable to use thinner cover-

ings. If such conditions do arise then the question

of the insulating efficiency must receive attention;

in the meantime a little addition in thickness may
increase the commercial efficiency of an otherwise

cheap covering. This is now appreciated by the

manufacturers and they are at work on coverings
which shall be cheaper in first cost or which shall

be cheaper to apply.

Many mechanical officers will wish to make de-

ductions from the results of the tests which shall

guide them in selecting coverings, or will serve to

emphasize the necessity of covering as many of thb

parts as possible, and these will find much assist

ance in the table which accompanies the discussion

of the paper by Mr. W. H. Marshall. The deduc-
tions there given of the losses, in dollars and cents.

through covered and uncovered surfaces will be
found quite surprising, and even the figures givei.

in this table are not large enough to represent the

losses from the larger boilers carrying a steam
] .n ssure of 200 pounds or more, which are now
quite common: nor will they include the greatei

losses which must occur in the more northern cli-

mates in winter.

The table to which the above reference is made.
and the whole report, will demonstrate the necessity

of covering every square inch of radiating surface
possible. It will not do. however, to go at the mat
ter blindly and think that because a surface is cov-

1 ft d it is. necessarily, insulated. There is much ra-

diating surface which is now commonly left unpro
tt cted which can be covered with good results, but
there are other surfaces which can be covered, but
to do so in a satisfactory manner will require some
srheming. Of the former are the various steam
pipes in the cab. and elsewhere, and parts of the
cylinder casting: of the latter are the flat surfaces
of the firebox, and particularly difficult will this be
to handle where the ends of the staybolts are to be
left exposed to view.

It will not be found satisfactory, we may add.
to just fasten the covering in proximity to the sur-

face: it must be so applied as to prevent the circu-

lation of air between the covering and the surface
overed, or between parts of the covering.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
A record of a belt that had run continuously for

41 years is given by the Age of Steel. It was a
leather belt of double thickui ss and 24 inches wide.
This belt, which gave its service in Texas, showed
when removed only a few worn spots.

* * *

In our last issue we gave an account of a remark-
able fast run made by the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy in its mail service east-bound between Om-
aha and Chicago. On February 15 a west-bound
train between the same points and in the same ser-

vice beat the record first made. The train weighed
125 tons and was hauled from Chicago to Creston by
class "H" mogul engines, having 19x24 inch cylin-

ders and 62 inch drivers. The remainder of the dis-

tance the train was hauled by the lsx24 class "M"
locomotives with 62 inch drivers. The distance of
500.2 miles was made in 564 minutes, including
stops, and o24 minutes excluding stops.

* * *

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe road has cre-

ated the office of lamp inspector, whose duties are
10 trnvel over the road continually, inspecting all

- 1 lamps, including semaphore, switch, train

marker, and engine classification lamps. All these
limps are now in charge of the signal department.
ai d this inspector reports direct to the signal engi-
neer. The inspector visits Topeka. where the main
shoos of the Santa Fe System are located, once a

month to inspect and test all new and repaired
lamps, and no lamps of any description are issued

by the store keeper without the stamp of the in-

spector.
* * *

In the Wisconsin legislature an effort is being

made to pass a bill providing that railroad com-
piles shall bs responsible for damages where fire

- ansed directly or indirectly by sparks from the

locomotive; a provision being made, however, that

the railway companies may, if tbey wish, place in-

siraiice for theii own benefit on the property along
Thei; lhie.

* * *

We have before referred to the marked improve-
ments made on the Baltimore & Ohio in the way of

removing curves. Further improvement in this re-

port has recently been made at a point about half

way between Cumberland and Martinsburg on the

ind division of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, at

a picturesque spot known as Doe Gully. There is

quite a little hill at this point that the road goes
through and the approaches to this tunnel include

several reverse curves. The company has been en-

gaged for the past two months in removing these

curves and reducing the grades. The chief engi-

neer says that the improvement will do away with
one of the most objectionable pieces of track on the

second division since Seven Curves were eliminate'",

and will remove four reverse curves. It will not
only make a much better riding track for fast trains

but materially assist the west-bound freights in

climbing This grade.
* * *

John Buddie & Son were identified, says the Age
of Sreel. wirh the introduerion of cast iron rails in

The collieries of The norTh of England. In a publica-

Tion of long ago. known as The "PiTman's Fav." The

following lines, in srrong Northumberland dialect,

express in an original fashion the gratitude of the

miners of those days to the invemor of The cast-

iron rail:

"But heavy puTTin's now forgoTten.

Sic. as we had i" former days:

Ower holey Thill* an' dyels^ a splinin".

Trams now a-run on metal ways.

1

"God bless the man wi' peace and plenty

That first invented metal plat -

Draw out his years te five Times twenty.

Then slide him through The heevenly gates.

"For if the human frame Te spare.

Frae Toil an' pain ayonT conceevin'.

Hae aughi Te de wi' getrin' there.

Aw Think he mun gan' strife Te heeven."

*The sill or floor of The mine.
* * *

tDeal boards.

•The wonderful growth of the telegraph business

is shown." says Popular Science News, "in the fact

that 30 years ago There were only 3.000 telegraph

offict s and little more than 75,000 miles of wire

strung throughout the length and breadth of the

land. At the present time There are about 25,000

offices and over 1,000.000 miles of wire. The annu-

al number of messages handled 30 yen- ago was
5,879,282; to-day it is S0.000.000. The average cost

to the sender 30 years ago was $1,047; the average

cost to-day is 30.9 cents At the start the cost to

the company was more than twice what it is to-day

to the sender."
* * *

A practical demonsTration of the workings of an

electrical machine is Told of by The CriTerion: "A
certain physician." says that paper, "had a large

Toepler-Holtz machine which gave a spark like a

young streak of lightning. His wife was much in-

terested in it and watched the doctor manipulate it

until she fancied herself master of the apparatus.

One day a parry of friends called when the docfor

was our. and rhe good wife seized the opportunity of

paralyzing them with her knowledge of science. She
was a very dignified woman of portly presence, and
after leading them into the office, she began her ex-

planation with all the impressiveness of a lecturer.

She spoke briefly of the preliminary manipulation
of the machine. 'And then.' she said, laving her

hand upon one connection, 'the electricity goes from
here to there." whereupon an angry white spark
leaped our from rhe brass ball indicated, with a re-

porr like a horse-pisrol. and smote her upon the ex-

tended finger, causing her to sit upon the floor with
a violence that shook the window panes. The
guests stood around in expectant attitudes, looking
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at their fallen hostess in pardonable surprise. Only
for a moment did that capable woman leave them
in doubt: •There,' said she. in the most matter-of-

fact manner, as though events had simply followed
the usual course, 'you see how it works. Now. let's

go into the garden and look at the chrysanthe-
mums.' " This is an old story but it is well re-told.

The Register of Lehigh University, South Bethle-

hem, Pa., for the year 1S98-99, shows few changes
in the governing of teaching force. The department
of mechanical engineering has lost the services of

Messrs. B. II. Jones and L. O. Danse as instructors,

and their places are filled by Messrs. L. N. .Sullivan

and J. C. Peck. We notice that liberal provision is

made for the aid of poor students in the form 'if

scholarships covering the cost of tuition and of loans
from funds controlled by the president. It is an-

nounced that in 190O and thereafter the require-

ments for entrance to the course in science and let-

ters or to any course in. the school of tech-

nology will include plane trigonometry and
logarithms through the solution of right and oblique

triangles. The principle of elective studies is

introduced into the technical courses. In the courses

of mechanical and electrical engineering a large

proportion of the work is identical and students

in either course may in addition elect a considerable
amount of special work in the other course, under
the advice of the faculty, as a substitute for the

same amount of work in his own course. We notice

that a very large proportion of the members of the

hist graduating class, that of 1S08. are reported as

actively engaged in the practice of their professions.

and that about one-half of those not so reported are

engaged in graduate study either at Lehigh or else-

where.
* * »

The equipment purchases of the Baltimore &
Ohio in the last few years have been remarkable in

amount. The recent order of this road for five thou-

sand steel coal cars to be built by the Pressed Steel

Company and the Carnegie Company, brings the to-

tal purchases of the receivers of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad up to 30.304 since March 1. 1896. The
locomotive purchases during that time have been
210. of which about 20 are still to be delivered. The
company has also purchased five postal cars, ten

express cars, ten combination cars and six dining

cars.

* » *

The records of train-parting on the Xashville.

Chattanooga & St. Louis up to November, 1808. we
have given in previous issues. We now present a
resume of the causes of trains parting as found on

this road during December as follows: Slip pin

broke. 4; slip pin key gone. 5; slip pin key broke. 1:

draft timbers pulled out. 2: coupling pin broke. 14;

knuckle pin broke. 3: coupling pin jumped out. 4:

luck pin jumped out. 1: carrier iron bolts broken, 1:

knuckle broke. 3; knuckle opened, 13: continuous

drawbar strap broke. 1: link broke. 7; push bar
broke. 1: drawbar broke, 1: drawbar pulled out. 1.

The causes of the 13 knuckle openings recorded are

given as follows: In one case the conductor
thought that wrong knuckle had been applied (the

inspector's opinion is not given); in 3 cases the lock

pin was worn; in 2 the lock worked up: and there

was 1 case each reported of ''lock of lock pin worn,"
•tail of knuckle worn." "lock broke." "lock pin

broke." and "knuckle worn." Three were unex-
plained.

* * *

Apropos of all that has been printed within the

past month or two concerning that late, distin-

guished. Phialdelphia citizen. Keeley, the motor
man. whose motor never "moted" just right, there

comes to mind, says Cassier's Magazine, a once sug-

gested possible connection between Keeley's myste-

rious working force and the water supply of the

city of Philadelphia, which, for many years, had the

reputation of being almost the worst in the world.

Keeley. as is just now fresh in memory, promised
to accomplish all sorts of wonderful performances
through the possibilities stored up in nothing more
than a cup of water, one of the prospective achieve-

ments having been the running of a fast express

train from Philadelphia to New York in a half hour
or thereabouts, with the aforesaid cupful of water
as one of the mainsprings of the requisite power.

Some one, therefore, said that, after all, there was
nothing wonderful about it. providing the water
used were Philadelphia water which had been left
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standing for a day or two. The animals in it would,
by that time, have become large enough to climb
nut and help push the train.

* * *

An annual prize for "the most important contri-

bution to human knowledge" is given by the Insti-

tute of France. For the year 1898 this prize, which
is a gold medal and 4,000 francs, has been giv-

en to Mr. Charles A. Schott. of the United States
Coast Survey, for his development of a method of

anticipating, for three years in advance, the varia-

tions in the compass at any point. Mr. Schott has
made a very close study of terrestrial magnetism
with the important results thus substantially re-

warded.
* * *

At the Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road rcceiiilv a mogul locomotive was erected and
turned out of the shops in less than 211

/4 hours
working time. At the hour when work commenced
all tbi' parts of the locomotive, large as well as
small, were unassemble'!.

* * »

A remarkable anticipation of the phonograph and
of the electric light has been discovered in an old

book published in 1G87. The special interest in

Rostand's play. •Cyra-
no de Bergerac."

caused a Chicago book
lover to dig up an old

volume written by Cy-
rano de Bergerac over

200 years ago. The ti-

tle page of this work,
given by the Chicago
Tribune (together with
extracts from its pages)

we reproduce. The au-

thor tells of his won-
derful trips to the sun
and to the moon. The
wonderful works of the

philosophers, composed
by one of the greatest

wits of the sun. were
presented to De Ber-

gerac. who, in describ-

ing them as follows,

gives an almost perfect idea of the phono-
graph invented for the use of man two centuries

later. It should be explained that "my spirit"

is his other spiritual self, which makes a first ap-

pearance to him on the moon by rescuing

him from the difficulties in which his worldly and
therefore unnatural physique and mannerisms
have entangled him. "My spirit," he says.

"had translated those books into the language of

that world (the sun), but because I have none of

their print I'll now explain to you the fashion of these

two volumes. As I opened the box I found within

somewhat of metal, almost like to our clocks, full

of I know not what little springs and imperceptible

engines. It was a book indeed, but a strange and
wonderful book that had neither leaves nor letters.

In fine, it was a book made wholly for the ears
and not TnE eyes. So that when anybody has a

mind to read in it he winds up that machine with a

great many little springs, then he turns the hand to

the chapter which he desires to hear, and straight

as from the mouth of man or a musical instrument.

proceed all the distinct and different sounds which

the lunar grandees make use of for expressing their

thoughts, instead of language. Thus you never want

for the company of all great men living and dead.

who entertain you with living voices."

* * *

De Bergerac's divination of electric light is scarce-

ly less notable. It is remarkable to think that two

hundred years ago De Bergerac should have so

clearly anticipated an invention of modern times, in

the following: "The old landlord brought in crys-

tals full of glow worms to light the parlor, but see-

ing those little fiery insects lose much of their light

when they are not fresh gathered, these which were

ten days old had hardly any at all. My spirit staid

not till the company should complain of it. but went

up to his chamber and came immediately back again

with two howls of fire so sparkling that all won-

dered he burnt not his fingers. -These incombusti-

ble tapers,' said he, 'will serve us better than your

week of worms. They are rays of the sun. which

I have purged from their heats; otherwise the cor-
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msive quality of their tire would have dazzled ami
offended your eyes, i have fixed theib light akd
INCLOSED IT WITHIN THESE TRANSPARENT BOWLS.' "

Another substitute for india rubber has been pro-

duced in England. Previous attempts there to us'-

linseed oil or like vegetable oils are said to have

been unsuccessful because of imperfect methods of

manufacture. The new process, which is said to

overcome previously met with obstacles, consists of

saturating a quantity of tow with the oil. and then,

in a centrifugal machine, throwing out every par-

ticle of the oil except that which clings in minut
globules to the fiber of the tow itself. The bunch' s

of tow are then put on grids of metal in a chamber
where warm air is forced through them and in

twenty-four hours the oil is thoroughly oxidized.

The material is then ground up. mixed with any de-

sired coloring matter, and finally rolled out into

sheets, in which condition it resembles india rubber

and possesses many of the qualities of rubber and
gutta percha. It is said to be as resilient as rub-

ber, but not as elastic, to be impervious to chemical
action, and to withstand heat up to 240° Fahrenheit,

and it can be vulcanized by the same processes used

for rubber and gutta percha. It has high electrical

insulating qualities and can be used for cable wire

coverings and other forms of electrical insulators,

and it is made into wheel tires, which are said to

be equal to those of rubber. It can be dissolved in

ethereal spirits of all kinds, and from these solu-

tions it can be applied as waterproofing coverings

for fabrics of any sort.

The Federal Steel Co. is about to order a number
of extremely long cars, to be 0G ft. 4 ins. long. The
design of these cars was left to Mr. F. H. Stark,

master car builder of the Cleveland, Lorain &
Wheeling. Very careful consideration has been giv-

en to the nice points involved in the designing of

such a car. and the drawings thereof,which we hope

to give in an early issue, .will be examined with care-

ful interest.

In the disinfection of stock cars on the European
continent it has been found impassible, it is reported,

to obtain effective results with either carbolic acid,

steam or formaldehyde. Satisfactory results have,

however, been attained with a filtered 5 per cent

solution of chloride of lime.

* * *

At the Oneonta shops of the Delaware & Hudson
hydraulic hoists are used for raising locomotives.

These hoists, says the Railroad Gazette, consist of

four cylinders and plungers, each about 10 ins in

diameter. Two of these are fixed in the floor while

the other two are movable through a range of eight

feet by means of a rack and pinion. The two mova-

ble cylinders rest upon rails whose upper surfaces

have been planed and upon which lugs cast on the

cylinders slide. The water is admitted to each sep-

arately by four valves placed in a pit beyond the

limits of the engine which is being raised.
* » *

Comparative records of the coal consumption of

simple and compound locomotives on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.. based upon the observa-

tions of one year, show up very favorably for the

compound. The compounds were of the Vauclain

four-cylinder type. The simples were identical with

the compounds aside from the cylinders, etc. The
average saving for the year shown by the com-

pounds was. on the East I.a Crosse division. 16 per

cent, and on the- West La Crosse division. 19 per

cent. It is figured that had all the engines been

compounded there would have been saved on the

East La Orosse division during the year $11,555. and

011 the West La Crosse division $10,741.

* * *

Something rather notable in the way of locomotive

performance has just been reported on the Cincin

nati, Hamilton & Dayton Ry. A certain engine was
overhauled thoroughly and sent out of the shops

and then ran 36 months with no attention other than

that given through ordinary roundhouse repairs.

The engine made during this time a little over 140.-

000 miles and her tires shewed only K inch of tread

wear. The engine was very light and not of mod-

ern date and build. She was of Rhode Island make,

bad 16x22 inch cylinders, and weighed about 72,000

lbs., of which about 40,000 lbs. was ou the drivers
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LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOP DESIGN.

The designing of locomotive repair shops is inter-

estingly treated, under the title of ••American Loco-

motive Repair Shops." in the January issue of Cas-

siers Magazine by Mr. William Forsyth, now su-

perintendent of motive power of the Northern Pa-

cific Ry. but who wrote the article, we believe,

while in his late position as mechanical engineer of

rhe Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.

Mr. Forsyth opens with some interesting figures

the cost of locomotive repairs, giving a general

idea of the expense to railroads for keeping locomo-

tives in good working order and of the large amount
of money expended in operating repair shops. He
points 0.111 that the economy of shop operation de-

rends uot only upon the efficiency of the machine
tools anii the management of labor but also upon
the convenient arrangement of the shops and their

equipment with facilities for the proper handling

of material. He considers that the size of a loco-

motive repair shop should be determined by the

probable number of engines to be kept in repair,

and he figures that the capacity of the erecting

shops should be S per cent of the equipment, or. say.

if the equipment amounts to 500 locomotives the

erecting shop should have a capacity for 40 loco-

motives.

The author proceeds with a review of the ar-

rangement of a number of railroad shops, illustra-

building, by dispensing with two large brick gables with

their windows and doors.

A fifth advantage is that boilermakers and their tools

:ire often required on repairs in the erecting shop, and
by this plan they are most convenient to their work.
We may next consider the advantages or disadvan-

tages of the relative positions of the machine and erect-

ing shops in the plans illustrated. For shops engaged
almost exclusively on repair work, it is most convenient

to have the machine shop in the same building with the

erecting shop. For building new locomotives this is not

so important, as the work may he organized so that

there is a natural flow of finished machinery to the

erecting shop; hut in the case of repairs there would
be a constant flow back and forth from one building to

the other, causing considerable waste of time. In the

case of a shop like that at Roanoke, or the Juniata

shop, engaged upon new work and repairs, it is a ques-

tion which might be profitably discussed as to whether
it would have been more convenient to have had the

boiler shop or the machine shop in the same building

with the erecting shop. [In the Juniata shops the boiler

shop lies at the end of the erecting shop, being separat-

ed therefrom by a transfer table, and the machine shop
lies at the side of, and some distance from, the erecting

shop. In the Roanoke shops the boiler shop is in the

same building with the erecting shop, and the machine
shop lies at one side of the erecting shop in another
building.—Ed.]
In thus studying the plans for locomotive repair shops

and their relations to one another, to arrive at the most
convenient arrangement it may be suggested that it is

ssible to have both boiler and machine shop in th-3

same building with the erecting shop, and so arranged

may be found in its entirety in the January. 1809.

Cassier's Magazine, which periodical is published in

Xew York.
* •

BOILER COVERING TESTS.

Last August a very thorough series of tests of
boiler coverings was made by the Chicago & North-
western Ry. The tests were in charge of Mr. W. H.
Marshall, assistant superintendent of motive power,
and Mr. F. M. Whyte. mechanical engineer, of that
roatl. Prof. W. F. M. Goss of Purdue University
represented the manufacturers of the various cover-

ings tested, and took charge of the data as taken.

The manufacturers also had their direct representa-

tives attending the tests. Upon Prof. Goss" report
Mr. Robt. F. Quayle. superintendent of motive
power of the Chicago & Northwestern, based a pa-

per which he presented at the January meeting of

the Western Railway Club, the facts in this paper
being abstracted and arranged from that report.

The substance of Mr. Quayle' s paper follows:

Plan of the Tests.—In carrying out the tests two loco-

motives were employed: the "experimental locomotive"
coupled ahead of the normal engine, and, consequently.
first when running, to enter the undisturbed air, and a
locomotive serving to give motion to the experimental
locomotive. The action of the air currents upon the

experimental locomotive, therefore, was in every way
similar to those affecting an eneine doing ordinary

ting his remarks with numerous plan views, sec-

tions and perspective elevations. The shops so re-

viewed are those of the Burlington & Missouri
River at Havelock. Neb., of the Chicago & North
Western at West Chicago, of the Pennsylvania R.

R. at Juniata and at Altoona. Pa., of the Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy at West Burlington, of the
Boston & Maine at Concord. N. H.. of the Grant Lo
comotive Works at Chicago. 111., of the Pittsburg
Locomotive Works at Pittsburgh, of the West Shore
at Frankfort. X. Y. fproposed*, and of the Lan
cashire Sc Yorkshire Ry. at Horwich. England. He
also gives a plan proposed by himself, and this plan
we reproduce herewith.
Mr. Forsyth covers a number of features of shop

design but dwells chiefly, perhaps, upon the desir-
ability of combining in one building the •reetin-
shop, the machine shop, and the boiler shop. W
give the substance of that portion of his paper
which refers more directly to this consideration, as
follows:

The erecting shop has been combined with the
boiler shop in one long building, as illustrated by the
Roanoke shops and the new Boston & Maine shops
[illustrated in the Railway Master Mechanic fur
March. 1898—Ed.] and in a plan tuarlc by the writer
(given herewithi. In these latter plans the boiler
shop is separated from the erecting department bj a
thin partition, sufficient to prevent the noise of rivet-
ing and clipping or calking from being heard in the
adjoining shop This appears to be the only objec-
ts n to such an arrangement, and the plan has several
advantages —

First. It is the obvious and natural arrangement to
so locate the boiler shop that the finished bo:

directly and most easily to the erecting shop.
Second. No transfer table nor switching engine are

required for communication between the principal de-
partments.
Third. Xo outdoor work is necessary in winter, and

no outside doors are opened for the transfer from one
shop to the other

Fourth. There is a large saving in the cost of the

A PROPOSED SHOP PLAX. >K.v courtesy of Cassier's Magazine.)
that the work will have the previously mentioned
natural flow from each department where details are
made to that where riipy are assembled on the finished

engine. Such a plan is shown herewith, where the
main shop building is in the form of a cross, the erect-

ing shop and boiler shop in a straight line, with through
tracks, and the machine shop at the center and at right

angles to the erecting shop. It will be noticed that thf

iron foundry is near one end of the machine shop and
the smith shop near the other.

It is intended that the tools for finishing castings

shall be located near the foundry and those for forg-

ing near the smith shop. While this cannot lie done in

all cases and with small pieces, yet with the larger or

heavy pieces requiring most labour in handling, it can
be carried out. The tools for planing and boring cylin-

ders, driving wheel lathe, tools for boring and planing

driving boxes, wedges and shoes and for finishing ec-

centric straps, could be at the end of the shop near the

foundry. The frame planers and Blotters, axle lathes,

link motion and rod planers could Vie at the end next

the smith shop. The bolt and screw machines and
brass lathes, shaping machines and other light machin-
ery could be in galleries, forming a second story of the

machine shop.

The boiler and erecting shops are necessarily high

buildings, and in order to make the roof lines inters

properly and t>e symmetrical, the machine shop should

be of the same height, and can thus tie a two-story

building. The advantages of this plan, so far as the

buildings are concerned, are the same as those claimed
for the combined boiler and erecting shop, but with the

additional economy of saving four gable ends and hav-
ing so large an amount of work under the same roof.

and avoiding all outdoor communication between build-

ings, and open doors in winter time.

The plan concentrates the three departments required

for locomotive repairs from the time of the original

construction of the building and admits of the exten-

sion of each, while shops built on the longitudinal plan

are often placed far apart for this purpose, and are

operated at great inconvenience for many years before

the gaps are filled in.

This article on locomotive repair shops merits .-,

place in every master mechanic's scrap book. It

work at the head of a train. The boiler of the experi-

mental locomotive was kept under a steam pressure of

150 pounds by a supply of steam drawn from the boiler

of the normal engine in the rear. There was no fire

in the experimental boiler. It was at all times practi-

cally void of water. Precautions were taken which jus-

tified the assumption that all water of condensation col-

lecting in the experimental boiler was the result of radi-

ation of heat from its exterior surface. This water of

condensation was very carefully collected and weighed,
thus serving as a means from which to calculate the
amount of heat radiated. The whole grate of the ex-

perimental boiler was deadened by brick work and as a

further insurance against the movement of air cur:

through the fire box. tubes, etc.. the top of the stack
was securely filled with wood. The furnace and front-

end doors were also carefully closed and fastened. A
steam separator in the supply pipe within the cab of

the experimental boiler was assumed to deliver to it

steam of a uniform quality. As a safeguard against

air pockets and to further insure a uniform tenqiera-

ture of all portions of the interior of the boiler, steam
was allowed to waste from it through a small orifice at

the end of a pipe connecting with the front end. and
leading outside to the top of the stack, and some leak

was allowed also at the whistle valve.

The Experimental Boiler.—The principal diniens.

of the boiler are as follows: Diameter in ii 5, 52
heating surface (square feet), 1391: total area of s-

terior surface, not including surface of smoke box. 358
area of surface covered (square feeti. 219: area of

steam heated 1 - surface not covered. 139: ratio of

surface covered to total surface. 61. The values here

given are based npon projected areas of the plain boiler.

No account has been made of the edges of platt-

joints, or of surface due to the projection of rivet heads.

or to the surface of various attached projections

The tests made were of two sorts: First, with

the experimental engine at rest, and second when in

motion at. approximately. 28.3 miles per hour. Both
standing and running tests were made with the experi-

mental boiler bare, and also when protected by six dif-

ferent coverings. There were nine standing tests and
nine running tests made. These are designated as fol-

lows: A. B. C. D . D . E. F . F., and G. "A" repre-
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Bents the test of the bare boiler. "T>" and "Do
" are

different tests of the same covering, and, similarly,

"F," and "F_" are tests of a single covering.

Results.—The observed and calculated results are
given in detail in Tables X and VI. A summary of

these is given in Table I.

TABLE 1.

Pounds of steam condensation per minute.

StandiDgtest.
Running test.

Sp'd,28.3 m'l's

A
(Bare
Boiler)

6.78

14.27

B

2 63
5.68

C

3 42
5.47

Di

2 91

5.03
2 80

5 34

E

3 52

5 21

F,

304
5.29

F2

3.22

5 30
3 03
5.70

The values, as given, have been reduced to a com-
mon basis with reference to steam pressure, atmos-
pheric temperature, and running speed, and so far as

these factors are concerned, are comparable. They
have not been corrected for variations in thickness of

covering which, in all cases, was slight, or for varia-

tions in the velocity and direction of the wind.
Efficiency of Coverings.—The percentage of the heat

transmitted from the bare boiler, which is saved by
any covering, may be obtained by subtracting the

amount of condensation for the covering in question

from the condensation for the bare boiler, and by di-

viding one hundred times this difference by the conden-

sation for the bare boiler. The result expresses the

efficiency of the covering. Values thus obtained are

given in Table II:

TABLE II.

Efficiency of coverings as disclosed by running tests

(per cent).

ciency disclosed by the eight tests is 62.3 per cent. The
greatest variation from this average is that for test D_,
which represents a 3 per cent higher efficiency. The
conclusion, stated in very general terms, is that any
of the coverings tested can be relied upon to save from
GO to 64 per cent, of all the heat which would radiate
from the boiler were it not covered at all.

Comparison of Results.—It should be continually
borne in mind that it was not proposed to measure with
scientific accuracy the non-conducting properties of cov-

ering materials, but to show the value of laggings

made up of various materials, and in various forms,
when subjected to the conditions of locomotive service.

The purpose sought has been attained. The work has
been conducted upon an unprecedented scale, and the

extent of such losses has for the first time been fully

disclosed. But service conditions which were necessary

to the general demonstration could not always give

noted that for comparative purposes the results of the

running tests are more reliable than those from the

standing tests. The fact that the results obtained from
the several coverings arc so nearly alike can hardly fail

to occasion surprise. Had thin layers of the material

tested been subjected to carefully planned laboratory

tests, the results would doubtless have differed more
widely, but it must be expected that the value of such
difference will diminish as the specimens experimented
upon are increased in thickness. A material which is

rather an indifferent non-conductor will serve to prevent

the passage of heat if applied in sufficient thickness.

While, therefore, the coverings tested were of normal
thickness, it would seem that this thickness is sufficient

to reduce to a negligible amount the effect of the supe-

rior non-conducting properties which the material of
one covering may have possessed over others.

Efficiency of Covering the Different Portions of the

B
C
D,
D 2

E
F,

F2

G

60.2

.61.7

64.8

62.6
63.5

62.9

62.8

60.1

1 Designation ofTest >
V
ro B C D, oe E r, rz G

2 Mate -Mow!A iXdag, '93 Jug.// J/elg/0 j9eeO/2 dcg/4 Jug/8 Pie^/S Jeg/i feeg./7 Jeee/9

3 duration 0/
'Ttettmrnarg //arming - men 50 93 204 127 /// 49 S3 7S 7/

4 Duration ofTest-min 62.3 35.5 303 569 38 Z6.S 60.3 7S3 40 8 I

5 -4i/erage Motlerfressure -/Oj ISZ l5b-9 15b /SO.2 /SO/ /SJ.2 /S2..S 151.S 132 7

6 Jli/erage JtmospnericTemperature-Megrees/ 74 7Z 78 72 72 733 7/ 79 70

7
1

Sirertion kforce of 77/nd, Mdejperdocer -
It

4
6tc/0
4
Ctc-2 30>8

J-
S

f
3HS
4
S
4
WU/S

1
3 813

8 Otsert/ed Condensation forTest-lbs 432 6 97 /Ob/ /7b /Of.S 9b ms- 24b.S MA
9

fmoo/it to be etaetect &> or juitmeOea'/ro/re 3 do convert
et to an egeu c'a/ent asrrcwzr /r/ea4 /roee/d/e&ee Seen cfoerved
too?Me average oAm prejj eere Seen /SO tit U Jtmos Temp. 30f

-104 -37 -18 -4-8 -30 -2 6 -64 -2 5 -50

10 To/a/ Comtensoe/ion u/ec/er 30andar£ Core&etcorej ef
Pressure areef 7e/*x>eraturv 422 2 93 3 104 3 111A 106S 934 ;3ii 244 I13S

II Conaensa/eerl per J)7inute 6.78 263' 342 Z$l £.80 35Z 3 04 J.22 \3.03

* mp/ttZH /s/wwrivm/r/jaKy/z0/ys/K/m!j>w<>/K/as}/%//r3 00

These results are corrected for variations in steam
pressure, atmospheric temperature and speed, but not
for variations in weather and wind conditions or for

variations in thickness of covering. The average effi-

similar conditions for different tests,

lieved that no single test was affected by variations of
conditions, by more than 2 or 3 per cent., an amount
which would seem to be entirely negligible. It is im
portant to emphasize the fact, that the relative stand-

ing of any two coverings, as disclosed by the results

here given, is not to be relied upon when the difference

between them is small. In this connection it should be

1 jDesignatto/i of Test B C Di Oz E Fi F2 Q
'

z
Muratio/i ofTest-min
Time det/r&en t/z/teat

arugfenat balance

a I
st Quarter I06Z 865 83 7 86 SS7 86 / /zoz 85k 84 5

b Z"* * 8/0 80S 76 7 78 e/ 805 778 7S& 8/ 792
C 3 r* • 756 78 8 77 # 731 77 8 75 7 80 76 6 74 5
d4 tK - 96 2 //ze 95 4 893 979 /CSS 93S /03 /S8.Z

e Totalfortest 3590 358.6 338 Z 3Z68 3449 3451 3693 J46Z 346 4

3 Jfctuat'Jtrrnni/tqTirrtc

minutes

a /st Quarter 950 3/5 3Z-9 8/5 33/ 8/6 935 8/0 g/.f
b Z"<* " 70 68 i 673 68.6 te,9.0 67-6 69/ 68k 69/
c ya 73.S 73 72 7 7/Z 733 72S 6S7 735 7/Z
d*** - 84 7 90 5 834" 84.3 30Z 86 9 3Z5 84 9 797
e Totalfortest 323 2 3/3 3 301/3 305k 3056 308.8 3/8 8 3030 30/1

4 Actual'J6mdt'nq7ir7ie

menu tea

a /* Quarter //Z SO S3 4 r J.l, 45 Zl 7 4b 3.V

b Z"d ri /2Z f» 9.3 //5 7O.0 65 r24 rOi

C 3** Z / S8 47 /9 4S 3.Z 1/3 3/ 3 3 1

d4 e* lis 223 /2 so 177 /8 k // 73/ 23 5
e Totaltortest 35 8 45.3 31.9 Zl z 393 36-3 505 38Z 45 3

5
Jtt/erecpeBoiler/Pressure

T^ouTteisdj/ Gaiige

a /" aumrter /•fit /+S2 rsss /SOS /49 1) /SO 6 /49? /sob /sz /

6 £""* * /ri / rso9 /VS 3 /soz. /HIS /S/3 /SO 8 752 3 /J/8

fj"' ivsz /SI s /S3 3 /SZX 7Si 6 /S/4 /S2 3 /S/ 4 /S/b

ct4 e*- /V7i* /so 1 /SUS rsoS 7SZ.0 /S/8 /S03 rso / /S/O

e Totat/or test /vse /so./ /S2.6 /s/o /50 S /S/3 /SO 7 rs/ /S/b \

6
Jlverage Jltmosphertc

a /»« auczrt/er 798 7#.3 3/3 72 8 76-3 8/3 8/S 79 73Z
bZ'" 8SO 793 320 74 79 Z 86 84 3 30.0 798
c 3 Ttl gzo 358 820 76 3 793 90 7 900 S/o 34 k
*4'x

' 3£0 83.3 8/3 770 78 90 3 881 370 333
e Tirrat/or teMt 8/7 803 8li> 7S0 73 Z 86 8 35s 30 3 811

7

Bisection Skfbrte of/Ymd
a t'" Quarter

\Oro\Z
<%Q

I0T0I5 ^ 3T04
9=Q
rinb

s=z
^>rei7 3T0V 2ns*-i

jr
i d>U?H

2™'Quarter
1OT01Z

**
10 ma ^ <t±0 J=0

10 ^TOlO 3T0*

c 3 rd
loroiz 2 107018 9? jro*/ ^ H 2.T0U- ^

d4 tA "

10 to a 2? 10 9? 3T0+ V CALM
D=3>
2T0// ^

8 Condition of J/tl/. MAXY CIEAR CLOUOY^
VARIA9L£ CILAR MAZY B«l6*7l$aok CLEAR CLEAR

9
Obser/ed Cc/ittensaa'o/i

Zbs. of ftater

JeHifered'to 7recg/7t7zg6a/7ei

a /" Ctuerrter /37b 9 4/90 SVS.7 3384 4S8* 3972 SV8.8 4499 4b7./\

6 Z"* - //37S #SZ/ 4/J 6 37SZ 397-7 4/6 7 4/19 390 7 4/1'/

C 3™1 • 97S." 4/0.7 343.Z 393 7 44/9 3637 S78Z 393 7 402 Z\

e£4"> > //be/ sfos 479/ 4724 4943 S/S8 437k S60 3 S7S.S

e Tetat fortest 44S3 2 7372.3 /78I-6 /b29.7 /7SZ.3 /693/r 7776.5 77S0 6 Z863 2

10
Amount to be adtieottZ) orejuitrezctedfro/r/ttetBtezt
Obseri/td ry/itZensouiori ti> coni/iert et intoan effuu/aZejet

amount rr/iicn traii/a
7
fatto ieen oSser&ioi'Aid't&4 a/tm

Stitr^TnsJure/i/tieteit6eert/S0U>i.eindtAe^trnetTerrep5/rf'

fbOb 0. -310 -/Z.3 +373 +32 + 9

11 Totalcondensation fartat under ct>rtdi£u>/e-J *"/l/ 47/8.

8

/872Z /78U /S93-7 /740.0 /7J0.7 /308. s 77S0 6 7364/

'

12 Assumed time cturinf miich fnairie rras runninojfin. JOS JOS 305 JOS 30S 30S 305 305 305 ,

13 Jfssumed rode ofjpeed-dn'ile/perT/our. 28 3 283 28.3 28-3 283 28 3 Zg.3 28.3 283

14
Assumedtime duruig sr/ietA. engine ?ra3 standing-
duradicm of test minus assumed time engine
rras running * item 2te>~item /Z

SV.O S3 6 33 Z ZI.8 399 40.7 &/1/3 4AZ 4/4/

15
Tb&zl condensation duringruii>ii'ig=cendensation.
fortest rninuj ttu productoftue rate ofcondeniatian,
vfate standing and t/ie assumed standm<r &7m

4352-7 173t.S 7668/ 15353 /6Z83 7389S /t/3 lb/79 17387

16 Condensationper min. rr/nle runnintt 2S.3 milesper/hoar 74.£7 dig S47 S-Oi S34 d-Z/ S29 S30 S.70

17
ffeduxtum in condensationpermin. rr/uterunning
ataspeedtpf'ZS 3 //tetesx>ert-ourrxseWfi/ig/9e'rn
COfertrip ap/rtiea!' ti> 6t/& cfa&t'surface or'Soiledfounds

.

359 8-80 9ZI/ g.93 9-06 8-98 8-97 857

1

1S
Ratio ofrieat sai/ect6g codertngrto total lieat
transmitted from dare &•oiler

ObOZ ob/7 0.648 0-62b 0.635 OkS? 0.6Z8 060/ 1

TABLE VI.

TABLE V.

though it is be- Boiler.—The results show that the covering of 61 per

cent, of the exterior surface of the experimental boiler

saves 62.3 per cent, of all the heat radiated from the

same boiler under similar circumstances, when bare. It

does not. however, follow from this statement that if

100 per cent, of the exposed surface of the boiler were
covered. 102 per cent, of the heat lost from the bare

boiler would be saved. Such a conclusion must obvi-

ously be absurd, though a hasty consideration of the

facts presented might seem to justify it. The fact, as

first stated, however, proves that there is a vast differ-

ence in the character of the exposure to which different

portions of the boiler are subjected. While only 61 per

cent, of the surface of the boiler was covered, the pro-

tection was evidently applied where it was most need-

ed. The percentage of the total exposure guarded
against was greater than the percentage of surface cov-

ered. For this reason, increasing the covered area by

10 per cent, cannot be depended upon as a means of

reducing radiation losses by a like amount. It is for

this reason, also, that all comparisons in this report

have been upon the boiler as a whole. The radiation is

stated in terms of pounds of steam condensed per min-

ute for the boiler experimented upon, rather than as

pounds per minute per square foot of exposed surface.

Radiation and Its Power Equivalent.—Assuming that

a locomotive will develop a horse power by a consump-

tion of twenty-six pounds of steam power, and as-

suming that the steam thus consumed must be gener-

ated from watei at 80 degrees F., the radiation losses

already given may be expressed in terms of power
losses of equal value. The practical effect of these as-

sumptions is to define a horse power as equal the con-

densation, under the conditions of the tests, of thirty-

four pounds of steam per hour, the steam having a

pressure of 150 pounds and the water the temperature

due to this pressure. Upon this basis the following re-

sults are obtained. They apply only to the boiler

tested

:

TABLE III.

Power lost by radiation.

Horse-Power Equiv-
alent to Radiation

Losses.

Bare Boiler-
Locomotive at rest, under conditions of test.. . 12.

Locomotive running 28.3 miles per hour and
otherwise under conditions of test 25.

O'overed Boiler

—

Locomotive at rest, under conditions of test.._. 4.5

Locomotive running 28.3 miles per hour and
otherwise under conditions of test 9

A locomotive similar with that tested may be expect-

ed to deliver a maximum of 600 horse power. It is

evident that if the uncovered boiler wen' under condi-

tions of speed, etc.. which are not now uncommon in

service, that at least 10 per cent, of the total power of

the machine: would be lost in radiation from its exte-

rior surface. This then, discloses the extent to which

locomotive performance may be effected by radiation.

A perfect covering enveloping the entire external sur-

face of the boiler would prevent the entire loss. Act-

ual coverings, such as those listed, extending over a

portion of the surface, prevent approximately 02.3 per

cent of the loss. It seems to he .1 fact, therefore, that

a boiler protected in accord with good practice loses
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power when standing in warm weather, at the rati

four and a half horse power, which amount will ba-

se if til.' pressure of steam is increased, or the

temperature of the atmosphere is reduced, or the en-

gine is put in motion.

Cost of radiation from the boiler experimented upon

may be stated as follow.-:

TABLE IV.

Bare boiler.

Pounds of coal per hour equivalent to radiation

losses, assuming evaporation from and at 212

deg. F., of 6 lbs. of water per lb. of coal-
When standing 60.

When running 28.3 miles per hour 120.

Tons of coal per month, assuming boiler to be un-

der steam standing 200 hours and running 28.3

miles per hour .hiring 300 hours per month 25.

Cost of radiation per year for the boiler tested, as-

suming the conditions of the preceding para-

graph and assuming the price of coal $2.00 per

ton $600

As locomotives are never run entirely bare, the esti-

mated annual loss by radiation, of $600 per engine is

higher than would be likely to occur on any engine in

service. It is. however, a statement of the total loss

which may occur, and as such will be useful in estimat-

ing the value of savings which may be effected by the

application of coverings.

It has born shown that the several coverings tosted

have an efficiency which is not far from 02.3 per cent.

The annual saving, therefore, which would bo effected

by the application of any of the coverings would lie

$600x.623=$383.80,
the remaining $221;.mi Mill going to waste through radi-

ation. The results show that anything which will in-

crease tin- efficiency of the covering on the engine tested

by 1 per cent, will result in a saving of $6 per annum.

A 2 tier cent, increase of efficiency will save $12, a $3

per cent, increase SIN. and so on. This holds for the

particular engine tested and for the conditions under

which the engine was tested. The fact should be em-
phasized that the results thus far given are those de-

rived from the actual experiments in August, with a

boiler of moderate size, carrying steam pressure which
is now regarded as low at a speed of less than thirty

miles per hour. It is evident that other conditions,

quite common to actual service, would operate to

greatly increase the radiation losses described. The
effect of changes in some of these conditions will uext

be considered.

The effect of changes in speed on radiation litis long

been an open question. It ha- been argued that a boiler

perfectly covered would be. to a very great extent, un-

affected by surrounding air currents, and hence that its

radiation losses would not be materially greater when
the locomotive is at speed than when standing. But
those who appreciate the intensity of the cooling cur-

rents, which circulate about a locomotive when at

-|. i d, have been slow to accept such a view, and tin-

tests under consideration confirm their position. They
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give a measure of the radiation losses, both when the
locomotive is at rest and when moving at a uniform
speed "I 28.3 miles per hour. While these points are
not sufficient to establish with accuracy the complete
relationship of radiation and speed, an estimate, bas d

upon them, is presented in the form of a diagram, Fig.

1. This shows that the bare boiler, when at rest, radi-

ates sufficient heat to condense 6.78 pounds of steam.
at lot' pounds pressure, per minute, which amount is

increased to twenty-eight pounds when t!;e same boiler

is driven tit a speed of eighty miles an hour. Similar
values for the covered boiler are .",.n pounds and 10.6
pounds respect ively.

Changes in Atmospheric Temperature.—The results
recorded were obtained iii mid-summer and all have
been corrected for an atmospheric temperature of 80
deg. 1". For each 1 <

» iU-lt. reduction in atmospheric tem-
perature below Ml degrees, the radiation may be ex-

ed to increase 3.5 per cent. For zero degrees tem-
]
ei.itiire the radiation losses recorded in this report

Should be increased by about 28 per cent. For exam-
ple, if. when the atmospheric temperature is 80 deg.
the conditions tire such as result in the condensation
of live pounds of steam per minute, when the atmos-
pheric temperature i- degrees the condensation will be

5 +5 (.035 x sin = 5 + 1.4 = 0.4

I-" roiu this it appears thai very low temperatures are
attended by radiation losses of considerable magnitude.
Changes in Steam Pressure.—The experiments were

conducted under a boiler pressure of 150 pounds by

tion are large. While their value is dependent upon
conditions which may vary widely, they always go on
wherever tin boiler is under steam. In this respect
radiation losses are unlike those which occur within
the engines of the locomotive, since, to a considerable
extent, these latter cease to operate whenever the throt-
tle is closed

All of the experimental results and the conclusions
ba-ed upon them were obtained from an engine of
moderate size, carrying a pressure which, in the light
of modern practice, must be considered low. and under
conditions of summer atmosphere. The running speed,
also, was, not high. These conditions cannot be con-
sidered as in any way calculated to disclose large radi-
ation losses, and yet the results are such as will merit
the"" earnest attention of all who are interested in im-
proving locomotive performance. In this connection it

will be well to again emphasize the fact that the ln-se>

which have been measured and which are defined in

this report do not include radiation from saddles and

STATEMENT
Deduced from Report of Lagging Tali

. showing Probable Losses through Surfaces Lagged and through
Surfaces Cnlagged. and /he Annual Cost of these Separate Losses.

....I-

9
10

Total condensation during test iline t). Table
No. Q of report

Total condensation corrected to 150 lbs. steam
and -0 deg atmospheric temperature i line

10. Table li of rep'.ri

Actual standing time lime i. Table S of re-

port/

Assumed rate of condensation while standing
Total condensation while standing, based on

rate assumed in line 4.

Total condensation while running (figures in

line 2 minus those in line 51.

Actual running time(line3 Table 6 of report!

Condensation per minute white running [line

6 divided by line 7

Average speed in miles per hour.
Total condensation per minute while running,

corrected to average speed of -'8 3 miles]

per hour
Condensation per minute from untagged sur-|

faces while running 28 3 miles per hour
(calculated).

Condensation per minute from lagged surfaces
while running 28.3 miles per hour (line 10

minus line 11]

Condensation per minute from lagged surfaces
while running in atmosphere at 50 deg.
temperature

Loss through lagged surfaces annually while
running, assuming average service of 250
hours per month at 28.3 miles per hour,
average temperature of air 50 deg , and 1

lb. of coal equal to 8.2 lbs. of water evapor-
ated from 367 deg. temperature to steam at

367 deg. (150 lbs. pressure!. Coal.

Loss through uolagged surfaces under same
conditions as line 14 Coal.

Assuming ratio of losses from lagged and un-
tagged surfaces to be same when standing
as when mnning. then condensation from
untagged surfaces per minute equals when
standing in air at 50 deg.

And condensation from lagged surfaces under
conditions of line 16 equals per minute.

Loss of coal per year from lagged surfaces,

engine standing 200 hours per month in

air of average temperature of 50 cfeg.

Loss of coal through unlagged surfaces under
same conditions as line is.

Total loss of coal through lagged s 'rfaces per
•.ear, including tinie running and standing
(line M plus line 18).

Total toss of coal throughunlagged surfaces per
year, including time running and standing

(tine 15 plus line 191.

Total loss in money through lagged surfaces

per year, assuming coal at $1-50 per ton
Total loss in money through untagged surfaces

per year, coal at SI 50 per ton.

4658:; lbs. 1ST2 3 lbs 178l.fi lbs. 16.910 lbs. .1693.4 lbs.

35 « min
:-...

45.3 min
3 00 lbs

1781 6 lbs.

31 9 min
2.95 lbs.

30 2 min
2 85 lbs

2427 lbs. 135.9 lbs 04. 1 lbs. S6 1 lbs.

4476 1 lbs.

323.2 mm.

13 88 lbs

26 7

I7.t.;4 His

313.3 mm

5.54 lbs.

27.6

14 25 lbs. 5.62 lbs.

3.(17 lbs. 3.07 lbs.

11.18 lbs. I 2.55 lbs.

12 30 lbs. 2 81 lbs.

1687.5 His.

306 3 min

5.51 lbs.

28.2

5.52 lbs.

3 07 lbs.

2.45 lbs.

1350 tons

37.0 tons

1 795 lbs

5 i.4 lbs.

30 8 tons

37 tons.

1 795 lbs

1.48 lbs.

49 tons. 12.8 tons

15 8 tons.! 15.8 tons.

18 4 tons 43 6 tons.

52.5 tons

$276.00

* 78.75

52 5 tons

$65 40

7s 75

2.7(1 lbs.

29 15 tons

37 tons.

1.795 lbs.

1.43 lbs

12.4 tons.

15.8 tons.

42 tons.

52 5 tons.

$63.00

78 75

1583.2 lbs.

305.6 min

5.18 lbs.

28.3

5.18 lbs.

3.07 lbs.

2 II lbs

2.32 lbs.

25 5 tons.

37 tons.

36 '• mm
2 85 lbs.

103.5 lbs.

1H27.2 lbs.

308.8 min

5 27 lbs.

28.0

5.30 lbs.

3.07 lbs.

2.23 lbs.

2.45 lbs.

26.9 tons.

37.0 tons.

1763 6 lbs. 1863.2 lbs

1.795 lbs 1.795 lbs

1.32 lbs. 1.32 lbs

11.5 tons

15.8 ton=.| 15.8 tons.

37.0 tons

52 5 tons.

$55.50

:- 75

38.4 tons.

52.5 tons.

$57 60

78.75

1779.6 lbs

44 3 min.
2 85 lbs

1653 3 lbs

313 4 min.

5 27 lbs.

27 6

5 34 lbs

3 07 lbs.

2 27 lbs.

2 50 lbs

27 4 tons

37 tons

1.795 lbs.

1 32 lbs

115 tons

15 8 tons

38 9 tons.

52 5 tons

$58.35

$7875

1864 1 lbs.

45.3 min
3.00 lbs

135.9 lbs

1728.2 lbs.

301.1 min

5.75 lbs.

28.7

5 74 lbs.

3.07 lbs.

2 63 lbs.

2.89 lbs

31.8 tons.

37.0 tons.

1.795 lbs

1.48 lbs.

12.8 tons.

15 8 tons.

44.6 tons.

52.5 tons

$66.90

78.75

"Note —This table was prepared oi the following basis: First. The total condensation is derived from the tests. Second. The running and
standing time is the same as in the tests Third, The standing condensation per ine-ute is taken at figures believed lo be more consistent than those

derived from the tests. Fourth. Running condensation is total condensation minus asswfted standing condensation. Fifth. Condensation per

minute running is obtained for actual speed of tests and then corrected to a speed of 28 3 miles per hour. Sixth. Condensation due to uncovered
surfaces is calculated bv assuming an efficiency 1 when running) of 80 percent for one well known covering used in the tests. Seventh. The average

temperature of the atmosphere for the year is taken at 50 deg Lagged surface as applied to bare boiler means that surface lagged in other tests.

Fnlsgged surface as applied to bare boiler test means the surface not covered in other tests.

O
gauge. With tin increase of pressure the boiler tem-
perature will become higher, and the radiation losses
will, as a consequence, lie augmented. Changes arising
from this source, however, are not great. For each ten
pound increase of pressure above the limit of 150
pounds the radiation nitty be expected to increase by
about 1.0 per cent., but this will not apply for pressures
much above 2(H) pounds. A pressure of 200 pounds will

involve losses by radiation which are S per cent, greater
than those making up tin- record of this report.
Possible Losses from the Boiler Experiment Upon.

—

Applying the results expressed in the preceding para-
graphs, it can be shown that with the boiler bare and
the locomotive running at eighty miles an hour, under
a steam pressure of 200 pounds, with the atmospheric
temperature degrees, the loss by radiation would be
tin- equivalent of sixty-seven horse-power, while a cov-
ered boiler running under tin- sat onditions of speed,
pressure, and atmospheric temperature, would still be
subject to a less of twenty-five horse-power. As a lo-

comotive similar to thai tested may b<- expected to de-
liver ,-i maximum of 600 horse-power, it is evident that
under the extreme conditions just assumed, which are
lint a! all uncommon to service, at least 1(1 per cent, of
the total power of the engine would be lost in radiation.

An application Of any of the coverings tested would re-

duce the 1..-- t,i about 4 per cent.

Conclusions.—In view of the very strong air currents
which circulate about the boiler of a locomotive at
s| I it is not surprising that the losses by rndia-

cylinders, or from any portion of the locomotive ex-

cepting the boiler itself.

It may be assumed that the boiler as covered in

each of the several tests involving covering, was as

well protected against radiation as is the average boiler

of American locomotives, notwithstanding the fact

that when thus covered there is still a loss of heat,

which in money value annually represents many times

the cost of the best covering which the market to-day
affords. Improvement is to in' found not only in im-

proving the character of the covering itself, but chiefly.

probably, in extending the covered area of the boiler

and projections attached thereto.

In the discussion of this paper Mr. W. IT. Mar-
shall presented an elaborate statement comprising
valuable deductions from the data presented in the

report. This statement we give in full.

The June Conventions.

The thirty-third annual convention of the Master

far Builders' Association will be held at Old Point

Comfort, Yn.. commencing Wednesday, -Tune 14.

The thirty-second annual convention of tin- Ameri-

can Railway Master Mechanics' Association will he

held at the same place commencing mi Monday.
June I'd.

The headquarters of both associations will be at
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Hotel Chamberlin, which has made rates jointly

with the Hygeia Hotel. as follows, to all those in

attendance at the conventions:

Stogie room $3.00 per day.

Double room, two persons, each 3.00 per clay.

Double room, occupied by one person 4.00 per day.

Single room, with bath 4.00 per day.

Double room, with bath, two persons,

ejach -4.00 per day.

Double room, with bath, one person.. 5.00 per clay.

Members of the associations will have preference

of rooms at these hotels until March 15, 1899. Ap-

plications should be made to Alan F. Campbell,

Manager. Hotel Chamberlin. or F. X. Fike. Lessee.

Hygeia Hotel, before that date in order to be sure

of such accommodations.
Messrs. Robert Quayle. J. II. McConnell and W. S.

Morris constitute a joint committee of arrangements

for the master mechanics' association, and Messrs.

c. A. Scnroyer, C. M. Mendenhall and W. S. Morris

the joint committee for the Master Car Builders'

Association.

A NEW TRAIN RESISTANCE FORMULA.

The Street Railway Journal presents in a recent

issue a new general formula for train resistance,

and says concerning it:

A general formula which appears to be applicable to

passenger trains of all weights, running at all speeds

up to the highest limits so far reached, has been lately

worked out by John Lundie as a result of a

long series of tests of trains in actual service, and is

here given to the engineering public for the first time.

His methods of obtaining data are decidedly different

from, and much more satisfactory than those commonly
employed hitherto, where indicator cards of engines

drawing trains at constant (?) speed on level (V) track

have been made the basis (with an arbitrary allow-

ance for engine friction) of estimates of resistance per

ton moved. In order to be of any value such tes's

must be made in long distance runs, and it is almost

impossible to find a hundred miles or more of absolutely

level track for the purpose, while it is also difficult to

obtain perfectly uniform speed even on a dead level.

Mr. Lundie's method of determining train resistance is

based on an examination of the speed curves of a train

when coasting from any speed to a dead stop. The
possibilities of such a method will be instantly evident

to an engineer, and it may be said, at once, that the re-

sults warrant a decided predisposition in its favor. It

is not only possible to obtain the gross resistance due

to track ami journal friction and air resistance com-

bined, but to differi ntiate between the air and the fric-

tion elements. The frictional resistance of a train

being reasonably constant within somewhat wide limits

of speed, the speed curve should be a nearly straight

descending line from full speed to a point somewhere
near a full stop. Now- the actual speed curve dips be-

low this straight line, as seen in Fig. 2, clearly showing

B decreasing retarding force (due to air resistance),

with decreasing speed.

In Fig. 1 are shown in graphic form the results cal-

culated from more than 150 runs made by Mr. Lundie

with trains of different weights on the South Side Ele-

vated Railroad, of Chicago. It will be seen that these

results, expressed by the location of points on the dia-

gram, cluster around "straight line curves," and that

these lines intercept each other, with surprising accu-

racy, at a single point located at a definite distance

above the origin. This indicates, of course, that the

first step in obtaining the final formula has hem
reached, in the establishment of a constant, represent-

ing the minimum possible train resistance for all

speeds and weights, and it is interesting to note, by the

way, that in none of the recorded experiments so far
made on passenger or freight trains of all weights has
the resistance per ton been less than the figure indi-

cated by this constant—4 pounds.
Mr. Lundie's formula is as follows:

14
R = 4 + S (0.2 + )

35 + T
where.
T = the weight of the transportation unit in tons

(2,000 lbs.).

R = resistance in pounds per ton.

S = speed in miles per hour.

It will be seen at once that unlike mi si previous for-

mulae, there are here but two variables after the con-

stant, namely, speed and train weight. Many other

investigators have endeavored to accomplish this, but
unsuccessfully, and in the formula which has been in

most general use in engineering hand-books, that of D.
K. Clark, speed only appears as a variable. From a

careful study of his results. Mr. Lundie developed the

formula on the following mathematical basis: The ex-

pression by which "S" is multiplied is proportional to

the tangents of the angles made by the lines develop -d

for different weights, as shown in Fig. 1, and is the

characteristic of a rectangular hyperbola which
(throughout the range of tests made) co-ordinates quite

accurately the relations between train weights and the

inclinations of the lines mentioned for corresponding
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weights. The term 0.2 is an intercept on the axis of //:

14 is the constant product of X and y, with the inter-

section of the asymptotes as origin; and 35 is an inter-

cept on the axis of X.

The test Of any formula lies in its application. Gaged

by this test, Mr. Lundie's formula unifies in a remark-

ably close manner nearly all recently published experi-

ments, together with other formulae of more Limited

application, as will be seen by an inspection of the ac-

companying table. The Stroudley, Sinclair and Dud-

ley tests of train resistance scheduled in this table were

brought together by A. M. Wellington in the Engineer-

ing News in 1S92, and referred to as intrinsically

worthy of confidence on account of the careful manner

in which they were made. To these we have added

further experiments made on the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Railroad in 1889, and on the Central Railroad of

New Jersey in 1S92. so that a fairly complete range of

train weights from 200 to 400 tons, and of train speeds

from 40 to 70 miles per hour is given in the table. The

Lundie formula checks up all these tests very closely.

though in all but one case the results obtained by its

use are slightly higher than the observed results. In

this connection it may be noted that Mr. Lundie ob-

tained his speed figures by positive methods, having

found that speed recorders for variable speeds arc not

sufficiently accurate, owing
to the inertia of the moving
parts.

These tests are all for

heavy railroad passenger
trains, upon which Mr. Lun-
die himself has made no

experiments. For trains of from 2d to liMt tons, and
for speeds <.ti from 5 to .'id miles [.er hour, the Lundie
formula is accurate, inasmuch as it is obtained directly

from 150 or more observations made by Mr. Lundie in

Chicago, as before stated. For lighter units still, the
formula agrees with the results of private tests made
by several of the great electric companies, and checks
very well indeed the Clark formula-

s'

(R = + 7.1G),
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hearing in mind that the latter is generally admitted
h\ engineers to be from one to two pounds too high.
Xow it need scarcely be pointed out that when a

formula of this general kind, deduced on mathematical
principles from a large series of experiments within a
comparatively narrow range of action, is found to be
equally applicable over a much wider range, a strong
presumption in favor of the soundness of its underlying
principle is established. It seems practically certain,

therefore, that the Lundie formula is thus applicable to

the whole range of passenger train traction on straight,

level, exposeil track in a calm atmosphere. It cannot.
however, be said to be applicable to street cars running
en gritty or dirty rails, and. in fact, it is unfortunately
too probable that no formula whatever can be devised

for street railway work for which a large factor of

safety would not have to be allowed in practice to pro-

vide for great differences in condition of track.

An interesting question now arises as to whether the

Lundie formula can be made, with some modifications,

applicable to all kinds of train transportation, freight

as well as passenger. It does not check the most re-

cently obtained data for exceedingly heavy trains.

Tests on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway,
made by the old method of engine indicator diagrams,
checked by dynamometer car. show that a 940-ton train

of loaded freight cars, running at 20 miles an hour, has
a resistance on a straight, level track of 5.5 lbs. per

ton. By the Lundie formula this would have been 8.3

lbs. per ton. An extremely heavy train of freight cars

on the New York Central, weighing 342S tons, had an
average train resistance, at 2d miles per hour, of about
4 His. per ton, or the limiting resistance by the Lundie
formula as expressed in the first constant. Other tests

on fairly heavy freight train work recently made have
shown approximately lbs. per ton as an average,
when track conditions were good, but these results vary
greatly with the condition of the track.

Now it being reasonable to suppose that with flu

heaviest freight train work, the train resistance will

approach the minimum, and the New York Central ex-

periment above referred to. indicating that this mini-

mum is Mr. Lundie's first constant of 4. it would seem
that the latter's first constant within the parenthesis,

namely: 2, must be inapplicable to very heavy freight-

train work, and should be, in fact, modified by a varia-

ble, probably T. It would be interesting, therefore, to

bring together and plot in diagrammatic form, reliable

results of a large number of freight-train tests taken
with different weights and speeds, to see if a modifica-

tion of the Lundie formula cannot be made for general

application to the heavy class of work, as well as light,

and we are inclined to believe that were this experi-

menting once done there might quite possibly be found
a common ground of reconciliation between the two
grades of service, by which a formula possessing the

general characteristics developed by Mr. Lundie could

be made applicable to the entire range of railroad trans-

portation.

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE,
AND RY.

LONG ISL-

The Brooks Locomotive Works recently built

three cousolidatiou locomotives for the Long Island

Railway, several views of oue of which we here pre-

sent. These engines have the Wootteu firebox.which
will burn anthracite and soft coal. They weigh 155,-

000 lbs., of which 135,000 lbs. is ou the drivers. They
have cylinders 21x2S inches: 51-inch drivers, a

straight top boiler 72 inches iu diameter, and de-

Tisr NUds By Year On Mem.
Average Sp«cd.

Miles per hour

Train Weight,

Tons.

Train Resista.nce.

Obsenrcd.
Lundie

formula.

William Stroudley 1885
1S92
1S92
:882

1889
)-S9

1892

Loudon, Brighton and South Coast.
Meau of six *.ests.

Single test

Single test

Single te?t .

133
70.

6Q.6

5"J3
60.

63 5
63.2

{2
f
20

l»

{5

37«
270
276
3'3
2J2.5

242-5
213
IOO
2CO
300
IOO
200

300
IOO
200
300

13.3

1903
I98
l6 9
'S-35

198
I9.O

774
" :i

9 5

95
9 5
12.42

12.42

12.42

1 4-

1

' H.Dudley io./j

19.0

199
• ,.

<•
C. R. R-, N.J

7.04
66

ii
6.4

• • •<

t\••

• • ..
13.

1

11.8

"3

Speed in Miles per Hour.

FIG. 1—TRAIN RESISTANCE FORMULA —RESULTS OF TESTS. PIG. 3—APPLICATION OF LUNDIE TRAIN RESISTANCE FORMULA,
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CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE- -LONG ISLAND RAILROAD.
Built by Brooks Locomotive Works.

signed to carry ISO lbs. of steam pressure; a heating
surface of 1952 square feet and a grate area of GO

s niare feet. The leading dimensions of these en-

gines are appended:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Weight on drivers 135.000 lbs.

Weight on trucks 20.000 lbs.

Weight, total . 155,000 lbs.

Weight, tender, loaded 86,000 lbs.

Wheel base, total, of engine 22 ft. 9 in.

Wheel base, driving 14 ft. in.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender 49 ft. 6 in.

Length over all. engine 35 ft. in.

Length over all, total, engine and tender.60 ft. % in.

Light, center of boiler above rails 8 ft. 8 in.

Hight of stack above rails. . . . 14 ft. 3V£ in.

Heating surface, fire box 179 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 1773 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 1952 sq. ft.

Grate area 69 sq. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.

Drivers, number Eight.
Drivers, diameter . . . . 51 in.

Drivers, material of centers Cast steel.

Truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Journals, driving axle 8 in. x 10 in.

Journals, truck 5% in. x 10 in.

Main crank pic, size 6*4 in. x 6 in.

CYLINDERS.
Cylinders, diameter .21 in.

Piston, stroke . . 28 in

Piston Rod, diameter 4 in.

Kind of piston rod packing U. S. Metallic.

Main rod. length center to center 120 in.

Steam ports, length 18 in.

Steam ports, width 1% in.

Exhaust ports, length 18 in.

Exhaust ports, width , 3 in.

Bridge, width 1% in.

VALVES.
Valves, kind of Richardson Balanced.
Valves, greatest travel 6^4 in.

Valves, outside lap % in.

Valves, inside lap None.
Lead in full gear None.
Lead constant or variable Variable.

BOILEE.
Boiler, type of Straight Top.
Boiler, working steam pressure 180 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel Steel.

Boiler, thickness of material In barrel 11-16 in.

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTTVE—LONG ISLAND RAILROAD.

Boiler, thickness of tube sheet % in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel 72 in.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple.
Seams, kind of circumferential Triple.

Crown Sheet, stayed with.... Radial stays.

Dome, diameter 30 in.

EIRE BOX.
Fire box. type. Wide, over wheels.
Fire box. length 120 in.

Fire box width 84 in.

Fire box depth, front 64 in.

Fire box depth, back 58 in.

Fire box material Steel.

Fire box, thickness of sheets

Tube Vs in.: sides, top and back % in.

Fire box, brick arch ... None.
Fire box mud ring, width

Back SY2 in; sides 3% in.: front 4 in.

Grates, kind of Cast iron shaking.
Tubes, number of . . . 294
Tubes, material Charcoal iron.

Tubes, outside diameter 2 In.

Tubes, thickness. No. 11 B. VV. G.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 11 ft. 7 3-16 in.

SMOKE BOX.

Smoke box, diameter outside 75 in.

Smoke box, length from flue sheet 63 in.

OTHER PARTS.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single.

Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent. .. .Permanent.
Exhaust nozzle, diameter. ... .5 in., 53-16 in., 5% in.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip above center of

boiler 1 in.

Netting, wire or plate Wire.
Netting, size of mesh or perforation

2y2x2% and 2%xl' 4 .

Stack, straight or taper Steel taper.

Stack, least diameter 15% in.

Stack, greatest diameter 18% in.

Stack, hight above smoke box 30 in.

TENDER.
Type Eight-wheel, steel frame.

Tank, type "tJ" shape.

Tank, capacity for water 4.000 gallons.

Tank, capacity for coal. 8 tons.

Tank, material Steel.

Tank, thickness of sheets 3-16 in. and *4 in.

Type of under frame Steel channel.

Type of springs.. - Vi Elliptic.

Diameter of wheels 33 in.

Diameter and length of journals 4^4 in. x 8 in.

Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 4 in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle 5% in.

Diameter of center of axle 4% In.

Length of tender over bumper beams 23 ft. 6 in.

Length of tank 20 ft. in.

Width of tank 8 ft. 7 in.

Hight of tank, not including collar 52 in.

Type of draw gear M. C. B. Standard.

The special equipment of these engines is: Amer-

ican driver brake, Wesringhouse tender brake, 9"4

in. air pump, Detroit sight-feed lubricators. Prince

6afety valves. Sellers* injectors. French springs. U.

S. metallic packing and Bell improved spark ar-

rester.
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CAR FOREHEN'S ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO.

.

J3*

FEBRUARY MEETING.
The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Chicago was held at the Briggs House. Chi-
cago. February 9. President Morris called the meet-
ing to order at 8 p. m. On account of the inclem-
ency of the weather a much smaller number than
usual were present. Among those in attendance were:
Ashcroft, Norman.
Callahan. J. P.

Canfield, L. T.
Cook. W. C.
Da vies. W. ().. Jr.

Depue; .Tas.

Earle. Ralph R.
Oruhlke. K.

Groobey, Geo.
Crieb, J. C.

Goehrs, W. H.
Guthenberg, B
Green, C. E.
Hennessey. .7. J.

Hansen. A. 1'.

Holtz. Chris.

Johannes, Albert.
La Rue, H.
Morris, T. R.
Miller. Wm.
Olsen, Louis.

Prlckett, .Tas.

Penn, O. A.

Rieckhoff, Chas.
Smith. E. B.

Showers, G. W.
Stuckie, E. J.

Schultz, August.

Wentsel, Geo,
Williams, Thos.

Weaverson, Fred.
Miscellaneous Business.

President Morris reported that since the January
meeting the question of another meeting room had been
considered. Some correspondence had been had with
the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. and with the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry. General Manager
Brown, of the latter railway, had offered quarters in

his company's general office building, the offer also

being made to run the electric lights and the elevator

on the nights of the meetings. The directors' room
was originally proposed, but as this was later neces-
sarily used for oilier purposes the use of the rotunda
of the building was offered, it being proposed to pro-

vide plenty of chairs and a table. President Morris
further stated that only temporary arrangements had
been made with the Briggs House for accommodations
but that the proprietor of that house was favorably

disposed towards continuing to provide the room occu-
pied at this meeting. These statements resulted in

the appointing of a committee to make arrangements
for the regular use of the Briggs House facilities if

possible.

President Morris announced that the executive com-
mittee had decided, in the matter of the revision of

remarks made at the meetings, that those who wished
to revise their remarks should notify the secretary to

that effect at least two weeks before the 1st of the

month, so that that part of the proceedings contain-

ing their remarks could be sent to them for examin-
ation.

Secretary Cook: The following names have been sub-

mitted to the executive committee and approved, and
the gentlemen will be enrolled as members:
Ralph R. Earle. Provision Dealers' Dispatch; H. C.

Kehm, I. C. Ry.: Wm. Miller. Nelson Morris & Co.;

Jos. Opie, Chas. Rieckhoff, D. Twomblv and A. J.

Sherman. C. M. & St. P.; G. N. Saum, C. & E.; E.

Hedrick, Live Poultry Trans. Co.

Secretary Cook: We had enrolled at the last meet-

ing l.~>4 members, which, together with the nine ap-

plications we have to-night, make a total of 163 at

the present time.

President Morris: At the last meeting, on motion of

Mr. Grieb. a committee was to be appointed to make
recommendations concerning the revision of the M. C.

B. rules at the next annual convention. The chair did

not appoint the committee at that time, but has since

notified the following that they are on that commit-
tee, and has received word that they will serve: J. C.

Grieb. chairman. W. E. Sharp. T. B. Hunt. S. Shan-
non, C. S. Stagg. Wm. Miller and George Wentsel.
Has the chairman of that committee any remarks to

make?
Mr. Grieb: I think that most of the railway clubs,

at least the Western and the Southwestern railway
clubs, will present their reports at the April meet-
ing. I think by reason of the importance of the sub-

ject that it would be well to allow this committee two
months' time to canvass the Geld thoroughly and
present a report at the April meeting.

President Morris: If there are no objections the
committee will be allowed two months' time.

A vote of thanks was extended to Mr. John W.
Cloud, secretary of the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation, for the two bound volumes of their proceed-
ings, and the books were ordered placed in the files

of the association.

Secretary Cook: Since our last meeting we have re-

ceived from the Car Foremen's Association of Cincin-

nati, copies of their proceedings from October. '98. to

the present time. They will l>e placed in the files,

where the members who wish to do so may look them
Over. There is a suggestion in their letter that we
might exchange proceedings. I believe it would be of

benefit to both associations if this were done.

President Morris: In looking over these proceedings

I find that they are not quite so voluminous as our
own. They do not go into details quite so much as

we do. They, perhaps, have not the facilities for

getting them out. However, they are interesting and
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show the trend of the discussion and feeling, and I

think if there were some menus whereby wo could

get them to the members it would be very good for all

concerned. I do not know that there is any other

way than by having the members look them over when
they are brought to the meetings.

Secretary Cook reported that at the meeting of the

executive committee, Mr. Grieb, of the advisory com-
mittee, had suggested the advisability of having a box

placed on the secretary's table, in which the members
might deposit questions which they desired to be

brought before the association for discussion. After

ral affirmative expressions of opinion, it was the

sense of the meeting that such an arrangement be in-

stituted to start with tile next meeting.
Responsibility for Broken Sills.

President Morris: We will now take up the first

question on this evening's program, topic No. 3, of the

January meeting, which was not completed, relating

to responsibility for broken sills following two broken
ones originally.

Mr. Davies, dr.: In my opinion there are two or

three ways of disposing of a ear in that condition. In

the first place, if he received car from connecting line

with two sills broken, and while handling it he broke

two more, he could replace the two he broke and send

car back to the receiving line on his record of two
broken sills: or. if he received car from connecting line

with two sills broken and he afterwards broke two
more, he could hold the ear and notify the owner,
stating that he had a record of receiving car with two
broken sills and had broken two more. The owner
is surely responsible for the four sills, in my opinion.

Mr. Wentsel: I beg to differ with Mr. Davies. 1

think there is a question arising there. If he had not.

received the car with two broken sills, it is like as not
he would not have broken the other two. I do not
think he can bill for the four sills.

Mr. Davies. Jr.: I do not say to charge the four sills

to the owner. Of course it is natural enough when
two sills are broken that it weakens the others; but

at the sitme time the owner is responsible for two
broken sills, and the railroad that is handling this car

has only broken two. and still has a record of two
broken when car was received.

Mr. Friekett: I think the proper way, if they hold a

record of two broken sills when car was received from
owner, and they afterwards broke two more, would
be to notify the owner that he has a record of two
broken sills, and get his consent before putting the

others in. and then he could charge the owner.
Mr. Miller: It is my opinion that if a railroad com-

pany receive a car from another one with two broken
sills, that they should make repairs to it before break-

ing two more, and if they fail to do so. they are re-

sp insible for the damage. The rules as they read

give railroad companies the privilege of making all

kinds of repairs and charging the owners for it. The
owner gives that privilege in order to be protected,

ami any railroad company that fails to take advan-

tage of this privilege certainly ought to be held re-

sponsible for the damage that is done through its

negligence.

Mr. Depue: The hist gentleman says he thinks that

the company receiving the car with two broken sills

should at once make repairs. I do not think that

could always be done. If a company receives a car

with two broken draw sills, the principal sills in a

car. and breaks two more in handling the car. it does

not seem to me that it should be made responsible for

the inter sills, providing the two draw sills were
broken. But 1 think, as Mr. Prickett says, that if it

notifies the owner and gels his consent to make re-

pairs, then the owner has got to be responsible for

all the damage or for the repairs made to the four
broken sills.

Mr. Showers: It don't seem exactly right that the

receiving road should be held responsible for the two
additional sills that were broken under those condi-

tions, yet I think we are compelled to confine our-

selves to the present rules—not only to the present
titles, but to tin- present system in effect since Sent.
'96. Take rules 1 and 2. Rule 1 specifies that each
line shall give to foreign cars the same care it jrives

its own in regard to inspecting. Rule 2 says, cars
shall lie received if in serviceable condition, the re-

ceiving road to be the judge. Is there any special

provision in Rule 3 whereby a line may receive a ear
with two broken sills'/ None that we can find. I am
of the opinion that where a car is received with two
broken sills that they should at once make the re-

pairs and bill the owner. I am of the opinion that the
arbitration board will bear us out in this matter. We
may refer to case No. 484 under the rules of '96, where
it was held to be the duty of all roads to give for-

eign cars the attention necessary to keep them in safe
hauling condition, and in case of breakage or damage
resulting from their negligence does not relieve them
from any additional damage. Also in case .".'',1 (Peoria
& I'ekin line), where they had plenty of evidence that

the two draft sills were broken, yet they were held
by the arbitration committee for the additional defects,

i cause tin- repairs were not made at once. That is

why I say we should confine ourselves to the rules.

Mr. Grieb: I believe that there has recently been a

decision made, by the arbitration committee, that very
fully covers the question at issue: but as these deci-

sions have not yet been made public, 1 do not think

anything can be said as to the contents of the same.
Mi Davies. Jr.: While everything that Mr. Show-

ers lias said is true, yet in many cases, in

a majority of cases. I might say. in re-

ceiving a car with two broken sills, it is impossible

to immediately -"place them. The receiving line is thfc

judge: and there is any number of cars received every

day wiih two broken sills and allowed to run and con-

sidered perfectly safe. A railroad company may have
a car on its line with two broken sills. If it delivers

this ear with two sills broken, and two additional sills

are subsequently broken. I fail to see why the railroad

company handling this ear is responsible for the sills.

A member: It looks to me that the case as decided

is simply trying to make the owner pay for conse

quential damage: in other words, the damage caused
by receiving car in defective condition. 1 do not think

you can make the owner pay for any more sills than

the first two ! roken when car was received, because
the receiving road has the right to reject that car or

transfer it. If you don't want to put the sills in. send

it back. If t'.io ear is empty and you can put the sills

in. mark it to the repair track and bill the owner. But
it you run it with two sills broken and you break two
more. I think you are responsible for the extra sills

broken.
President Xorris: If car has two sills broken and

you mark it for the transfer track, and before getting

it theie. two other sills are broken as a result of the

original defects, you are placed in a position where
you will have to decide what you will do with the fount

sills. What would you do in a case like that?

A member: In a case like that. I would not ac-

knowledge that the receiving road had record of thb

car at all. The inspector rejected it and marked it for

transfer, and the road to whom it was intended to bfc

delivered does not receive it. consequently it is not

responsible for any damage to the car. The road

handling the car would be responsible, if it were the

owner of a foreign road.

Mr. Hennessey: It seems to me that the receiving

road is the judge as to whether the ear is safe to

handle or not with two broken sills. If they consider

it safe to handle, they accept it; if they break addi-

tional sills before they make repairs which form a

combination, I think the receiving road is responsible

for the whole damage. The owner is responsible for

nothing. If there are new decisions out that fully

cover this point, I think it had better be laid over and
no action taken on it to-night.

A member: There may have been cases decided in

the line of this talk: but I cannot see the justice of

forcing a road to put in sills that were broken when
car was received. There is no justice in making them
pay for four sills, if they have record of receiving ear

with two broken.
Mr. Hfnne, sey: I will say that I do not know what

the decisions are. but the fact still remains that a rail-

ii ad compan.i has no right to accept a car in imperfect

condition, do additional damage and then charge the

owner. It was never intended that the owner of the

car should pay for repairs unless such repairs were
made in time to prevent further damage.
Mr. Stuckie: The point was just now made of re-

jecting an inspector's record of two sills. 1 hold that

where a car is received with two broken sills the load

of the ear has a great deal to do with immediate re-

pairs: and I also hold that if an inspector receive? a

car and marks it "transfer" that he is not receiving

the ear—he is receiving the commodity and not the ear.

If in sending the car to have the commodity trans-

ferred into another ear additional sills are broken, 1

think the owner should be responsible. The owner
lid have made repairs before tendering it to his

connection Where they tender a ear to me with two
broken sills. I would consider that they were fully as

justified i'i r pairing these two sills, before tendering

it to me, as for the company which I represent to re-

pair them, every bit

Mr. Showers: In case the delivering company was
the s cond p irty—that is. a delivering company offer-

ing a foreign ear—then would the owner be respons-

ible'.' The delivering company has broken two draft

sills and offers the car in interchange. and it is rejected

—goes back on his hands. Should he not make repairs

and bill the owner for the two sills? If he broke two
mote, the combination is broken. Let him stand the

w-hole of it.

Mr. Olsen: How many cars are received and ac-

cepted with two broken sills and not transferred? 1,

for one, as a ear inspector, receive cars every day. and
if I receive a ear with two broken sills I would trans-

fer the load. It is in my opinion not safe to go out on

the road with two broken draft sills.

Mr. Smith: I would like to have the secretary read
the article on page 28 Of the February Master Me-
chanic, cut ire. 1 "Owner's Rights and User's Responsi-

bilities." for the benefit of the members. That covers

the ground very fully, i Secretary Cook read the ar-

il lo.l

Mr. Grieb: In order to close the discussion, I would
make a motion that we endorse the position taken by

the writer in that article; and that the line that accepts

a car in such condition that further damage is liable to

ensue, which damage, in connection with that existing

on the car when received by him forms a combination
on. Iii; the rules defining rough usage, should be re-

s; o -i. 1 • for the entire damage.
Seconded
Mr. Smith: I do not agree with the gentleman on

that; I think the owner should pay for two sills broken
and the party handing the ear for the balance.
Mr La Rue: I m ive as an amendment to Mr. Grieb's

motion that we carry this over to the next meeting. 1

think w e are voting on what the decision is going to

be.

This amendment was carried, and the original mo-
tion as amen ted was also carried.

President Morris: At the present time the question
status in this way Mr. LaRne's amendment to

carry it over to the next meeting was carried. We
have decided nothing so far as th s question is eon-

d—merely to carry it over to the next meeting
for further disci s-ion

Pocket Bolt Holes in M. C. B. Couplers.
President Morris: The next quest. on for discussion

will be No. -. which was postponed from the last

no i ting. It reads as follows: 'Is it a deviation from
M. C. B. standards for an M. C. B. coupler to have
but ni:v hole for bolt to secure pocket to shanks. How
sh old such coupler be credited if removed'.'''

Mr. LaRue: The only question that presents itself

to me is this: If a car is equipped with that kind of

a coupler, sin u d it bo stenciled on the end "M. C. B.

coupler?
'

Presid nt Morris: That resolves itself into the

questii.n whether the coupler is M. C. B. or not. That
is what we are trying to get at. We all know there is

in. question about the head being M. C. B., providing

it has the c nitour lines. The question is as to whether
the shank is or not.

Mr. LaRue: It is also a question of credit.

President Morris: Yes. If it is decided the shank
is not M. C. B. standard, it is an easy matter to decide

as to the credit. I should think.

Mr. Smith: Refer to page 389 of the Master Car
Bui] lers' proceedings for 1898.

Mr. Davies. Jr.: The drawings of the M. O. B. As-
sociation show only one shank and that is a shank
with two hobs for the pocket rivet; so, according to

that, any shank made of a different shape or having
one hole for pocket rivet would be wrong: also any
shank that is longer than the shank recommended by
the M. C. B. Association would be wrong.
Mr. La Rue: I would like to ask then, if cars are

equipped with a shank with only one bolt, if we place

an M. C. B. coupler in there with two bolts, can they

remove that and place one with one bolt in and scrap

the M. C B. coupler?
Mr. ! avies, Jr.: I should say not. Putting in a

standard M. C. B coupler would not be wrong. Any-
thing the Master Car Builders include as M. C. B.
si: ndard, if ir properly fits the car. is not wrong: but

in case of a coupler with only one hole, that would be

wrong on account of not being an M. C. B. coupler.

Mr. Prickett: In a case of that kind, if you should
attach an M. C. B. coupler with one hole in the rear

end tor a tail loop and no gib on the end for your tail

loop to g . in. I should consider it wrong repairs; but
if you take and attach an M. C. B. coupler with one
hoi and the gib on. I think it would be standard.

Air. LaRue: For the benefit of the members. 1 will

state the eircnnistai.ee as nearly as I can. This was
a coupler with only one bolt, and with the gib on
pocket. That coupler was put in the car for an M. C.

B. coupler. Ir was received by the owner and was
run for five ot six months, when he discovered it in

some way and took :
t out and wants to scrap it. as not

being standard to the car. That is a standard coupler

with only one hole in Last meeting 1 made the asser-

tion that the rear end was not M. C. B. standard. 1

did it expecting somebody to pick me up. 1 do uot

make it. 1 ecause I do not know it. Then I turned
around and asked the question whether that coupler,

if not standard to the car. should be scrapped or To-

per cent allowed.

Mr. Showers. Rule 4 of Section 13 is very plain

(Reads Section 13. i Therefore I claim that if the draw-
bar is an M C. B. standard it surely is proper repairs

and it may be used.

President Morris: Do you also claim that a draw-
bar that has an M. C B. head and only one bolt hole

is standard M. C. B.?

Mr. Showers: That is an M. C. B. standard.

A member: I do not think there is much chance for

argument as to what is an M.'C. B. coupler. The
drawings arc very plain. They give all the measure-
ments and also show the number of holes, the distance

from center to center and the distance the first one is

from the back and the length from end to stop. All

these measurements are given, so I do not see that

there is any argument. Anything deviating from that

I should not consider M. C. B. standard.

Mr. LaRue: I would like to ask why a road sten-

cils "M. C. B. coupler" on a car when the coupler only

has one bolt hole.

A member: That is the fault of the painter.

A member: I would say that the fact Of a man
stenciling "M. C. B." on the end of a ear does not

make the coupler M. C. B., because it has no connec-
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tion with the coupler at all. It is nut a part of the

coupler.

Mr. Davies: I would say it could still be an M. C.

B. coupler al hough having only one hole for bolt. An
M. C; B. coupler could mean the head. A. shank with
utily one h lie is not standard. You can call it an M.
C. B. coupler l> cause it couples automatically, but it

would not lie an M. C. B. standard.

Mi. Hennessey: I do not think there is any ground
fox argument. The M. C. B. Association say they

shall conform t the drawings, and anything deviating

from them is not an M. C. B. coupler. You might
just as well say you could put in a coupler 4 inches

ton long ur too shoit. Vim could put it in. but the

owner would have tn remedy it; he could not use it in

his own ear: it wou d be scrap to him. As a matter

of equity the coupler might lir returned and an allow-

ance made fur whatever they could agree upon.

Mr. LaRue: I think that if a coupler were ton long

it would not he complying with the rules. This coup-

ler did fit properly; there is no doubt about that: only

the question of credit.

Mr. Davies. Jr : In that ease I should say that the

body of the coupler should lie credited as scrap; the

knuckle, locking arm and lilting pin at 75 per rent.

Mr. LaRnc: Where are you going to draw the line'.'

Would you scrap the body of the coupler right behind

the shank or right behind the head'.'

Mr. Davies. Jr.: If the shank is nut M. C. B. the

coupler is not M. 0. B.; it is all one piece; you can

not change them.
Mr. Miller: I think in a case of this kind the road

that applies the coupler ought to have the privilege at

taking the COU] ler back. I do not think it would be

right to scrap the coupler, that is. throw it away en

tirely. without giving them the privilege of taking it

back. In case one of our cars was returned to us

with a coupler of that kind, the pocket being wrong, I

would not accept it. because our freight might lie de-

layed on that account. If a pocket breaks, nobody

has time to make a special pocket. We all know that

is quite a job. It takes up time. If the road does

net want to take the pocket back, the shank to the

pocket ought to be scrapped—ought to be allowed

scrap credit. It would be worthless to us. If you

want to accept it. that is all right. Anybody that

wants to accept a coupler of that kind can do so; but

the owner should not be compelled to accept a coupler

of that kind.

Mr. Showeis: I would like to have the secretary

read arbitration case Xo. 529. (Secretary Cook reads

case.)

Mr. Showers: M. ('. B. axles were used which were
not of the size or dimension that were originally stan-

dard to the car. and the decision was that only scrap

credit should be allowed for the axles.

Mr. Hennessey: It was even worse than that: it

was an M. C. B. axle that was scrapped; one 40,000

and one 60,000.

Mr. Showers: For the benefit of the association 1

will say that we had a case of that kind some time

ago with a certain line where they applied a 00,000

capacity axle to our cars and they were %-in. too

long, in other words, %-in. longer than the axle we
were Using, and our brass would not work well in the

box. The matter hung fire for some time, but they

finally acccp ed scrap credit, inasmuch as we could

not use the axle. An M. C. B. axle was standard.

Mr. Davies. Jr.- I move that the sense of this

meeting is that any coupler that has only one hole it.

the shank for pocket rivet is not a standard M. O. B.

coupler, and that coupler body and pocket should be

scrapped.

The motion was carried.

Slid Wheels.
President Morris: The next case is Xo. 3, in regard

to slid wheels. I will say in regard to this titat when
the executive committee took this up, they understood
that accord!] g to a strict construction of the M. 0. B.

rules any wheel that was slid less than 2% in. was not

eardable; that is. the party doing the damage is not

responsible for it. This question is. perhaps, more in

the way of a recommendation to the committee on

revision of the rules and is in the way of equity. It

seems wrong that a party should slide a pair of wheels

—one 2% in. and tile other 2% in.—and compel the

owner to throw that 2% in. wheel in the scrap and get

nothing for i': but we perfectly understood when we
got this up that the M. C. B. rules did not allow for

the carding of a wheel that was not slid 2% in. or

over. With this in view. I would like to hear a few
expression- of opinion in regard to it.

Mr. Callahan: 1 do not think anybody, especially

around Chicago, would stand on that at all. I think

that any company around Chicago that slid one wheel

2% in. and the other 2*4 in. would card for both wheels
without trouble

President Morris: My experience has not been that

way.
Mr. Callahan: I do not think I would stand on it

for a m'nute. and I do not think anybody else would;

that is not do ; ng justice toward a brother.

Mr. Wentsel: If they make a request and state the

flatness of the wheel we generally card.

President Morris: If it is not 2% in.

7

Mr. Wentsel: They generally say it is 2'j in. They

do not say one wheel 2'y in. the other 2% in., but

they are always 2'^ in.

Mr. Davies. Jr.: My experience is entirely different

from Mr. Callahan's. If I take out a pair of slid

wheels and have tin foreman of the different linos

i nine to look at them, they will tight for i. s of an inch.

If one wheel is 2% in. and the other 2% in., you don't

get a card for (he 2% in. So my opinion is that a rail-

road company sliding a pair of wheels, one wheel 2%C,
the other less than that, you cannot do anything with

them, as the M. C. B. rules say wheels should be slid

2% in. in order to be eardable
Mr. Callahan: I will say in answer to Mr. Davies

that I was no speaking from experience; 1 have never

had a case of that kind. I was speaking from a com
iron sense point of view
Mr. Penn: My experience lias lieu that wheels are

generally slid 2% in. Sometimes when you run across

them they are generally less. But they generally man-
age to figure out 2 x

-2 in.

Mr. Showers: The rules say tin Sec. 13 of Rule 3,

flat sliding): if the Spot caused by sliding is 2% in. or

over in length, delivering company is responsible. Why
is delivering company responsible? Because it is un-

fair usage. I believe at the last meeting one of the

members made the statement that where unfair usage

was proven in any case, that for all additional dam-
age, if it be no more than a nail, they were responsible

for the damage, and I think we are safe in saying

that wherever they slide one wheel 2'j in. it is unfair

usage, and any additional damage to the axle or any

Other part caused by that sliding they would be re-

sponsible for. That is my opinion.

Mr. Grieb: It seems to me that there are some lim-

itations t. this question of unfair usage; and in case

where the rules specify as accurately as they do in the

case of slid wheels, it does not leave much room for

argument as to what disposition shall he made of a

case of that kind. This matter of equity 1 hardly

think e. ters into the consideration. We ought to be

guided by the reading of the rules, when we have a

definite rule on the point at issue. There are but few
cases ii actual experience where you have two pait

of slid wheels under the same car. one pair exceeding

tie limit and one pair less than the limit.

Mr. LaRue: It seems to me, in fact 1 know, that the

Master Car Builders have tried to do what they

thought was right; but, of course, in making up a list

of defects there i< an undetinahle line that has to be

drawn somewhere, and they have done that, and 1

think if we have to live up to the rules in regard to

-

M. C. B. couplers we might as well live up to the rules

in regard slid flat wheels.

A member: The way I understood this question

when it started out is different from what Mr. Grieb
speaks of. I understood that one wheel was slid 2%
in. and the opposite one 2% in. Would you bill for

b i h wheels or for one? You will find lots of wheels

slid that way I would say that they would have the

right to bill but for one wheel, because the other

wheel is not up to the limit as laid down by the Mas-
ter Car Builders. It is not slid 2'i in. -The company
taking it out has the right to grind it and put it in ser-

vice again.
Mr. Showers: Would it be advisable not to remove

a wheel from an axle when one was slid 2 1
-, in. and

the other 2% in.—when it only lacks such a small

amount? If there is any reason why he should scrap

that wheel, is there any reason why he should not be

paid for it'.'

A member: In answer to Mr. Showers I will say

that if the wheel was not slid 2 1
,. in. a man would be

justified in putting another on. provided it mated.

There are a great many wheels that are slid 2',4 in.,

probably 2% In. They are mated up and sent to the

grinding room and after being ground are put back
into into service again. They are not as good as a

new whee'. but they are perfectly safe. The only ob-

jection to them is that they will shell out in time where
the flat spot was. from having been burnt. But there

is nothing in the rules that will prevent a man from

shoving another right on with one slid 2 in. I think

most anybody would do it; I have done it myself.

Mr. Hennessey: I do not think there is much 1 m
for discussion on this question—2% in. is defined by

the M. C. B. rules as the limit: less than that is not

scrap. The arbitration committee have tried to de-

cide caS' s according to the rules; they have not tried

to decide according to equity. It is only by reason of

living up to the rules strictly that they are as valu-

able as they are.

Mr. Callahan: Tie way I understand the question,

one wheel was slid 2% in. or over, and the other l^ in.

.ii- '
4 in. less han limit. I do not think there is a car

foreman in Chicago, if you had a case of that kind

and called him over to see the wheel, but what would

card for both wheels without trouble.

A motion bv Mr. Smith, as amended by Mr. Davie-.

Jr., to the effect that "It is the sense of this meeting
that any wheel slid less than 2U in. is not eardable,"

being i-ec nd d. was carried.

Protection of Car Inspectors and Repair Men.
President Morris: We will now take up the fourth

ques'ion. in regard to protecting ear inspectors ami re-

pair men while on duty working at inspection points.

What is the general practice?

Mr. Wentsel: On our line, where it is necessary,
we use a blue Bag at all points, it is necessary at all

points to use the Bag and also On our repair track.

President Morris: At both ends of the train'.'

Mr. Wentsel: 'i

President Mortis: What rights have the switch-
men '.'

Mr. Wentsel: Xo right to remove the flag. The
party that puts the flag on the car is the one to re-

move it.

Mr. Prlckett: On the road that I represent, the ('.

i\; 11. I., we use a blue (lag in all cases. My repair
tracks an- stub tracks, havi one end, and the
flag is pur up the first thing in :he morning. If we

at in the yard to make repairs on a car that has
become dam ged by switching, we flag both ends with
a blue flag, and the flag is not touched until the car is

repaiied, and the man who put it up takes it down, in

all cases.

Mr. Davies Jr.- On the Milwaukee in inspecting a
train, there are no Hags put up at all. Mr. Prickett
has mentioned what their practice is on the repair
track. I would like to ask him what the inspectors do
when they are inspecting a train.

Mr. Prickett: Use a blue Hag
Mr. Davies. Jr.- On both ends?
Mr. Prickett- Only on (lie end they commence at;

the rear end of '-he train.

President Morris: Is there not danger of a switch
engine coming in at the other end'.'

Mr. Prickett: In nearly all cases they "open'' the
train at the south end of the yard. It is generally
switched from the south end of the yard. They put
their blue flag up on the rear end in day time, and a

blue light at night, and it remains there, unless they
want to take a car out. For instance, if a car comes
in that they want to send out in a fast train, they
walk down end tell the inspector that such and such a
car is in there and they would like to have it taken
i u . The flay is raised, the car taken out, and the flag

put back again. I should state that this is a state law
and should le lived up to in all cases.

President Morris: Mr. Hunt, of the Ft. Wayne,
told me of a method they put in practice on their

i-oad. which seems to be a g 1 plan. He says that

each car repairer is provided with a tin Hag that has
his name printed on it. When he goes under a train

to make repairs, he puts his flag at the end. Each
man does that: there may be six men working on a
train, and no one is allowed to take those flags away
but the men to whom they belong. That makes it al-

most impossible for a switch engine to come in think-

ing that the track is clear, because the Hag has been
taken away. He says there have been no accidents
since it was put in practice.

Mr. Callahan: I make use of these tin flags. 1

bon owed the idea from Mr. Hunt. I put each iu-

(pector's name on; also my oilers. The oilers often
have to jack up a box to take out a brass. I have the
flags for my inspectors and car repairers and for my
oilers on passenger work, and I find it very convenient
and handy As each man has his flag you can always
fell where he is if you want him. Before we made
these we used to have bunting, but we had to renew
them every two or three weeks at least. The tin ia

much more durable It is the best thing of the kind 1

ever saw. Wo take a 1 in. pipe 4 ft. long, and put .\

sharp bolt in the end and [mint the end down. The
flag part is about 10x14 in

Mr. Stuekie: Tin- protection business is something
that is very essential both to the railroad companies
and to the inspectors. A man that is nor protected
cannot give a car the attention that he should give it.

For example. I had a case of this kind last week,
where the Lake Shore delivered to us a car with one
broken draft timber; the car also had other defects
that formed a combination, but for lack of protection
with the flag, and there being an engine on the train,

I did not like to go in under and I could not get the
combination: consequently the company is out that
much. If they had furnished the protection necessary
I could have given it a better inspection. The A.. T.
& S. F. claims, or si me of their foremen do. that for
lack of room they cannot use a flag, bin still they
want to hold their inspectors down to a rigid inspec-
tion. I hold that no inspector can give a car the inspec-
tion that he should give it unless he is thoroughly
protected with a flag, and knows that the cars are
not going to move while he is under them.
Mr. Showers: The question of protecting an inspec-

tor is a matter that 1 think too little attention is paid
to ever tin entire country. We start a freight train
out over the line and shortly after comes a passenger
train. We have a nunf er of passengers—no matter
who they are- who lake their places in the coaches
with tin understanding that everything is in proper
shaii' so there will Ik accidents upon the line. We
reach the first division with the freight train:

there is some switching to be done, some cars taken
i ut. some cars picked up: the inspector starts
out iii a hurry to look over the train: the con-
ductor is in a rush to get off the first division ahead
of the passenger train—to make time ami gel over the
line ahead of the passenger train, and in doing so he
rushes the inspector. The inspector knows he has no
flag up to protect him and for that reason neglects his
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duty in the w 1 per attention, most especial..

the wheels, and thereby is liabi. siderable
dan.

\ the freight train, and not only delay the
»-~nger, but cause an accident in the train and lives.

I think the matte; of pi . is a mat-
ter of vital imp nance. It should be adhered to very
strictly.

A member- I have been connected with two or
three differer.' - and they all have a rule in the
time card, or usually in a book of instruction, corn-

er foremen or car - rs to protect
themselves with dags of differt-: - •

roads use blue The road I just left used red. If they
fail to protect themselves the company is not re-

but the man who has charge of the men. But
where a car repairer's flag is up. no switchman or any

r man than the one who put it up there has the
right to take it down. As to the safety of the passen-

I am reminded of an incident that happened to

ree at Kankakee a good while ago. perhaps in "79. 1

used to work for a man named Riley who would al-

ways go around tapping the wheels of a pass
train but who n.-ver looked over the trucks or draw-

I said to him one day. "Pat. can you tell a
cracked wheel by the Sound of it'

-" "No," he says.

""I can't." "What do you tap them for." 1 a-

"Don'T you know." he replied, "it makes the pa--
gers feel a little safer, that is all."

Mr. Priekett: I will state that I have put up tbe

blue flag at both ends of the yard and blocked four
tracks, and the switch engine has laid there ten min-
utes while they walked from the north to the south
end to find out why I had the tracks blocked. I might
have - dag up and blocked one track, but to

make myself clear and protect my men. I blocked all

of the tracks. The yardmaster came down to find out
why I had blocked all the tracks. When I explained
he said it was a good idea.

Mr. Stnekii There is another question I would like-

to bring up. When a man is not protected, should he
be censured for anything that is missed': For in-

stance, on a combination of defec-Ts where he dare not
put his head under unless he is liable to get it chopped
off. Of course he runs that risk. Should that inspector
be eersured for missing an article under the car where
he is no" ted ? I know of one instance where
the general yardmaster threw a flag off the right of
way and said b> was running that right of way. That
is where the mechanical department was a little bit

lame and not willing to cooperate with the traffic de-
partment—where they did nol h other half
way. where if they had met each other half way there
would have been no trouble of that kind. 1 believe
in meeti:.- rtment in every instance;
and I believe in having a little n for myself
and others, especially for the safety of the company.

• money in their pockets, and they get much better
insp crion and better servi

Mr. LaRue: There are certain responsibilities at-

ed to our positions and mo-- -
t, are

blam-.i f < r a great many things that we do not know
about, but which we are responsible for. and I think
it is the same way with an inspector, and they will

have to take it the same as the rest of -

The meeting here adjourn
The next meeting will be held Thursday. March 9.

at the Briggs House. Chicago, corner Randolph street

and Fifth avenue: the meeting will be called to order
B clock sharp. .rant will l>e as follows:
Two cases in dispute betivten roads represented h*

members of the ass .. as follows:
- No. 1.

—"A I a car from the builders"

-r hauling it a short distance, deliv

it to "B" ("B is r. B - . hot
1 ox and exam'nal - fact that bi -•

was cut and spoiled—journal was not cut but
not being pr< perly finished off

by builders. *"B ' smoothed off journal and applied
new brass. V - -- and
journal''

2 —"A" deliveied to "B" a car foreign to both.
- "B" had iun th- < ar some distance a more rigid

insp- that there is a 7 in. brass on one
j'Urnil. Car is equip ed with standa d • pac-
ify axb s. with 4t-jxS journals. Wi .

run h> t. "B" removes the 7 in. brass and appl.

stan S ss _ owner for same. 1-

•he rules - -

There will also be topi al discuss s as fol
1—What is ihe current practice in renewing dust

guards and ebar-
2—I- the ownei

defects that follow knocking a car off center?

COMMENT BY CAR FOREMEN.

- column is edited bv the Publication Committee of the Car I

- Association. . .ilitat Ma-tee Mi
- and

5, chairman.

Responsibility for Flat Wheels.

M. C. B. rules of interchange make the railway com-
pany doing the sliding responsible only for wheels
having spots 2% in. long or over. It brought out
many and varied expr - - of opinions, but could
not. of course, be decided except in one way. which
was that the rules must be strictly construed. This

-ion is. however, but another instance of a con-

flict lietween law and equity. The M. C. B. rules

are supposed to he based on justice to all.

The arbitration committee is supposed to base its

decisions on the rules, and if in arriving at its conclu-

sions a deviation from justice is the result, so much
the worse for the ruh - - much more need for

their revision. It certainly is not justice for "A" to

slide a pair of wheels under "B's" ear. the spots on
one wheel being 21 ; in. and the other 2% in., and send
the car home to owner giving him a defect card for

whi - idden. This leaves the owner with a
wheel on his hands having a flat sr - _ . What
shall he do with it? He can perhaps grind it down,
but this process means the reducing of the life of the
wheel a certain number of months' and even if there

be chill enough to allow this to be done, the proba-
bilities are that the metal in the flat spot has beeomt

red by burning that it crumbles very quickly,

making the wheel worthless. As a suggestion, would
it not be a good thing to have the new rules specify,

that when one wheel is slidden 2^ in. or over and the

mate wheel, say. 2% in. or over, the party doing the

sliding shall be held for both wheels?

The M. C. B. Coupler.

The number of people who are of the opinion that

the M. C. B. coupler is a failure seems to be increas-

ing right along. There are a great many more who, it

i> very evident, while being reluctant to put themselves
on record in opposition, intrench themselves behind the

ment that "It is the best we have." or "It has been
applied to thousands of cars." and wind up with the
question. "What are you g : g I do about it?" It

will }>e remembered that during the palmiest days of

iity in New York City. W. M. Tweed asked the

question. We all know what the reply was iD

his case. Heroic measures were adopted and it was
found that something could be done by going about it

in the right way.
At the present time the inventive genius of the coun-

try is handicapped by being restricted to certain lines

and f'rms. Why not let it be known that the present

type of coupler is not satisfactory and invite sugges-

tions for new designs. This proposition is made in good
faith, knowing that the gentlemen who would be so

unfortunate as to be on the committee to investigate

are apt to be driven to earbr graves.

According to the arguments quoted above, the pres-

eut type of M. C. B. coupler will continue to be the
-he end of time. If it is ever the inten-

tion to change the standard, why not begin to take
steps in that direction at once? In answer to the ar-

gument that it would - much to change from
the present standard, it can be said that there will

never be fewer of these couplers used than at the pres-

ent time so long as it continues to be the standard.

Inspection of Steel Trucks.

The publication committee would be very pleased to

receive communications from inspectors on the sub-

ject of "Ira Si Trucks." It cannot be dis-

puted that th> : - - mpetent to give actual

facts as him through whose hands cars so equipped
very day.

The trouble - - lie in getting the inspector to

forward and put on paper for publication the

ideas and opinions he is anything but backward in ex-
- . when an. . - iwn kind.

This department could be made much more interest-

ing if the inspectors would come to the front in this

way. The names need not be printed, but should be
given the committee for its own informa"'

COmUNICATIONS.

Ihe Water Distribution System for Pullman Cars.

The question relating to wheels flattened by si.

which was o - - by the i of the
men's Association at its ary meeting, was

brought forward by the executive committee with the
fu'I understand'ng that as at present constituted, the

To the The reference in my paper at your
mber m- _ the water raising system re-

- - mething in the way of explanation.
Various - - have been devised for supplying

air pressure in the water tanks for the purpose of fore-
he water, when desired, to the basins and while

this pressure accomplishes the purpose Intended it has
been at the - : many skid wheels, mysteri us
brake performances and confusion to the train and

- Stem now generally employed, if prop-
erly ted and maintained, will reduce tl.

• i i;
'

a minimum.
The principal sources of trouble are from foreign

matter lodging in . nor valve and the redu ing
\alve. To avoid this the former valve should l>e kept
in a condition to insure the proper sealing of the re-

turn ch-

•

i valve X > nd the diaphragm
valve No. 4". and in the latter a perfect seat of the

supply valve No. Is (references herein made are to

the numbers given in Westinghouse Air Brake Plate.

N . F 60).

If the diaphragm valve fails to seat there is a con-

stant communication between the auxiliary reserv ir

and air tanks and the reservoir can only be charged
with extreme - - but if sufficient time is given
to fully charge the auxiliary reservoir, air tank and
water 'anks to the maximum pressure intended, the
sitnation. at times, is most inviting, when the brake-
are applied, even lightly, for skid wheels or "stuck
brakes." With this maximum pressure, immediately
following a light application of the urn
flow past the unseated valve No. 3^ from the air tank
forces the triple valve to application position and h
it there, thus permitting the air from the air tank t i

flow into the auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder
and increase the pressure in them to a point considera-

- of that derived from an emergency ap-

plication of the brakes.
The reducing valve should be regulated to permit

but 20 pounds pressure in the water tanks. If the
feed valve fails to seat, the pressure in the water tanks
may in time equalize with that in the air tank (or 70
pounds). Under these conditions the water is forced

• r^tly through the faucet to the discomfiture of the

passenger from splashing.

The following will, perhaps, be of assistance to the
car man not "well up" in the water pressure devices:

(a) The water pressure governor valve should be
adjusted at CO pounds, which, when in good condition,

will permit no air to flow from the auxiliary reservoir

to the air tank until this pressure is accumulated in

the former
(b) If the brake rails to apply with a train line

reduction of 20 pounds, after giving the auxiliary

icservoir a resasonable time to charge, look for dirt

under the diaphragm valve.

If the auxiliary reservoir and air tank are both
fully charged and the brake continues to apply after a
few pounds train line reduction i sufficient to move
the cylinder piston past the leakage groove), the train

line being free from leaks, examine the feed valve No.

Should air only escape when faucet is opened,
the water tanks are empty.

If neither air or water escapes, examine valves,

beginning with the reducing valve.

'fi A weak flow of water can be located in a sim-

ilar manner.
<gi A strong flow at the faucet is a result of

high pressure in water tanks: cause, dirt under supply
valve No. IS. or improper adjustment of the reducing
valve.

Many of these troubles can be conveniently located

by the use of a duplex air gauge erected in the car. one
pointer designating the air tank pressure, the other

that in the water tanks.

No doubt the car foremen long since realized that

as a rule, the usual location of these water pressure
valves is such that they are inaccessible, and with in-

creased knowledge of the importance of the proper
niaintainanee of the valves they will more and more
realize that these adverse conditions are great annoy-
ances for him who endeavors to keep down the cost

of making repairs. S. J. Kidder.

SAFETY CHAIN DESIGN.
At Tbe last meeting of the Southern and South

western Railway Club a committee i consisting of

J. M. Holt and C. F. Thomas, both of the Southern
Railwayp presented a suggestive report on the

ejuestion of "Safety chains—to what extent is their

rse beneficial, and how can it be increased." This
report, which w<- give in part, was ordered to be

rred to a special committee, which in turn is to

further consider the matter with a view of possibly

making recommendations to the next M. C. B. con-
vention. The substance of the present report is as
follows:

In practical handling we find som h - vhere the
ry chains on ger train cars have had suffi-

cient strength to hold the load after the draw gear had
failed, bnt more frequently we see the hooks, links, or

eye bars break and the cars separate.

Finding the- dons, the road with which your
::iittee ar- 1 required special attention .

en this subject, which resulted in finding that the
safety chain and hook adopted by the M. C. B. Ass -

ciation in 1890, could not be depended on to stand a
load

"

ninds. when made of good
material.

These safety chains being considered too weak it was
determined to design a - hain of sufficient

Dgth and also to attach these chains in such man-
ner as to prevent p:i-- _ - falling between
^ Inch condition will also prevent air and steam coupl-

niing detached, which will prevent delay

-

i rains. While these conditions are provided for in the
safety chain which was there is sufficient -

in chains to prevent any tension being placed on tht^m
while cars are moving around sharpest curves, even if

ihe draft springs are fully — i by pulling.

This safety chain can be depended on to stand a taad
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of 75,000, when made of best Brown engine bolt iron,

as compared to 35,000 for the chain recommended by
the association; the actual test being 77,700. We have
had many of these safety chains in actual service for
more than a year, and on account of the satisfactory
nature of this service they are now being applied to the
entire passenger train equipment of the road.

The hook is placed to the left side while the link is

to the right, facing the end of the car, which conforms

§©iO fSTIMATtO WJ OFBAR 19LBS
' • am 5 •

• "HOOK/Z '

70TAL 361BS
TOBlm PAIRS BAR&LIHX 24 LBS
- - » A HOO/06 LB5.

SAFETY CHAIN DESIGN,
to the M. C. B. recommended practice, and there is

only one link and one book. For this reason it cannot
be hooked up wrong, which is frequently done where
unnecessary hooks and links are applied.

In application, the measurement is given from inside

bearing of knuckle which insures exact length of chains
when coupled to any M. C. B. form of coupler, regard-

less to style of platforms: the links being varied to suit

style of platform, the hook to remain the length as

shown.
The importance of using safety chains on our passen-

ger equipment is growing with the length and weight of

our trains, as well as with the power of the locomo-
tives, which are required to pull them. The absolute

importance of making a safe passage way across ves-

tibuled platforms, as the traveling public pass from one

car to another in changing cars, or to reach the dining

car, must not be lost sight of.

The platforms and eye bars to which these chains are

fastened must be rigid and have the strength to stand

jerks so as not to allow the sliding foot plates to sep-

arate enough to allow the passenger to fall in. and
either one of these safety chains must have the strength

to hold the load alone, as the coupler failure may occur

as the ears pass around a curve, in which case only one
chain will catch the load.

If this proposition could be left entirely out of the

question, there would still be service for the safety

chains in preventing train delays from trains parting

and accidents which sometimes follow such cases over

crowded tracks, coupled with mail fines, delayed time,

draw bars falling on track, and other such items which
cost money enough each year to apply safety chains,

not only to passenger train cars, but would attach them
to a number of freight cars as well.

The Master Car Builders' Association do not recom-

mend the application of safety chains to freight cars,

but do recommend a position where these chains should

be fastened in case they are applied to cars for special

service, this position being 27 inches from center each

way, while the position recommended for passenger

train cars is 14% inches from center each way. If we
equip each class of ears as the association recommend-
ed, when we coupled these cars together in our mixed
trains, we would find the safety chains 12% inches out

of line and could not couple them together.

(The bar shown in the engraving, carrying the link

and hook, is placed on the outside of the side platform

sill and in addition to being bolted thereto is lipped into

it.)

CINDER TRACK, C. B. & Q. RY.

At the Western Ave. (Chicago) roundhouse of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry. there is a good

piece of practice in the way of a clinker pit track

arrangement, the design of which is shown in the

accompanying illustrations. It consists of an ordi-

nary clinker pit enclosed on both sides, with a de-

pressed track running by its side. It will lie seen

that the bottom of this depressed track is about 5 ft.

lower than the track on which the engines are clin-

kered. The centers of the track in the clinker pit

and in the track pit are 10 ft. apart. This close

proximity, and the lowering of the cinder car by run-
ning it into the depressed track, permits of simply
one handling of the cinders, which are shoveled di-

rectly from the clinker pit into the car. The pit Is

90 ft. long. The cinder cars used are ordinary flat

bottom cars with 36 inch sides. They have three

doors on each side that are held in position with
stakes aud ordinary stake pockets, the stakes being
bung on chains so that when they are knocked out

they will not be lost off. In ordinary practice the

stakes are knocked out and the cinders shoveled
from the bottom of the car out onto the track where
needed.

As to the cost of handling cinders at this pit, we
arc given these figures: Before the depressed tracks

sides 10 inches and 15 inches wide and 6 inches

thick. The framing is massive, strongly braced in-

side to resist all strains and vibrations; and has
heavy girts, so placed as to come under the work-
ing parts of the machine where there is the greatest

resistance. All surface s are accurately planed and
securely jointed. By a system of interchangeable

parts and adherence to exact standard sizes the de-

signers have brought the machine to a greater de-

gree of perfection than ever.

The cylinders are two in number, made from solid

steel forgings of fine quality, have four faces slot-

i
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CINDER PIT ARRAXGEMENT-C. B. & Q. RY.
were used the cinders were shoveled from the pit

to the platform and from this platform into the car,

at a cost of $1.77 per car. After the depressed track
was put in, and the practice of loading direct from
the pit into the car was commenced, the cost was
decreased to 97 cents a car. We may add that the
cars used at this point hold a little more than 20
cubic yards each and. by heaping in the center, hold
27 cubic yards each.

A NEW FLOORING MACHINE FOR CAR SHOPS.

The new No. 15 six-roll double-cylinder "Light-
ning" flooring machine which has just been designed
and built by J. A. Fay & Co., is the latest in the
field, and, as new and important improvements have
been incorporated in it that have never before been
assembled in any one machine, it can not otherwise
than prove of interest to all who are engaged in

manufacturing flooring, ceiling, siding, casing, etc.

The machine is made in two sizes, to plane four

ted to receive two or four knives, and chip-breaking
lips for working cross-grained lumber. The upper
cylinder is mounted in a heavy yoked frame, has
journals 2% inches in diameter, and runs in self-

oiling bearings 10% inches long. It has double-

flanged pulleys close to bearings on each end, fitted

on taper bearings, and secured with wrought nuts.

The cylinder-raising screws are outside of the frame,

and are fitted with ball-bearings and a device for

quickly taking up all lost motion in the screw
caused by wear of the threads. The lower cylinder

is mounted in a heavy yoked frame, has 2% inch

journals that run in self-oiling bearings 10% inches

long, and is vertically adjustable at each end. It is

driven by flange pulleys at each end.

The matching works are heavy. The arbors are

of steel 1% inches in diameter where the cutter-

beads are applied, and revolve in long, self-lubricat-

ing bearings, both of which are adjustable vertical-

ly and horizontally, and are rigidly locked in any
desired position by a lever conveniently located out-

CINDER PIT ARRANGEMEXT-C. B.-& Q. RY.
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side the frame. The top plate of each matcher
hanger is detached from the main casting for con-

venience and economy. The machine will match
stock as narrow as 1% inches. The patent weighted
matcher clip has an adjustable toe. is hinged to the

matcher hanger, and produces uniform pressure on
the material. Shaving hoods are provided, which
can be swung out of the way to give access to the

heads.

The feed works consist of six large feed rolls, s

inches in diameter, driven by a train of powerful
ring, each gear on a shaft extending through the

machine and running in babbited bearings. The ex-

pansion gears on feed rolls are inside the frame, and
run in bearings. The screws for raising the rolls do

not revolve, the rolls being mounted in sleeve hous-

ings that travel on the screws. This makes the roll

adjustment very easy, as the pressure weights do
not have to be lifted. All roll boxes are long and
large in diameter. The feed-out roll is covered and
provided with scrapers. The weight levers are in-

side the frame, and move with perfect freedom.

The machine has three speeds of feed; viz.. 30 feet.

shop of each college Interior views of a large num-
ber of industrial plants are also given. The bunk
embodies a very clever idea very handsomely carried
out.

BOOK NOTES.

The Electric Railroad List of the World. Con-
taining also Cable and Horse Railroads. Published
Quarterly by the Railroad Gazette.
This is the first number of a small directory of about

250 pages. The paper is good and the type clear. In
size it is well fitted to be carried in the pocket, but
it hardly belongs, so far as size and appearance are
concerned, to the class of directories which meet with
the most favor and which are generally recognized as
authoritative books of reference. It belongs rather in

the "Baby Pathfinder" class. The list of foreign
tramways is, avowedly, very incomplete. In a great
many instances the name only of the tramway com-
pany is given and the location of the offices and the
names of the officers do not appear. Unquestionably
it is a difficult and expensive matter to give a satisfac-
tory list of all the tramways of the world with the
cities in which they run and the names of their prin-

A NEW FLOORING MACHINE
45 feet and 60 feet per minute. The feed is tinder

instant and positive control of the operator by
means of a lever engaging a ring friction.

The pressure bar before the upper cylinder is ad-

justable to and from the cut. and has a chilled toe.

reducing wear to a minimum. The bar after the

cut is adjustable for difference in thickness of ma-
terial worked. The bars before and after the lower
cylinder are adjustable to and from the cut. and are

vertically adjustable for varying depths of cut. The
bar over the lower cylinder is adjustable on heavy
stands, and securely locked in position. It can be

instantly swung over from either side by simply

loosening one nut. A continuous pressure bar ex-

tends over the matching works with independent
adjustment, and can be quickly thrown out of the

way to give access to the heads.

This machine is equipped with a new and im-

proved belt-tightening apparatus for both cylinder

and side-head belts, quickly adjustable while the

machine is running, and permitting the use of end-

less belts, that run more smoothly and do not re-

quire to be cut for the stretch to be taken up. By
the use of this apparatus Do-inch stock may be
matched, and the belts stand at least 10 inches apart

on the countershaft, obviating the riding of matcher
belts one on another, as under old methods.

The name "Lightning" is the trade-mark, and the

exclusive property. of the builders of this improved
machine. Messrs. ,T. A. Fay & Co.. Nos. 8 to 28 John
street, Cincinnati. O. This firm has had a special

corps of expert mechanicsand draftsmen at work for

the past year, designing and perfecting new and
improved wood-working machines, and this is one of

those that they have just brought out and which
Surpasses anything they ever before placed on the
market of its kind. This company make a full and
complete line of high grade machines for manufac-
turing articles, of every description, out of wood,
and they can furnish single machines or complete
outfits for any kind of plant with their make of ma-
chinery.

FOR CAR SHOPS.

The Buffalo Forge Co.. of Buffalo. N. Y.. have pub-
lished a rarely beautiful pamphlet entitled "American
Schools of Mechanical Technology." The greater por-

tion of its 142 liases is taken up with photographic
views of the various technological institutes. indusSrW
schools, etc.. in this country, the page opposite each
view being occupied by an interior view of the forge

cipal officers: and one wonders whether even com:
information of this nature would be of any use to the

manufacturers or to any one else in this country. No
one wants incomplete information: but does any one
want even a perfect "list" of this kind? We very much
doubt it.

As to the lists of roads and officials in this coun-
try it is fairly complete and correct. We note, how-
every, that there are important omissions, and some of

them seem to be intentional. For instance, the names
of the master mechanics of important lines do not ap-

pear, and the office of "master mechanic" seems to be
ignored. It seems strange that a directorv of this kind
published in New York City should not give the name
of Thos. Millen. general master mechanic of the Metro-
politan road in that eitv. nor that of M. MoNnlly. mas-
ter mechanic of the Manhattan elevated. The name
of C. F. Baker, superintendent of motive power of the

great Boston elevated system, is not given in this "list."

nor is that of Geo. O. Kane, master mechanic of the

Fnion railroad of Providence. It appears that the

Electric Railroad List of the World proposes to ignore

the superintendents of motive power and master me-
chanics.

As regard accuracy, a hasty examination of a few
lending roads shows that the publishers have not fully

realized the necessity of being up-to-date. This list,

which was sent out after the middle of February, gives

W. J. Frnnsioli as general manager of the Manhattan
railwav. Mr. Fransioli resigned from this position in

December last, and if the publishers of this new direc-

torv had consulted the January number of the Monthly
Official Railway List, thry would have learned that

Mr. Alfred Skitt had succeeded him. As the Electric

Pnilroad List of the World is published onlv every
three months, it will continue to disseminate this misin-

formation for the next quarter of a vear. In the case
of the North Hudson Company, in New Jersey. T>avid

Young is president and Miles Tiernev. whose name is

;'ivcn as president, has not held that office for some
time. Simil.nrlv. Win. M. Green has not been man-
ager of the Baltimore Belt road for some months, n'-

though this list gives him as now occupving that posi-

tion. We readily admit that no such list can be is-

sued free from any error: but some errors are less ex-
cusable than others.

The plan followed in this publication of giving the

roads by states, the states being arranged alphabeti-
cally, but with no indication on the margin of what
state the roads named on any page are in. will make
the finding of roads difficult and headachy.

* * *

The special publications of the Railroad Par Journal,
of New York, are each and all of distinct value.

Anions those worthy of especial commendation is the

Car Interchange Manual, which comprises an abstract

of the proceedings of the M. B. C. arbitration commit-
tee, a table of depreciated values, a table of words
often mis-spelled on defect cards and a table of syn-
onyms, or parts of cars known by different names, etc.

The Car Journal also publishes three valuable charts
giving respectively the anatomy of a passenger car, a
box car and a hopper-bottom gondola car. In these
chaits all the parts of the various cars are given num-
bers which, through an accompanying key, give the
more commonly accepted names of the various parts.
This paper has other special publications, but we will
now mention only one of them, the Interchange Po>-
tcr. which is a diagram showing combinations of de-
tects which, under the M. C. B. rules of interehans •.

denote unfair usage if caused at one and the same
time and at the same end of the car. All these pub-
lications are sold at a nominal figure.

* * *

The Locomotive Fp to Date. By Charles MeShane.
author of One Thousand Pointers for Machinists and
Engineers. Illustrated. Chicago: Griffin & Win-
ters. Price. $2.50.

This is a book which merits very high commendation.
It is, in a sense, a scrapbook. but it is a rarely good
one. It covers a remarkably wide range of topics and
these are treated, in many cases, by specialists. Every

subject is fully illustrated
and the descriptions given
of all new devices were pre-
pared by the inventors or de-
signers themselves. A not-
abh- valuable feature of this
hook is the series of exhaust-
ive articles prepared espe-
cially for this work by the
locomotive builders, includ-
ing the Baldwin. Roj
Schenectady. Pittsburgh.
Brooks, Dickson. Cooke and
Richmond companies. This
feature alone, grouping in
one cover authoritative de-

scriptions and illustrations
of the various compound lo-

comotives, makes the book
of distinct value. The vari-

ous parts and appliances of
the modern locomotive re-

ceive separate consideration,

and those of a given class are conveniently grouped to-

gether in the volume. The author has attempted to

be careful in his selections when treating of special

appliances, and we think that it will be conceded that

there are few devices admitted to its pages that do
not merit a place therein. Of the general topics be-

longing properly in such a hook we note chapters on
combustion, incrustation. counterbalancing. com-
pressed air. the air brake, etc. The columns of the

technical press have been drawn upon here and there

for material and we note that quite a number of arti-

cles from the Railway Master Mechanic have been
used. There is little in the 695 pages of this work
that lacks direct value and there are so many excel-

lent things that cannot be elsewhere found gathered
together in such compact and convenient form that

the book should have a place in every railway man's
library. The work is handsomely clothed typograph-
ically, and its very numerous illustrations are. for the

most part, finely executed. A very complete index
makes readily available the wealth of contents of this

book.
* * *

The Mechanical World. London, sends us "The
Mechanical World Pocket Diary and Year Book for

1*90 Containing a Collection of Useful Engineering
Notes. Rules. Tables and Data." This should prove

a very useful handbook. We notice that some of the

topics are treated by specialists, notably "Gas Engines."
"Oil Engines" and "Beams and Girders."

* * *

"Practical Shop Talks" is the title of a valuable little

book published by Locomotive Engineering, of New
York. It consists of a collection of letters on shop
subjects which show by actual examples some of the

existing methods of shop management and practice.

These letters were written by Mr. Fred H. Colvin.

and appeared in Machinery during his editorship of

that paper. They may be remembered by some of our

readers as "Notes from Notown. by Tchabod Podunk."
The hook is replete with practical observations and
suggestions of direct value to thinking shop men.

"» « »

PERSONAL .

Mr. Lewis Hall, foreman of the South Railway shops

at Tusonmhia, Ala., has resigned

Mr. Joseph Geimer has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Maricopa. Phoenix and Salt River Valley

Road, with office at Phoenix. Ariz.

Mr. William S. Douglas, who for 30 years was chief

storekeeper of the Pennsylvania at Altoona. died Jan.

30 of heart disease, aged 65 years.

Mr. T. A. Brown has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Louisiana & Arkansas Rail-

way, vice Mr. M. J. Redding, resigned.

Mr. Robert McLaren, chief instructor on the instruc-
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tion car of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been ap-

pointed inspector of the steam-heating on thai road.

Mr. Ashbel Green, a sou of the late Ashliel Green,

general counsel of the New York Central, has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the Manhattan Elevated.

Mr. F. P. Rugh has been appointed coal inspector on

the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad. He will

look after locomotive fuel and instruct enginemen in its

use.

Mr. F. L. Barber, acting general ear foreman of the

Duluth, Missabe & Northern, has been appointed gen-

eral car foreman of that road, with headquarters at

Duluth, Minn.

Dr. W. B. Middleton, of Cuyahoga Falls, has resign-

ed his position as superintendent of the relief depart-

ment of the Baltimore & Ohio and Pittsburg & West-
ern Railroads.

Mr. T. J. Mann has been appointed general store-

keeper of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with
headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., in place of Mr. John
C. Kennedy, promoted.

Mr. John C. Kennedy, heretofore general storekeeper

of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been
appointed purchasing agent of that road, with head-"

quarters at Nashville, Tenn.

Mr. J. S. Chambers, heretofore superintendent of

motive power of the West Virginia Central & Pitts-

burg, has been appointed master mechanic of the Buf-

falo division of the Lehigh Valley.

Mr. J. W. Blabon has resigned as purchasing agent

of the Great Northern and has been appointed West-
ern traffic manager of that road, with offices at Seat-

tle, Wash., vice W. L. Benham, resigned.

Mr. E. Robertson has been appointed foreman of the

Wabash at Ashley, Ind., succeeding A. G. Holling-

head, formerly assistant master mechanic at that place.

and who has been assigned to other duties.

Mr. Howard Williams has been appointed mechan-
ical engineer of the Erie, vice G. H. Goodell, who, as

we noted in our last issue, resigned to accept a similar

position on the Northern Pacific.

Mr. Richard English, formerly with the Santa Fe
Pacific, has been appointed master mechanic of the

Rio Grande Western at Helper, Utah, with jurisdiction

over the line from Castlegate, Utah, to Grand Junction,

Colo.

Mr. S. Phipp, heretofore road foreman of the Can-
adian Pacific, has been appointed assistant master me-
chanic of that road, with headquarters at Winnipeg.
His territory will extend from Swift Current to Port
Arthur.

Mr. C. Skinner, hitherto master mechanic of the Ala-

bama Great Southern, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City, with
headquarters at Frankfort, Ind., vice Mr. F. J. Pease,
resigned.

Mr. J. Thurman has resigned as mechanical en-

gineer of the Missouri Pacific system to engage in

pushing some of his inventions, particularly, we be-

lieve, his compressed air locomotives, street cars and
auto-trucks.

Mr. F. H. Whitney has been appointed assistant air

brake inspector on the Eastern district of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford R. R., and Mr. H. C.

Oviatt has been appointed to the same position on the

Western district.

Mr. J. J. Ellis, heretofore master mechanic of the

Chicago, St. Paid, Minneapolis & Omaha, has been ac-

corded, by his company's management, a very pleasant

recognition of his services by being given the title of

superintendent of motive power and machinery.

Mr. R. O. Cumback, heretofore general foreman of

the St. Joseph Terminal, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the Wot Virginia Central

& Pittsburg, vice J. S. Chambers, who resigned to be-

come division master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley
at Buffalo.

Mr. W. N. Cox, trainmaster and road foreman of

engines of the Alabama Great Southern, has been ap-

pointed acting master mechanic of that road, with
headquarters at Birmingham, Ala., vice Mr. C. Skin-
ner, resigned to become master mechanic of the

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City.

Mr. C. W7
. Booth has been appointed general store-

keeper and accountant of the Wisconsin Central, with
jurisdiction over material, supplies and accounts at

Stevens Point and Waukesha, Wis., and Mr. R. A.
Grange, who has been storekeeper and accountant at

Stevens Point, has been assigned to other duties.

Mr. T. Appleton, formerly well known in Chicago as
a civil engineer making a specialty of railway buildings

and water stations, and who was for some time in

the engineering department of the Great Northern en-

gaged in similar work, is now chief engineer of the
Copper Range Railway, with office at Houghton, Mich.

Mr. S. F. Forbes, superintendent of car and ma-
chine shops of the Great Northern, and formerly for

many years general storekeeper of that road, has been
appointed purchasing agent of the same road, vice J.

W. Blabon. resigned to become western traffic mana-
ger of the Great Northern Railway system at Seattle,

Wash.

Mr. J. W. Leary has resigned as master mechanic of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford shops, at New
Haven, to become general superintendent of the Alum-
inum Plate & Press Co.. Plainfield, N. J. Mr. James
Hocking, who was general foreman at New Haven,
has been appointed to fill the vacancy occasioned oy
Mr. Leary's resignation.

Mr. Henry Watkeys has resigned as master mechanic
of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville on account,

it is stated, of advancing years. Mr. W. P. Coburn,

assistant master mechanic of that road, succeeds Mr.

Watkeys. Mr. Chas. Coller, hitherto master car

builder of the road, has been made assistant master

mechanic in charge of the car work.

Mr. William E. Baker, superintendent of the Metro-

politan Elevated, of Chicago, has resigned to enter the

service of the Manhattan Railway Company, of New
York, as general superintendent and chief engineer

Mr. Baker, who designed and installed the Intramural
electric railroad at the World's Fair in Chicago, has

been very prominently identified with the development
of electric motive power on elevated railways.

On the Illinois Central the following changes in the

mechanical department have been made: Mr. M. S.

Ourley has been appointed master mechanic of the

Illinois Central shops at Paducah, Ky., vice William
Ilassman, resigned. Mr. Curley is succeeded as mas-

ter mechanic of the same road at Water Valley. Miss.,

by T. F. Barton. Mr. A. C. Beckwith is appointed to

succeed Mr. Barton as master mechanic at East St.

Louis.

Mr. W. S. Calhoun, general eastern agent of the

American Steel Foundry Company is dead. Mr. Cal-

houn was widely known in railway and railway supply

circles. He had been some years ago connected with

the Chicago Tyre and Spring Company and later with

the Brussels Tapestry Company. For the past year or

so, and up to the time of his death, he had been with
the American Steel Foundry Company in the capacity

above noted.

Prof. J. B. Johnson, of Washington University, at

St. Louis, has resigned to go to the University of Wis-
consin as Dean of the College of Mechanics and En-
gineering. Prof. Johnson has gained a most enviable

fame through his departmental work at Washington
University and especially through his various works
of original investigation, notably that directed to the

study of the strength of beams. The University of

Wisconsin is to be congratulated upon securing the

Services of so eminent a scientist as Prof. Johnson has
shown himself to be.

Mr. Thomas Meegan, chief clerk of the Pennsylvania
shops at Ft. Wayne, has been retired on a permanent
pension. He has been in the employ of the company
nearly forty years, and in point of both years and ser-

vice was the veteran clerk in the employ of the Penn-
sylvania company. His career has been an enviable

one, and he retires with the esteem and friendship of

the hundreds of employes with whom he has been asso-

ciated. Mr. J. H. Hobrock, who for some time past

has been the assistant of Mr. Meegan, has been ap-

pointed his successor.—Indianapolis Sentinel.

Mr. E. P. Mooney. for the past seven years connected
with the Lehigh Valley R. R., as traveling engineer and
master mechanic, and prior to that time, for twenty-
four years, with the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
R. R., as locomotive and traveling engineer, has sev-

ered his railroad connections to take charge of the Buf-
falo office of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
Mr. Mooney has a wide acquaintance among railroad

men, and with his well-known push and energy will

assuredly make a success in his new position, and still

further increase the sales of the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company in his territory.

The following have been elected members of the ad-

visory committee of the Baltimore & Ohio Relief De-
partment: Messrs. U. B. Williams and J. M. Temple-
ton, of the conducting transportation department,
Messrs. E. L. Weisgerber and I. N. Kalbaugh, of the

motive power department, and Messrs. B. F. Hanna
and J. E. Cassell. of the maintenance of way depart-

ment, east of the Ohio river; and Messrs. J. L. Davis
and G. W. Spencer, of the conducting transportation
department, Messrs. W. 11. Harrison, Jr., and James
Wares, of the motive power department, and Messrs.
D. Lee and J. A. Spielman, of the maintenance of way
department, west of the Ohio river. These committees
are to serve for one year from October 1, 1898.

Mr. Robert S. Miller has been appointed assistant

professor in charge of the department of machine de-

sign, at Purdue University, and Mr. L. V. Ludy lias

been made Assistant in the Engineering Laboratory,
assuming the work which has hitherto been carried by

Mr. Miller. Mr. Miller is a graduate of the school of

Electrical Engineering, class of '95, and received the

degree of Mechanical Engineer from the same institu-

tion in '97. Since graduating he lias been assistant in

the engineering laboratory, and later instructor in me-
chanical engineering. In addition to his routine work
at Purdue he had a leading part in the exhaustive
series of tests made two years ago at Purdue upon the

balanced compound locomotive, and last year was in

immediate charge of the fuel tests made at the Univer-
sity for the Big Four Road, and still more recently as-

sisted in the duty test of the 20,000,0(10 gallon Snow-
pumping engine at Indianapolis, the results of which
have attracted general attention.

Mr. William Mcintosh, division master mechanic of

the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, at Winona.
Minn., has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, vice Mr.
C. A. Thompson, resigned. It will be of interest, just

at this time when Mr. Mcintosh is making such an im-
portant change to briefly review his railway career.

He was born in 1849 in Franklin, Quebec. He entered
railway service in 1SG4 as a locomotive fireman on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. He remained
on that road in this capacity, and as machinist and
engineer, until 1871. From 1871 to 1872 he was ma-
chinist on the St. Paul & Pacific Railroad. In 1872
he went to the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, as
locomotive engineer, continuing in this capacity until

1S77. when he was made foreman of locomotive repairs
on the same road. He held this position for the next
10 years, being located at both Waseca, Minn., and
Huron, S. D. Since July, 1S87, ho has been division
master mechanic for the same road at Winona, Minn.,
ably fulfilling the duties of that office until called to
the higher post in the East, which he has just ac-
cepted. The many friends of Mr. Mcintosh will be
greatly pleased to learn of this decided advance in his

interests. He has long been known as one of the best
of our Western railway mechanical officers and has
done work of recognized value, not only upon the road
with which he was so long connected, but in the North-
west Railroad Club, of whi(h he was an active mem-
ber and at one time president. In his present change
of connection it may be truly said that the loss of the
West will be the gain of the East.

Mr. W. H. Harrison, superintendent of motive power
of the Baltimore & Ohio lines west of the Ohio river,

has resigned, his purpose being to retire to private life.

By this step there passes from the active duties of life

one of the oldest, and one
of the best equipped rail-

way men in the country,
one who is. moreover, a
picturesque and lovable
character. At this time
it is well to take a brief
glance at his business ca-
reer. Mr. Harrison was
born in Baltimore, Md..
July 10, 1832.and learned
the trade of a machinist
in the old Baltimore &
Susquehanna shops, now
a part of the Pennsylvan-
ia system. He biter en-
tered the employ of the
Baltimore & Ohio Ry.and
rose through the follow-
ing offices, the service so
recorded covering a period
of 45 years, with only 52

mi;, w. h. harrisox. days of lost time: In 18">0

he was promoted from the bench to the position oi
foreman in the shops at Fetheiman. W. Va.; he was
master mechanic tit Wheeling in 1S58, and master
mechanic at the Mt. Clare. Md., shops in ISC2: but
the growing importance of Wheeling took him back
there in 1804. In 1871 he was promoted to be master
of machinery of the Pittsburg division, with headquar-
ters at Connellsville. Pa., and in 1SS0 he was made
master of machinery of the Trans-Ohio division, with
headquarters tit Newark, Ohio. He was. in 1SS(5. made
superintendent of motive power, with his office at Mt.
Clare, anil two years later the office was re-transferred
to Newark and has since remained there. Mr. Har-
rison was a charter member of the B. & O. Relief
Department, one of its founders and chief promoters,
and from it his declining years will draw some of the
support he gave it years ago. During the Civil war
he was prominently located with the great artery of
commerce which ran through that most strategic of

points. Harper's Ferry. He was regularly sworn in as
a military railroad man by Provost Marshal Mayor
Oakes. at Wheeling, W. Va., and it was his duty and
privilege as such, to take a band in and see much of

what is now the history of the war, pass in review
before him. Mr. Harrison has given up his present
position, not so much because bis exacting duties were
telling on his health, as because be was born in 1832.
He is within three years of the Psalmist's allotmei

life, and he desires to enjoy the remainder of his days
in the quiet of his home in the enjoyment of a rest

which has been amply merited in his active, industrial
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lift rs. Although 67 years of age. Mr. Har-
:Ue of the ravages of time and the strain

:.e varied responsibilities which have rested on him.

B uie time ago we noted the death of Mr. Wilson
Eddy, who was for nearly 30 years master mechanic
of the Boston & Albany Railroad. The Boston
Transcript gives an extended notice of Mr. Eddy s

career, containing much of an interesting reminiscent
character, and we append the substanee of this notice:

Mr. Eddy was horn in Chelsea. Vt.. Feb. 24. lSlo.

At nineteen he went to Lowell with the Locks and
Canal Company ?nd in 1S40 to Springfield to

rk for Major Whistler as mechanic on the new
any road. Mr Eddy retired from active

work in 1880 Mr. Eddy was a thoroughly skilled

mechanic, and during his forty years' active life made
a lasting impression on railroad mechanism in New

_ and. As an inventor and builder of locomotives
he had a distinct place in the history of the century.
He began working on locomotives when less than a

d had been made in Ameri?a. His were among
the first practical locomotives built this side the ocean,
and he kept pace with their movements so that the

- one of the 135 he bnilt was as complete and able
to meet the demands of the period as his first. He
was the disciple of Major Whistler, who gave the line

of the Western Railway its impetus. He studied lo-

comotives in Baltimore and later was connected with
the Locks and Canal shops at Lowell, where Mr.
Eddy first met him. When Whistler came to Spring-
field as manager of the Western Railway he sent
back for Eddy to come as foreman of the local shopi.
Mr. Eddy reached Springfield in October. 1S40. just

r the line had been opened to Worcester and while
work was being done on the road west to Albany. Tne
road then had six locomotives when Mr. Eddy went
there. They were built with inside crank connections,
weighed 121

; tons and had no cabs. Soon afterward
three eight-wheeled locomotives, weighing 22 tons
each, were built by Major Whistler, and for the first

time the principle of allowing the expanding steam to
finish the piston stroke by means of an independent
cut-off valve was applied. When the road was opened
through the hilly country to Albany, new requirements
for locomotives came about and efforts were made at
once to secure engines that had strength to pull loads
up steep grades and round curves with safety. With
this in mind. Major Whistler made several locomotives
which were nicknamed 'crabs.' and became historic
machines. They were a failure, however, and in the

ng of the 'crabs' came Mr. Eddy's opportunity.
Mr. Eddy was promoted from foreman of the shop to
master mechanic in 1S50. succeeding Henry Gi
who became superintendent. Mr. Eddy then began
building his own locomotives, sending out the first in
April. It was named the Addison Gilmore. in honor

the president of the road, and became famous for
its speed and general excellence Mr. Eddy went to
Russia in 1S56 and expected to locate there. The
plans of the capitalists failed, however, and he re-
turned to New England. He retired in 1SS0, and was
immediately succeeded by his son. Horace W. Eddy,
who had received his mechanical experience in his
father's shops. At that time the two shops were eon-

.ated and the local industry removed to Boston.
The company passed a resolution recognizing his long
and faithful service. Mr. Eddy never cared to secure
patents on his many inventions, and only one was
taken out. This was for a car brake, which was soon
displaced, and the patent netted him but small reve-

SUPPLY TRAD E NOTES.
An inquiry is made in our want columns for a

aigb class salesman to take the field for a
well established railway device. This should prove a
good opening for the right man.
—Various new shops and additions thereto have been

rted duriL. uth. as covered by the following
items: The Santa Fe is com p. _

-
ew shops at

Cleburne. Tex.—At Council Bluffs a new roundhouse
be erected by the Chicago. Rock Island 6c Pacific

—It is reported that the Wabash will build new shops
at Peru, Ind.—It is stated that the car shop of the

Four at HI- will be equipped with an
ric light plant.—It is expected that the Louisville

ft Nashville will erect large new shops at Paris. Ky.
That city has offered the grounds necessary for a site.
—The blacksmith •

. Fe Pacific Rail-
road Co. at Albuquerque. N. M.. was destroved by fire
Feb. 17.—The Philadelphia ,v T: ling Railr
will erect large car shops at Schuylkill Haven.

—The Falls Hollow STay Bolt Co. recently received
from the Pacific coast an order for half a car load of
hollow stay bolt iron.

—Gould & Eberhardt have sold the Eberhardt patent
tool holder, and all connected therewith, to the Hugh
Hill Tool Co., of Anderson, Ind.

—The Shaw Electric Crane Co., of Muskegon, Mich.,

is to furnish the Pressed Steel Car Co., of Pittsburg,
with 14 electric traveling cranes of 7^2 tons capacity
each.

—Mr. W. H. Frisby, hitherto with the I Tack
Co., of Boston, has been appointed manager of the
railway supply department of Roberts. Throp 6c Co.,
of Three Rivers. Mich.

—The Otto Gas Engine works will furnish the Erie
R. R. two 120-horsepower gas engines and one 60-horse-

I
ower gas engine, to be used for running air compres-

s and for electric lighting.

—The Hilles A: Jones Co. will build a new machine
shop. The new shop will be a modern steel frame
structure, 80x150 ft. in dimensions, and -niil bc
t-quipped with a 40-ton electric traveling crane.

—In a suit for infringement of coupler pat- i
-

brought by the McConway <fc Torley Co. against the
S - Ale. Harrison 6c Howard Iron Co.. a decision ha?

n rendered in favor of the former company.

—The Bullard Machine Tool Co.. of Bridgeport.
:... is building a large addition to its new erecting

The addition is of the single-story type with
- - - and a traveling crane traversing the en-

tire building.

—The Michigan Lubricator Co., of Detroit, handled
- year the largest and most satisfactory business in

its history. Its improved Michigan triple locomotive
lubricator and automatic steam chest plug has met
with special favor

—The Boston Belting Co. has placed it* St. Louis
. : y. hitherto in the hands of the Simmons Hard-

ware Co., with the Railway Supply Co., of St. Louis.
The latter company will carry a stock of the B -

Belting -Co.'s goods.

—The Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine I

will supply coal handling machinery for the coaling
: d at Mare Island Navy Yard. Cal.. the sixth

navy coaling station which this company has equipped.
This company will also furnish a 100-ton steel floating

crane for the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

—The American Manufacturing Company has been
organized under the laws of New Jersey to manufac-
ture car couplers and other railway supplies. A. D.
Keyes is president: Geo. B. Hulme, vice-president, and
Geo. B. Morse, secretary. Mr. W. E. Seeley has been

:ited general manager of the company. The
offices of the company is at 20 Broad St.. New York
City.

—The Carnegie Steel Co., which had seriously started
in on a project to establish a steel car building plant,

and which had secured orders for several thousand
steel cars, came to an agreement with the Pressed Steel

Car Co. by which it abandons its purpose. It will

make all the plate, etc., required by the Pressed SI

Car Co., for that firm, for a term of ten years, and
will, during that time, keep out of the car building
field itself.

—The Franklin Steel Casting Co.. of Franklin. Pa.,

declared a quarterly dividend of 1^ per cent at its re-

cent meeting. At this meeting the business of the
company was reported to be in a very prosperous condi-

tion. The contracts in hand will, it is said, consume
the entire output of the present year. Among these
contracts is a large order from Russia. The following
officers were elected: President, Chas. W. Mackey: first

vice-president. Chas. Miller: second vice-president. Ja>
W. Rowland: treasurer. W. J. Bleakley; secretary.

Robert McCalmont: general manager, W. B. Corinth.

—MeCord 6c Co., of Chicago and New York, are
putting on the market the MeCord spring dampener.
This device may be thus described: In the top of the

coil spring a malleable iron sleeve is inserted. In the
bottom two half sleeves are inserted, and these pro-

ject up into the upper sleeves. The bases or flanges

of these half sleeves do not rest flat on the spring plate

but are beveled off on the under side, thus throwing
their bearing point in towards the center. The coil

spring rests upon the outer part of the bases of the
half sleeves. These latter therefore become rocking
levers, fulcruming at their bearing point on the plate,

their short arm being pressed down by the pressure
of the spring which bears the weight of the car, and
their long arm being thus thrown outwardly into close

frictional contact with the upper sleeve. This fric-

tional contact consequently dampens the motion of the
spring, causing it to settle down slowly and then come
back to rest with only one vibration. Tests that have
been made show that this device reduces the vibrations
of the coil spring so that they accord practically with
those of an elliptic spring, while at the same time it

gives a softer spring motion than an elliptic spring
has.

—Henry L. Leach, of North Cambridge, Mass.. sends
to us a list of his January orders for Leach locomotive
sanders. as follows: Baldwin L —for
Philadelphia & Reading. 10: for New Mexico Railway
i Coal Co., 2: for Manistee & Northeastern, 1: for
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. 7: for Erie. 4: for
Baltimore 6c Ohio Southwestern, 15: for Raritan Barer,
1. Richmond Locomotive Works—for Erie. 15: for Bis
Four, 1. Schenectady Locomotive Works—for Rut-

land, 2: for Southern Pacific, 6: for Yandalia. 4: for
Chicago & Northv ".. Brooks Locomotive W

r Buffalo. Rochester ft Pittsburg. 5. Pin-
Locomotive Works—for Pittsburg. Bessemer Ac Lake
Erie. 4: for Chesapeake Beach. ?.: for Union Railroad,
4. Manchester Locomotive Works—Bangor 6c A:
took, 4. Rogers Locomotive Works—for Erie. 5: for

it Northern. 10. In addition to these orders from
locomotive works, the following orders from railway-
also came in during the month: Southern Pacific. 2£
Chesapeake & Ohio. 22; Eri-. IS. Cincinnati. New Or-
leans & Texas Pacific. 2: Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western. 8; Chicago 6c Northwestern. 2: Detroit.
Grand Rapids & Western. 2: Pittsburgh & Lake E
2: Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific, 15; Norfolk ft W
ern._6: Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. 2: Big Four.
3: Elgin. Joliet ft Eastern, 2; Atchison, Topeka ft

Santa Fe. 20: Southern. 4: Toledo & Ohio Central. 1;
Chicago. Burlington 6c Quincy. 8: Pennsylvania. 12:
Lehigh Valley. 1: Union Pacific. 24: Minneapolis. St
Paul & Sault Saint Marie. 2: Duluth. Missabe ft
Northern. 16: Santa Fe Pacific. 4: Buffalo. Roch
6c Pittsburgh. 6. The total sets ordered figure up to
318, of which S6 per cent were of style "D2." The
best previous record was in December, 1S98. when 256
sets were ordered.

—A large number of car buildi: . rna were com-
bined during the month in a company know:
American Car and Foundry Co. The compi
tering the combination were: Michigan-Penin-
Car Co.. of Detroit. Mich.: The Jackson ft Woodin
Manufacturing Co.. of Berwick. Pa.: Missouri Car .v

of St. Louis. Mo.: the Ohio F -

Manufacturing Co.. of Jeffersonville. Ind.: Union I

Co.. of Buffal o, N. Y.: St. Charles Car Co..
Charles. Mo.: Wells ft French Co., of Chicago: Terre
Haute Car & Manufacturit. Terre Haute. Ind.
iThe Buffalo Car Manufacturing Co. and the Niagara
Wheel Co.. of Buffalo: the Ensign Manufaotu: .

of Huntington. W. Va., and Pennock B:
erva. O.. are reported to have entered the eombim.-
later.i The total annual capacity of the united com-

s first named is: Freisht cars, S0..v«'. : coaches.
500; wheel-. 820,000; eastings, li"

:.s: bar iron. 90.000 to: - any will

have an authorized capital stock E 3,

• nt non-cumulative preferred stock, and $30,000,-
000 of common s*ock. Of this authorized capital.

$2,400,000 preferred and S2.4Oi.ii00 common are to be
retained in the treasury of the new company for ac-

quirement of additional facilities, enlargements, ini-

-te. The prospectus say: "The net

profits in the future on a business to the exten -

70 per cent of the capacity as stated above would.
rding to the estimates of the constituent com-

panies, produce over $4,000,000 annually, and as the
component companies are to be taken over on March
1. 1809. with adequate working capital and free from
debt, the p:ofits to accure on contracts already secured
will be available for dividends, quarterly, which the

new company proposes to pay. beginning June L 1S99.
as follows: On the preferred stock 1% per cent, and
on the common stock at least l 1

^ per cent, continuing
quarterly thereafter. The cash assets of the constit-

uent companies to be covered into the treasury of the
new company exceed $5,000,000."' The board of direc-

tors agreed u; - - r'ollows: W. K. Bixby. of Mis-
souri Car i<c Foundry Co.: George Hargreaves. of

Michigan-Peninsular Car Co.: J. L. Smyser. of the

Ohio Falls Car Manufacturing Co.: Frederick H.
Eaton, of the Jackson ft Woodin Manufacturing
Co.; J. J. Allbright. of Union Car Co.: Lewis .1. <

of Terre Haute & Car Manufacturing Co.: H. B. Den-
ton, of St. Charles Car Co.: Chas. T. Schoen. of

seed Steel Car I

Pneumatic Tools in Foreign Markets.

The experience of the Chicago Pneumatic 3

in introducing its specialties abroad has been something
truly remarkable. Mr. J. W. Duntley. president of that

company, has just arrived home from the

sixth trip to Europe that he has made within three

years. After having made a two months" trip through-

out Great Britain and the Continent, he reports

:y rapid extension in the demand for the compa
pneumatic tools, with inquiries that show that this

rapid extension is likely to increase very much. The
company's London house report that they have now
supplied complete plants in the following parts of the

world: Belgium, France. Germany, Holland, Italy.

Sweden. Russia. Egypt. Australia. India. Japan and
South Africa.

In Europe, prior to the introduction of

-t tools, the use of pneumatic hammers had
been greatly restricted, owing to the decided opposition

of the workmen to handling the valveless tools, on ae-

oi of the injurious vibration: but with the advent of

the Boyer hammers, this objection has vanished and
they are now coming into general use throughout Great
Britain and Europe. Previous to the coming of the
Boyer piston air drills, rotary pneumatic drills had been
used in Europe, but when the Boyer drills were shown,
their very superior working qualities (amounting, in

many cases, to double that of the rotary drills), and
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their economy in the use of compressed air (being only

a fraction of that required by others), has very quickly

led to their general adoption. The superior work of the
Boyer pneumatic riveters, has also overcome the Euro-
pean prejudice against anything but hand riveting, and
it is now generally acknowledged that the work is su-

perior and obtained at a fraction of the cost of hand
riveting. In Glasgow recently Mr. Duntley made a

trial exhibition of the Boyer riveters, hammers and
drills, before a general convention of ship builders, and
these tools have now been adopted by all the shipyards
on the Clyde. The high standard of excellence of the
Boyer tools, with their very superior working qualities,

freedom from vibration and economy in the use of air,

has won the same recognition of their merits in Europe,
which prevails in this country, and has led to their uni-

versal adoption. That this claim for the superiority
of these tools is not an idle one, is evidenced by an ar-

ticle on Good Workmanship in London Engineering of
January d, 1899. The writer of this article took to

pieces some of the Boyer tools, and in regard thereto he
says: "The examination thus made showed this work
to be, all things considered, one of the best examples of
mechanical engineering we have ever met with." From
its home office the company has furnished complete
plants to China, Japan. South Africa, South America,
Central America. Mexico. Hawaiian Islands, Canada,
Alaska, and all parts of the United States, so that it

now has its pneumatic tools in use, and is enabled to

furnish references, throughout the entire civilized

world.

The company recently received a report from John
Macdonald & Son of Glasgow, relative to the exhibitinn

of pneumatic tools held in Glasgow, above referred to.

This exhibition was held in Messrs. Muir & Findlay's
Parkhead Boiler Works. Glasgow. We quote from the

report as follows:

"There were exhibited: The new Boyer hammers for

chipping and calking: the Boyer riveting hammers, the
Boyer riveter with pipe frame, the Boyer deck riveter

and pneumatic holder-on. the Boyer casting cleaner, to-

gether with the Whitelaw reversible drilK ami the
chain hoist operated by Whitelaw motor.

"We are very pleased to state that all the tools

worked admirably, and were a great surprise to all the

gentlemen present, who expressed themselves highly

satisfied, and at the same time admitted that the re-

sults obtained were far beyond their expectations.

Among the firms represented were all the principal

shipbuilders of the Clyde, railroads, locomotive build-

ers, and a large number of engineers and boiler makers.

"The Boyer hammers we have had in use for some
time in many of the leading works in Scotland, and
are glad to say that they are the only hammers in ex-

istence in which there is no vibration, this being the

great objection to other hammers. The Boyer drills are

also adopted in many places, and we find they are supe-

rior to any other pneumatic drills on the market, and
for boring and tapping stay holes, etc., in marine boilers

and other work, the firms using these inform us that

they can get through their work in one-fifth of the type

formerly taken.

"The Whitelaw drills are certainly the cleverest and
most useful tools that have come under our knowledge.

With a Xo. C> Drill we bored a 3V2" hole through a 6"

wood sleeper iti fifteen seconds. The larger drills, hav-

ing a reversible motion, are invaluable for tapping and
staying boiler work. The No. 8 drill tapped a two and
one-half inch stay tube hole through both plates of 1

marine boiler in about two and a half minutes, which

was considered to be quite a feat.

"The deck riveter surprised everyone who saw it,

owing to its being so easily handled, the total absence

of vibration, and by the very speedy and efficient way
in which it did its work. It does not require an expe-

rienced man to work it, and we are quite certain that

this machine will form one of the principal tools in

shipbuilding yards in this country. With the pipe

frame riveter we riveted one inch rivets at the rate of

four seconds per rivet. We shall place a large number
of these among the shipbuilders and others, as it was
admitted by all to be the best and most efficient pneu-

matic riveter they had ever seen.

"The chain hoist, operated by air motor, is a very

elever machine, and nothing has been seen here to ap-

proach it. It seems marvelous that such a small ma-
chine, weighing only forty pounds, should have lifted

fifteen hundreds pounds, and could have done more if

the chain had been heavier. It lifted this weight as

quickly and as easily as it did half that amount: in

fact, one has to see this machine before they can real-

ize its capability, and we are anxiously waiting on a

stock of these hoists, as they are now largely in de-

mand."
The Chicago Company also has a letter from Mr. W.

F. Dickson. Chief Engineer of the Sormovo Locomo-
tive Company in Russia, in regard to arranging for the

sale of its specialties in Russia. He says: "We have

obtained such good results from the various Boyer tools

in our shops, and they have attracted so much favor-

able comment, that a large business could be done, with

arrangements for proper representation here."

From thesis letters it will lie observed that the Chi-

cago Pneumatic Tool Company's tools are held in high

estimation abroad and that they have secured a firm

footing there.

WANTED—A leading manufacturing and selling firm,

dealing in railway material, is desirous of taking

over one or more first-class railway specialties

—

something used on cars or locomotives or in railway

shops. An advantageous arrangement will be made
with the owner Of a really good article. Add
"('.." care of Railway Master Mechanic.

A POSITION is open to a first-class locomotive drafts-

man. Is wanted by a leading railway. Must lie well

up in locomotive design. Excellent place for the

right man. Address "W.," 'are of the Railway Mas-
ter Mechanic.

SITUATION WANTED—As Chief Clerk Motive
Power Department or in similar capacity. Have had
15 years' experience in practical mechanical work
and in administrative duties. Have a thorough
knowledge of all classes of equipment in detail.

Have had extended experience in the organization of
forces and discipline of same. Can offer indorse-

ments and recommendations by many high railway
officials and others more or less intimately connected
with railway affairs. Address •'Charles." care of

Railway Master Mechanic.

WANTED—One or more strictly first class salesmen
to push a well known railway device in the Middle
and far West. Must have a good acquaintance with
the motive power department. A liberal salary and
good commission will be paid to a good man. Ad-
dress Supply. M. D. P., care of the RAILWAY
MASTER MECHANIC.

SITUATION WANTED—With railroad, or railroad

Supply house. Applicant was originally a machinist
and first-class draftsman, also locomotive engineer.

Thoroughly understands railway equipment and re-

quirements. Has held good positions, and also has
had some experience as salesman. Best of refer-

ences. Write as to ability and character. Address
"M.," care Railway Master Mechanic.

THE NEW HORNISH MECHANICAL LOCOflOTIVE BOILER CLEANER

There is no more necessity of washing out boilers in the old way, than
there is for railroading without the Air Brake or Injector.
Nothing but water will make steam, so keep grease and compounds

out of the toiler. Heat is the best agency known for separating solid
matter from water. A boiler is the best contrivance yet devised by man
for heating water, and as most of the solid matter contained in the feed

water comes to the surface when steam is up, that is the best place to remove it. The surface skimmer does this be
fore it starts to make the second round with the circulation. Wbat little is left goes to the leg of the boiler and is re-
moved by the MUD RING DEVICE. This absolutely prevents foaming, reduces the number of washouts, and avoids
incrustation and corrosioD, and is far in advance and much more practical than purifying the water before enteringthe
boiler, and after first cost costs nothing. Send for blue print and descriptive pamphlet to

THE HORNISH MECHANICAL BOILER CLEANER CO., 908-909 Masonic Temple, Chicago, U.S.A.

THE GRAVITY CAR COUPLER.
AN ABSOLUTELY AUTOHATIC COUPLER.

Cuts the Cost of the Vertical Plane Type in Two.

THIS COUPLER takes the ordinary Link.

Is always ready to couple.

Works on heaviest curves.

Gives a center draft.

Is compact, light and strong.

« The latch cannot
* jump up, or creep

> up, and release link

by motion of the

cars. The Latch.

NO
PINS TO BUY.

NO
KNUCKLES
TO BREAK-

IT HAS STOOD THE SEVEREST SERVICE TESTS IN HOUNTAIN AND YARD SER-

VICE FOR MONTHS. WEIGHT, COMPLETE, 145 LBS.

For details
address The Gravity-Car Couoling Co.,

Colorado
Springs, CH
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THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK FRAME
FOR FREIGHT CARS OF ALL KINDS AND LOCOflOTIVE TENDERS.

SIDE VltYV BODY BOLSTER.

THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK WITH ELLIPTIC SPRINGS—
FOR LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS, STOCK CARS, ETC.

THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK FRAME
WITH BETTEXDORF I BEAM STEEL BODY BOLSTER BettdldOrf I 13^111 Sted BolSteFS

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
Fewest Parts—Straight Line Flanging—Ease of Making

Repairs—Perfect Spring Action—Use of Small Section Coil

Springs, insuring thorough tempering—V/He Bearing ofPede^

stals against Boxes—Use of Elliptic Springs instead of coil

when desired —Best Materials and Workmanship.

These elements—lightness, stiffness, squareness, are earning money every mile that a truck runs"

—

The (Railroad

Gazette. The Cloud truck is in extensive and successful use. Send for further particulars regarding this and our I beam

Heel bolsters. Works at South Chicago. THE CLOUD STEEL TRUCK CO..
,425Bu^,0ny

Chicago

BOTTOM VIEW BODV BOLSTER.

Champion Oil Co.,
^ 935 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

TT? LUBRICATING OILS.
Champion Fire-Proof Car OH. Champion Fire-Proof Crusher Oil.

XXX \mber Valve Oil. " XXX Black Cylinder Oil.

XXX Locomotive Engine Oil. '• XXX Signal Oil.

•i Vegetable Boiler Compound.

One of the Wading railway companies which n*es our oil write as that they have cooled 3.14* journals

without n?ing water at an averageco-it of 12 44-100 cent* per journal. We guarantee Champion Oil to be

superior to anv other lubricating oil ever put on the market for car journal-. W rit- for full particulars.

COLORADO TOURS
is the title of a new book on Colorado. America's
ereat health and pleasure resort. The book is
beautifully illustrated and contains a valuable map

ot tbe state. A copy can be had without charge upon application to P. S. Eustis. Gen'l
Pass'r Aet.. C. B. & Q. K. R. Chicaeo.

Hawaii and the Philippines.

Send four cents (in stamps) for an il-

lustrated booklet issued by the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, the di-

rect route across the American continent

to the new trans-Pacific possessions of

I lie T'nited States. Full of latest reliable

inf..mnition and valuable for reference.
•• >i^ed as a text book in school.

Adi :•-.•" fjpo H. Heafford, general pass-

ptie.-r and tieket agent, Chicago, 111.

MCHIGAN IMPROVED

LOCOMOTIVE

LUBRICATOR
in combination with Improved
Steam Chest Plug? complete y
overcomes back pressure
VBBXiM in:::;.::: so. Mrit, ha

Lehigh Valley
^===_ Railroad.

DOUBLE TRACK STONE BALLAST
BETWEEN

New York or Philadelpkii aid Chicago via Niagara Falls.

We offer our passengers

Solid Vestibule Trains.
Heated by Steam,
Lighted by Gas,
Dining Cars on the European Plan,
Quick Time,
Freedom from Cinder?.

and as great a d egree of ABSOLfTE SAFETY as
human care and ingenuity can secure.

BOLLIX H. WILBCK. Gen'l Supt.
South Bethlehem. Pa.

CHAS. S. LEE. Genl Pass. A«rt. New Tori V Y

MADE ON HONOR.
SIMPLE _ STRONG

SILENT SPEEDY
FORTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE AND GUARANTEE OF
GREATEST COMPANY IN THE WORLD BACK OF
EVERY »

SINGER SEWING-MACHINE. '

SOLO DIRECT TO THE USERS THROUGH COMPANY'S
EMPLOYEES ONLY.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CO,
OFFICES IN EVERY CITY IN THE WORLD.

^'STETCNS FAVORITE"
jRIFLE.

• 22-inch barrel, weight 4^ pounds.

§ Carefully bored and tested. For
.22, .25 and .32 rim-fire cartridges.

No. 17.

! Plain Open Sights, $6.00

'

No. 18.

Target Sights, $8.50'
Ask your dealer for the •* FAVO-

RITE." If he doesn't keep it we
will send, prepaid, on receipt of
price.

Send stamp for complete cata-

logue showing our full line, with val-

uable information regarding rides

and ammunition in general.

J.STEVENURMSANDTOOLCO..
P. O. Box 370 f

CHICOPEE FALLS, flASS. 4

BUILDERS OF ALL KINDS

MACHINE
TOOLS.

Branch Office: I Victoria St., London. S. W

HAMILTON,

OHIO.
In writing please mention this paper
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Mr. Chas. E. Tripler is claiming too much for his

liquid air. He has built an engine which is run by
liquefied air and uses it to produce the wonderful
material. There is no doubt that the engine runs
all right, but when he insists that with the power
furnished by three gallons of the liquefied air he
produces ten gallons of the fluid he proves himself
to be. not a careful scientific experimenter, but a

crank .mastered by his own wild enthusiasm.

A welcome service has been performed by Mr.
Win. Garstang, superintendent of motive power of

the Big Four, in giving us a thorough resume of the

car coupler question to date. We give his report

elsewhere in this issue in full. He takes up the

early history of the adoption of the M. C B. stand-

ard, and shows how instead of hastily adopting it

without full consideration, as it lias been alleged

that it did, the Master Car Builders' Association

really gave the matter the most thorough study for

five years prior to formally adopting the vertical

plane type. He then considers at length some of

the prominent points of complaint against the type

and shows them in every case to be either unfound-
ed or not well taken. He then makes a series of

assertions concerning the positive merits of the M.
C. B. type—and these assertions, we feel free to

state, can be fully substantiated on any road that

uses a well designed, well made, and well cared for

coupler of that type.

An application of Roentgen rays for manifold
printing is claimed by a writer in the Electrical

Engineer to be practical. If it be so it may be
possible to adapt it to the production of a satis-

factory substitute for our present blue printing

process. The first aim of the Roentgen ray appli-

cation appears to be to do away with press work
in the production of printed matter. The idea is

to prepare a copy sheet, in manuscript or in print id

characters, and to superimpose this sheet upon a

pile of say 100 sheets properly sensitized to the
Roentgen rays. This pile is placed within the
sphere of action of a Crookes tube. After 20 sec-

onds' exposure the sensitive sheets are developed
and washed. It is estimated that 20 piles can b 3

simultaneously exposed to the tube and th.it thus
one tube will produce 6000 sheets per minute—or
with 10 men working 8 hours per day. 7.500.000

printed, developed, fixed, washed and - dried

copies can be produced per day. Of course these

large figures are only interesting in connection with
the development of a plan to replace methods of tli <

typographic art; but if successful in this large way
why should not the idea prove successful in giving

us something better than our present blue prints.

at least in our large railway and manufacturing
shops, where electricity is at hand and where tubes

would not be beyond reach? It is a well recog-

nized fact that a really good blue print is not at

all commonly met with. Nothing is said of the

quality of the prints given by the Roentgen ray

method; but if they average up with those given
by the blue print method, the facility and rapidity

with which it is said they can be produced should
bring them into immediate favor.

The supreme court of Nebraska holds that a per-

son or corporation using the cars or appliances of

another person or corporation, as to its employes,
uses such cars or appliances charged with the same
duty as to inspection as if they were his or its own.
An employe who. under the instructions of his

master, uses the car or appliance in his master's

possession belonging to some other person or cor-

poration, thereby assumes only the same risk that

he would if the car or appliance belonged to his

employer. A brakeman who goes upon a car to set

a brake thereof, knowing that the car has not been
inspected, docs not for that reason assume the risk

of the brake being defective: he not knowing that

the brake is out of order, the defect not being obvi-

ous, and it not being his duty to inspect cars or

brakes, or to handle cars known or supposed to be
defective. An employe assumes the risk arising

from defective appliances used or to be used by
him, or from the manner in which a business in

which he is to take part is conducted, when such
risks are known to him. or are apparent and obvi-

ous to persons of his experience and understanding.

No defect being obvious, an employe has the right

to assume that a tool or appliance furnished h'm by
his employer is reasonably safe and fit for the pur-

pose for which he is required to use it. To
inspect a car brake, continues the court, in the

case of Union Stock Yards Company against Good-
win, may require more than a siugle glance at it.

Such a test must be applied as would probably
reveal a defect if oue existed: and The neglect of a

car inspector to make such a test is evidence of

negligence.

Another recent decision takes a common sense

view of the foreign car question as connected With
questions of inspection. In favor of his employes.'

according to this decision, a master is bound to

exercise reasonable or ordinary care to see that the

machinery and appliances furnished them for us,.

are reasonably safe. He is not bound to use the

highest or even a high degree of care. The same
care required of the servant is required of the mas-

ter; no more and no less. This doctrine is enun-

ciated by the appellate court, second district,

Illinois, in the recently decided case of the

Wabash Railway Company against Fanny Far-

rell, administratrix. Here the railroad company
was charged with negligence in having deliv-

ered to an employe, to be switched, a car which
was crippled and defective in having a much lower

drawbar and bumper than other cars standing upon
the same tracks. It was a foreign car. which, the

court emphasizes, was not provided by the company,
but received by it for transportation over its road

in the ordinary course of railroad business. Its

duty in relation to such a car, the court goes on to

state, was one of inspection only, and it was not to

be held responsible for latent, defects which could

not be discovered by such inspection as the exigen-

cies of traffic will permit in the exercise of reason-

able care. From anything that appeared in the evi-

dence, the fact that the drawbar of the foreign car

was lower than on cars of this company, might not

have been discoverable by a reasonably careful

inspection, and might have become apparent only

when the cars were brought in contact witli each

other, in which case, the court maintains, it would
seem unreasonable to hold the company guilty of

negligence in not having ascertained the fact prior

to the accident. The duty of the company in rela-

tion to this foreign car being one of inspection

only, the court further holds, it was not bound to

apply such tests as are usual for the discovery of

defects in manufacture, as might be proper or

necessary in regard to its own cars. Mori over.

inasmuch as it is the duty of a railroad com-
pany to receive from other companies cars for

transportation over its road, to require it to apply

all the known tests to ascertain whether such cars

are properly made, of good material and skillful

workmanship, and equipped with the best appli-

ances, the court rightly says, would be to place

upon it an insufferable burden. And it declares

that the law makes no such requirement. When

foreign cars appear to be in ordinarily safe and
proper condition, railroad companies are obliged to
transport them, and their duty as to such cars is

that of inspection merely.

ABRASION AS THE CAUSE OF HEATED CAR
BEARINGS.

As has been often pointed out, a study of a rail-

road company's scrap pile, with an intelligent in-
terpretation of the lessons there taught, is the source
of great profit to the officer responsible for the de-
signs of equipment in use. Not only does the scrap
pile reveal instances of weakness in design and
faults in construction, but also instances where
parts of equipment have received abuse and lack
of proper attention in service. A study of the
physical appearance of car bearings which have
been run hot in service, for instance, is an interest-
ing subject and one which has received from time
to time careful consideration of railway mechani-
cal officers.

There is considerable uniformity in the appear-
ance of solid bearings removed from service on ac-
count of being run hot. but there is great diversity
of opinion accounting for the causes which have led
up to tins undesirable result. The trouble has be: n
variously attributed to lack of oil, to lack of suffi-

cient packing, to improper packing, to improper
preparation and manipulation of packing, to un-
suitable material composing the bearing, to parti-
cles of waste working in between the bearing and
journal, to improper physical qualities of the oil

used and also to undesirable chemical qualities of
the lubricant. No doubt, all of these causes have
in times past contributed their share in swelling the
number of hot box reports with their attendant ex-
pense and delay of traffic.

A good bearing, with proper care and under favor-
able conditions, should give a service of from 35.000
to 45.000 miles before wearing so thin as to be-
come unsafe to run. If instead of running 40.000
miles a bearing runs 4000 miles, becomes heated and
is removed, the bearing material has depreciated
in value under M. C. B. rules 27 per cent and has
rendered only one-tenth of its legitimate service.

This fact, while of minor importance as compared
to delay to traffic, is worth considering.

Let us return to the examination of the physical
appearance of heated bearings. The bearings bear
evidence of having been heated in some cases to red
heat, in others to incipient fusion. On the bearing
surface there is usually found a copper colored
scale or coating, being the familiar "copper spot"
TO called: frequently there also appears a black or

brownish coating, covering a part or whole of the
bearing surface. The "copper spot." as heretofore
described in these columns, has been found to be
due to abrasion, incident to lack of lubrication. The
character of the black coating on the surface of the
bearing has been investigated by a prominent rail-

way superintendent of machinery and, upon analy-
sis, the coating has been found to be almost entirely
oxide of iron, showing that the material which is

abraded from the axle is oxidized and imbedded in

the surface of the bearing. Thus it appears from
systematic investigation that, though other causes
may be co-ordinate and contributing, there is oue
pre-eminent cause of hot bearings, viz.: insufficient

lubrication followed by abrasion and attendant
heating.

Now the cause of insufficient lubrication is not

hard to find. Lack of oil under car bearings is not
necessarily due to the desire of railroads to econo-
mize unduly on quantity or quality of oil used, but
rather to the lack of perfection in the system of in-

spection. Too often is it the case that when a train

arrives at a division point, an inspector hurries
down the train, feeling the temperature of the oil

boxes with his hand. If the oil boxes are compara-
tively cold, the lubrication is assumed to be perfect,

the oil box lid is not opened, and the box is al-

lowed to run without further attention. Too often
the only renewed packing or oiling a box receives is

given after the bearing has started to heat. A
strictly enforced system of opening and examining
every box. and. if the packing has settled away
from the journal, requiring the whole packing taken
out and replaced by fresh well soaked waste, of

discarding from turtle r use the soggy, sand-per-

mealted portion <\( the waste removed, of requiring
all new waste to be soaked in oil for 4S hours and.

when oiling is done, requiring that the oil be dia-
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tributed throughout the length of the journal rather

than permitting a small quantity of oil to be poured

iu at the outer end of the journal—if these precau-

tions are taken a greater pan of the cause of hot

boxes will be removed.

THE FIRING OF LOCOMOTIVES.

"There has of late been evidenced a renewed inter-

est in the subject of the economical firing of locomo-

tives, and incidentally The prevention of smoke.

There is one particular point which does not seem

to have been given the emphasis that it deserves,

and that is in regard to the formation of clinkers.

or, as in the case of grades of coal which do not

form clinkers, an excessive accumulation of ashes.

One of the important difficulties in the way of suc-

ssful firing is that not enough attention is paid by

the enginemen to the matter of keeping the grate

bars free from clinkers and ashes. The result of

such accumulations is the creation of an impedi-

ment to natural processes of combustion, thus caus-

ing a waste of fuel, and the formation of large quan-

tities of black smoke.

One of the principal excuses offered by engine-

men for more or less neglect in this particular is

that they have not sufficient time to remove the

obstruction. Regarding this excuse, it is doubtless

with basis in many instances, especially on the

heavy fast trains of the present day; but at the

same time opportunities frequently occur where

good work in this line can be accomplished if ac-

tion is ready to be taken when the chance occurs.

Firemen frequently give as an excuse for not

keeping a clean fire the statement that the engineer

affords them no chance to do the necessary work,

even though frequent opportunities occur during a

trip. It is plainly to be seen, therefore, that the en-

gineer and firemen should at all times work to-

gether, and thoroughly understand each other in or-

der to accomplish the best results along these lines.

This should be given particular emphasis, as there

could be a great saving accomplished by following

out the proper methods of co-operation. The en-

gineer can, if he will, afford the fireman a great

many opportunities to remove the clinkers from the

fire while on the road. An example of an oppor-

tunity that can be taken advantage of for this work
is, for instance, when a freight train is on a down
grade, the fire having been prepared at the top of

the grade, allowing the engine to be shut off when
the train has been started down. The fire has been

allowed to burn low enough for the clinkers to be-

come visible. These are then removed and placed

in the tender gangway until a proper place is

reached where they may with safety be thrown off.

The length of the grade in these instances should be

borne in mind so that the fire may be governed ac-

cordingly and be in proper condition when the time
comes for the engine to resume work.

It is claimed by expert firemen that it is not neces-

sary to rake the full surface of the grates in such
cases, but to remove only such clinkers as form the

greatest obstruction to the draft, using a proper

amount of judgment. Tests of this kind have been

made successfully. As regards the amount of time
which may be used for this purpose in other in-

stances, as on fast freight and passenger trains

where men are in service on regular divisions, it is

generally known about how much time such trains

will have at certain points where such opportunities

can be taken advantage of: in all other service the

work is easily accomplished.

The one-shovel method of firing is helpful in the

matter of clinkers. This method proves to be a

great fuel saver, and it does away with a certain

percentage of clinkers. In this style of firing, the

coal, being broken up into the proper size and de-

livered in small quantities at frequent intervals, is

mostly all consumed; there is little or no loss of

heat, the engine has the proper draft through the
grates, and combustion is perfect. The adoption
of the one-shovel method is sanctioned by expert
firemen. Some of them, however, contend that

while it is feasible under certain conditions, it be-

comes a very difficult, if not impossible, matter to

obtain the desired results in the case of a heavy
train making fast time and running against a

strong head wind. On the other band, stands the
fact that this method is reported to be successfully
followed on all classes of service and under all con-
ditions on some roads—notary on the Southern Pa-

cific, where a special fire door and special light

shovel are used. This fire door we illustrate

where in this issue and in this connection wish to

direct attention to it.

It is conceded by the more thoughtful of the fire-

men that the one-shovel method is the proper one

to follow, that it prevents smoke, saves fuel, and
materially helps in the matter of clinkers through

its tendency to the maintenance of a light fire.

Recurring to the subject of clean, clinkerless fires,

it should be noted that the common methods of re-

moving clinkers are defective. Careless use of the

hook harmfully tears the fire; and dropping the drop

grate means loss of fire and loss of time, and the

pushing of the fire forward and putting in new.
green coal, results in cold drafts on the sheets and
consequent well recognized damage. Up-to-date

firemen use better methods in handling their clink-

ers and come into stations after long runs with clean

fires. As far as the matter of accumulation of ashes

is concerned, there are but few grades of coal that

cause any great amount of trouble, and frequent

grate shaking seems to meet all the requirements
<. f the case.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

The rumored changes in the system of paying
the employes of the Baltimore it Ohio Railroad took

permanent shape recently at a meeting of the heads
of the several departments and general superin-

tendents, called by General Manager Underwood
for the consideration of that matter. It was deter-

mined to replace the present dilatory process of

running the pay cars over the entire system, in-

volving an expenditure of three weeks time in dis-

tributing a large bulk of currency aggregating one
million dollars per month, by a more convenient,

expeditious and safer process of distributing

through the hands of the station agents checks

payable at any one of the 37 banks upon the line

of the system and by any agent of the company.
The new arrangement is effective May 1.

* * *

It is a pleasure to record the fact that the

Employes relief organization on the Pennsylvania
Railroad is prospering. The membership of the

Employes' Relief Fund of the lines east of Pitts-

burg and Erie continue to increase, and aggre-

gated 45.141 at the close of the year 1S9S, being

the largest since its establishment, and an increase

of over 1,400 members as compared with the pre-

vious year. During the year the members contrib-

uted $76(1231.77. while the company and its affili-

ated lines, in addition to the payment of $10S.-

869.53 for operating expenses, contributed $50.-

129.50 for extra benefits to members whose disa-

bility had continued for over 52 weeks, and who
were, therefore, no longer entitled to regular ben-

efits from the fund. The total receipts of the fund,

including interest and other items, were -*938.-

714.02. which, with $253,267.98, the balance on
hand at the beginning of the year, made an aggre-

gate of $1. 191,982, out of which $274,070.46 were
distributed as death benefits (being an average in

each ease of about $551). and $370,940.67 in cas -

of disability arising from sickness and accident.

After meeting its obligations for the year, and pro-

viding for unadjusted claims of previotis years,

a balance of $324,236.55 remained to the credit of

the fund, out of which must be paid unadjusted

claims for benefits growing out of sickness or ac-

cident during the year 1S98. In addition to this

balance there is a surplus which has accumulated
during the life of the fund, amounting to

$635,970.29.
* * *

The number of depositors in the Employes' Sav-

ing Fund on the Pennsylvania Railroad at the end

of the year was 5.S45. an increase of 57S. The
amount received from depositors during 1S9S was

8, and the balance in the fund at the close

of the year was $2,303,328.15. Of this amount
$2,250,000 has been invested in securities bearing

interest at an average rate of about 4 per cent.

* * *

An interesting story of an old-time engineer is

thus told by the Indianapolis Sentinel: "William

Bangh, of Terre Haute, was the engineer of the

first regular train that was moved over the Terre

Haute & Indianapolis Railroad. Saturday. March
4. was the forty-seventh anniversary of the run-

ning of this train. It occurred in 1852. Engineer
Baugh on Fell. 22 was 81 years old. and is still .1

hale and hearty gentleman. There is no more in-

teresting character in the railway world than "Billy*

Baugh. After retiring as a Vandalia engineer in

1870 he was given a place in the Vandalia roun.l

house, but some time ago he was retired on a pi n-

sion by the Vandalia people, which he regularly

receives under the new management. He insist-,

however, on remaining at work, and does duty in

the tool room at the Van shops at Terre Haute."
* * *

The largest hydraulic press now in the world is

said to be that recently completed at the Parkhead
forge, England. This press has been three years in

construction and erection and is capable of a pres-

sure of 12,000 tens. It is used in the manufacture
of armor plate. The cylinder for the press is 72

inches in diameter. It is of nickel steel, the weight
of the casting being 65 tons and the finished weight
42 tons. The width of the frame inside the col-

umns is 15 ft., and the working hight under the

crossbeam is 13 ft. The power is supplied by four
>ets of coupled compound condensing engines, with
cylinders 21 ins. and 43 ins. and 18 ft. stroke.

This steam pressure actuates 6S pumping ram-,
each 1 11-16 ins. diameter, which deliver the wan r

to the main cylinder of the press. To lift the press-

face, cross-beam and ram. two return cylinders of

15 ins. diameter are fitted, working at an accumu-
lative pressure of 1,300 lbs. per sq. in. The foun-

dation of the press is composed of 1,125 tons of

brickwork and a bed of concrete weighing 330 tons.

—American Machinist.

* * *

A loafer may be properly classified as b?ing a
part of "the scum of the earth." Every good man
hates a loafer and loves to have him shown up in

his true colors. A writer in the Age of Steel do.

s

this grateful service in a clever prose rhyme, as

follows: "I own I ain't stuck on a job. and I never
knew when I was, I've more concern in what I

won't do. than I has in what I does. I'm sure I

can't say how it is, but I guess my bones are so

wired, that as soon as I gets a move on myself.

I gets spontaneously tired. Some kind o' failing I

'spose. as is a cross-eye in a man. or a crack in

the hoofs of a mule, or leak in a dinner can. Due
p'r'aps to a crick in my back, p'raps something
wrong with the marrow, but 'tis all the same when
sawing wood, or in the shafts of a barrow. But
'tis snug as furs in winter, to squat by the stove in

the store, while a man outside is sawing the wood,
and snow piling up at the door. 'Tis sweet to

the bones when sweating, and taint much o' that

I can do, to sit in the shade and remember, another

man's jumper 's wet through. But this loafing I

tell you my boy, is not what 'tis cracked up to be,

you feel like a kind o" scurvy dog. that's barking
up of a tree. It don't seem to be natural like, for

a man to do nuthin' at all, only to snap at the blue-

in tried flies, and wear out your pants on a wall.

And I get so lazy at times, the itch couldn't make
me scratch, and when I've filled up my pipe, 'tis

labor to strike a match. And somehow it seems
that a man is apt to get rusty and blue, if there's

nuthin' to stir him up. or nuthin' to think of or

do. An oyster in Chesapeake Bay, some day will

fatten a stew, but as I sometimes say to myself,

what on earth is the use o' you?' You kinder

think o' some o' the chaps, as are on the hum and
the buzz, and if it weren't for the sweat there's in

it. why, you almost wish you was. For 'tis kind 0'

killing to think, you are feeding on bar room lunch,

and so far as the genuine loafer goes, you are the

biggest worm in the bunch. 'Tis a kind o' collapse

and come down, from top o' the house to the sill,

from a man to a spot o' jelly fish, minus a bone or

a will. Going down at the heels. I know, the Lord
only knows where I'll stop. 'Twill be the old tale

of a loafer down, and honest hard work on the

top." You surely have an acquaintance, possibly a

friend, in your shop, before whose eyes you would
like 10 have this paragraph lie. It might do him
good.

* * *

Rudyard Kipling is well known by his admiring

readers to have more than an insight into railroad-

ing in India, and it will, therefore, especially pi

his American friends to know that he is quite di-

rectly tied to our railway system. It seems that

several years ago. Fred D. Underwood, now e
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eral manager of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

named, while with the Soo Line, two stations in

the upper peninsula of Michigan '•Rudyard" and

•Kipling." one being in an agricultural country and

the other in an iron ore district. Sometime later a

mutual friend informed Kipling of Mr. Under-

wood's action, and the celebrated author sent Mr.

Underwood his photograph with the following lines

on the back:

"RUDYARD" AND "KIPLING."

•Wise is the child who knows his sire,"

The ancient proverb ran.

But wiser far the man who knows
How. where and when his offspring grows.

For who the mischief would suppose

I've sons in Michigan.
-

Yet am I saved from mid-night ills.

That warp the soul of man:

They do not make me walk the floor.

Nor hammer at the doctor's door.

They deal in wheat and iron ore.

My sons in Michigan.

Oh. tourist in the Pullman ear

(By Cook's or Raymond's plan),

Forgive a parent's partial view;

But. maybe, you have children, too—

So let me introduce to you
My sons in Michigan.

—Rudyard Kipling.

* * -:-

Columbia University now has the full si/, d

locomotive, built and presented to it by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works. It has been placed in the

laboratory of me< hanical engineering and will be

used to give the students proper instruction in the

construction and operation of locomotives after

the manner that the Schenectady locomotive at

Purdue University has been used.

* * *

Electricity has been successfully used for thaw-

ing out frozen water pipes during the past winter.

The current is passed through the frozen section of

piping, and the consequent heating disposes of the

ire. No trouble i- experienced from electrolysis.

according to report.
* * *

A locomotive boiler explosion occurred a few

weeks ago on the Norfolk & Western, the engineer

being killed and the fireman and a train man being

injured. The engine was a consolidation. The

force of the explosion, says the Railway Review in

describing the accident, was so great as to tear the

boiler loose from the engine and hurl it forward

ever four box cars at a distance of about 200 ft.

from where the engine was standing. Evidence of

low water was very clear, the color of the crown

sheet and top of side sheers plainly indicating That

the water line was 4 ins. below the top of the crown

sheet. Further evidence of a hot crown sheet was

that the edges of the fractures in the sheet were

drawn to a knife-edge, representing a reduction of

area not possible with steel in its normal condition.

About two hours previous to the explosion the wa-

ter glass bursted. The boiler, which was of the Bel-

paire type, was provided with two sets of gage

cocks, one set for the engineer and one for the fire-

man. .Tust prior to the accident the engineer, it is

stated, asserted that there were two gages of water

in the boiler, but it is thought he failed to detect

the difference in the sound between water and

steam. The fireman made no use of the gage cocks

provided for the purpose and gives as his reason

the fact that the enginenian was sensitive about

such matters and did not like to have the fireman

try the water.
* * *

Locomotive coaling stations were treated in a

paper before the February meeting of the Civil

Engineers' Society of St. Paul by Mr. H. H. Hog -

land. The author illustrated, by drawings and

photographs, the evolution of coal handling for

locomotive use on the Great Northern Ry. Begin-

ning with the primitive derrick and bucket system,

which was worked at an expense of 17 cts. per ton.

be advanced through various stages: (1) shoveling

into chute pockets; (2) dumping and chain convey-

ing to chutes; (3) dumping directly into chute, coal

ear being raised by 15 h. p. gasoline engine. The

Great Northern moves 750,000 tons annually

through chute pockets of five or six tons' capacity

at an average cost of 3 cts. per ton by measure-

ment.

» » »

STEEL WATER TANK, A. T. & S. F. RY.

On the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe the practice

of building steel water tanks has been successfully

followed for some time. The tanks are of the form

shown in our engraving, and they possess advan-

tages in form and durability over the old style tank

STEEL WATER TANK—A.. T. & S.

\

carried on posts that have strongly commended
them to the Santa Fe road. It will be noted that

the water is drawn from a point 12 ft. above the bot-

tom, which makes ample provision for settlings;

and moreover would permit of effective tank treat-

ment of waters if such were desired. The capacity

above the spout of the tank shown—60 ft. Class A—

is 163,840 gallons. The estimated weight ol" the

structure is 81,850 lbs. The load on the foundation

is figured at 3750 lbs. per sq. ft. These tanks are

made as shown 60 ft. high, and also 43 ft. and 29 ft.

high, according to requirements of various points.

Well designed tank fittings, valve, spout, counter-

balance, etc.. are used, as indicated in our illustra-

tion. The Santa Fe is replacing its worn-out wooden
tanks with these steel tanks, mainly for the reason

that it believes them to be more durable, particu-

larly in the dry climate of the west, where, unless

wooden tanks are kept constantly filled with water,

they rapidly deteriorate, owing to the shrinking and
warping of the wood. Of course the real economy
of the plan will depend largely upon the price of

steel, which has heretofore been low. Should the

price of steel go up we are informed that the views

of the road on this subject might change.
* » »

FIRE DOOR FOR ONE=SHOVEL FIRING.

There has been considerable interest in the cur-

rent reports of the success of the "one-shovel fir-

ing" on the Burlington. Cedar Rapids & Northern.

Most excellent results have been obtained upon that

road by using this method, the fuel economy and

the prevention of smoke, thus effected, being quite

marked. This practice is, of course, not new. It

has been followed to a greater or less extent for

years on numerous roads, but it has been difficult to

keep the firemen up to the art for obvious reasons.

One road in particular, that long ago adopted the

practice, and kept at it religiously, is the Southern

Pacific, Mr. H. J. Small, the superintendent of mo-

tive power of that road, being a firm believer not

only in the economy of

one-shovel firing but in the

practicability of keeping

his men right up to taw
in the practice of it. A
very great aid in the suc-

cessful practice of one-

shovel firing was devel-

oped a number of years

ago on this road, in the

shape of the fire door

shown in our engraving.

This door has been a
standard on the Southern

Pacific since 1892. Its

characteristic feature is

the small door, placed in

the main door, and which
drops down on hinges, as

shown. This drop-door is

left open all the time

while the engine is work-
ing. It affords an open-

ing of 5x15 inches.

This admits a desirable

supply of air over the fire, the air being kept from
harming the sheets by the deflector plate shown,
and moreover greatly facilitates the frequent one-

shovel firing by reason of its being kept constantly

open. A special shovel, or scoop, is used in firing; it

is very small, holding only about seven pounds of

coal, as against the usual 17 or 18 pound scoopful.

F. RY

FIRE DOOR FOR ONE-SHOVEL FIRING.
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The firemen on this road readily fire all classes of

loco] - in all class - service with the light

one-shovel method and have become very expert

in ••spotting" their eoal on the firebed of the lat-

tire-b

NEW CAR SHOPS, M., K. &
DAL1A, MO.

T. RY., AT SE=

The Missouri. Kansas & Texas Ry. Co. has
eeutly completed and occupied new ear sh ips at

alia, Mo. These shops are quite extensive, and
complete in detail, ami will handle practically all

the ear work for the system. We give a general

ground plan, a perspective sketch and floor plane

the wood mill. The shops, it will be seen, com-

eleetrie light plant comprises GOO incandescent
lamps. The lamp installation and trolley connections

for the transfer table, etc.. were put in by the

Eclipse Electric Co.. of St. Louis. Electric power
will be transmitted to the freight house for use
on two grind stones and two rip saws.

In the engine room there is also a Rand air com-
pressor capable of compressing 900 cubic feet of air

per minute. The shops are well piped for air in the
usual way: but there will be, for the present at
least, but slight use made of air for special pur-

51 s; there will be a few air hoists, however, an
air operated derrick for unloading wrecked cars,

and an air bull-dozer.

The boiler room, which is 50x50 feet in size, is

furnished with four 125 horse power boilers, in-

NEW CAR SHOPS. M., K. & T. RY.. AT SEPALIA. MO.
Perspective Sketch.

prise the following main buildings—A passenger and
upholster shop. 146x100 feet in size: a w 1 mill.

v
' xl50 feet: an engine and boiler room. 100x50 feet;

a blacksmith and machine shop, combined. 201 x 60

feet: a passenger paint shop, 150x164 feet, and a

freight shop. 110x244 feet. The smaller buildings

are an office and store-house v fcx40 feet, and an oil

bouse, a lumber shed and a dry kiln.

All the structures are of brick, and all are one
story in height, except the wood mill and the store-

house. The roofs are of tarred paper covered with
gravel, with cornices of galvanized iron. Originally

clere-stories were planned for all structures where
needed, but rht se were subsequently dispensed with
on all buildings but the boiler shop. One result of

this is that the lighting of the shops as a whole
is not all that might be desired.

The shops are well grouped. and thoroughly served

by an extensive track system. The cars are brought
in from the east ami are handled according to class

and to the nature of repairs, about as follows—For
light repairs they are run our from The main track
onto the repair Tracks alongside the blacksmith and
machine shop, and when finished may be switched
back or carried on across The Transfer Table to the
delivery Tracks, which lead to a gravity yard (which
has a 2 per cent, grade) extending down to the main
track again. For heavy repairs they are passed to
the tracks between the blacksmith Shop and the
boiler room, where they are snipped. The scrap
wood is thus right at the door of the boiler room
for the fuel pile. They are then senr over the
Transfer table to The freight repair shop and when
rebuilt are passed over into the gravity yard. The
passenger car tracks are properly placed the far-

5t away from The main track, and after The
coaches are handled in repair and paint shop They
in due course also find themselves in the gravity
yard, or if desired may be switched back over the
entering track.

The transfer tab: • figuring in these operations is

a modern electric table, trolley connected, of the
Industrial Works (Bay City) make. Tin- table runs
in a pit 72." feet long and - wide and is guar-
anteed to carry 100,000 pounds at a speed of 300 feet
per minute.

Power for The shops is provided by a 27.". horse
power engine built by the Erie City Iron Works.
There is also an Erie high-speed engine for the
dynamos, which are Two in number. The dyna
are Westingbouse 30 k. w.; one is intended to sup-
ply current for the transfer table and one for the
electric light sy>t,-m. Practically, on,, is held in

ive. and either one will in emergency handle
both the lights and the table for a short period. The

stalled by John O'Brien, of St. Louis. These boil-

ers are supplied, when the shops are in full opera-

tion, with almost enough fuel from The shavings ex-

haust system to keep them well fired. This supply,

with the wood scrap from stripped cars, leaves but

little demand upon the coal pile.

The shavings exhaust sysrem feeding These boil-

ers is very complete. It was installed by Allington

& ('urtis. of Saginaw. Mich. It serves practically

every tool in the wood mill. There is one large fan

and "cyclone" for the smaller tools, and besides this

there are eight independenr fans and "cyclones" for

the larger four-sided machines. The "cyclone" sep-

arates The air from The shavings and saw dust and
thus passes the warm air back from the exhauster
system to The shop iuierior.

The buildings are beared by sream ThroughouT.

and exhaust sTeam from the engines is used for

heating in the shop buildings immediately adjacent
to the engine room, and in the dry kiln.

Steel shafting, ground, supplied by Jones &
I.aughlin. of Chicago, is used and the ring oilers for
shafting are also supplied by that firm. Split pul-
leys (Dodge) and Hoyt belting are used on every-
thing throughout the shops. The shafTing in th -

wood mill is hung to the heavy I beams which sup-
porT The second floor laden wiTh the smaller tools.

and the shafting in the inach'ne shop i> hung to light

I beams bolted to the wooden cross beams of the
ceiling.

The blacksmith shop, a roomy, well lighted struc-

ture. 123x60 feet in size, is well equipped wiih 18
forges served by a Buffalo No. 11 blower, an 800
pound steam hammer of Bernenr & Miles' make, an
Ajix'l 1 - inch bolt header, and a Hilles & Jones'
punch and shear combined, with 11-inch srroke.

The locomotive shops of this road are at Parsons.
Kan., about 160 miles beyond Seda'.ia. and conse-

quently the machine shop at this point is a minor
feature. Still it is a neat little shop. 77x0b feet in

size, and meets all requirements at this point.

Among irs equipments are a six-spindle nut-tapper
and a two-inch double bolt-cutter, born from The
National Machinery Co.. of Tiffin. O.

The wood mill, which is 80x150 feeT in size, is

well fined out on both irs floors. On the lower floor

there is the usual equipment. The location, nature
and make of which is shown in the floor plan which
we give. Restrictions as to expenditure in building
kept this shop from being all that the mechanical
department wished. For instance, the material can-
not be handled in the ideal way of entering at one
end in the raw state and emerging at the other
finished. It will be noted that the heavy material-
sills, etc.—doubles in its path, making one turn.

On the upper floor of this building are the lighter

tools for cabinet work. etc.. and ranged around the
centrally grouped tools is ample space for the cab-
inet workers, who are given plenty of light. Ele-
vators are placet! as indicated in the second floor

plan, to facilitate the receipt of material and its de-

livery to the passenger shop. Tower is belted from
shaft No. 1 in the lower floor to the main shaft up-
stairs.

These shops have a capacity of about eight cars

per day in freight repair work, and about 200 cars
per year in passenger car work. They will enrp'.oy

about 200 men; bin when worked to full capacity
will give employmenr to <X)0 or 700 men. The shops
are kept almost exclusively on repair work, the
building of the new cars being confined to the fill-

ing of vacant numbers.
The cost of the shops—including the buildings
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XEW CAR SHOPS

and grading—was about $100,000; the machinery
cost about $30,000; the total cost, including the track

system, yard grading, etc., was about $200,000.

Mr. Win. O. Herin, superintendent of machinery
and equipment of this road, is located at Parsons,

Kan., and is represented at the Sodalia shops by

Mr. J. L. Wigton, master car builder, Mr. A.

Hunicke, master car painter, and Mr. Floyd, chief

draftsman.

THE M. C. B. COUPLER-ITS HISTORY AND ITS
PERFORMANCE IN SERVICE.

(Wm. Garstang in the Railroad Gazette. 1

In answer to some of the criticisms that have been pub-
lished regarding the M. C. B. coupler. I have been request-
ed to make a report, giving my opinion and experience
with the device as it now is and the possibilities of im-
provement.
In 18S2 there were in the United States some hundreds

of thousand freight ears of all descriptions; these cars
were equipped with what we will call the old style draw-
bar. The failures caused from this class of couplers ami
the loss of life and limb were sufficient cause to demand
some better coupling, both to reduce breakages of the ears
and decrease the loss of life. About that time there were
some two hundred or more different classes or kinds of
drawbars1 in use, most of which had some standard feat-
ures regarding size of link and pin and length and
size of shank. This fea-
ture had been agitated for
some time with considera-
ble success, so at the first

effort to meet legislation
in the different states and
provide a coupler that
would be safer, stronger,
and at the same time au-
tomatic, what was the re-
sult? There were thou-
sands of schemes for eon-
verting the old drawbar
into an automatic coupler,
and it is safe to say that
every railroad in the coun-
try tried or witnessed
some of them, with the
result that not one proved
satisfactory, or could be
made to operate at all au-
tomatically! when cars
had any considerable dif-
ference in height, were on
a curve or had to be cou-
pled with any other class
of drawhead.
We will now pass out of

the individual effort in
trying to accomplish the
desired result and take
the matter from where it

was first presented to the
M. C. B. Convention for
action, which was in 18S3.
The time spent and the
discussions that followed
by the railroads repre-
sented was probably far
in excess of any other
matter ever presented to

the railroad associations.

The first committee ap-
pointed made their report

at Saratoga, In June, 1884.

They had at that time
sent out circulars of in-

quiry to all roads rcpre-

M.. K. & T. RY., AT SEDALIA, MO.
Wood Mill—First Floor.

sented. The labors of the committee Included the
examination of all the models presented ami the work-
ing test, when possible, with the result that the findings

showed so many models of practically the same and con-

flicting designs' that they were unable to make any rec-

ommendation, further than to classify as worthy of spe-

cial mention some seven or eight couplers and as meritor-
ious as many more.
During this meeting the coupler question was the prin-

cipal subject for discussion, and brought out many facts

showing the necessity for the adoption of an automatic
coupler both from a railroad standpoint and to come in

line with the requirements of the laws then being enacted.
It was the opinion of this early meeting that the only
coupler that could be a mechanical success and couple to

care of varying heights and conditions would have to be
made on the vertical plane line and one that would do
away with the link and pin.

We pass the vast amount of work done by this associa-

tion and the railroad companies in trying to decide what
coupler or what kind of coupler would meet il' require-

ments and would be the best to adopt which time included
the tests at Burlington and Buffalo, where so much infor-

mation was gained between the meeting in 1SS4 and the
meeting in Minneapolis, in 1SS7. We all know lhat the

time and money spent were great and the trials and tests

made during these three years were exhaustive. The Rail-

road Commissioners in many states had threatened time
and time again to take the matter out of the hands of the
railroads and name a coupler or a lot of couplers themselves
s.nie one of which they would adopt and require applied
if the matter was not hurried more. And they did. in

some eases, complicate the matter by opening the door for
various devices with a certain official recognition. The
M. C. B. committees still continued to hang on and experi-
ment in their effort to have the coupler finally adopted as
nearly perfect as possible.

We find at themeetingof
1887 the committee ready
to make a final report.
The association had been
severely criticised on ac-
count of the time spent
in consideration of the
subject, but time has
proved that the time was
well spent and that disas-
t r o u s mistakes were
avoided. The problems
the committee had to deal
with were very knotty
ones; over 4.000 so-called
automatic couplers had
been recorded in the Pat-
ent Office and every indi-
vidual demanded consid-
eration, it was realized
that the strength had
necessitated searching in-
vestigations, and it was
predicted that the metal
used would have to be
strengthened and im-
proved as the service be-
came heavier, and further
that an entirely different
metal would have to be
used—one possessing great-
er strength than anything
then made into couplers.
During the years of

trials, opinions had altered
regarding automatic coup-
lers, and roads no longer
expected to get automatic
couplers for the same pric;
as the old bull nose, but
were prepared to pay for
improvements that cut
down their operating ex-
penses

The form of coup'er be-

ing decided on at this

meeting, the question was
submitted to letter ballot
and declared carried and
adopted at Alexandria
Bay, June, 1888. Can any
one conscientiously say
that this matter did not

receive all the consideration that was at the disposal of
the railroad Companies to give it.

The lines finally adopted and the patents presented to
the railroads were the contour lines belonging to the Jan-
ney Coupler Co., which had been used on passenger cars
since 1876 and were no experiment. Now. after the labors
of this association were completed and the contour lines
adopted—which was only done after the surrender of the
patents held by the Janney Company, which enabled all

makers and all roads to use them—there was another step
necessary in the line of advancement of standards, which
was to regulate the size and length of shank, size and
position of holes and the bearing and connecting points,
so that couplers, wmerever made or applied, could be re-
paired or replaced on any road on which the owner's cars
should happen to be when such parts became inoperative.
In adopting a coupler which in itself was going to be

a source of large outlay to the roads, it was essenitial to
keep the changes necessary on the cars down to a mini-
mum to prevent the expense of application being more
than our companies would stand, provided this could be
done without prejudice to the coupler for present or future
requirements. A shank as nearly like the best practice
then prevailing as possible was adopted, but not until its

strength and possible increase were taken fully into ac-
count. There was a reasonable allowance left for future
strength to meet the increase in weights of cars, and the
shanks of couplers to-day when made of the best mate-
rials, will stand any demands made upon them at that
point by the heaviest equipment, and have a breaking
strain far in excess of the combined power of any three
or four locomotives ever built. There is a possibility yet

of making the thickness of the material in these shanks
greater and better to stand any increasing demands. For
instance, the shank of an M. C. B. coupler, made of steel

and one inch thick, will have a breaking strain of more
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than 1,000,000 pounds, which is a force that can never be
exerted in fair usage. It is, therefore, no more than fair

to the design and size of that part of the coupler to say
it can always be made to meet the requirements, under
fair usage, which is something that cannot be said about
any a; her part of the car.
Sow. in regard to the other end. There can be no fair

criticism advanced against its practicability to couple au-
tomatically under all reasonable conditions and to remain
coupled unless defective, either from wear or the locking
pin not doing its duty. There is some question regarding
the shape of the inner or wearing side of the knuckle" be-
ing of the best design to prevent wear, or. rather, to
confine the wear to the hook shape. This is accomplished
by some of the couplers now on the market, and does not
affect the contour lines or wearing points of the coupler
as adopted. It is a matter that will no doubt have due
consideration at the next convention.
The coupler as made to-day. without changing any of

the important lines, is from 15 to 25 per centT heavier
and stronger than when first made for ears of lighter ca-
pacity, and there is abundant possibility to stiil increase
its weight and strength by the adoption and betterment of
material.
The statement has been made by some writers that the

M. C. B. coupler did not give a center line of draft and
that the blow when coming together was not on central
lines. While this would appear to be the ease while look-
ing at a single coupler, it is not the ease when two
couplers are pulled or bunted together. Hook two cou-
plers and suspend them from one end (this onlv refers to
couplers made strictly to M. C. B. lines), then suspend a
plumb line by them. The line will prove the couplers to

maintain a straight line from end to end of shank. Or
repeat the experiment often tried of fitting up two ens
without side chafing irens, or make the iron very wide,
and notice the draft line when the cars are being hauled
on a straight track. The space between the chafing
irons will be found to remain evenly divided, showing a
direct pull carried back to the end of the couplers. " In
buffing the severe strain is to be absorbed by the buffer
blocks, but before they come in contact the couplers, in
coming together and locking, make a very direct strain
on the center of the car and almost entirely prevent the
side strains usual with the bevel faces of the old style
drawhead moving sideways.

It has aeain been contended that the couplers were not
flexible. With regard to that matter it has been recog-
nized by the larger part of our railroad management that
one of the great features of the M. C. B. coupler was to
eliminate the slack in the train and to prevent to con-H-
erable extent the swaying of cars from side to side while
running on a straight track, which is injurious to the cars
as well as dangerous to the men who have to pass over
them. Probably no one feature contributed more larsely
to the adoption of the hook coupler than the results
tained by the close and spring coupling at the Burlington
brake tests and subsequent trials made speciallv for this
purpose. It had long been thought absolutely necessary
that there should be a considerable amount of loose slack
in the couplings of cars to ease the starting of trains,
and. while it had been admitted that there were some dis-
advantages incident to the presence of slack, such as
breaking drawbars and draft risgins. in starting and
stopping, pulling through sags and hollows in the track, it
was never realized until these tests what an enormous
evil the presence of slack was in long trains and how ter-
rific the shock.
During these tests it was found absolutely necessary to

block the links: without bloc-kins it was found impossible
to live in the rear car: stock could not have stood on their
feet or freight been prevented from shifting. Since it has
been abundantly proved that a locomotive will start and
haul as many cars with the close couplings as with the
slack link, and haul the train without the "shock, making
it possible to use airbrakes on freisht trains, we think the
foresight in adopting a coupler eliminating this part of
the flexibility of the old drawhead the most commendable:
and had any device containing this feature been adopted
we would now be ready to discard it.

There is still another feature in its favor. Cars of varv-
ing height can be readily coupled, and the difference in
height or the difference in spring action has no tendencv
to throw the load of the low car on to the hieh. which
was formerly the cause of breaking so many links and
causing trains to part.
If couplers do not couple it is because of defect? in their

manufacture, and not in the lines adopted by the M. C.
B. Association. In all the tests made for years, the ques-
tion of coupling was raised and tested and it was found
that ihe M. 0. B. coupler coupled readily on curves up to
20°. There are some couplers made without anv regard
for the location of the hinge for the knuckle that' will' not
do this.

When the M. 0. B. coupler was adopted the roads were
entirely equipped with the link-and-pin drawbar, therefore
the automatic coupler had to be constructed so that it
would couple with these cars until thev were changed. To
accomplish this, the knuckle—already" the weakest part-
had to be further weakened temporarily to admit of the
link-and-pin connection. Now. as 90 per cent, of the
breakages occur to the knuckle on account of this weak-
ness, it is safe to pass this matter bv. saving that in a
very short time all couplers win be made with solid
knuckles, thereby increasing the strength and wearing
surface of this part more than 50 per cent. In further
proof of this some of the roads are now getting their
couplers with solid knuckles, and report practically no
trouble from knuckles failing.
There has been complaint made of accidents caused bv

couplers pulling out and falling on the track. When we
consider the thousands of couplers put in old cars with
light and insecure draft rigging and think of these ears
being run in trains with the modern, heavy ear at to-day.
with the powerful engines in use. it is only a matter of
surprise that there are not more failures, and we do not
think the fault should be charged to the coupler, but to
the car.

Now. regarding construction. When the M. C. B. As*
ciation adopted the automatic coupler thev also adopted
a fasteniug for the rear end and a buffer for the front
of cars, and it is the opinion of this committee that one
feature is as essential as the other, and that the buffer
is an absolute necessity to protect the draft rigging and
coupler from the numerous shocks when cars are being
switched, and it is not until these precautions are taken
that we can expect to get all of the benefits that the
coupler is able to give us.
When it is remembered our cars have increased from

50.000 to 1O0.0O0 lbs. capacity and our engines from 130,-
000 to 200.000 lbs. in weight, and that all our present
have stronger draft rigging, stronger couplers and ade-
quate buffeT blocks for their protection, but that we
not separate these cars in our trains, but couple them.
probably, to a ear of ten years ago, with lighter draft

rigging, light couplers and no buffer blocks, we must ex-

pect failures; not in the new cars, but in the old ones
and we find on careful inquiry that that is where the fail-

ures do to a large extent occur. We can to a certain ex-
tent remedy this by sorting out our traius.but, if less ex-
pensive, take the failures caused by not doing so.

The result of the researches and our opinion is that the
M. C. B. coupler, as adopted, is the best device for the
purpose that has been presented to the railroad companies
from any source, that the coupler, made strictly to the
contour lines adopted, will couple under all ordinary con-
ditions: that it admits of being strengthened to meet the
requirements of heavier service: that the line of pulling
and buffing is as central as any coupler of its same length:
that it is able to stand the shocks of switching when pro-
tected by buffers: that the coupler admits of the success-
ful running of long trains of heavy cars and the use of
air-brakes on such trains: that the saving in repairs by
its use amounts to something like $1.50 per ear per year;
that the present cost of links and pins will more than
double the cost of repairs to couplers, and that it is as
strong and long-lived as other parts of the car.
Now. in conclusion, we wish to emphasize the fact that

this report is based on that class of couplers that embody
good workmanship and material, and is in no way a de-
fence for some couplers in the market that have been used
by various railroads for other reasons than their mechani-
cal worth. That couplers of this description would prove
failures has been fully predicted. On the other hand.
there are couplers costing but very little more that can
be relied upon to give satisfaction, and the purchaser can
get good couplers by paying for them.
Regarding strength: Couplers can be purchased to-day

that the makers will guarantee to stand from five to eight
blows of 1,640 lbs. with 5-ft. drop on the guard arm and
will stand a pulling strain of from 175.000 to 200.000 lbs.

without injury to the knuckle or locking device. We do
not think it necessary to require such strength as this for
any cars or engines yet constructed, but those who do can
be supplied.
We do not think it will be amiss to again compliment

the gentlemen comprising the coupler committee on the
successful result of their labors, believing tha.t they adopt-
ed the only device that could have accomplished the re-
sults that have been obtained, nor can we refrain from
suggesting tnat the severest critics have been those who
had the fewest couplers in use. and we believe, for that
reason, would be least likely to know their merits.
Let us all remember that the present automatic coupler

is a piece of machinery, and. lSke our air-brakes and
trucks, requires a little attention and occasionally a drop
of oil.

A LOCOMOTIVE FRAflE BRACE.

The Pittsburg Locomotive Works has been using
for some time a locomotive frame brace designed
and patented by Mr. D. A. Wightman. superintend-
ent of those works. This frame brace has proven,
in extended service, that it fully meets the severe

requirements of the case which it was designed to

meet. There has been much difficulty experienced,
particularly in comparatively large locomotives
where long foot plates cannot be used, by reason of

the excessive strains brought upon the saddle cast-

ings. Mr. Wightman's design is intended to relieve

the saddles from the injurious action of these
strains, and it has done so in extended practical

service without involving any substantial expense
in application, and without interfering with essen-

tial features of the usual types of locomotives.
The brace, which is shown in quite complete

detail in our illustrations, consists essentially of a
cast iron or steel plate fitting in transversely be-

tween the engine frames and longitudinally between
the saddle castings and the bumper. Our upper
figure gives a plan view of the brace: the next a
side elevation: the third a longitudinal central sec-

tion, and the bottom figure a cross section on the
line XX of the* upper figure. Referring to the en-

gravings, in all of which like parts are given like

numbers, it will be seen that the frame brace is

formed of a stout horizontal plate or body 1. stiff-

ened by ribs 2 on its lower side, and carrying lateral

flanges 3. and front and roar flanges 4 and 5. The
lateral flanges are machined, and the width of the

brace is such that they fit closely against the inner
sides of the upper and lower rails or bars. 6 and 7.

of the front ends of the engine-frame. Lugs 8. the
upper and lower faces of which are finished, are
formed on the outer sides of the lateral flanges and
tit closely between, and act as distance-pieces for.

the upper and lower rails of each of the side mem-
bers of the locomotive frame.
The brace is rigidly secured to the frame-rails by

horizontal bolts and 10. passing through the lat-

eral flanges and through the upper and lower rails,

respectively, and by vertical bolts 11. passing
through the lugs 8 and through both the upper and
lower rails.

The brace is made of such length as to extend
substantially throughout the distance between the
bumper 12 and the saddle-castings or cylinder bed-
plate 1" of the engine, but it is ordinarily stopped a
few inches from the saddle, as shown in the upper
figure, this of course being a matter within the dis-

cretion and design of the constructor. To obtain
the most effective results, the front flange 4 should

be in line with the front ends of the frame-rails

and abut against the bumper 12, so as to act as a
backing therefor as well as a brace for the frame.

In such case it is better that the front flange 4 be
made, as shown, of substantially the same depth as

the bumper and secured thereto by the bolts 14.

When applied to locomotives having a two-
wheeled forward truck, the center-pin tube or

socket 15 for holding the cradle in position may be

1
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cast upon the "plate 1. as shown, or, if preferred.

may be made separate and secured by bolts to the

plate, the former, however, having been found to

be the more desirable and economical construction.

It will be seen that this brace renders the front

portion of the engine-frame a rigid and practically

unitary structure from the bumper to the saddle-

oa -tings, and a special feature of practical value is

presented in its capacity to effectively resist diag-

onal strains, as in shocks of contact applied near

the corners of the bumper or against the end of one
side member of the frame, or otherwise out of the

longitudinal plane of the engine.

TESTS OFflATERIALS AND THEIR PURCHASE
UNDER SPECIFICATIONS.*

Specifications properly compiled are advantageous to

the buyer in avoiding lengthy descriptions when placing
orders, and in the assurance that what is bought will

be what is desired, or need not be paid for. They are
advantageous to the seller in giving him the knowledge
at the outset of just what is desired and in the assur-

ance that if he furnishes what is specified it will be
satisfactory. They are mutually advantageous in ex-

*Extraets from a pap r by Mr. Alfred Lovell, assist-

ant superintendent of motive power. Northern Pacific

Ry., read before the Northwest Railway Club.
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pediting business transactions and in avoiding misun-
derstandings and unpleasant disputes.

There are, however, other points to be considered.

It is frequently stated by buyers of railroad material
and others in a position to know, that when no specifi-

cations and tests are made use of, goods can in general

be bought cheaper than when these are employed. There
is undoubtedly, many times, much truth in this state-

ment, for frequently specifications are not clearly

drawn up. leaving many points in doubt, or more often

are explicit, but are not prepared with a careful consid-

eration of the uses to which the article is to be put. and
specify a higher quality and require more severe tests

than is necessary. In the first case, the bidder will

take advantage of the doubt by giving high prices and
delivering poor goods just in proportion to the element
of doubt; in the other case, specifications and tests be-

ing severe, if adhered to something will be secured
more costly than is required for the service. Where
there are no specifications, the exact article required is

not defined, and there is always an open chance^ for

the dishonest bidder to figure on supplying something
inferior to what the honest bidder is intending to give.

The result of this is that we get a low price, but we
do not get what we originally intended to buy, and.

having had no specifications, have no redress.

A specification is simply a minute description or

enumeration of particulars, and a test when used in this

connection is simply some method of determining
whether the article in question fulfills this enumeration
of particulars. It is impossible to conceive that any
reliable manufacturer would make any difference in

price because the article described was described

minutely, and if reliable, he would not object to apply-

ing a reasonable test to show that the finished article

corresponded to this description. I say reasonable test,

for some specifications include tests that are not reason-

able, and which would, without question, increase the

cost of the article as above noted.

Drawings are specifications of form and assembling
of parts, and the dimensions thereon are the tests to

be applied to the finished article. No mechanic would
think of questioning the utility of drawings in describ-

ing material or a machine, nor does any manufacturer
object to this form of specification, or think of raising

his price because drawings are used, but unfortunately
drawings cannot be made to represent the inherent

composition or strength of materials or the character
of the workmanship. If we are particular about the

quality, we must resort to other means, viz.: Descrip-
tion by words called a specification accompanied by pre-

scribed tests to assure us that the requirements are

fulfilled.

There are men who claim that a guarantee is a cure
for all evils, and that where this can be obtained no
test of material is required. What does a guarantee
usually consist of even when made by responsible par-

ties? Simply a promise to supply a new part for any
one that fails within a definite period of time. This,

in itself, is good as far as it goes, and has done much
to improve the quality of certain articles of manufact-
ure, such as the wearing capacity of iron car wheels.
But a guarantee is not sufficient. A railroad company
wants assurance not only that the wheels it buys will,

in general, not wear out in five or six years, but it

wants assurance that in all reasonable probability no
wheel will break before it wears out. and thus cause a

wreck. If a wheel wears out or breaks within the speci-

fied time, the wheel company loses the value of the
wheel, nearly $5, but if the wheel breaks and causes a

wreck, the railroad company loses possibly as many
thousands. The guarantee is of little value in this case.

We want the assurance furnished by some positive

test that the wheel will not break. So, too, with air

brake hose.

A large part of railroad material is such that its un-
expected and premature failure means loss of life, loss

of property, delay to train service, or rolling stock laid

up for repair; in any event meaning loss of money to

the company. To avoid this we should know to a cer-

tainty the quality of the material we use and its ability

to resist the service it will receive. This can only be
surely known by specifying the quality required and
testing the material before use. It is then fair to con-
clude that, with important railroad material, specifica-

tions and tests are essential to insure the quality being
that which is required. The quality being thus guar-
anteed, calculations may be based upon working the
material to its fullest capacity, thus saving quantity,

less accidents and delays will occur, and the cost being
little if any greater than material of a doubtful charac-
ter, the result will be largely on the side of economy.

1. Specifications are mutually advantageous to the

buyer and to the reliable seller in expediting business
and avoiding misunderstandings.

2. For all important material it is essential for safety

and economy to purchase under specification, and that

all details and tests prescribed should be insisted upon
in order to maintain the standard of quality desired.

3. For unimportant material it is in general economy
to purchase under specification, and all particulars

specified should be required fulfilled, but with such arti-

cles occasional tests at unstated intervals, with thor-

ough inspection, will generally be sufficient to maintain
the quality.

4. The character of the specification and the nature
of the tests prescribed should be adapted to insure the

qualities requisite for the service in which the article

is to be used, and qualities not essential should not be
required.

5. The severity of the tests should be in accordance
with the importance of the article in case of failure,

viz.: More severe than actual service conditions on
material in which a failure would be disastrous, but as

light as the conditions will allow in other cases.

G. The manufacturers' methods and possibilities must
be considered, and tests must only be prescribed that
can be met with certainty when proper care is exer-

cised without unnecessarily increasing cost of manu-
facture.

7. Destroy as limited a quantity of finished material
as is necessary to establish the quality.

8. A guarantee is an excellent supplement to a speci-

fication, but cannot in general forego the necessity of

tests.

9. Specifications thus prepared should not increase the
cost for any standard of quality, and the quality de-

sired is assured.
» » »

REDUCING STAY BOlTS ON THE BURLINGTON
ROAD.

which he has measured was. according to London
Engineering, equivalent to a weight of 1-12,000,000

of a grain acting at the end of a lever 1 in. long.
*--*

CAR FOREHEN'S ASSOCIATION CF CM CAGO.

All stay bolts are reduced in the center by a

lathe cut. at the West Burlington shops of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad. A very neat
lathe appliance designed at these shops permits the
work to be done rapidly and cheaply, and with ex-
actitude. Our rough sketch shows bow this is

DEVICE FOR REDUCING STAY BOLTS.

accomplished. A cross piece connects the tool rest

and tool post with a slotted templet. This cross-

piece carries a pin which rides in the slot, which,
as shown, is curved to the required radius. It will

be readily understood that as the carriage moves
in its normal direction the templet, through the

cross-piece mentioned, pulls the cutting tool into

the stay bolt and then pushes it out. forming a cut

for the reduction of the center of the stay bolt that
has a perfect and unvarying radius. The templet
is quickly changed for stay bolts of different

lengths or diameters, providing a different radius
of cut; but when once selected and fixed in place

for a given lot of bolts no further attention is

needed. With this device thirty bolts are turned
out in one hour at a cost of one-half cent per bolt.

Acetylene gas has proven itself useful for torch

work and we understand that acetylene hand lamps
are being tried on the Columbus. Hocking Valley &
Toledo. This beautiful illuminant has also been
adapted for locomotive headlight purposes.

#-»-»-

The number of locomotives upon the twenty-one
principal railways of England, Wales and Ireland

at the close of last year is said to be 15,602. Of
these the London & Northwestern had 2405. the

Midland 23G0 and the Northeastern 1094—these be-

ing by tar the greatest apportionments.

• »

The delicacy of modern measuring instruments is

strikingly shown in Professor Vernon Boys' deter-

mination of the density of the earth. The force

MARCH MEETING
The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Chicago was held at the Brlggs House, Chicago,
March 9. President Morris called the meeting to
oriler at 8 p. in. Among those present were:
Alderson, A. S. Kuhlman, H. V.
Baihie, J. B. Krump, M.
Blohm. T. Litts, E. C.
Cervin, Jno. Manthey, H. H.
I 'oleman, Jas. Morris. T. R.
Cook. W. C. Mercatoris, M.
Carlisle, Jno. Martin. J.

Constant, J. Miller, Win.
Canfield, L. T. Northam, F. R.
Depue, Jas. Olsen, Louis.
Davies. K. Prickett, J.

Deen, Chas. Rewald. C.
Davies. W. O.. Jr. Rickhoff, C.
Earle, Ralph R. Sharp. W. E.
Fritz, Chas. Stagg. C. S.

Frenk. Wm. Smith, R. G.
Goehrs, Henry. Sauna, G. N.
Goehrs. Wm. H. Schultz, Aug.
Guthenberg, B. Saum, C. L.
Grieb, J. C. Swift. C. E.
Gehrke, Wm. Silvus. W.
Gruhlke, E. Smith, E. B.
Godfrey. J. Schoenebergj C.
Hunt, T. B. Stocks, Jas.
Hansen, Andrew. Senger, Wm.
Hagge, W. Wensley, W. H.
Johannes, A. . Wentsel, Geo.
Jones, W. E. Warren, Wm.
Johnson, Gui. Wolfe. Chas.
Kramer, Wm. Weaverson, Fred.
Kamen, Fred.
President Morris: If there are no objections the

minutes of the previous meeting, as published in the
Railway Master Mechanic, will stand approved.
Secretary Cook: The following names have been

submitted to the executive committee and approved,
and the gentlemen will be enrolled as members.
W. E. Jones, Canda Cattle Car Co.; C. E. Swift,

M. Mercatoris and E. C. Litts, Chicago & Erie; E.
Godfrey, C. M. & St. P.
President Morris called for the report of the com-

mittee appointed at a previous meeting to look into the
matter of parting of trains and suggest remedies there-
for, but none of the members of said committee were
present.

Discussion of Disputed Cases.
President Morris: The first subject for discussion

will be ease No. 1. This ease was submitted by one
of the members.
Case No. 1.—"A" received a car from the builders'

shops and after hauling it a short distance, de-
livered it to "B" ("B" is not the owner). "B"
discovered a hot box and examination developed
the fact the brass was cut and spoiled—journal
was not cut but was rough on account of not be-
ing properly finished off by builders. "B" smooth-
ed off journal and applied new brass. Wh^
should be held responsible for brass and journal?

Mr. Stagg: I think the owner of the car is respon-
sible. Prom the fact that it was delivered by the
builders, the supposition naturally is that the owner
had an inspector at the works, and if that inspector
passes a ear O. K., A certainly is not responsible for
it. If they had no inspector at the place (I presume
it was a new car) it really, in my estimation, is own-
er's concern, also, and they are responsible for the
car.

Mr. Hunt: Ordinarily the road that delivers a car
with a cut journal is responsible. But it appears this
journal was not cut; the brass was cut ami spoiled;
but the journal was rough on account of not being
properly finished off by builders. It seems to me that
under these circumstances the owner would be respon-
sible. It was an inherent defect, so to speak, and I

think if the matter were taken up with the owner he
would stand the expense.
President Morris: How do you think this should

be treated; in what way should a settlement be ar-
rived at?
Mr. Hunt: Well. I don't know, unless it would be

for B to take it up with the owners—B to make proper
repairs and take the matter up. I don't think he
should bill for repairs to journal on sight, because it

is a little bit out of the ordinary according to the M.
C. B. rules. I think the better plan would be for
him to make proper repairs and allow car to go oh
and take the matter up with the owner, who I think
would settle for it. I think that would be the proper
•irocedure.

Mr. Kuhlman: I rather believe that Mr. A also has
an inspector; the car owner has an inspector, or is

supposed to have; I don't know whether he has or not.
But Mr. A. who receives the ear. has an inspector
who is supposed to be competent to look over the car,
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it makes him
I Think A should hav red this

he turned it

for the builders. Et-

I am only speaking from my inter;

-

Mr. Gehrke: I believe this case ought to be s

the owner and the builder-. I Think the
- should be billed on. and the def< ted

5, and he
-

. : he thinks he has a right to. I do not think

that A is s -J to discover a defect - .".ind

when he received car. because it is a hidden de:

Be re to tab " - and examine
in order to find it. The car is new and

has just come out of shops and journ: I

hot at that time.

Mr. Sharp: I think we all agree that the owner is

but the question at issue is

tly who is res - - much as how such

I be handled. As I understand the c

A did issue a card for the journal, but decline"

issue a card for tie brass, which was also damaged.
But it Be . - t me, inasmuch as the who

ouying cars are repres by an ins] : it is

That inspectors duty to see that the journals are

turned, and if they are not properly turned,

hardly right to ask a railroad company to make
an inspe nine such a defect. They will

run car out on the line before they will discover ihe
the damage is already done to the bn -

When they delivered ear I B - was done in this

B - ered what was wrong and made rep

It s- - me that the proper way of handling such

a ea- B to render bill against owner,

stating the facts in the case and procure a joint evi-

dence statement. U ssary, and the owner could

take the matter up with the car builders and adjust

the dama. -

Mr. Jones: I would like to know if A is the owr.er

ie car?
Preside M n s: No; not according to th:- - :

I

Mr. Jones: Then I should think B should ask a

card from A for the rough journal and the brass, and
ke it up with the builders. That would be my

way of d -

Mr. Shannon: I think Mr. Sharp :s right in the

matter—that B should render bill direct against ear

-r, and the owner of the car in turn w

:

- -st the builders. I 1. - - - like

that myself and that is the best way to handle it.

Mr. Prickett: I think that B would be the resp in-

pd it from the shop. E
it had a rough spot in the brass or a r

;>urnal—n - - He h.v -

and turns it over to B. B find- t; and I think

the proper way would be for B to go for A and A
r the builder of the car and there render his

bill. That would be a kind of a round-about way
getting at it. A. I do not think, should -

.'-. He would hav. toe :'• first

back on the owner. A. as I understand it, is I the

car owner.
P.- _ . nor B. Wha

has A on the "

-

B - rbis is - - es tiled

by the M. C. B. rules. The builders are not boun.l

in any way by the rules, and if they should K
card or be responsible for it. what redi -

A have:
Mr. Prickett: Well, that is a question I don't know

exactly how you would get at. The owner should
have an inspector at the shop when these jou::

put in and see that they are all right—no fl

E metimes a flange cuts

in journal and mal gh place. That will e

: - P ly that was the case with
:ne that B did the damage and ought

hauling the car.

Mr this question if

t-en the parry makii;- airs and the
1 that will

that the party making repairs is authorized under t

rules to bill :.. st . r owner for the brass, it
~

:

the first brass renewed. As - jour-

re may be iter into eon-
.-:•:.. Possibly the j - :rnt and had

raoved and some new oil used on that partieu-

rs under the same car. and
if you are . y the rules, you can
char; -- only. Still.

if you had a great deal of t n that a

k an adjustment direct could be made bet-
the Tnai - 3 and the ow:
Mr. Cramer My judgi - me that the

journal and burnt
bra- the car has ly at

1 he shops where the work was done and he 1 -

urnals. I have -

- - where new cars cam.
- • 1 which wer.

not bored, and w« uled them four miles when
we had i

'• side tra k them. The owm
and he tad to renew them. That is my experi-

Mr. Grifb: Can us whether car was loaded

or empty?

thing to show that.

Mr. Smith: If this was an old car and A had de-

B and B had - rase was
- .livered to him. B would be respon-

sible under the rules. 1 do not see where you can
hold A responsible at .

Mr. Hunt: Is there not a ruling that you can
charge the firs: : ss to the owner? Is it not directly

nyone else for this bra

The journal is not cut. only the bra--. Y< u can wear
ss »ut and el _ raers, but you cannot

immediately wear another out on the same journal
and charge the owner for it. But the first brass you
can charge owner for. there is no question about that.

It appears that this journal was rough turned. After
thinking the matter over I I would tie in order

..arge the owner at - .ss.

President Morris: How would you dispose of the

joun
Mr. Hunt: This journal was not damaged in -

vice. It should be trued up. B did not damage the

nal, nor did any railroad company damage it ac-

cording to the argument put forth. X --..;- the

- to do in the case would be to turn up
the journal and put it in proper shape and if you did

want to stand it yourself, to communicate with
the owner.
Mr. Showe:- '.' the printed statement, I am

under the impression that the journal in itself would
have an appearance of what has been termed "fa

and no doubt the owner of the car, no
fcesr who he may be, respons for the dam -

If the party for whom the cars were being built had
an inspector at the shop at the time cars were tu

r, the cars would be he party
whom they were built: if they had no inspe

ty of the car company. If

had been received by the party for whom they
were constructed he should be responsible.

Presid- - For the brass and journ:

Mr. Showers: For -- and jour:

Mr. Deen: Id' - there is any ques"

;t the journal at all. The case says journal was
I touched, but was rough when leaving the shop,

and my idea is that the owner is responsible and
B billed for the brass, and he could take it

op with the builders. Possibly he might get some-
thing out of them: but I am a little doubtful about
that. I think the owner should be billed for the br. -

thet' - - I be done with the journal according
ent here.

President Morris: It was found nece-- true

nil the journal afterwards.
Mr. Deen: The paper says journal was not cut.

President Morris: W it: but was not pi

>-rly finished off.

Mr. Deen: A shoui - He for that.

The proper way would be to bill the owner for the
full amount and let (hi _ d the builder.

Mr. Miller: I fail to agree with what Mr. Deen
- said. I think the owner ought I -. asible

-he work that is necessary to put the journal in

or running order.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to ask Mr. Miller if the
• 'wner should be res - le, and stop at that. Should

redress from the bufldV

Mr. Miller: That is the owner'' - ss 1

that he - - ess from the builders. If the own-
er's inspector did not see that the journals were prop-
erly turned up be: \ hem in under the car.

-•- the owner is responsible. He ought to have
an inspector there to look after such things. I think
the owner is responsible, and if he gets anything

he builders he is that much ahead.
Mr. Sharp: The reason why I asked that que?"

5j Mr. Hunt made the :. that the owner
:".d be billed for the "brass regardless of whT

B was going to ask anybody to pay thing up
the journal or not. I do not think that would be a
fair way of handling it. If you bill the owner and

- that, he will pay the bill and stop at that:

where if you give him this additional information that

the journal was impr rned and bill him
the journal and brass, he has got evidence against the
builders that will help him to render bill.

Mr. Hunt: The only thing damaged was the br -

I think that the journal sh I rued up. But the
rt damaged by a railroad company was the

brass. Xow. really, that is the only point at issue

with the railroad company. But what to do with the

ur.1 is another thin.'. The - - :" the me'
from what ha- • id, that the owner

- res] usible for this damage. If you believe that
the owner is resp - be next thing, as Mr. Sharp
has pointed out. and which should be importai." -

what is the proper procedure: should we bill direct

for the brass without further ceremony, and ask own-
- to furnish a ird for the joun
Mr. H. G .ehrs: I wonld naturally put a brass in

there and charge the owner for it: and if the journal

31 - smooth it up as 1 • - I ild. I would
the journal if it was not cut. If it was

t, I would assume res - Dry, if it was done on
my road.

Mr. Kuhlmann: I think there is a good deal of

sense in that. Tou do not know where the

car comes to you from; it may be a new car: you are

•sed to know whether car comes from tb-
faetory: it may come from a delivering line. I do
not think you are supposed to know anything about
that. You are there to protect yourself, and that pro-

. n is furnished to you under the rules of in
-

change. I say the owner ought to pay for that
brass.

Mr. Deen: There are very few companies getting
new cars built that have not an inspe I :

- the plant
while this work is \ . n, and it duty to

after this work to see that it is properly done,
and if they overlook such matters as turning up jour-
nals. I think it places the responsibility upon the

rs, if they allow such material to go into a car,

the same in the construction of the truck

-

the body. I have been at car shops making an in-

:s. and I never knew of a company hav-
ing cars, built that did not have a representative there
precisely for that purpose. But in order to get it

right before them, so that they understand the mat-
:hey should be given the facts, so they in turn

could get redress from the builders.

Mr. Showers: From the statement given here, the
only point at issue is as to the facts. If it were vice

-.. the question would be quite different.

President Morris: In what way, Mr. Showers?
Mr. Showers: It is stated here that the journal

was improperly turned mew car) and in view of t":. 1

- the question is asked, "who is res;

Mr. Wentsel: I think that B should make the re-

pairs and write the case up to the
out bill and there is no doubt but that the owner
would pay it and fall hack on the builders. I k:

we have had several cases with new cars. They ran
- id ways and then came and renewed the br?.-

President Morris: What would they do in case of
an unfinished journal?
Mr. Wentsel: We never had a case of an unfin-

1 journal: it was on account of the small amount
of packing in the boxes. I know they renewed thirty

- - - in new cars. I would like to say
that delivering line should furnish card for the jour-
nal, but not for the bearing.

Mr. Gradl: It seems to me in this case we h
:he information that we should have. We do not

know whether this car was loaded r :. I In ease
new car. and the load exceeded the capacity of

the journal—any new car will run hot. not only one
box. but perhaps more. I think we should look into
that.

Mr Showers: I move that the owner of the car Ir-

responsible for both brass and journal.
The morion prevailed.

President Morris: We will now take up the second
This is a question in regard I - repairs.

it hinges on whether the owner should pay for
replacing a ~ ns ss with standard materia".

- 2.
—•A" delivered to "B" a car foreign to both.

After "B" had run the car some distance a more
rigid in-_ shows that there is a 7 in. ":

on one journal. Car is equipped with standard
X> capacity axles, with 4%x8 journ •

Wrong brass did not run hot. '"B" removes the
7 inch brass and applies a standard S inch \ :

billing owner for same. Is this right according
- the rules of M -

Mr. Wensley: I would say ir is an owner's defect.
Mr. Wentsel: I think there is a decision on this

that is on the question of a wrong brass, by
the Master Car Builders' Arbitration Commit
President Morris: Do you know the number of

the e -

Mr. Grieb: Four hundred and three.

Mr. Wentsel: It is not really a case. It is a
i that was issued in April, just after they

interchange iMr. Grieb: March
23, Pamphlet No. 1J and they decided it was a con-
cealed part of a car: and if it is a concealed part of

ar. it is chargeable to owners.

Mr. Deen: Why didn't he allow it to go until it

reached the owner and let him run it? There should
• charge.

President Morris: The party who had it in pos-
- :i may have thought it was unsafe.

A Member: It had been run: . way and had
not run hot. and it would probably continue to d- -

I would let it go until it run hot.

Mr. Prickett: A- Mr V. ... - .. -; s a

4 a car. This l>eing a I

iry car and having a brass in for a £0 or 50.000
city, I think that the party who removed -

brass was justified in so doing, because the brass
was not large enough for the ca; the car,

he should bill the owner for the brass, giving
r credit for scrap.

M*v Showe-s: In view of that case, if we consider
a brass a concealed part of a car at one point, why
- : a concealed part at another pant? The in-

spector who received -
- ver the

t r to that some other line

had applied the brass, deeming it was absolutely safe.

It passed off their l;r?. passed one inspector, run hun-
dreds of miles in safety, and then through a rigid

inspection it was discovered—which would tend to
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show that it was not a concealed part. It appears
that the brass was safe, and inasmuch as the case
states that the braes did not fail, under the present
rules, what right had he to tamper with the property
of some one else?

Mr. Hunt: This case is just like many others that
come up in the course of inspection. In answer to

Mr. Showers I will say that the inspector had a per-

fect right to inspect the car. and each railroad is its

own judge as to safety. I do not think there is any
doubt about that fact— it is a point brought out often

and demonstrated that the party who is going to run
the car is the judge of what is safe and what is not
safe, and if a person finds a part of a car wrong and
considers it unsafe, he has a perfect right to remove
it if he sees fit. If he thinks that a certain brass
which is wrong is not safe, he has a right to remove
it. In this case it evidently was a brass of smaller
capacity than 60,000 lbs. I think the party was jus-

tified in removing it and should charge the owner for

the new brass according to the present M. C. B. ruli s.

But as the song goes, all coons look alike to me. I

should like any brass to pass muster that wrould bring

a car safely home without journal being cut or jour-

nal box damaged.
Mr. Showers: For the benefit of the association* I

would like to make one explanation in regard to the
case as originally presented. This was not a 60.000
capacity ear, yet was equipped with 4*4x8 journals.

The car was stenciled 40.000 capacity. The cars are

not allowed to be loaded over 45,000. Taking that

view of it, I can see no reason why a 7-in. brass

would not be safe: furthermore, is there anyone here
that has ever seen any serious accident caused by a

short brass, or a Tin. brass being applied to an 8-in.

journal? As long as the brass does not run hot or

cause any damage by running hot or cutting the jour-

nal, is there any reason why it is not safe?

Mr. Wensley: I would like to know who claims a
car fitted with 4^x8 journals is a 40,000 capacity
car? If that is the case there must have been a

wrong pair of wheels under.

A Member: In answer to that I will say that own-
ers have a right to put in 5x9 journals if they feel

disposed and their trucks are so constructed.
Mr. Wensley: Can you put a pair of wheels under

like that, under a 40,000 capacity car?
Mr. Stagg: Was it stenciled on the truck the size

of the journal?
Mr. Showers: Stenciled on the sill and also on the

truck.

A Member: It is very poor policy for anybody to

put a 7-in. brass on a 4 :Vix8-in. journal. According
to the case presented here B is responsible.

Mr. Showers: I would like to hear from Mr. Grieb.
Mr. Grieb: The fact that Mr. Showers calls

on me makes me think that possibly it is a question
that the lines which we represent are interested in.

We had a Canda cattle car that was received at

one of our western terminals with a load of stock.

We run the car 152 miles to La Crosse and there
it was discovered that the car had a brass that was
7 ins. long. There is one distinction here that I

would like to make—that is, the brass we removed
was hot. The journal was 4^x8 and the brass was
designed for either a 3^4x7 or 4x7 journal. Of
course with the condition in which this box was dis-

covered at La Crosse we had no alternative of allow-

ing it to go through or replacing the brass, we had
to in fact remove the brass, and the peculiar part of
the story is that we actually made a bill for the brass
and it went through to owners undiscovered. When
our attention was called to it we took the position

that we had no right under the M. C. B. rules to

charge anybody for replacing wrong material on their

car. In fact while the owners were willing to pay.
and thought they ought to pay, yet. from a point of
justice and acting strictly under the M. C. B. rules,

we felt that we had exceeded the bounds in present-
ing our bill and authorized a rebuttal bill.

Mr. Showers: I would like it understood that that
is not the case under discussion. The reason I called

on Mr. Grieb wis because he is so well posted on
similar subjects.

Mr. Canfield: My understanding is that B had car
in his possession when the brass was removed.
President Morris: Yes; B removed the brass.

Mr. Canfield: I think that section 34, of rule .'!.

covers that case. It is a question of wrong repairs.

(Reads Sec. 34.) Now if he received the car. he did

not find the defect card. He should have found the
defect card or had card put on. As long as he did

not do that and they run it several hundred miles, it

devolves on B to prove that he did not put it in

himself, and consequently makes B responsible for it.

Mr. Sharp: I agree with Mr. Canfield that B is

responsible; but under the present M. C. B. rules I

would like to ask how B could exact an M. C. B.
defect card from A? Section 34 of the rules reads:
(Quotes rule.) This car was foreign to both A and
B, and B should have rejected car on account of it

not being safe to run and required that standard re-

pairs be made. But inasmuch as he did not discover
that the wrong brass had been applied prior to the
time he received it and adjust the difficulty before car
was received on their line, it seems to me, as Mr. Can-

lielil says, it is their duty now to prove that some of

their trainmen did not apply this wrong bearing, and
I am oi the opinion that B is responsible and should re-

place this bearing with an 8 in. bearing without mak-
ing charge.
Mr. Stagg: I move that it is the sense of this meeting

that B is responsible for the brass.

The motion being seconded was carried by a rising

vote of 50 to 10.

RECESS.
President Morris: There is one question that was left

over from last meeting that we should have taken up
this evening, but it was overlooked. It refers to the

ease of sills—two sills being broken and afterwards
two more being broken. It was stated at the last meet-
ing that there was an arbitration decision on the way
and this decision has now been rendered. The com-
mittee met January 24, '99. The case is No. 534. The
defects were old and as a consequence of these old de-

fects additional defects occurred. It is practically

a parallel case with the one of broken sills. Two
broken sills following two original broken sills. The
decision of the committee was that in their opinion

there must have been some further damage done to

the draft timbers requiring their renewal and there-

fore the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway is

responsible and should cancel its bill. It means that

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern attempted to

bill against the owner for broken draft timbers and de-

fects that occurred as a result of these broken draft

timbers, and the arbitration committee decision is

that the Lake Shore cannot bill against the owners
for the defects.

Mr. H. Goehrs: The way I understand it, there were
two broken sills in the first place, when it was received,

and the road afterwards—the receiving road—broke
two more. I should think that the receiving road was
responsible. Why did they not go to work and repair

these two sills when they found they were broken?
That is the way I understand the rules.

President Morris: For your information I will say
that this case was held over from last meeting until

the decision was rendered, and the decision carries out

the idea that the receiving company, in the case just

cited, was responsible for the four broken sills; the two
original ones and the two that followed.

Mr. Goehrs: I do not think the car was safe to han-
dle without damaging further. He should either have
rejected it or, I hold, make repairs and charge owners
with the repairs. According to the rules I think it is

right.

Mr. Wensley: The question, I believe, was the same
as our neighbor has stated, but the decision adds draft

timbers. That makes a different question altogether.

President Morris: No; practically not. The draft

timbers broken were owners' defects the same as the

two sills were owners' defects. In the case decided,

other damage followed as a result of the broken draft

timbers, and it was held that the company that had
the car in its possession was responsible for all the
defects, both the broken draft timbers and the defects

that followed as a result. It is a parallel case with

the one that we discussed.

Mr. Showers: I believe that when the case was pre-

sented before the association it was with a question

asked: '"Does this association concur with the decision

of the Joint Inspectors of East St. Louis," was it not?
Then, inasmuch as the case has been pretty thoroughly
discussed and we have a decision by the arbitration

committee, I would make the motion that the associa-

tion concurs with the decision of the arbitration com-
mittee on this question and disagrees with the decision

of the St. Louis joint inspectors.

The motion was carried by a rising vote of 41 to 2.

Renewing and Charging for Dust Guards.

President Morris: The next topic for discussion reads

as follows: "What is the current practice in renewing
dust guards and charging same to owners?"

A member: We do not pay much attention to dust

guards on old boxes on foreign cars. We put the old

box back again as we found it. If we put a new box
on we put on a dust guard. I have never made a

charge.

Mr. H. Goehrs: I would like to ask how many in-

spectors ever put dust guards on a foreign car unless

they remove the box to put on a pair of wheels?

Mr. Stagg: I do not believe we renew them very
often unless we put on a pair of wheels or a new oil

box.

Mr. Deen: I would like to ask how many oil boxes
they find when they remove them that have dust
guards at all or look as though they ever did have?

Mr. Miller: I think that at any time a railroad com-
pany applies wheels they ought to see that proper fit-

ting dust guards are on boxes.

Mr. H. Goehrs: I think the question was whether
they were to be charged or not.

Mr. Prickett: If I put on a new box I either put the
old dust guard back or have a new one made. I do
not know what the practice down at the main shop is,

but I do not think they are taking off oil boxes on
foreign cars and putting new dust guards on. I do
not think any one is doing that; I know I am not.

President Morris: The question, of course, implies re-

newing the oil box.

Mr. Prickett: We always put the old one in. If

we cannot get the old one out, we have a new one
made. It is but a short time ago since I had a cas -

of replacing a pair of trucks under a C. & E. I. car.

and in taking off the oil boxes I found there was not a

dust guard on.

Mr. H. Goehrs: I do not think we are answering the
question. The question is whether we charge for

them or not. I never have charged for one in my
life.

Mr. Coleman: We usually put in dust guards on our
own cars; I would not swear to putting them in foreign

cars.

A Member: We put dust guards in foreign cars

when we put in oil boxes, but we do not charge for

them. It is too small an item.

Mr. Jones: Was there an oil box applied to this car

—

a new one—or was it just simply a pair of wheels
applied, or a dust guard?
President Morris: We do not cite any particular

case: we asked what is the practice of renewing and
charging for dust guards.
Mr. Jones: In applying new oil boxes you cannot bill

unless you put in dust guards, inasmuch as the oil

box is not complete without the dust guards.
President Morris: It seems to be the general prac-

tice to put new dust guards in when you are changing
wheels on your own cars; and as you are supposed to

treat foreign cars the same as your own, is it doing
right not to put them in foreign cars? I think the
foreign car company will be willing to pay for them.
Mr. H. Goehrs: We put them in, but I say we never

charge.
Mr. Grieb: I do not think that any charge ought to

be made for dust guards on account of the small in-

trinsic value.

Mr. Hunt: Is it not the general practice when chang-
ing wheels in foreign cars to put the box on just as
you find it. If you put in a new oil box you put in a
dust guard. Is that not the practice?

A Member: Yes.
Mr. Showers: In view of what Mr. Hunt has said

and also what Mr. Grieb has said, if we find it neces-
sary to replace an oil box we quite frequently find it

necessary to replace a column bolt. The necessity for
replacing the oil box necessitates the replacement of
the column bolt and the removal of the dust guard
w ould necessitate the replacement of the dust guard.
Why are not owners responsible for the entire re-

placement.
Mr. Stagg: In renewing a pair of wheels or in renew-

ing an oil box it is customary to renew the oil box bolts,

providing the bolts are worn out or become damaged
in getting them out of the arch bars. If the bolts are
all right we never renew them, but if we have to re-

new the bolts we charge for them as well as the oil

box.

Mr. Hunt: The point is not so much that as what
is the practice. All boxes are supposed to have dust
guards, but thousands of old ears are running that
have not had dust guards on, I will venture, for five

years.

President: Morris: Do you renew dust guards in

your own cars if they are worn or broken?
Mr. Hunt: If there are none in at all. If there is

one in there we still let it remain in. There are none
of them too good.

Mr. Wensley: I have not put one in in a year.
Mr. Sharp: There seems to be two very important

questions here. The first one, as stated, is whether
they put them in; the second is, whether they bill the
owners. It seems from the discussion here that there
are no bills rendered from the fact that there are no
dust guards put in. It seems to me that the dust
guard is a very important part and should be looked
after when wheels are applied. True it is a small
amount to render a bill for and yet I think that if the
party making the change in wheels cannot afford to
do it, the owners would be willing to pay the bill for
putting in the new dust guards. For my part, I will

say that we put in new dust guards whenever the old
ones are worn out and wheels are being changed, and
always charge them to the owner.

Mr. Hunt: If railroad companies are putting in

dust guards on foreign cars on old boxes, I think they
are putting them in at their own expense; because I

do not believe anybody bills for dust guards.
Mr. Grieb: I move you that it is the sense of this

meeting that no charges are being made for dust
guards.
The motion being seconded was carried.

Joint Evidence Cards.

President Morris: Mr. Grieb, I believe you had a

question you wanted to bring up.

Mr. Grieb: There is one portion of Rule 5 that I

would like to direct attention to which does not seem
to be right. It is that portion requiring that after se-

curing joint evidence card for wrong repairs you must
send it to the owner and request a defect card before
making any charge. I look upon this from an office

standpoint and it strikes me pretty forcibly. I have
a great many requests of that nature to make which
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Knocking Cars off Centers.
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Mr. Wensley: We had a eas ti •
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yard. The a • We put car back

titer and allowed it
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Mr. Wensley: Yes. sir.

President Morris: "Was there any possibility of .

ting around that additional damage? ( _ave
avoided?

Mr Wensley: The center pin is an owner's defect,

but we knocked the car back to the second ere ;
1

it certainly must have been rou.-. • -

P: ''orris: I think ti - ugh
knocking a car back to the £

A Member: But there are cases where it is ox
.

:' • s. If a center plate is broken
it is easy to knock a ear H er. not doing any

. and I think if the owner is re«por.-

he pin he ought to be responsible for that: but 1

: an -- ng whole car to pieces. I think
when there is any more damage than that done—still

ly knocking it off the center—the one doing if

ght to m pairs. I do not think you can hit a

hard enough to knock trucks Bar enong
- and cross-ties without hitting it pretty hard, and

1 do not call it fair usage.

Mr. Davies. Jr.: If we knocked a car off center and
t t] . trass rods and damaged the draft tim-
- we would bill only for the center pin and stand
thl test that followed the breaking of the center

Mr. Deen: One day last week we received a car

led with coal, knocked it B center, no other dam-
lone. We dug down through the coal: center pin

• through I I 1 there was as center 1 in in car

Id k there hai not -

sax was built. The center pin hole was fillet

wi:h c-oaL When I made out bill, according to the
- I had to allow for scrap. I billed for two hours"

r. They •
. ibor saying it was

one-half hour's labor to apply a center pirn

President Morris: The current pr:. am to be
:. the owner ft idditi aal hunagje; but

what we want to get at is whether it is right or not

—

: "he owner should or - charged.
Mr. Wensley: Did you explain that car was loaded?
Mr. Deen: I did not state on bill that car was

!< d.

Mr. Grieb" According to the M. C. B. rules you had
. - I _ three its laboi

A. 1 k the rules tine you to certain

ron can make bill for. If you break more
;tion. If _ be-

usa _ rules - cannot bill owner
I the damage when done by unfair usage.

Mr. I'avies. Jr.: I v. ma car
. nocked off center 1

reaking the c ' ging the
to repair track or switching around the yard I

its the cr •-- - _. original defe - king
the a, which owner is responsible for. In

do the further dama:
Mr. Sharp: We got that point from the St. Louis

Railway Club in - -
. :al dam-

".

:

. have a right to charge
t make : - - and do

further damage you become responsible.

Mr. Showers: In case a center pin is broken and in

hauling car to repair track, as Mr. Davies has said.

juential damage is done. I think the
- would be r -

: all the dam-
- was done at the same time. I think it would eosae

[er the rules, and ti

ie.

President Morris: It seems to me that nothing is

unfair usage unle>- - - eeified so by the rules or by
• tration committee way that

this could be reached is by calling it consequential

Mr. Showers: 3 face states: [Recites pre-

I Can we nave knocked
car ft : - rol ter nil -bed the t:

- and did other damage and then call it fair usage?
This preface governs the entire rules.

Mr. Hunt: I do not think that we can look at it as
r than pre:"-: ghusai th ere are cases

il .> not 1 ngh usage. In some eas
- been br :

.

ears, and by
n of the center pin 1- - aaek the

ff center, where if ng had been in good or-

der you might not have done so. I do not know whether
it would be well i 5t - ween the two. I

. lined to believe that it it - • :ge.

Mr. Sharp: I n. "he sense of this meet-
re not ci - : :- f r de-

. ked off center if such
damage exceeds the breaking of center pirn

The motion prevailed.

TL- - a adjourned.

The net." . Ihly meeting of Car F
- ..-• p will be held in the rooms of the

f Engineers. Room 1741 Monadnoek
D and Van B:: *s, Thursdav

TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, BUFFALO. ROCHESTER ft PITTSBURG RAILWAY
Br: t by the I - Locomotive Works.

I that you have to pay for all of it. I would treat

ian

Mr. Sharp: Mr. Dawes says if they knock 3 car off

: i break the center pin and do further dam-
owner for ti:

e that the center pin was broken or I

y<.u broke center pin in knocking car off

Mr. Davies, Jr.: Whether wt it or it was
ken.

Mr. Sharp: I c gree with hint. If the center

1 in is broken it > - lie to owners: but if you
knock a car off center and break a cross-tie timber,

- a combination of defe :
•

Pres s: I would like to ask Mr. Sharp
: he means by a combination? Is there anything

rules that makes it a combination?
Mr. Sharp: N .

Pr Morris: It - - what is unfair naac

-nbinations. but it does not spe ify :: is a

•ion breaking center pin and a cross-tie.

Mr. Sharp: But it would be termed in my estima-

tion unfair usage.

President Morris: A. strict « :. of the rules

not make it a eombinati

Mr. Sharp: The rules do not 1 these | articular
- how would you charge owner with a center

I
in if you knocked car off center and bent the truss

- and did further damage? Tou admit in not bill-

_ -wner for the further damage that it is unfair

- April 13. ISi'i' t 8 kick. Building should
I room street, at the set entrance

south of Jackson boulevard.
The ; : .: : for the meeting is as follows:

The report of the committee on recommendations for

ges 1 1 . C. B. rales I rented to the next
mee" - f the M. C. B. association will be !.- •• 1

her questions of interest to members will be pre-

. d for di?
> »

TEN=W HEEL PA55ENGER I OCOHOT1VE—
BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTS-

BURG RV.

The Brooks Locomotive Works recently built five

K'-wheel passenger locomotives for the Buffalo.

- r ft PM - : r:y. and we present here-

with a perspective view of one of these engines, to-

er with considerable detail drawing, comprising

front and rear elevations and one en 9
tion. This engine is equipped with the Brooks de-

- . ston valve, and ha~ 18x2 in. cylint

- QB inch drivers: the Player improved Bel-

- 62 inches in diameter and is

designed to carry 200 pounds of steam pressure: a

fire ~x42 inches: a grate area of 30U6 square

and a total heating surface of 202S square feet.
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c 1

ing been successful in marketing our Ajax tin for

bearing metal, we conceived the idea of placing on
the marker a "tin* tbat could be used in place of

imported tin, and now offer to the users of compo-
sition metals our 'U. S. tin" for making all manner
of castings into the composition of which tin enters.

We propose offering the D.S. tin at a figure so much
lower than the imported tin that it will be attract-

ive in price. It will make a much superior metal,

and sounder castings—a metal more homogeneous
in structure, of greater tensile strength, and better

wearing in every way. The composition made of

the U. S. tin is much richer in color, takes a higher

lustrous polish, and does not tarnish when exposed,

like alloys made of imported tin. Its working qual-

ities are of the highest excellence, turning much
better, and affording a cleaner cut; in fact, it is far

superior in every way. The TJ. S. tin' can be us. d

in same proportions as the imported tin."

The company, in a word, claims that this new
"U. S. tin" is superior to imported tin for composi-

tion metals. Furthermore, it offers to send small

lots of it on approval.

AN inPROVE.MENT IN TAPS

B. R. & r. PASSENGEB LOCOMOTIVE—HALF ELEVATIONS.
"U. S. TIN," SOMETHING NEW.ing, as the obstacles to overcome were numerous, but

the results have been gratifying. In the early part of

the spring of 1S9S an engine of about C50 brake horse-

power was completed in the works of the Westingh -

Machine Company. This engine is of the three-cylin-

der type and has a speed of 150 revolutions per minute.

After it was thoroughly tested on the testing founda-

tion, it was erected in the power-house of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, where it is

running in regular commercial service of a severe char-

acter. The engine is direct connected lo .1 suitable

electric generator and runs in conjunction with one or

two steam engines, according to the call on these units

for electric currents. This engine is by far the largest

gas engine in the world, and it is pleasing to record

that this large gas engine was built in Pittsburg. But
this engine will not long enjoy the distinction of being

the largest one. The Westinghousee Machine Company
are now making drawings and patterns for a 1500
brake horse-power gas engine. This engine is also of

the three-cylinder type, and it is designed to run 100
revolutions per minute. Remarkable economy is ex-

pected from this engine, as every possible care is be-

ing taken to make it a model of modern gas engine en-

gineering. It would not be surprising if this engine de-

veloped a brake horse-power for every SU cubic feet

of natural gas consumed per hour, or S500 British ther-

ma 1 units per brake horse-power-hour. This would

2564
give a heat effieiencv of =30 per cent at the shaft.

When gas engini s can be made of such efficiency in

large units, they will undoubtedly compete successfully
with the most modern ste-iru engine. A gas engine of
such size and efficiency will run day in and day out on
less than 1 lb. of coal, burned in a good produce

|

plant per brake horse-power. This includes banking of

fires and the like losses. It would have to be a high-

grade steam engine and boiler plant if it should regu-

larly be able to produce a brake horse-power for 2 lb.

of coal per brake horse-power hour, twice the amount
of fuel required by tl. e - gine under similar con-

ditions. From the foregoing you will see that th:- . -

engine is no longer limited to special power pnrp
It can hold its own as a prime mover, and can be used
for almost all purposes for which the steam engine can
be used. But all this has not been accomplished in a

day. It is now 10S years since the first patent on an
explosive motor was taken out by John Barber, and
from that time on it may be seen that great improve-
ments have been made.

Faying tin mines are as scarce in this country as

snakes in Ireland, and the money that has been

sunk in efforts to develop them would make many
men rich. But the Ajax Metal Company, of Phila-

delphia, has been putting out "Ajax tin" at a profit

for IS years, although it is true that it does not d'g

the metal out of the ground. This "Ajax tin" is one

of the components of the well-known "Ajax bear-

ing metal." which is ex-

tensively used for locomo-

tive and car journal bear-

ings.

Now. however, the com-

pany announces a new
and different "tin" which

it calls the "U. S." The
history and standing of

the company is such as to

predispose those interest-

ed to believe in any
claims it may make for

any of its product, no

matter how strong those

claims may be. And the

fact that the output of

the concern is under the

close supervision of a

skilled metallurgist, who
has all the resources of

both scientific and practi-

cal knowledge at his com-
mand, would naturally

lead to the development
of new products, for the

possibilities of combining
metals into new and use-

ful alloys has certainly

not been exhausted hith-

erto.

The claims concerning

the new "tin" are so clear-

ly and strongly stated by
the company in a circular

letter tbat we quote large-

ly in its own words: "Hav-

The system of taps designed by Mr. F. G. Echols,

of the Pratt & Whitney Co.. or Hartford, Conn., has
met with a most gratifying reception and is in ap-

proved use in many railway shops. The principle of

the Echols' patent is shown by a comparison of fig-

ures 1 and 2 of the engravings. These figures show
the Echols tap. and the old style, as they appear in

actual work. The principle may be thus described.

It consists essentially in the omission of each alter-

nate tooth, as shown in figure 1. the organization

being so carried out tbat each of the cutting teeth

is followed by a space, and vice versa. This ar-

rangement gives a freedom of action to each cutting

tooth that is imposible in the old style, as in the lat-

ter the teeth of the tap and threads being formed,
make a solid mass with no possibilty of relief from
the side pressure that is obtained in the Echols
patent. In tapping holes in material such as cop-

per, and boiler sheets, the tendency is to tear the

threads that are being formed, owing to the wedg-
ing action of the cutting teeth (see Fig. 2) and the
little resistance offered by the metal to the pressure
of the continuous row of cutting edges: the chips

are carried forward in a mass in front of the cut-

ting teeth, and unless the tap is frequently reversed
and this mass of chips broken off. the thread will

either be mutilated or the tap itself broken.

It will be observed by referring to Figure 1 that

oulv one side of the thread that is beins formed is

B. R. & T. TASSENiiER LOCOMOTIVE-CROSS SECTIONS.
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operated upon at once. It is thus relieved of one-

nalf of the pressure and wholly of the wedging
action, as in Figure 2. and iwing to the absence of

the next adjacent threads 1 Figure li it is possible

for a slightly lateral movement of the thread being

formed, owing to the mobility of the metal. It will

is Hush with the outside of the plate will thread it

to receive the No. 1 plug, and so on for the other

sizes.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

be noted that in the use of either tap the same
amount of stock is removed in tapping out any

given size hole, but actual practice shows that the

resistance is from 30 per cent to 50 per cent less

than the old style taps, proving conclusively that

the excess resistance in the old tap is caused by

friction, which is more destructive to the tap in its

work than the fesistance in the actual cutting opera-

tion. The new tap is of especial value in tapping

tough steel.

This new principle is applied to hand, stay b

and boiler taps. In Figure 3 is shown the stay bo'.t

tap for boilermakers, the straight, threading, taper

and reamer portions being indicated. In Figure 4

is shown the straight and taper boiler taps: lice

the straight tap has a reamer point to size the hole

and to serve as a gauge in selecting a drill to pre-

cede the tap. In Fig. ."> is shown the pipe tap. In

Figure the mud or washout tap is shown. This

is used in locomotive work for plugging washout
holes. It i.s made in sets of four, each 6V2 inches

long over all. having same size shank square. The
thread is cut a length of 3 inches. 12 threads to

the inch, tapering V,± inches per foot. The smallest

tap is 1% incites diameter at the small end. and the

largest tap 3 inches diameter at the large end. Each
tap is marked with three figures. 1-3. 4-6, 7-9 or

10-12. representing sizes of three plugs having
threads cut 1 inch in length, each plug having the

same number as the section of the tap it corre-

sponds with in diameter and number. The small-

est tap when run into the ho'e so that the figure 1

BOOK NOTES.

Tut: Stoby 01 the Railboad. By Cy Warman. Au-
thor of Tales of ;m Engineer, the Express Messen-
ger. Snow mi the Headlight, the White Mail, Paper
Talk. etc. Illustrated. New York: 1>. Appleton &
C... Price $1.50.

The railroad would appear at first thought to be
rather a difficult theme upon which to base a story, but

Mr. Warman happily thought differently and has given
us a book which by its easy Mow and vivid interest

would indicate that the task was not only easy but
even pleasurable to him. He treats of western rail-

roads, because his hook is one of the "Story of the "West

Si lies." There is doubtless more romantic and pic-

turesque material, for the historian of the railway, to

he found in the records and traditions of the west than
in those of the east; at all events. Mr. Warman has found
a plenty of rich material in his field and has worked it

up in more than ordinarily attractive shape. The main
source of his inspiration is the early history of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and to this he devotes
perhaps the larger part of his space; but stirring chap-
ters are given to the Union Pacific. Northern Pacific,

Denver & Rio Grande, and Canadian Pacific. Mr.
Warman deftly avoids the dry records and details of

his theme: he even successfully avoids the "plain nar-

rative" form which many writers might have chosen
in approaching the task. He rapidly sketches the life,

the spirit, of the men. things and events connected
with tin- early transcontinental lines, and so vividly is

this done that the portrayals stand out before our
mind's eye as strongly as though we were using a men-
tal stereoscope. We have thus given us. as the editor of

thi' Story of the West seri(—Ripley Hitchcock—says
in his appreciative preface to Mr. Warman's work, "a

gei eral view of characteristic phases of the life of rail-

road builders which has a completeness, from the

Standpoint of human interest, not realized before, ami
impossible of realization either in the orthodox railroad

histories or in fugitive anecdotes of construction camp
life." Mr. Warman's book is thoroughly good; it is al-

ways entertaining and frequently stirring; and it re-

veals to the railroad man the existence of a not gener-

ally suspected vein of romance in the earlier history

of his vocation.
* * *

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. passenger

department has published a book of maps that is the
.

most convenient and useful, in its size and arrange-

ment, that we have seen. It comprises the following

maps: United States. Puerto Rico. Hawaii. Philippine

Islands, Greater Antilles, ami tin

World. Tins.' are all finely exe-

cuted and on an amply largo

scale. The population, area and
capitals of the United State-.

Alaska. Cuba. Puerto Rico, Ha-
waiian Islands and Philippine
Islands are given in one table.

and elsewhere are given the are:
and population of nil the conn-
tries of the world. Several pages
are devoted to descriptions of

Cuba. Puerto Rico. Hawaii and
the Philippine Islands. This book
is of convenient size for the desk.

Fig. 0.

so that the maps are readily available for ready
reference. It will be sent free to any address for

six cents in postage. Application should be made
to Geo. H. Heafford, general passenger agent, Old Col-
ony Bhlg.. Chicago.

* * *

California. Brief glimpses of her valleys, moun-
tains, lakes and famous places. By Jas. W. Steele.

Profusely Illustrated. Chicago: Burlington R' UtC

Passenger Department.
This is a beautiful 72-page paper covered booklet

that far outranks the usual railway "resort" publica-

tions. It is not a dry compilation, nor yet on the ether
hand, a fulsome laudation, as so many booklets pub-
lished by railways are. but it is a carefully written
story of California that is so attractive in style and
interesting in statement that one feels held to its pages
after starting until the last sentence is read—this at
least was our experience. Mr. J. R. Grithts. the ad-

vertising manager of the Burlington Route, has evi-

dently a keen appreciation of the fact that if a thing

is worth doing at all it is worth doing well. Accord-
ingly, when he wanted something on California to

send out with the compliments of his road he engagi d

the services 1 f a good writer, one who could and did

handle an interesting theme in an interesting way: and
then he clothed Mr. Steele's story as daintily as niig' t

le askeil for by those who are over-particular in mat-
ters typographical. The result is a booklet that inter-

ests one in California as well as in the Burlington
Route.

* * *

Catalog.
The title page says "Catalog" but that means just

as much as "catalogue." if not more Anyhow the one
now referred to. that of the Ball Bearing Company.
Watson St.. Boston, is one of the very highest class.

The flexible cloth cover is fine cover paper on the out-

side so that the cut and printing show up perfectly.

The different anti-friction bearings are fully illustrated

and they and the price lists cover the entire field. We
believe that this is the first complete catalogue and
price list ever issued by a concern which makes ball

and roller bearings its sole line of manufacture. With
the exception of foreigners and a few- people living in

remote districts in this country all who see this publi-

cation will recognize the healthy, alert and handsome
yearling on the first page of the cover as a descendant
of W. S. Rogers, the general manager and treasurer of

the company. This is. unquestionably, the first picture

of a ball bearing baby ever printed on a catalogue. It

is like a patch of sunshine in a shady place.
•> « »

The Panhandle is experimenting with steel un-

derframe cars built after the design submitted at

the last Old Point Comfort convention by R. P. C.

Sanderson.

It is not long since wise nun explained that the sixty
ton engine and the twenty ton capacity car was the
maximum weight to be allowed on rail- and bridges
that could be provided within economical limits, yet the
evolution continued, engines and cars grew larger,

forcing the engineers to provide stronger bridges and
heavier rails until a railroad that will carry the one
hundred ton locomotive and fifty ton capacity car will
soon be among the necessities. These changes are be-

ing brought about by the irresistible force of commer-
cial interests, assisted by the unfavorable legislation of
western states and the paralleling of trunk lines (in

many cases uncalled for by traffic requirements), low-
ering rates year after year until only by the most thrif-

ty methods of operating could the best managed roads
meet their obligations.—Wm. Mcintosh, before the
Northwest Railway Club.

+—•
Compressed air. as a means of power transmission

and distribution, has. in the past few years, become an
almost indispensable adjunct of a railroad shop. Its

extreme flexibility and ease of general adaptation has
opened up to the shopman a remarkably wide field of
invention, which he has not been slow to recognize.
and to make use of. The lessening of the expense of
operation, and the eliminating of the necessity of man-
ual force, has in many cases been the result of the
general adoption of air power. The air hoist, of all

sizes and lifting powers, was one of the first ideas to

be experimented with. With a properly designed and
arranged hoist, one man can accomplish as easily and
speedily, what a gang of men was formerly required to

do.—J. W. Fitzgibbon. before the Western Railway
Club.

•» • »

PERSONAL.
Mr.

keepei

Fig. 5. Fig. 4.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN TAPS.
•"..

Milton II. Geyer lias resigned as general store-
of Toledo, St. Louis iV- Kansas City.

Mr. .1. I.. Moliun has been appointed assistant mas-
ter mechanic of tin- Juniata shop of the Pennsylvania
railroad.

Mr. W. N. Cox has been appointed acting master me-
chanic of the Alabama Great Southern. vice C. Skinner.
resigned.

Mr. A. C. Beckwith has been appointed division mas-
ter mechanic of the Illinois Central, with headquarters
at East St. Louis. 111.

Traveling Engineer A. H. Polhemus, of the Pennsyl-
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vania Lines, with headquarters at Fort Wayne, died

March 13, need 73 years.

Mr. F. C. Thomas has been appointed acting road
foreman of engines on the Cleveland & Pittsburg, vice

S. D. Noragen, furloughed.

It is stated that the jurisdiction of TV. E. Symons,
superintendent of motive power of the Plant System,
i= to be extended over the ear department.

Mr. G. J. De Tilbis, general foreman of the Wabash,
with headquarters at Peru, has resigned to accept a
position on the Grand Trunk at Battle Creek, Mich.

Mr. G. U. Biser has been appointed foreman of the

car department of the Fort Worth & Denver City at

Fort Worth. Texas, in place of Mr. B. T. McClellan,

resigned.

Mr. Frank Rearden. superintendent of locomotive
and car department of the Missouri Pacific, has been
granted leave of absence and will seek health on the
Pacific coast.

The Kentucky & Indiana Bridge Company has abol-

ished the office of master mechanic, and John New-
house, by whom it has been held, has been appointed

sh( p foreman.

Mr. John Milliken, assistant engineer of motive
power of the Philadelphia. Wilmington & Baltimore,
has been appointed to a similar position on the United
Railroads of New Jersey.

Mr. X. L. Mewhinney has been appointed general
foreman of the Alabama Creat Southern at Birming-
ham. Ala., vice Mr. W. Smithy, resigned to go to the

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City.

Mr. Alexander Kearney has heen appointed assistant
to General Superintendent of Motive Power F. D.
Casanave, of the Pennsylvania railroad, with the title

of assistant engineer of motive power.

Mr. A. C. Deverell has been appointed superintend-

ent of the car and machine shops of the Great North-
ern, vice S. F. Forbes who. as previously noted, has
been appointed purchasing agent of that road.

Mr. B. T. McClellan has resigned as foreman of the
car department of the Fort Worth & Denver City at

Fort Worth. Texas, to accept the position of general
foreman of the Illinois Central at New Orleans. La.

Mr. P. N. Hyden. who for the past year has been
with the car department of the Lake Shore &: Michi-
gan Southern, has been appointed superintendent of the
Anniston works of the Illinois Car & Equipment Co.

Mr. John King has been appointed master mechanic
of the Virginia & Southwestern, which company has
assumed possession of the Bristol. EHzahethtown &
North Carolina and of the South Atlantic & Ohio
roads.

Mr. J. E. Button, division master mechanic of the
Chicago. Burlington <Sr Quincy at Ottnmwa. Iowa, died
March 13. Mr. Button was greatlv esteemed hv h's
r-o-Tvorkers on the Burlington and by the high officials

of that road.

Mr. W. 0. Pennoek. master mechanic of the PUts-
bnrg. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis at Logansnort,
Ind.. has been granted leave of absence and his duties
will be tenmorarilv performed ' v Mr. T. W. Demarest,
general foreman at Indianapolis.

Mr. John Forster. formerlv master mechanic of the
Atchison. Topeka A- Santa Fe at La Junta. Colo., has
been appointed division master mechanic of thp Colo-
rado A- Southern, with hoadonarters at Denver. Colo.,
vice Mr. J. .T. Cavonangh. resigned.

Mr. E. T. White, master mechanic of the Baltimore
* Ohio at Bive>-side. Baltimore, has been appointed
superintendent of motive power of the lines east of the
Ohio river, with hoadonarters at Baltimore, vice Mr.
T. N. Kalhansrb. transferred to Newark. O.

Mr. O. J. Kelly, general foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Piedmont. W. Va.. has been appointed division
master mechanic of the Philadelphia. Baltimore nnd
Valley divisions of that road, with office at Riverside,
Baltimore, vice Mr. E. T. White, promoted.

Mr. John Player, for many years chief draftsman in
the Brooks Locomotive Works, lias been promoted to
the position of mechanical engineer. Mr. Gurry, fore-
man of the drawing-room. has been made a chief drafts-
man and J. G. Blunt has been assigned as foreman of
the drawing-room.

Mr. I. X. Kalbaugh. superintendent of motive power
of the Baltimore & Ohio lines east of the Ohio river.

licen appointed superintendent of motive power of
the lines west of the river, with headquarters at New-
ark. O.. vice Mr. W. H. Harrison, whose resignation
we have heretofore noted.

On the Grand Trunk Mr. B. Stimson has been ap-
pointed locomotive foreman. with headquarters at Strat-
ford, succeeding C. F. Neild. resigned. J. R. Donnelly
succeeds Mr. Stimson. J. Hodgson. Port Gratiot,
Mich.: F. Sutherland. Montreal, Quo., and S. King.
London, Ont.. have been appointed master car builders.

Mr. G. R. Henderson lias resigned as mechanical en-
gineer of the Norfolk & Western to go to the Schenec-
tady Locomotive Works. Here he will be engaged in
locomotive designing. Mr. Henderson's attainments are

of an unusually high order and the locomotive works
to which he goes are to be congratulated upon securing
his services.

Prof. W. F. M. Goss, of Purdue University, has
been granted a leave of absence, beginning April 1.

During his absence his office will be in charge of Pro-
fessor Richard A. Smart. Professor Goss will leave
New York some time during the first week in April
with the expectation of enjoying a vacation of several

months in England and on the continent.

Mr. E. B. Thompson, who was formerly for many
years chief draftsman and mechanical engineer of the
Chicago <fc Northwestern, and who was lately mechani-
cal engineer of the Northern Pacific, has returned to his

old road, and is now on the staff of Mr. C. A. Schroyer,
superintendent of car department of the Northwestern,
being engaged upon special detail work. Mr. Thomp-
son's many friends will welcome him back to Chicago.

Mr. J. E. Parmelee, of the Q & C Co., is dead. In
connection with his work he was recently summoned
to Kittanning. Pa. While there he was taken with a

congestive chill which developed into complications

from which he died at noon March 2. President C. F.

Quincy pays this tribute to Mr. Parmelee: "Mr. Par-
melee was with us for several years and we can all

say that he was most faithful iu his work, and endear-

ing to us all in his kind manner."

Mr. Hiram W. Kimball, of the Cleveland City

Forge & Iron Company, died in Cleveland. O.. March
9. Mr. Kimball was also president of the Chapman
Jack Company and was interested in the Butler Draw-
Bar Attachment Co. He was a man of unusual me-
chanical ability and excellent business judgment, and
his business life was a successful one. He had many
charming social qualities, and his death will be felt as a

personal loss by all who knew him intimately. He was
born in Randolph. Vt.. and was 54 years old.

Mr. Jno. S. McCrum, who was for many years prior

to 1S95 superintendent of motive power of the Kansas
City. Fort Scott & Memphis, died at his home in Kan-
sas City March 20, aged 61 years. Mr. McCrum had
long been in ill health, even before he resigned the po-

sition above noted in 1S95. His first railway work was
on the Pennsylvania, as a machinist. He later saw
railway service in Cuba and war service during our

Civil war, having charge, in the latter, of the mechani-

cal work on the government's military railways. It

was in 1S69 that he went to the Kansas City. Fort

Scott & Memphis.
On the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific important

changes in the mechanical department have been made,

as follows: Mr. J. W. FitzGibbon, assistant superin-

tendent motive power and equipment on lines west of

the Missouri river, having resigned to become superin-

tendent of motive power of the Delaware. Lackawanna
& Western. Mr. A. L. Studer is appointed assistant su-

perintendent of motive power and equipment on lines

west of the Missouri river, with headquarters at Hor-

ton, Kan. Mr. W. H. Stocks is appointed master me-
chanic of the Illinois division, with headquarters at

Chicago, vice Mr. A. L. Studer, transferred. Mr. R. D.

Fiddler, hitherto general foreman at Herrington. Kan.,

is appointed master mechanic of the Eastern Iowa divi-

sion, with headquarters at Rock Island, vice Mr.W. H.
Stocks, transferred.

Sir Douglas Galton. one of England's most prominent

scientists, died March 10. aged 77 years. His active

connection with the

world-famous Galton-
Westinghouse air

brake experiments is

fresh in the memory
of all students of train

braking. He was the
leading factor in the
development of life-

saving methods in rail-

road'ng in England.
But aside from his

railway work—during
which he for a long

term was government
inspector of railways

and secretary of the

railroad department of

the English Board of

Trade—he achieved a

lasting fame as a san-

itary engineer. The
likeness of Sir Douglas which we present is reproduced

from London Engineering.

Mr. Fred C. Weir, the founder of the Weir Frog,

Company, of Cincinnati, died. March 1. after a long
siege of pneumonia. "Mr. Weir." says the Inquirer,
'was one of the best known manufacturers in Cincin-
nati. He was 67 years old and leaves quite a large
estate. He was born at New Haven. Conn., and began
life a poor boy. He learned the railway business thor-

ily, and in 1855 was appointed to a position on the
Russian Railway, with headquarters in St. Petersburg.
In 1S63 Mr. Weir, who was then the superintendent of
a branch of this great road running between Moscow
and St. Petersburg, resigned and returned to America.

He came to Cincinnati in 1867, and soon began the
manufacture of railway supplies. In 1880 Mr. Weir
founded the Weir Frog Company, being the inventor
of the widely known railway frogs and crossings. He
also invented many special machines for the manufact-
uring of these articles, and his business has grown to
immense proportions."

* » »

SUPPLY TRADE NOTES.

—Mr. Edward S. Taber. president and treasurer of
the Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co.. died March 10,
aged 73 years.

—The A. French Spring Co. has removed its New
York office from the Boreel Bldg. to the Empire Bldg.,
71 Broadway.

—M. C. Hammett. Troy. N. Y.. has just shipped an
air compressor to Honolulu. He is now very busy on
Richardson valves and other special work.

—Williams, White & Co.. of Moline, 111., have recent-
ly received three orders from Pennsylvania for their
No. 7 bulldozers which weigh 25 tons each.

—Manning. Maxwell & Moore have opened a branch
office at 26 South Water street, Cleveland. O., which
they have placed in charge of Frank B. Ward.
—The Standard Pneumatic Tool Company, of Chica-

go, has opened an office in New York, at 141 Broad-
way, and placed it in charge of Mr. John D. Hurley.

—The Standard Coupler Company has removed its

New York office from the Havemeyer building, 26
Cortlandt street, to Room 18, fourth floor, 160 Broad-
way.

—The Boston & Loekport Block Co. has found its in-
creasing business to necessitate an increase in manu-
facturing facilities and has accordingly made extensive
additions to its East Boston plant.

—The Chicago office of the Magnolia Metal Co..whose
main' office is at 266 and 267 West street. New York,
has been removed from the Traders' Building to the
Fisher Building. 281 Dearborn street.

—The Chas. Scott Spring Co.. of Philadelphia, has
engaged the services of Mr. T. J. Harahan, Jr., to rep-
resent it in connection with Mr. Wm. A". Kelly, at Chi-
cago, with offices in the Fischer building.

—The Shoenberger Steel Co.'s properties have been
bought by the American Steel & Wire Co. The price
paid was about $3,000,000. of which part was cash
and part stock in the consolidated company.

—The Dearborn Railway Equipment Company of
Chicago has been incorporated to manufacture railway
equipment. The incorporators are: Thos. F. Sheri-
dan, Thomas B. McGregor and B. W. Barry.

—The Sanford Mills of Sanford, Me., have brought
suit against the Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co. for
infringement of patents owned by the Sanford Mills
relative to the manufacture of frieze mohair plush.

—The Pearson Jack Co. has had a large export bus-
iness during the past year. Among its home orders
we may mention equipment of the wrecking cars on
the International & Great Northern and on the Norfolk
& Western.

—Mr. A. F. McClatehey. widely known in railway
circles as a mechanical engineer, has accepted the po-
sition of mechanical superintendent of the Hawley
Down Draft Furnace Co. Mr. McClatehey's head-
quarters are in Chicago.

—The air pump exhaust feed water heater and cylin-
der lubricator attachment, made by Wallace & Kellogg
of Sioux City, Iowa, were specified for the locomotives
recently ordered by the Eastern Ry. of Minnesota from
the Rogers Locomotive Works.

—The Rhode Island Locomotive Works' plant at
Providence, R. I., has been sold to the International
Power Co. Joseph H. Hoadley of New York is presi-

dent of the company, and Joseph Lythgoe is second
vice-president and manager of the works.

—Mr. T. W. Snow, manager of the Chicago office of
the Otto Gas Engine Company and of the railway de-
partment of the U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Com-
pany, has just installed a 100.000-gallon tank, on an
SO-ft. elevation, at the Oelwein shops of the Chicago
Great Western.

—Mr. William B. Middleton. general manager of the
Taylor Iron & Steel Co.. of High Bridge. N. J., died
recently from the results of a severe surgical operation
for intestinal trouble. Mr. Middleton was formerly
connected with the Edge Moor Iron Works and with
the Allison Mfg. Co.

—The Falk Mfg. Co. of Michigan has changed its title

to the Falk Company. This concern has absorbed the
Western Gear Co. of Milwaukee. Among other lines
it will manufacture switches, frogs, crossings, --oars

and pinions, and has control of the cast-welded rail

joint patents. The company is building an open hearth
steel casting plant.

—The Cleveland Crane & Car Co.. of Cleveland. O.,
has been incorporated with $60,000 capital stock. The
company will engage in manufacturing cranes of all

kinds, hand and power hoisting machines and general
machinery. George A. Armstrong, E. I. Leighton,
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Charles E. Thomas, J. M. Hirschelman and A. L. Ass-
nnis are the incorporators.

—The Q & C Company on March 4 voluntarily ad-
vanced the wages of their entire factory force by an
amount equalling a 10 per cent advance. It is to be
hoped that the example set by this company, and by
several others, who are taking this step voluntarily,

will lead many others to do the same and thus allow
labor to enjoy its share of the present prosperity.

—A decision was rendered in the United States court

at Portland, Me., March 22, by Judge Putnam, in fa-

vor of the Adams & Westlake Co., of Chicago, in a suit

that has been pending for three years. The defendant
in the suit was the E. T. Burrowes Co., of Portland,

and the action related to an alleged infringement of the
plaintiffs' patent on a car shade.

—The Pittsburgh Steel Casting Co. has been organ-
ized with a capital of $75,000. It will build a plant to

be in operation by July 1. The stockholders are
Charles D. Marshall. Uriah Tinker, C. C. Smith and
Howard Fisher. Mr. Smith has been connected with
the Reliance Steel Casting Co. and Mr. Fisher has been
with the McConway & Torley Co.

—The Westinghouse Machine Company has placed
orders for $250,000 worth of machine tools for the ad-
dition to its plant which is in course of construction at

East Pittsburg. Between 130 and 140 large tools were
ordered. They were divided principally between the
Niles Tool Works Company, Manning. Maxwell &
Moore. Bement, Miles & Co., William Sellers & Co.,

the Pond Machine Tool Company and the E. P. Bul-
lard Company.
—The Dayton Malleable Iron Co. have just issued a

series of leaflets illustrating and describing their mal-
leable iron door fasteners, wrenches, shop and engine
torches, coal picks, brake wheels, brake forks, fire

shovels and drinking cups, and roof saddle for running
boards. Each specialty is given a leaf, and this meth-
od of publication provides excellently for classified fil-

ing in catalogue cases. Considerable pains have been
taken, in their preparation, to make them attractive

typographically.

—The Chas. Scott Spring Co., whose works in Phil-
adelphia were almost completely destroyed by fire

March 13. announces that it has already made prepara-
tions to rebuild. During the construction.- of the new
building the company will fit up temporarily to take
care of all orders now on its books as well as all other
orders it may receive. The company wishes to assure
its customers that there will be practically no delay
whatever in filling orders.

—The Standard Car Truck Company, Old Colony
building. Chicago, reports orders for the Barber truck
during the past four months aggregating something
over nine thousand trucks. These are all second or
third orders from roads which have been using the
truck for from one to four years. The cars are from
seventy to eighty thousand pounds capacity. Several
roads are applying the Barber truck to locomotive ten-

ders because of the excellent qualities it has shown
under their cars.

—The business of the C. H. Haeseler Co. of Philadel-
phia has been purchased by the National Pneumatic
Tool Co. of Philadelphia. Mr. Haeseler remains with
the new company, in the capacity of general manager.
The increase in this company's business, which com-
prises a full line of compressed air tools and machinery,
has been such as to necessitate the doubling of the ca-
pacity of its shop, and it is now installing machinery
to that end. The company's city offices, which will

have entire charge of the product of the business, are
now located at 18 South Fifteenth street. Philadelphia.
The officers of the new company are: W. Barklie
Henry, president; Winthrop Sargent, treasurer; Glenn
B. Harris, secretary, and C. H. Haeseler, general
manager.

—The Eastern Granite Roofing Co. of Jersey City,
X. J., is the oldest and most successful, as well as by

far the largest, concern in this country in its special

line. Its asphalt granite roofing is in use in all parts

of the United States and is extensively used by rail-

roads for buildings, sheds, etc. In the spring of 1898
the company doubled its capital stock, and has since

then doubled its producing capacity and nearly quad-
rupled the area of ground which it owns. The storage

capacity of its warehouse has also been greatly in-

creased, so that a very large stock of manufactured
product is now carried and orders, no matter how large,

can be filled without any delay. It has also perfected

important improvements in asphalts by which the value

of its roofings has been greatly increased. The busi-

ness reputation and rating of the company are first-

class.

—All who have rifles, shot guns or revolvers to keep
in good order will be interested in the advertisement of

the Gun Bore Treatment Co. which appears in this is-

sue. This company began business only a few months
ago, but its process has been tested for several years.

The treatment hardens and darkens the surface of the
1 ore of the gun and produces such a chemical change
that the gases set free by powders of any kind cannot
1 roduce corrosion; and the treatment is equally efficient

against rust from dampness. A gun treated by this

piocess may be fired hundreds of times and then set

away without wiping for months, and it will be abso-

lutely free from corrosion when used again. The treat-

ment also hardens the metal and makes the surface so
smooth that all possibility of "leading" is avoided. The
surface of gun barrels can also be submitted to this

process and it is believed that it can be successfully

applied to the treatment of other metallic surfaces
which would be benefited by being made hard, smooth
and rust proof. The offices of the company are at 5
and 7 Warren St., New York city.

—Reports concerning new shops and shop additions

were made during the month as follows: The Gulf,

Beaumont & Kansas City will erect a machine shop in

Beaumont, Tex.—The Atlantic, Valdosta iV Western
proposes to build shops at Jacksonville, Fla.—The
Pittsburg & Lake Erie will build a new round house
at McKee's Rocks.—The Louisville, Evausville &. St.

Louis will build a roundhouse and machine shop in

East St. Louis.—The Central Branch will erect a new
car shop building at Atchison, Kan.—The Chicago &
Northwestern is contemplating erecting extensive ad-

ditions to its shops at West Fortieth street, Chicago.
Plans are now being prepared.—The Houston & Texas
Central roundhouse at Eunis, Tex., will be completed
about May 1.—It is reported that the Ohio & Southern
will build new shops at Springfield, O.—The Texas &
Paciticys building a roundhouse and shops at Fort
Worth, Tex.—The contract lor the erection of a new
car repair shop for the Philadelphia & Reading at

Schuylkill Haven, Pa., has been awarded to Armstrong
& Printzenhoff.—Work on the construction of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Co.'s new boiler shops at Al-

toona has been started.—It is stated that the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern will build a substantial addition

to its boiler shop, at the Chillicothe shops.—The Cleve-

land & Pittsburg is to improve its shops at Wellsville,

O—The old M. K. & T. shops in East Sedalia closed

down Feb. 25 and the machinery was moved into the
new shops in Southwest Sedalia. Practically all of the

new machinery is in position. These shops are de-

scribed in this issue.—The Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis
car shops at Springfield, 111., were destroyed by fire

March 3.—The Texas Central contemplates moving its

machine shops from Walnut Springs to Dublin, Tex.

—

There is rumor that the Southern Pacific will build new
shops at San Antonio.—The roundhouse in Louisville,

Ky.. occupied jointly by the Illinois Central and the

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis, was destroyed by
fire Feb. 28.—The roundhouse of the Southern Pacific

at El Paso, Tex., was destroyed by fire Feb. 28.

—The new steel car works at McKee's Rocks, Pa.,

to be erected by the Pressed Steel Car Company, will

occupy about 120 acres. Already orders have been
placed for $700,000 worth of large machine tools, and

the buildings will cost $250,000. About 3000 men will

be employel. The property will be directly opposite the
Allegheny plant of the company. Four main buildings,
eai h 1000 ft. long and 70 ft. wide, will be erected for
the erecting and painting departments, and throe build-
ings, each 050 ft. long and 70 ft. wide, will be built for
the shearing, pressing, punching, riveting and assem-
bling departments. A large power house will also be
erected at the water's edge. A machine shop will be
added. Six hydraulic presses, ranging in size from 700
to 1200 tons each, have been ordered from Mackintosh.
Hemphill & Co. of Pittsburg, and two of 800 tons from
Bement, Miles & Co. of Philadelphia. Fifteen riveting
machines, each with 9 ft. 2 ins. gap. have been ordered
from the Chambersburg Engineering Company or
Cliambersburg, Pa.; Bement, Miles & Co. and William
Sellers & Co., Incorporated, of Philadelphia. Twenty
riveters have also been divided among the same firms.

Fifty punching machines were divided between the
lliiles & Jones Company of Wilmington. Del., and the
L< ng & Allstatter Company of Hamilton, O. Twelve
shears, capable of cutting plates 9 ft. 2 ins. wide and

;

-i:i. thick, were also ordered from the same firms.
Twelve heavy axle lathes were ordered from Manning,
Maxwell & Moore of New York and two from Bement,
Miles & Co. of Philadelphia. Three wheel borers were
also ordered from Manning. Maxwell & Moore and two
wheel presses will be made by Bement, Miles & Co.
The Shaw Electric Crane Company of Muskegon,
Mich..were awarded the contract for 1G electric cranes'",

each with a span of 70 ft. and capable of lifting 15,000
lbs. Five batteries of boilers, with an aggregate ca-
pacity of 1400 horse-power, have been ordered from the
Cahall Sales Department of Pittsburg. The plant will

be the most complete of its kind in the world and will
have a daily capacity of 40 of the largest steel cars now
being made. It is the intention of the Pressed Steel
Car Company to operate the present works in Lower
Allegheny and this plant, in connection with the now
works at McKee's Rocks, Pa., will give the company
an output of from 70 to 80 steel cars per day. As there
are about 12 tons of plates and shapes to each car, it

means a daily consumption of close to 1000 tons, all of
which will be furnished by the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany, Limited, under the terms of the contract recently
made between the two concerns. It is expected to have
the works at McKee's Rocks in operation in about six

months.—Iron Age.

WANTED—A leading manufacturing and selling firm,
dealing in railway material, is desirous of taking
over one or more first-class railway specialties-
something used on cars or locomotives or in railway
shops. An advantageous arrangement will be made
with the owner of a really good article. Address
"C," care of Railway Master Mechanic.

A TOSITION is open to a first-class locomotive drafts-
man. Is wanted by a leading railway. Must lie well
up in locomotive design. Excellent place for the
right man. Address "W.," care of the Railway Mas-
ter Mechanic.

SITUATION YVANTED-As Chief Clerk Motive
Power Department or in similar capacity. Have had
15 years' experience in practical mechanical work
anil in administrative duties. Have a thorough
knowledge of all classes of equipment in detail.
Have had extended experience in the organization of
fori es and discipline of same. Can offer indorse-
ments and recommendations by many high railway
officials and others more or less intimately connected
with railway affairs. Address "Charles," care of
Railway Master Mechanic.

WANTED—One or more strictly first class salesmen
to push a well known railway device in the Middle
and far West. Must have a good acquaintance with
the motive power department. A liberal salary and
good commission will be paid to a good man. Ad-
dress Supply. M. D. P., care of the RAILWAY
MASTER MECHANIC.

THE NEW HORNISH MECHANICAL LOCOHOTIVE BOILER CLEANER
N*-— w)

There is no more necessity of washing out, boilers in the old way, than
there is for railroading without the Air Brake or Injector.
Nothing but water will make steam, so keep grease and compounds

out of the toiler. Heat is the best agency known for separating solid
matter from water. A boiler is the best contrivance yet devised by man
for heating water, and as most of the solid matter contained in the feed

water comes to the surface when steam is up, that is the best place to remove it. The surface skimmer does this be
fore it starts to make the second round with the circulation. Wi at little is left goes to the leg of the boiler and is re-
moved by the MUD RING DEVICE. This absolutely prevents foaming, reduces the number of washouts, and avoids
incrustation and corrosion, and is far in advance and much more practical than purifying the water before cnteringtbe
boiler, and after first cost costs nothing. Send for blue print and descriptive pamphlet to

THE HORNISH MECHANICAL BOILER CLEANER CO., 908-909 Masonic Temple, Chicago, U.S.A.
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THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE CO.

RAMAPO IRON WORKS.
Hillburn, N. V.
Havemeyer Building. New York.
176 Devonshire St., Boston.
300 East Gay St., Columbus, O.

Owner of Diamond **S" Patents.

LICENSEES:

THE SARGENT CO.,
Old Colony Build ng, Chicago, III.

Securitv Building, St. Louis. Mo.
U. S. National Bank Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
537 Mission St., San Francisco, cal

17 Place d'Armes Hill, Montreal, Can.

PARKER & TOPPING,
130 Endicott Arcade, St. Paul, Minn.
Brainerd, Minn.
Portland, Ore.

Safe Strong
THE BUNDLE.

For All Classes of Railway Service.

Economical .
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The Loudon correspondent of "Railways." a

weekly paper published in Calcutta, India, referring

to the policy of the governmental management of

the railways of India, says in the issue of Match 8:

"Your government tines not encourage the meetings

Of railway superintendents: read the Railway Mas-

ter Mechanic journal, and compare this fatuous

policy with the American practice!" But if the

railways of this country were owned and managed
by the government, would not that spirit which

now causes railway officials and employes to form
associations and discuss matters relating to im-

provement and progress in railway practice, soon

die out and disappear?

The combination of several of the car journal

bearing manufacturing companies into one organi-

zation seems likely to be effected. Embraced in it

are said to be the Damascus Bronze Co.. Pittsburg;

Buffalo Brass Co., Buffalo: T". S. Bronze Co., Cleve-

land: Milwaukee Brass & Copper Co., Milwauke ;

More. Jones & Co., St. Louis: Fulton Iron & Engine

Works. Detroit: Paul S. Reeves & Son. Philadel-

phia; Hewitt Mfg. Co., Chicago, and the Hunt Mfg.

Co., Newark. N. J. What proportion of the car

journal bearings used in this country are made by

tliese companies we do not know, but it must be a

considerable one. Every one who reads this list of

names will notice at once that the Ajax Metal Com-
pany is not in it. The Ajax people announce that

they will not join this combination nor any other,

but will go on doing business at the old stand in th <

old way. Probably they are wise in this. Those

who are outside such combinations usually do a

good deal of business besides having a lot of fun.

They can raise the "anti-trust" and "anti-monop-

oly" cries for all they are worth and they are worth

a good deal in a business way. The scheme of com-

pelling the railroads to buy of one concern by de-

stroying all competition, is an "irridescent dream"

and many of these combinations of manufacturing

concerns are simply clearing the ground for new
and competing companies which will divide the bus-

iness and keep prices about where they ought to be.

In the case of this journal-bearing combination. With

the Ajax Metal Company (and also, it is said, the

Brady Metal Company), left out, there will be strong

competition from the start and anything approach-

ing monopoly will be impossible. But those of our

friends who have got their price in actual cash for

their brass foundries will not have to walk the floor

at night.

"One shovel" tiring is referred to by "Subscriber"

in another column of -this issue. Light tiring at!

very frequent intervals is an old practice, but one

which, we must confess, has been very slightly fol-

lowed, valuable though it was years ago well known
to be. In our last issue we dwelt at some length,

upon this subject, and in that issue we also gave an

illustration of the special fire door which is used

on the Southern Pacific to facilitate the one-shovel

method of firing. In our article just referred to, we
touched upon the need of the thorough understand-

ing between engineer and fireman needed to insure

the best, or even good, results in the way of eco-

nomical firing. Some further thoughts in this line

may not be amiss. There are several conditions

which must be fulfilled to produce the most eco-

nomical tiring, but one of the most important of}

these is a mutual understanding between the engine

man and the fireman as to which is the responsible

one, and as to the manner in which the engine is

to be run. For instance, the fireman should handle

both the water and the coal and he should know
the profile of the road thoroughly so that he may
fire in a way to insure meeting all changing rate of

demand for steam. The fireman's knowledge of the

profile will be sufficient for his guidance when mak-
ing a usual run over the road, but for information

concerning unusual stops or slow-downs he must,

in many cases, depend upon receiving warning from
the engineer so that the fire may be manipulated
accordingly. The engineer and fireman must work
1 rig ether if the best results are to be obtained: but
it happens too frequently that the engineer will

keep his head out of the window during an entire

trip and not notice how the fireman is succeeding

with his duties; indeed, the fireman is ever guessing

what the demand for steam will be. This condi-

tion is not wholly the fault of either: the engineer

is glad to be rid of the responsibility and the fire-

man insists that it is he who is doing the filing.

As has been said in these columns before, one man
should have the entire responsibility of the machine
and the best results will not be obtained until this

is so or until the members of each crew understand
each other thoroughly.

supposed to carry 110,000; then using '.mi per cent of

the light weight there is available for braking

power 25,200 pounds and the loaded car weighs

138,000 pounds: the braking power available, there-

fore, on a loaded car is only 18 per cent. Fsing 100

per cent of the weight of the empty car for braking

power, the percentage for The loaded ear is in-

creased only to -ii per cent.

Assuming then, that with trains of cars of 100,-

000 pounds capacity, the danger signals are visible

at 110 greater distance than when other trains are

handled, it is very easy to understand not only why
collisions with trains of these heavier cars, with

20 per cent braking power, must be more serious

in force, if not in effect, but also why such collis-

ions should be more frequent. Of course, means

will be provided gradually to mitigate these evils

and some of these means at once available are:'

greater precaution, if possible, in handling such

trains both by dispatchers and engine and train

crews and. at approaches to crossings and stations,

an increased distance to the distant signal.

WRECKS OF HEAVY STEEL CARS.

It has frequently been asked how seriously the

new type of steel cars of from 80,000 to 100,000

pounds capacity would be injured in a wreck, and
what provisions the railroads would need to make
to keep such cars in repair. But while the pros-

pects of the necessity of repairing wrecked metal

cars appeared more or less visionary, serious atten-

tion was not given the question. However, the

qncstiou'was recently placed squarely before one

of our large railroads. While the railroad officials

interested worked earnestly to solve it. they felt

entirely free to call in the assistance of the builders

and insist that the latter use their experience

gained in building as a guide to the solution of the

problem of repair.

A number of these metal cars were in a very seri-

ous wreck recently, and several of the cars were)

very badly damaged; on some all the sills were
bent upward at the bolster, the ends were jammed
inward, the sides twisted and the general appear-

ance was such as to suggest the ruins of the metal-

frame buildings of the World's Fair after the tire.

We have nor as yet been informed as to what
means were adopted to make the needed repairs,

nor. in fact, that such means have as yet been de-

cided upon. Undoubtedly, however, experiments

have been or will be made to learn if the twisted

parts can be straightened without cutting the rivets

which secure such members to others, which do not

need repair. For some time following the wreck
in question, however, men whose experience make
them competent to give valuable opinions, doubted
seriously whether such a course could be followed

with satisfaction. Should it be found necessary in

such cases to cut the rivets and separate the mem-
bers of the car, these same experienced men have
stated that they would not be surprised if it be
found cheaper to put such seriously wrecked cars,

through the rolling mills again and build tliem en-

tirely new.

It is probable, and certainly to be hoped, that

such accidents will not happen frequently: never-

theless there is always the same possibility for ac-

cidents to trains of these cars as to trains of wooden
cars, and accidents to the former are very apt to

occur with much more force, and therefore, with,

much more seriousness, than with other ears. A
word will explain this: It is usual to use in per cent

of the weight of the light car for braking power;
but let us assume that witli these metal cars the

braking power is !l:i per cent of the weight of the

empty car. Metal cars weighing 28,000 pounds

empty, are offered witli a guaranteed capacity of

100,000 pounds and if stenciled this capacity are

BRAKING LONG TRAINS.

The recent Detroit meeting of the Association of

Railroad Air Brakemen was one of the most suc-

cessful That lias been held in the history of the or-

ganization, both in attendance and in point of in-"

terest shown by those who were present. The

regular business of the Association in its sessions

was given tlie closest attention and tic discus-

sions were active and profitable. The paper, witli

its subsequent discussion, bearing upon the break-

ing in two of Trains and The causes Thereof, was

one of the most exhaustive and valuable of those

presented to the meeting, and it calls to our mind

some thoughts, relating more particularly to brak-

ing problems, which it may be desirable to present.

Is it not possible that The American railway

world has about reached the practical limit in

length of Trains?

IT is all very well to say this question lias been

brought up from time to time for many years pasT.

and thai nevertheless the number of cars in a train

has constantly increased. It is True, for instance,

Thar at The Time of the celebrated Burlington brake

tests, a train of fifty cars was regarded as being

as about the outside limit, and that now it is not'

uncommon to hear of Trains of considerably greater

length. But iT must not be overlooked that the

weight, carrying capacity and length of the cars

has also constantly increased and yet there has

been no change in the gage of Track and conse-

quently no improvement in the available oppor-

tunity for the railroad service to keep pace with

the demands made upon it. except by an increase

in the train length. It will, we think, lie admitted

by all careful observers that recent years have wit-

nessed considerable trouble due to difficulties with

The draw gear. It will also, we think, be freely

admitted, that tin excessive length of Trains now
sometimes hauled on some of our main lines in-

creases many fold the difficulty of properly hand-

ling The air brake.

As far as speed of operation of the brake in emer-

gency action is concerned, there is not so much
Trouble. It has been found by experiment that it

takes a certain length of Time for the slack To run

in on fifty ears, say somewhere between three and
five seconds, depending upon the speed and other

conditions. Test has demonstrated that the quick

action operation of the brake will take place upon

a fifty-car train in a less time, say two and one-

half 'seconds, and numerous tests on the road have

shown that no serious damage from shock results

when the quick action has been fully applied be-

f.:-e the slack runs in. The same would hold true

on trains of bin cars. In view of this fact no rea-

son is seen'why any Increased difficulty as to emer-

gency stopping on long trains should lie feared,

•von though their length ho doubled or trebled

within the next few years.

But ir 11111st be expected that difficulty will lie

encountered in the handling of brakes on long

trains in service stops and in connection with the

troubles arising out of the draw-bar problem, and

these difficulties must necessarily increase 1 mtihu-

ally as the length of the trains is further increased.

The size of the pipe, which carries the air. as well

as the dimensions of the various porT openings in
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the apparatus, the capacity of the main reservoir

and pump, and other things of a like kind will have

to receive considerable attention if there is not soon

a halt called in the increase of the number of cars

which one engine is required to haul.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

The paper presented at the March. 1S09. meeting

of the Western Railway Club by Mr. Edwin M.

Herr on the subject of "Compound Locomotives on

the Northern Pacific Railway." is undoubtedly the

most important paper of a similar nature which
ras appeared for a number of years. That it is

receiving much attention from both mechanical

and operating officials of the railroads is indicated

by the requests for copies of the paper, which re-

quests, we understand, have been very heavy.

There are those who have considered the question

of the use of compound locomotives as being set-

tled, in a way decidedly favorable to such use:

there are those who have considered, and who now
consider the question as open if indeed not already

decided against the use of the compound: again,

there are those who consider compounds better than

simples for freight service alone, and those who
prefer the compounds for both passenger and

freight service. From each and all of these vary-

ing classes the paper merits, and is receiving, much
attention.

It must be said at the outset that the paper bears

every stamp of being entirely impartial: and it will

be duly appreciated on this account. Mr. Herr
seems to be thoroughly alive to the advantages to

be obtained from the use of compound locomotives,

and very enthusiastic in urging their assignment
to proper service: but he undeniably appreciates

that there are certain conditions of service in which
the simple locomotive will render returns as favor-

able as. and even more favorable than, those pos-

sible from the use of compound locomotives. His
paper must be read. too. with the understanding
thnt Mr. Herr had at hand the best means possi-

ble from which to obtain his information; there

was under his observation, freight service in level,

rolling and mountainous districts, and passenger
service under the same varying conditions, and he
had at his disposal most of the better known types

of the American systems of compounding. A bet-

ter equipment and location for a thorough study of

the relative merits of the simple and compound
types of locomotives would be very difficult to find.

His statements and conclusions are. therefore s-

peeially when taking into consideration Mr. Hen's
well-recognized powers of critical observation—sure
to be classed as the most authoritative data extant
on practical work with compounds. The discus-

sions of the paper were very able. and. taken as a
whole, it is felt by everyone that the status of the
compound locomotive must be. since this paper and
its discussion have been made public, more thor-

oughly understood today than ever before. It is

also somewhat gratifying to note that many of the
declarations made and conclusions to be drawn
from the same corroborate opinions expre>-
from time to time, in the columns of the Railway
Master Mechanic.

The idea expressed that, too frequently, a loco-

motive is considered a locomotive regardless of its

size, shows a true conception of the situation, be-
cause it is a fact that the overrating of the power
of the early compound locomotives operated most
seriously to the advantage of the compound in the
minds of the operating officials and in the minds,
also, of those mechanical officers who did not give
the subject the attention it required and deserved;
indeed, it required considerable time for those most
interested in the success of the compound to grasp
the situation. There are many railroad officials

who do not yet appreciate the fact that the size of
the cylinders and the available tractive power do
not always determine the maximum rating for a
locomotive: in other words, that the boiler may,
limit the maximum load. On long "drags" a loco-

motive with a certain size of boiler and cylinders
may handle a heavier load than another locomotive
with the same capacity boiler and larger cylinders.
The demand on the boiler for steam must be con-
sidered sometimes and when the demand is greater
than the boiler can supply a larger boiler must be

provided or the demand from the cylinders must
be reduced by compounding the cylinders, or in

some other way.
It may be appropriate, in this connection, to ex-

plain under what conditions the compound may
show to advantage in passenger service: Usually

in passenger service a locomotive does? its work at

a shun cut-off. and when this is the case the steam
is expanded through a range as wide as is possible

with the compound locomotive: but as the load in-

creases and the point of cut-off is delayed in order

10 give the required power the range of expansion

is reduced and there is a point beyond which the

compound will show to advantage. To regain such

advantage for the simple locomotive, it will be

neeessarv to increase its size to such a point that

the heavier train can be handled at a shorter cut-

off. Heretofore when the question has been asked
whether the compound will show economy over the

simple locomotive in passenger service, the reply

has been that such a road is using them on its

fastest trains, but no convincing proof of the econ-

omy in such use has been furnished. There are

given in Mr. Herr's paper, however, examples of

service in which each has shown to advantage and
one instance where the two types were on an equal-

ity. This information is certainly very valuable.

It was not to be expected that such a paper as

that now under discussion, would touch upon the

advantages and disadvantages of the two and the

four-cylinder type. Investigations along these lines

must be made privately, and the "twists" given cer-

tain parts of the machinery incident to the use of

one type, must be compared with the "bends'" given

certain other parts of the machinery due to the de-

sign of the other type, but the fact brought out in

the discussion that in either type certain pans must
lie made much larger and heavier than for corres-

ponding parts of simple locomotives and that

heavier tools will be necessary, should receive due
consideration. It is also a fact that, until the re-

pair men and the locomotive crew become thor-

oughly informed concerning the mechanisms of the

compounds, the cost of repairs to the compounds
will l>e greater than should be reasonably expected
after the first two or three years of their introduc-

tion on a road.

THE TARIEE ON MACHINE TOOLS.

A western manufacturer of machine tools has

sent out a circular letter strongly advocating a

revision of our tariff on machinery and its reduc-

tion to a nominal rate. He states as a fact that,

now. just as the European field is becoming val-

uable to the American manufacturer, the makers of

machine tools in Europe are seriously agitating the

subject of retaliatory tariffs against American ma-
chines and that if we abolish our tariffs against

them the strongest argument they urge in favor

of retaliation will be taken from them.
The writer also says that the American manufac-

turer of machine tools no longer needs the protec-

tion of the present tariff and needs not fear Euro-
pean competition even if the protective duties were
entirely abolished. Against the greater cheapness
of labor abroad is set our cheaper iron, steel and)

lumber, lower railroad rates, more intelligent op-

eratives and better methods, and also a far more
remunerative home market which greatly increases

the volume of production and consumption, and
thus lowers the cost of production.

- :i further the writer says that, practically, no
machinery is imported nor will be in the future, so

that no revenue will be lost if the duties are abol-

ished.

The points in the letter are very clearly put and
the author has resisted the temptation to write at
too great length. The letter is a model of its kind.

As for the suggestions made, they come from one
who has spent most of the past two years in Eu-
rope, speaks some of the continental languages and
has obtained his information at first hand. He
claims to be a protectionist, but insists that in the
matter of machine tools, protection has accom-
plished all that is desirable and should now cease.

It is enough to say. at present, that, undoubtedly,
the time comes in the history of every protected
industry when the protective tariff should be re-

duced or abolished. If. after a sufficient time, the

industry is firmly established and reasonably pro>_

perous, the protective tariff has accomplished the

purpose for which it was imposed, and should
-e to exist. If the industry has not reached

this condition, it must be concluded that protec-

tion, in that particular case, has failed of its end

and the industry should be no longer nursed. V.

Matesrnanship will carefully watch the growth of

all protected industries and will tear away the tem-

porary props and buttresses as soon as the struct-

ure is completed. The highest efficiency of the army
and navy may warrant the government in continu-

ing the protection of a few manufacturers, but as m

general rule, protective tariff should l>e regarded as

temporary assistance granted to new and struggling

industries for the sake of the general public wel-

fare.

Whether the time has come to withdraw such
protection from the manufacturers of machine tools

is a fair subject for investigation. Unquestionably
the manufactures have, thanks to past protection,

reached a commanding position, and it is not un-

likely that they can maintain this position even

without the aid of tariff protection.

RIGHT OF EMPLOYMENT AND DISCHARGE.
An attempt to recover damages from a railroad

company for its alleged wrongful act in making a

false entry upon its record as to the cause of the

discharge of an employe, to prevent him from pur-

suing his calling by rendering it impossible for him
to get employment from other railroad companies,

appears to make the recent case of Hudley against

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company one
without direct precedent.

In discussing the underlying principles, the court

of appeals of Kentucky says that a railroad com-
pany has the right to engage in its services whom-

er it pleases, and. as part of its right to con-

duct its business, has the right to discharge any
one in its service, unless to do so will be in viola-

tion of contractual relations with the employe. But
its right to discharge an employe and its duty to

the public and to its own vast property interests

to keep in its service only persons capable of dis-

charging their important duties in a careful and
skillful manner do not imply the right to be guilty

of a violent or malicious act which results in the

injury of the discharged employe's calling.

Furthermore, the company has the right to keep

a record of the causes for which it discharges an
employe, but in the exercise of this right the duty

is imposed to make a truthful statement of the

cause of the discharge.

If. by an arrangement among the railroad com-
panies of the country, a record is to be kept by
them of the causes of the discharge of their em-
ployes, and when they are discharged for certain

causes the others will not employ them, it becomes
important that the record should contain a true

statement of the causes of an employe's discharge.

A false entry on the record may utterly destroy

and prevent him from making a livelihood at his

chosen business. Therefore, such false entry must
be regarded as intended to injure the discharged

employe, and must be considered a malicious act.

If it is the custom of the railroads of the country

to keep such record, and that employes discharged

for certain causes are not to be employed by them.

then it enters into, and forms part of. every con-

tract of employment that neither a false entry shall

be made, nor one so made communicated, directly

or indirectly, to any other railroad company.

Suppose it was the custom of the railroad com-

panies when an employe was discharged without

cause to give him a card or statement to that effect,

and if he did not have such card or statement, he

could not get employment with other railroads, then

that custom would enter into every contract of em-

ployment; and if a company wrongfully refused to

give it to a discharged employe, and in consequence

of that refusal he was injured, a cause of action

would lie for the damages sustained.

But notwithstanding these principles, and the

averments made in this case, the court holds that

no cause of action was stated. It holds that it

should have been averred that the plaintiff had
sought and been refused employment by reason of

the- alleged wrongful act. It says that an agreement

made with other railroad companies not to employ

the defendant's discharged employes did not injure
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the plaintiff unless carried out. An averment that

the defendant conspired and combined with other

railroad companies to do an act, if unlawful, would

not obviate the necessity of making the averment
that he had sought and been refused employment
by reason of the alleged wrongful act. Injury is

the gist of the action. The liability Is damages for

doing, not for conspiracy.

VANDALIA LINE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works recently built

a lot of four eight-wheel passenger locomotives for

the Vandalia Line, under the direction of Mr. W.
('. At p. superintendent of motive power of that

road. These engines were designed for heavy and
fast passenger service, and are now in regular ser-

vice between Indianapolis and St. Louis, where they

are giving an excellent account of themselves. We
give a perspective view of one of these engines. It

has 20x26-in. cylinders; 78-in. drivers; an extended

Vandalia, station stop.

Snuthboro, crossing stop.

Greenville, station stop.

Willows, crossing stop.

East St. Louis, crossing stop (B. & O. S. W.i.

East St. Louis, station *top.

Tlie running time was as follows:

Indianapolis to Terre Haute, 72.5 miles, 8:5 minutes,

52.41 miles per hour.

Terre Haute to Effingham, 67.6 miles, 67 minutes,

60.54 miles per hour.

Effingham to East St. Louis, 07.4 miles, 113 minutes,

ol. 71 miles per hour.
Indianapolis to East St. Louis. 237.5 miles, 4 hours

'A'.', minutes, 52.20 miles per hour.

The general dimensions of these engines are as

follows:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Gage 4 ft. 8J4 in.

Fuel Bituminous coal.

Weight in working order 132,300 lbs.

Weight on drivers 85,800 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 8 ft. Ii in.

Wheel base, rigid 8 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 24 ft. 5 in.

-
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VANDALIA LINE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

wagon top boiler, which is 62H inches in diameter

and which is designed to carry 190 pounds of steam
pressure: a firebox 108%x40 inches; a grate area of

30.7 square feet, aud a total heating surface of 2241

square feet. The engines weigh 132.300 pounds, of

which .85.800 pounds are on the drivers. They
have steel axles throughout, and solid bronze driv-

ing boxes. The tanks of these engines have a ca-

pacity of 6.000 gallons—the largest, it is stated, yet

used in passenger service.

We understand that these engines went into ser-

vice with an exceptionally small amount of trouble

in "breaking in" and that the tuns made with them
have been very satisfactory, both in speed and
weight of trains hauled. Before giving the general

dimensions of these engines, we will print an ac-

count of the performance of two of them—Nos. 16

and 177—in movement of second section of train No.

5 on April 21. Engine 10 pulled the train from In-

dianapolis to Terre Haute and No. 177 from Terre

Haute to East St. Louis. The train consisted of one
express car, one combination car, one coach, one
diner and one sleeper. The record of the trip is

as follows:

Left Indianapolis 8:56 a. in., 1 hour aud 41 minutes
late.

Arrived Terre Haute 10:19 a. 111., 1 hour aud min-
utes late.

Left Terre Haute 10:23 a. m., 1 hour and 13 minutes
late.

Arrived Effingham 11:30 a. m., 40 minutes late.

Left Effingham 11 :36, 46 minutes late.

Arrived East St. Louis 1:29 p. m., 1 minute late.

Left East St. Louis 1:31 p. m.. 3 minutes late.

Arrived St. Louis 1:46 p. m., on time.

Delayed 2 minutes Funkhouser meeting No. 8.

Delayed 3 minutes Collinsville. blocked by first No. 5.

Stops were made as follows:

Belt Crossing, crossing stop.

Greencastle, station stop.

Limedale, crossing stop.

Brazil, station stop.

Terre Haute, crossing stop.

Terre Haute, 4 minutes station stop and changing
engines.

Marshall, station stop.

Casey, crossing stop.

Effingham, 6 minutes station stop and water.
Altamont, crossing stop.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 20 in.

Stroke of piston 26 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5J4 m.
Diameter of piston rod 3*4 in.

Kind of piston packing 2% in. C. I. rings.

Kind of piston rod packing United States.

Size of steam ports 18 in. x 1% in.

Size of exhaust ports 13 in. x 3 in.

Size of bridges 1% in.

VALVES.
Kind of slide valves Allen-American.
Greatest travel of slide valves 6 in.

Outside lap of slide valves 1% in.

Inside lap of slide valves in. line.

Lead of valves in full gear Line and
line full forward motion. 1

i in. lead at 6 in. cut off.

Kind of valve stem packing United States.

WHEELS. ETC.
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 78 in.

Material of driving wheels, centres Cast steel.

Tire held by Shrinkage.
Driving box material Phosphor bronze.

Diameter and length of driving journals

8% in. dia. x11',. in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals. .

6 in. dia. x 6 in.

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals
4' L. in. dia. x 4 in.

Engine truck, kind 4 wheel rigid center.

Enrine truck, journals 6 in. dia. x 10 iu.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 36 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels McKee-
Fuller steel tired spoke wheels.

BOILER.

Style Extended wagon top.

Outside diameter of first ring 621 4 in.

Working pressure 190 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box
Coatesville steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box
% in.. 11-16 ins.. L_,

i u .

Horizontal seams Butt joint

sextuple riveted with welt strip inside and outside.

Circumferential seams Double riveted.

Fire box, length IOS14 in.

Fire box, width 40 in.

Fire box. depth F. 75% in.. B. 61% in.

Fire box. material Carbon steel.

Fire box plates, thickness Sides. 5-18

in.: back, 5-16 in.; crown. "^ in.: tube sheet, ij in.

Fire box. water space Front. 4
in.; sides, 4 in.; back. 4 in.

lire box, crown staying Radial. 1 in. dia.

Fire box, stay bolts 7
S in. and 15-16 in. dia.

Tubes, material Charcoal iron, 120 in. thick

Tubes, number of 320
Tubes, diameter 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 12 ft. 5 in

Heating surface, rubes 2060 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 175 Bq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2241 sq. ft.

(irate surface 30.07 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking Vandalia standard.

Ash pan, style Plain dampers, front aud back.

Exhaust pipes Single.

Exhaust nozzles 4% in., 4% in., 5 in. dia.

Smoke stack, inside diameter 17 1
j

in. at top. 16 in. near bottom.

Smoke stack, top above rail 15 ft. 4% in.

Boiler supplied by Two injectors, Sellers'

Improved No. 9% in. R. H.; Monitor No. 9 L. H.

TENDER.
Weight, empty 46,200 lbs.

Wheels, number of 8.

Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5 in. dia. x9 in.

Wheel base 17 ft. 8 in.

Tender frame 10 in. steel channels.

Tender trucks Center bearing double

I beam bolster, with side bearings on back truck.

Water capacity 6600 U. S. gallons.

Coal capacity 10 tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender. . . .52 ft. 2V1> in.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.

Engine equipped with 2 Coales safety valves: N. &
Co. No. 9 triple sight feed lubricator; Westinghouse-
American combined brakes on drivers, tender and for

train; Leach sand feeding apparatus: Janney coupler at

front of engine and rear of tender: steam heat appara-
tus complete for tender and train; lagging and jacket

made removable over stay bolts.

The Design and Maintenance of Compound Loco-

motives.

In Mr. Herr's admirable paper on Compound Loco-
motives on the Northern Pacific Ry.. a brief ab-

stract of which is elsewhere given in this issue, oc-

cur the following suggestive paragraphs in the

shape of notes on the design and maintenance of

compounds:

Many railroad mechanical men, while freely admit-
ting that the compound locomotive in heavy service

will prove more economical in the consumption of coal

than the simple engines of the same weight, boiler

capacity, steam pressure and general design, give as

their reason for not advocating the compound locomo-

tive for such service, its liability to failure on account
of breaking down, increased cost of maintenance and
consequent longer enforced idleness. Were the failure

of compound locomotives generally in the compounding
features, and were such failures difficult to remedy,
such objections to the use of such locomotives would
have great weight. The intercepting and separate ex-

haust valve, where present, the receiver in the two-
cylinder type, and the larger low pressure cylinders

are the peculiarly compound features. Investigations

will show that the increased cost of maintenance and
general unsatisfactory performance is not on account of

broken intercepting valves, leaking receivers, or diffi-

culty in packing or counterbalancing the low pressure

cylinder. Failures occur on account of broken frames,

broken cylinders, unequal wear on the low and high

pressure sides of the engine, broken piston rods, cut

high pressure valves and consequent break-down in

the valve motion, cut and badly worn cylinders

and other causes, practically all of which are

clearly traceable to either bad design, construction, or

improper care in maintenance. It would seem
an admission of inability to cope with the en-

gineering problem of the design of the compound lo-

comotive, or the administrative ability to care for a

machine which is acknowledged to save a considerable

proportion of the largest single item of expense on a

railroad, to refuse to use such a machine because it

breaks down. Is it not rather the duty of railway me-
chanical officers to study the causes of failure in such

machines, and by remedying such defects as develop in

existing types, learn to design a compound locomotive

so strengthened in the weak places and modified in

those of impractical construction that it will not fail in

service. This accomplished, a further careful obser-

vation and effort to learn how to so care for and oper-

ate this more economical machine will soon enable its

cost of maintenance to be reduced, just as long years

of practice and care have done in the repairs of the

simple locomotive.

No one realizes more keenly than the writer, that

the problems above referred to are by no means easy.

The importance of knowing exactly what difficulties

are experienced in regular operation and immediately
applying some remedy for every defect cannot be too

strongly impressed. The old adage "a stitch in time

saves nine" was never more apropos than in caring for

a compound locomotive.
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COMPOUND LOCOriOTIVES ON THE N. P. RY.

Ar the March meeting of the Western Railway

Club Mr. E. M. Herr. formerly superintendent of

motive power of the Northern Pacific, presented an

unusually valuable paper on compound locomotives,

based upon the service of such engines on that road,

We append extracts from that paper, as follows:

The types represented include the Baldwin

l-eylinder and the Schenectady. Richmond. Pitts-

burg and Brooks 2-cylinder systems of com-

pounding. The sizes and types of the com-

pounds range from Moguls with 85,000 lbs. on

drivers and with 19 and 27x24 ins. cylinders, to a

mountain consolidation having 166,000 lbs. on the

do than the other two. but even they are required to do
comparatively little. The trains the D 3 draw are card-
ed to make 11.0 miles per hour east bound, and west
bound 16.3 miles per hour. Those hauled by the D 1

compounds are carded 13.2 miles per hour east bound,
and 13.7 miles per hour west bound, all on single track
with frequent meeting points. The Class R engines on
the second and third districts of division, between Spo-
kane and Pasco, and Pasco and Ellensburg, were gen-

erally used on express freight trains carded between the
two former points east bound 15.3 miles per hour, west
bound 17.5 miles per hour; between the two latter,

east bound 17.7 miles per hour, west bound 13 miles

per hour.

The Class P engines are used in passenger service

exclusively, those the performance of which is shown
on Plate D. running between Spokane and Ellensburg.

This is a continuous run of 273 miles with heavy trains

D* simple engines 1050 tons. In fuel economy the

D* compound showed a saving of 2-S.4 per cent over

the D9 simple and 35.7 per cent over the D 3 simpl .

The D 3 simple engine showed 7.3 per cent fuel econ-

omy over the D 3 simple engine. The section of road

on which these results were obtained is said to be

particularly favorable to the compound, as condi-

tions permitted trains to be filled up in both direc-

tions. The grades over this section are ascending

and descending both ways and are moderate. Table

1 will show that the compound D : carried 200 lbs.

steam pressure and the simple engines D 3 and D*

carried 150 lbs and 180 lbs. steam pressure respect-

ively. On account of the inequality of mileage made
by the three classes of engines, a comparison in cost

of repairs is made only between the compound and
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TABLE 1—PARTICULARS OF
drivers and cylinders 23 and 34 ins. diameter by
34 ins. stroke. Ten-wheel engines for both passen-

ger' and freight service, weighing respectively 112.-

000 lbs. and 126,000 to 132,000 lbs. on drivers and
also consolidation engines with 135,000 lbs. on driv-

ers and mastodons with 150.000 lbs. on drivers are

included. Table 1 gives data relative to these en-

gines and also the simple engines with which they
can be compared. We will make several extracts

from Mr. Herr*s paper and will quote him here with
reference to the engines, for which data is given in

Table 1. as follows:

The D 3 and F l compound engines are the same as the

D J and F 1 simple, excepting the cylinders and other
compounding features. They are, in fact, the same
engine with compound cylinders attached in place of

the original simple cylinders, and the boilers strength-

S>pS. -Xif/-?! Su'fSiif -£:.' Ctt J*?. Jit San f*6 -»fcf */>? .Wy/flwA^/w J^i-/
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ened to carry 180 instead of 150 pounds of steam. The
D 3 compound engines are identical with the same class

of simple engines, except the cylinders and other com-
pounding features, all this class of engine, both simple
and compound, having new boilers carrying 200 pounds
of steam. The simple engines, however, were only

worked at 180 pounds. The Class P compound engines
are also identical with the corresponding simple engines
except the cylinders and other compounding features.

The changes from simple to compound, even if the en-

gine is otherwise identical, make the compound heavier
by the additional weight Of cylinders. These ex
weights arc estimated in the table, except in the case
of the D 5 engine. The weights of the new Schenectady
engines are actual weights, excepting the Class Y.

which is estimated by the builders.

The I)
3

. D 3 and Class It engines are all in through
freight service on divisions where little local bu.-i

originates, and therefore are called upon to do but lit-

tle switching. The Ds engines have more switching to

COMPOUND AND SINGLE LOCOMOTIVES. XORT
of 10 to 15 cars, stopping at nearly all stations, and in

the summer and fall loading large quantities of express
matter. The train west bound was carded 28.7 miles
per hour, east bound 32.7 miles per hour in 1897. Early
in 180S speed was increased to 29.5 west bound, and
decreased to 30.3 miles per hour east bound. The en-

gines in this service make about 8.G00 miles per month
and are all either double or triple crewed.
The performance of locomotives on the Northern Pa-

cific railway is determined by the number of pounds
of coal consumed per 1.000 ton miles of train hauled,

including the engine and tender, and if of a freight

train the caboose also. As the size of the train hauled

has a very considerable effect upon the performance
figured as above, the weight of the average train hauled

is also shown on the monthly performance sheet. On
the accompanying plates are plotted the performance
of certain compound locomotives, and where possible

to make comparison, that of simple locomotives doing

the same service. The average train hauled is also

plotted for each. The points so laid down for a series

of months are joined, giving a curve showing graphic-

ally the performance and average train for as long a

period as reliable data is at hand. Where a compari-

son between simple and compounds can be made, the

percentage of saving in fuel of the compounds is also

plotted.

Plate A shows the average performance, average
train, and the economy of the four converted class

D 3 mogul compounds over the simple class D* en-

gines between Billings and Livingston on the Mon-
tana division. The work here is continuous and
almost uniform westbound: the ascent of 1375 feet

in 115 miles being gradual. On this plate the av-

erage performance of the four companies. D'. is

shown in full lines and the performance of the sim-

ple engines in dotted lines. The average saving of

fuel of the compounds is shown to be 19.5 per cent.

While none of the compounds had been through the

shop since they were converted, the economy was
well maintained until September. 1S98. when the

engines had averaged nearly 90.000 miles each. The
compounds did not then compare quite as favorably

as at first. The four compounds, class D 3
. are des-

ignated as A. B. C and D. In table 2 the mileage

and cost of repairs for these and the three simple

class D' engines is given.

TABLE 2.

Repairs Repairs

Engine
Engine. Miles,

("'.impound engine A 56880
Compound engine B 60234
('.impound engine C 54497
Compound engine D 51248
Simple engine 507. . 52915
Simple engine 520. . 63234
Simple engine 566. . 52738

Plate B shows the performance of the class D*
compounds and simple engines and also the class D s

.

simple engines between Staples and Fargo. The
performance of the compound D 3

is shown in full

lines: the simple engines P 3 in dash and dot lines

and of the simple engine D 3 in dotted lines. The
average train hauled by the compound was 1139

tons, by the D 3 simple engines 1114 tons, and by the

Per Per
Gr. ss Engine 1000

Ton Miles. Mile. G.T.M.
42.146.900 s.oioi $.0217
49.070.628 .0154 .0182

42,404.236 .0154 .0198

40.544,366 .0121 .0153

31,400,344 .0166 .028

38,163.393 .012 .0198

34.612.835 .0181 .0284

HERN PACIFIC RAILROAD,
simple D 5 engines. Table 3 gives the mileage and
cost of repairs for the D 3 engines.

TABLE 3.

Repairs Repairs
Per Per

Engine 1000
Mile. G.T.M.
8.013S 1.0116
.013 .0112

.014S .0141

.022 .0191

Engine
Engine. . Miles

Compi:d. D5, No. 410 19357
Simple, D5. No. 430 23835
Simple, D5, No. 431 21215
Simple, D5. No. 432 20858

Plate C. which we do not reproduce, is principally

a comparison between compound engines of class R
on different sections of the road. The principal

knowledge gained from this diagram is that the en-

Gross
Ton Mil.s.

22.ST9.392
27,697.712

25,493,019
24.051.100
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giues became somewhat less economical after run-

ning about 70.000 miles in heavy service. It is stat-

ed somewhat in explanation that the coal was of in-

ferior quality in the latter part of the service re-

corded.

date D shows the relative performance of the

class F simple and compound passenger engines be-

tween Spokane and Ellensburg. The conditions of

this service are given, somewhat, in an extract al-

ready made from the paper. The profiles for the

sections of road over which these runs were made
show the grades to be very heavy. Tne run is a

continuous one of 273 miles, as before stated. On
plate D the performance of the compound engine is

shown in full lines and of the simple engine in dash

and dot lines. The average train was upwards of
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500 tons and at one time upwards of 550 tons weight.
The average fuel economy in this service was 14.6

per cent in favor of the compound engines. The ob-
servations are that the compounds showed greater
Storage
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economy when the trains were heaviest. The mile-

age and average cost of repairs is given in Table 4.

TABLE 4.

Repairs Repairs
Per Per

Engine Gross
Mile. Ton Mi.

$.022'5 $.042
.0228 .0431

Gross
Ton Miles
".7.400,095

50,301,863

Engine
Engine. Miles.

Compd., CI. P. 200 106473
Simple, Class P. 220 95347

Plate E, which we do not reproduce, shows the

comparison between different types of compounds;
classes X and F 1

. Here the fuel consumption is

found to be practically the same per 1000 ton-mile s

for the two type of compounds. Mr. Herr remarks

that when the smaller average train hauled by the

class F 1 engines is considered that the steam econ-

omy of these engines is somewhat the better of the

two classes. He accounts for this from the fact

that the engines in mountain service are worked al-

most always so nearly to full stroke that the cyl-

inder ratio of the 2-cylinder compound does not give

expansion enough to reach the point of greatest

economy, while the 4-cylinder compound, having a

larger cylinder ratio, more nearly approaches it.

It should lie remembered in considering the

above data that all of the compound locomotives, the

performance of which is shown, have yet to

receive their first general repairs. They are all

comparatively new. but none have received any special

consideration in the conditions under which they have
thus far seen service; in fact, all master mechanics
were instructed to put the compounds to the hardest

test and always favor the simple engines in case con-

ditions were not the same. Their performance in ton

miles indicates that these instructions have been car-

ried out. The exact facts as to the general design, con-

ditions of operation and the results obtained, both as to

performance, fuel economy and running repairs, have,

it is believed, been faithfully given.

» « »

COMPRESSED AIR FOR FORGE BLASTS.

Tests to determine the relative value of com-

pressed air and the fan for forge blast were made
some time ago by Mr. .1. F. Deems, master me-

chanic of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road, at West Burlington. Iowa, and the results

The results obtained showed very conclusively
that the air jet was vastly less efficient than the
fan. Mr. Deems said of these results: "It was,
found that the very best results obtained in this

way with a jet were as one to about twenty-fire.

a
Cu. ft. of

Pressure Vol. of Blast, Blast.
of Blast pet o. ft

Blast incu. ft. of I«r H. P. Remarks.
in ounces p r sec. compres'd at

ulr u-*.d ' rnjT sor

, 1.85 1.977 6 531 58 779 Air pressure constat; t—f 100 lbs).
2 •2. 90 1.607 5.310 17 790 Posit on constant- No. 81.
3 3.15 1-.517 5.012 45.108 Blast tlirottleil witti H2 -ln. stopoook.
4 3 45 1.410 4.657 41 913 Ob. l—B ast pipe free, stopcock off.

1.337 4.418 39.789 2—stop cock on pipe, wide open.
b :C725 1.274 4 209 37 «-l
7 3.90 1.200 3.965 3S.I-5
H 1.075 1122 3.706 33.351
» 4 35 I 021 3.374 30 366
10 4.15 .954 3.153
11 4.625 -731 2«93 25.947
12 4 825 7:'3 2 620 23 580
18 5.00 .643 2.175 19 575

5.25 .514 1 7O0 15.300

= is
On. (t. ..f

__

— - E t Pre^-ure Vol. of Blast

is zt of Bast. per on. ft.
Biiisr, in cu. ft of per H. P, Remarks

J Z, in ounces per 8ec. comptes'd at

5 < air coirpr'sor

1 LOO 2,85 1.628 5.378 48 402 Constant position—tNo. 8).
2.75 1.597 5.475 40.275 " openiogln blast pipe

5 549 49.941 open
2.50 1.512 5.634 50.706

tfU 2.30 1.456 5.-691 51.219
2.20 1. 427 5.900 53.100
2.00 1.356 5.925 A3.325

a 1.85 1.300 6. 072
» HO 1.70 1 . 24> 6.296 56 . 6K4

bij t.55 1.221 6.543 58.887
50 1.45 1.165 6.442 57.978

=
Cu- ft. o(

IE 5£
Pressure Vol. of Blast

of Blast
Blast in cu. ft. of perH.P. RlMAEtKS

?2S -- in ounces per sec. compres'd at

O uir used comprsor

1 7 1.975 2.002 6 614 59 S26 Air pressure constant—1100 lbs).
1-76 1.986 6559 5 it 031 iBlast outlet conetanl-stop-cock

3 9 1 700 1.892 6.248 56.232 (taken off.
1 175 1.774 5>60
1.250 1.649 5.444
1.050 1.530 5 053 45.477

j

Compressed air used by "jet" at various pressures

Table No 4.

Air Pressure „

Cu. ft. of com pressed t

air per s^c f

100

3027 2*03.2684 2559.2419

70 i 65 60 55 50

228a'.2141 .19S2 .1866 .1809

COMPRESSED AIR JET TESTS.
when compared with a tan. It would appear from
this that there is not very mueh economy in using
compressed air. except in places where there could
not be utilized the blast from a fan. This would
be an excuse, sometimes, for the use of compressed
air. ?\w figures are rather startling to me. I did
not think there would be as much difference as is

shown." The diagram and table given herewith
show the results obtained.

•* • *

SOME POINTS ABOUT flAKING CAR BRASSES.

Some time ago Mr. James Swan, foreman of the
brass foundry of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
at Topeka. Kan., made a report to a friend upon
the general subject of the making and care of jour-

nal brasses, and we are permitted to present some
extracts from this report, as follows. All his state-

ments may not be fully accepted by other founders:
but they are as a whole, valuably suggestive as an
expression of view from a successful, practical.

brass founder:

I would first call your attention to sample of brass
marked "27." which is the end of a 27 coach liniss.

such as is used on the A., T. & S. F. Ry. You can sec

for yourself the clean, compact character of the metal
of which it is composed. What I may say of these
coach brasses may be said of all the journal line

that are made Mt the A.. T. ty S. I", shops at Topeka.
The brasses are moulded with the greatest possible

tare. By this I mean that we avoid hard or wet spots
on the face of the mold, so that we may prevent any
disturbance of the metal while flowing into ami setting
in the mold. There i> where the first trouble generally
begins: the molding being improperly performed. Yon
cannot expeel any good from journal brasses full o*
blow holes ami scaly cells on the face of lite brass,
which are usual signs of a separation of the metal.
.Metal of this kind may be expected to show red co]

spots.

Then again, the spots may In' caused by the brass
not being properly fused for want of sufficient beat,
or not being stirred to combine it properly. Such
brasses, whose copper is not diffused, being left in

clots, as it were, will have more or less tendency to
heat, and there may appear black and red spots, anil

greatly discolored, as if burned on the bearing surface.
The bright copper spots seem to be pure copper re-

vived: the black spots may be black oxide of copper or
carbonate of copper, caused by carbonaceous matter
being burned on the journal when the brass was hot.

The importance of fusing and mixing the metals
properly cannot !« overrated, for on this depends the
fineness and solidity of the castings. Our method is to

melt the most refractory metal first, viz.. copper: then
the zinc: then tin: and bring the whole to a high tem-
perature: then cool back to a lower temperature, which
we think is most suitable for the piece of work we are
about to cast. This temperature, after the metal is

well stirred, is cooled down to a bright red. but still

giving off a little flame from the crucible, ami I find
it about the right heat to pour all coach and cat-

brasses. The right temperature at which to pour the
work is one of the necessary things to learn to be suc-
cessful at either iron or brass founding.
Now. I must revert to the sample brass No. 27. This

is my chief journal metal for coaches, heavy freight
and common freight brasses. The component parts are
01-2 lbs. of copper, 1 lb. of tin. and 2 1-2 oz. of zinc.

The above is coach and freight car journal metal, un-
til it has been used once on the road. When it is re-

turned to be worked over, we add 20 lbs. of copper, 1

lb. of tin. and 1 lb. of zinc to every 140 lbs. of coach
brass. It is now a better metal on this second melting
than it was at first, when it was all new metal. This
sample No. 27 is this very metal of the second melting.

I will say a few more words about copper spots, and
how they may be prevented. I am satisfied that there
are several causes for the appearance of these copper
spots. They are: fusing the metal at too low a tem-
perature: hard or wet places in the mould: thereby
causing a metal disturbance and separation. From
what I can learn, people who have molding machines
and depend entirely on the machine are the most
troubled with copper >pot>: for years past proper care
in tloing the molding has been sadly underrated, ami
any kind of an impression in the sand is supposed to

be good enough to receive the metal This is all

wrong. The fact is. the mold should have tile greatest
care as regards firmness, venting and temperature of

the metal when pouring. Then, after everything has
1 n done in a proper manner as regards molding, the
patterns should be 3-16 of an inch in ilia meter larger
than the journals they are intended to fit.

Some people intimate that the cause of the red
spots is the acid condition of the oil. If that were so.

why does it not occur on the A.. T. Ac S. F. Ity. ? I

presume we all use the same oil. From what has
come under my notice, quite a number of the roads
are troubled with copper spots. I have handled a great
number of these foreign brasses, but once melted tliey

never reappear with signs of copper spots. High fusion,

thorough mixing anil proper molding, I believe, will

remedy the evil.

Mr. Swan appends to his letter the following formula
for liquor for tinning brasses: 1 qt. muriatic acid; 1 <it.

water: all the zinc it will eat up. and then add about 1

tablespoonful of sal ammoniac to this quantity.

APPARATUS FOR TESTING COMPRESSED
\IR JETS,

were recently reported by him to the Western Rail-

way club. It will be remembered that we illus-

trated in a recent issue the air jet forge blast used

by Mr. Deems at an outlying forge. The apparatus
used for the tests referred to was of a similar form,

as shown in our present engraving, the pipe being

fitted with mercury tubes for measuring the blast

pressure and also the velocity of the blast. The de-

livery jet was so arranged as to be readily placed

at varying distances from the bell of the pipe.
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THE LAKE SHORE'S NEW LOCOMOTIVES.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry. Com-
pany some time ago gave large orders for new loco-

motive equipment to the Brooks Locomotive Works.
These locomotives were the heaviest ever ordered

"The thing most needed and desired," he contin-

ued, "and the only thing that will procure for the

railroads perfect lubrication, is the oil bath be it

obtained in whatsoever way it may.*'

A journal packing which possesses the distinctive

feature of providing a practical substitute for the

( nXSOLIDATIOX LOCOMOTIVE, L. S. & M. S. RY.

by that road and their general design and details

of dimension will be examined with rather more
than usual interest. The orders comprised 15 con-

solidation freight engines. 15 10-wheel freight en-

gines and 15 6-wheel switchers—all of which have
recently been furnished by the builders.

We present views of representatives of each of

the three types built. The consolidations have 20%
x2.S in. cylinders: 56 in. drivers: extended wagon
top boiler, which is 04% ins. in diameter and is

designed to carry 180 lbs. of steam: a firebox 114x

42 ins.; a grate area of 32% square feet, and a total

heating surface of 2.183 square feet. These en-

gines weigh 156.500 pounds of which 138,500 pounds
are on the drivers.

The 10-wheelers have 19%x30-in. cylinders: 02 in.

drivers; extended wagon top boiler, which is 64%
ins. in diameter and is designed to cary 180 pounds
of steam; a firebox 114x42 ins.: a grate area of 32%
square feet, and a total heating surface of 2.173

square feet. These engines weigh 154.000 pounds,
of which 120.000 pounds are on the drivers.

The switchers have 19x26 in. cylinders; 52 in.

drivers; a straight boiler, which is 64 ins. in diam-
eter, and is designed to carry 170 pounds; a firebox

80x34% ins.; a grate area of 1S% square feet, and
a total heating surface of 2.01!) square feet. These
engines weigh 124,000 pounds.

ideal "oil bath," is that made by the Franklin Man-
ufacturing Company, of Franklin. Pa., and known
as the "Perfection" journal box packing. This

supplied with the lubricant. This packing after be-

ing saturated with the lubricating oil forms an
emulsion, or jelly-like, spongy mass in the box.

This "Perfection" packing is a combination of

1 lie very best quality of wool fiber, vegetable fiber

and asbestos fiber. In extended practice both the

capillarity and the elasticity of this packing have
been proven to exeell that of all others: and its

'inability has been fully demonstrated. In many
recorded instances as high as 20,000 miles and
more have been made with one application of oil

and this waste to the journal box. and at the end
of this large mileage the packing was found in just

as serviceable a condition apparently as when first

applied, being well saturated with oil and standing
up well against the journal, which was well lubri-

cated.

+—+

COMMUNICATIONS.

One-Shovel Firing.

Chicago, April 20, 1899.
To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:
Many of the railroads, especially those in the west,

are now giving much attention to the question of fir-

ing locomotives with one shovel full at Regular inter-

vals rather than with a half-dozen scoop fulls at a

time and then waiting five or six minutes' to fill up the
Hie box again. One road, the Burlington. Cedar Rap.

TEX-WIIEEL LOCOMO
feature is gained through the peculiar power that

it possesses of retaining, on its surface, next to the

FIVE, L. S. & M. S. RY.

ids & Northern, has labored hard and earnestly to edu-

cate its firemen to fire often and regularly, and in or-

der to accomplish the very desirable results which it is

now enjoying it is understood that the assistance of

every one on the mad was necessary. Although it

might be quite impossible for a large system to under-
take the task so well carried out by the B.. C. R. & X..

nevertheless it is undoubtedly a fact that much can be
accomplished toward the same end. The B., C. R. & X.
has no particularly large locomotives, so it is a ques-
tion in the minds of some whether long and wide fire

boxes can be so managed, and it is probable that the

question will be answered before long because other
roads which have heavier locomotives with larger fire

boxes are taking much interest in the matter and are
trying to teach their firemen the advantages of put-

ting in only one shovelful at regular and short inter-

vals. Subscriber.
[The work on the B.. C. R. & X. in this direction

is quite well known now. and has been heretofore

referred to in our columns. Some comment on one
feature of this "one shovel" practice—which prac-

tice, by the way. is not by any means new to the

railway world, and which has been successfully fol-

lowed with large locomotives—may be found in our

editorial columns.—En.]

SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING I. <n

The leading dimensions of these engines arc
given in our tabulation on page 67.

•» « »

AN EFFECTIVE JOURNAL PACKING.

A prominent railway chemist once said that the
pressing need in providing for proper lubrication of
car journals was the long sought "oil bath." The
waste we now use, or have been obliged to use.'

said the chemist, "has done and is doing that which
we least desire, namely, wiping the journal most
effectually and thus preventing perfect lubrication."

OMOTTVE, L. S. .V- M. S. RY.
journal after being applied to the journal box. the
lubricating oil in small pools or pockets. The elas-

ticity of the packing, always forcing it upward,
presents these pools or pockets of lubricating oil

continually to the face of the journal, and in this

manner brings about in every practical sense the

long desired oil bath for car journals. The cap-

illary power of the packing gradually draws the
lubricating oil from the bottom of the box to the

pools or pockets just as fast as it is taken from
1 lie pockets by the action of the journal, and in this

way the face of the car journal is kept constantly

Hot Bearings and Porous Spots.
Montreal. April 3. 1889.

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:
I have just read over the article on page 47 in the

current issue of your paper and I consider it is an ex-

tremely well written article, especially the remarks
with regard to boxes being neglected until the pack-
ing falls away and box runs hot. the neglect taking
place simply because it had not heated before.

Since writing you some time ago, I had a discussion
witli a mechanical officer who asserted that it was a

practice in the United States to inspect all bearings
received and test them by breaking one in each hun-
dred, and that if a porous spot was found the whole
consignment would he rejected. As I had cause to

doubt this I had 115 foreign bearings taken from the
scrap pile indiscriminately, and of these I found that
lin.b per cent had a porous spot in them varying from
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one-half inch to the full length of the bearing. These
bearings had not necessarily been removed on account
of heating and a great number of them had not run
hot.

I may say that in bearings of our make iu the past
I have found sometimes as many as 40 per cent which
had a porous spot varying from one-half inch to three
inches long, and, as I indicated in my previous letter,

this has been. I think, entirely overcome by a change
in the foundry practice which enables us to melt the
metal quicker and pour it hotter; but I am satisfied

it will have little or no effect upon the number of hot
boxes. Yours truly,

R. Atkinson.
[As coming from a railroad officer whose ripe ex-

perience and whose years of systematic investiga-

tion of the cause and remedy of heated car bearings
render him an authority upon the subject, the above

letter possesses unusual interest. It would appear that

Mr. Atkinson's experience leads him to the conclu-

sion that insufficient lubrication and lack of care in

the inspection and packing of oil boxes are much
more frequent sources of hot boxes than are imper-

fections in the physical qualities of the bearing.

—

Ed.]

As a matter of interest in connection with the

much-discussed smoke nuisance, it is worth noting

that smoke is not by any means a modern annoy-
ance. About six hundred years ago, so Mr. Dur-
fee said iu recently speaking of the subject, when
the population of Loudon did not exceed 50,000, its

citizens petitioned King Edward I. to prohibit the

use of "sea coal." and he responded by making its

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE LAKE SHORE'S NEW BROOKS LOCOHOT1VE.

Six-Wheel S.vitcher.
124. DUO ll.s.

_ . Consolidation Ten-Wheel Freight.
Y\ eight on drivers 138,500 lbs 120,000 lbs
\\ eight on trucks IN.,000 lbs 34.U0O lbs
Weight, total 156,500 lbs 154,000 lbs 124,000 lbs.
Weight tender, loaded 93,900 lbs. . . .: 99,100 lbs 79,000 lbs.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
\\ heel base, total, of engine 24 ft 25 ft. in 11 ft. 3 in.
Wheel base, driving 15 ft. 9 iu 15 ft 11 ft. 3 in.
\\ heel base, total, engine and tender. 52 ft. % in 52 ft. 9U in 43 ft. 2% in.
Length over all, engine 3S ft. 3% in 39 ft. % in 33 ft. 2 in.
Length over all, total, engine and ten-
der 62 ft. % in 02 ft. 9% in 56 ft. 4% in.

Height, center of builer above rails. . . .'J ft 8 ft. 6% in 7 ft. 6 iu.
Height of stack above rails 14 ft. 8 in U ft. 7 in 14 ft. 5% in.
Heating surface, fire box and arch tubes212 si), ft 202 sip ft 163 sq. ft.
Heating surface, tubes UI71 so. ft 1971 sq. ft 18o6-8q. ft.
Heating surface, total 2188 so., ft 2173 so. ft 2019 SO., ft.
(irate area 321. . sq. ft 32% sq. ft 18% su. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.
Drivers, number Eight Six Six.
Drivers, diameter 56 iu 62 in 52 in.
Drivers, material of centers Cast steel Cast steel Cast steel.
Truck wheels, diameter 33 in 33 in
Journals, driving axle, main Q In. x 12 in 9 In. X 12 iu 8% in. x 12 in.
Journals, driving axle, others 8% iu. x 12 in 8% in. x 12 in si, in. x 12 in.
Journals, truck .-, in. x lo iu 5 in. x 10 in
Main crank pin, size 1

, In. x 6 In 6< 4 In. x 6 in 5% in. x 6 in.

CYLINDERS.
Cylinders, diameter 20% iu 19% in 19 in.
riston, stroke 28 in 30 in 26 in.
Piston rod, diameter 3% in :i% in 3% in.
Kind of piston rod packing 1 S. Metallic U. S. Metallic U. S. Metallic.
Main rod. length center to center 131 in
Steam ports, length 18 in.
Steam ports, width 1% in,
Exhaust ports, length IS in.
Exhaust ports, width 3 in.
Bridge, width lL, in.

111% in. .". 135 in.

18 in 17 in.

1% in I 1
! in.

18 in 17 in.

3 iu 3 in.

1% iu 1% in.

VALVES.
A alves, kind of Richardson balanced Richardson balanced Richardson Balanced.
Valves, greatest travel 5'., in 5% in 5 in.
Valves, outside lap 1 in Win 15-1G in.
\ alves. inside lap None None None.
Lead in full gear 1-16 in. Negative 1-16 in. Negative 1-16 in. Negative.
Lead constant or variable Variable Variable Variable.

BOILER.
Boiler, type of Extended wagon top Extcudcd wagon top Straight Top.
Boiler, working steam pressure 180 lbs 180 lbs 170 lbs.
Boiler, material in barrel Steel Steel Steel.
Boiler, thickness of materia] in barrel. . % in "& in 9-16 in.
Boiler, thickness of tube sheet % in % in % in.
Boiler, diameter of barrel 64% in 64% in 64 in.
Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple Sextuple Sextuple.
Seams, kind of circumferential Double Double Double.
Crown sheet, stayed with Radial stays Radial stavs Radial Stavs.
Dome, diameter 32 in 32 in 33 in.

FIRE-BON.
Fire-box, type Over frames Over frames Deep, between frames.
Fire-box, length 114 in 114 in 80 in.
Fire-box. width 42 in 42 in 34V> in.
Fire-box, depth, front 78 in 78 in 82U In.
Fire-box, depth, back 75 in 65 in so in.
Fire-box. material Steel Steel Steel.
Fire-box, thickness of sheets Tube % in.: sides and Tube *& in.: sides 5-16 Tube % in.; sides 5-16 in.;

back 5-16 in Top % in., in.Top % in.: back 5-16 in Top % in.: back 5-16 in.

Fire-box, brick arch On water tubes On water tubes On water tubes.
Fire-box, mud riug, width Back and sides 3% in-: Back and sides 3% In.; Back and sides 3 In.:

front 4 in front 4 in front 4 in.
Grates, kind of Cast iron rocking Cast iron rocking Cast iron rocking.
Tubes, number of 286 286 246.
Tubes, material Charcoal iron Charcoal iron Charcoal iron.
Tubes, outside diameter 2 iu 2 in 2 in.
Tubes, thickness No. 11 B. W. G No. 11 B. W. G No. 11 B. W. G.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 13 ft. 3 5-16 in 13 ft. 3 5-16 in 14 ft. 6% in.

SMOKE BOX.
Smoke box, diameter, outside 67 in 67 in 67 in.
Smoke box, length from flue sheet 64 in 64 in 60% in.

OTHER PARTS.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single Single Single.
Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent. Permanent Permanent Permanent.
Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5% in 5% in. ..- 5 in.
Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below
center of boiler 0% in 6% iu 5% in.

Netting, wire or plate Wire Wire Wire.
Netting, size of mesh or perforation 2% x 2% 2% x 2% 2%x2%.
Stack, straight or taper Cast iron straight Cast i-ron straight Cast iron, straight.
Stack, diameter 16 in 16 in 16 in.

Stack, height above smoke box 34% in 39 Id 49% in.

TENDER.
Type 8-wheel. steel frame 8-wheel, steel frame R-Wheel, steel frame.
Tank, type "U" shape ..."€"' shape Sloping top.
Tank, capacity for water 5.000 gal 3.000 gal 3,500 gals.
Tank, capacitv for coal 8 tons 8 tons 5 tons.
Tank, material Steel Steel Steel.
Tank, thickness of sheets 3-16 in. and V* in 3-16 in. and % In 3-16 In. and 14 in.
Type of under frame Steel channel Steel channel Steel channel.
Type of springs Double elliptic Double elliptic Double elliptic.
Diameter of wheels 33 in 36 in 30 in.

Diameter and length of journals 4% in. x 8in 4% in. x 8 in 3% in x 7 In.

Distance between centers of journals. .5 ft. 4 in 5 ft 5 ft.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle 5% in 5% in 4 T s in.

Diameter of center of axle 5 in 5 in 4' 4 in.

Length of tender over bumper beams. .21 ft. 10% in 21 ft. 10% iu 21 ft. 1% in.

Length of tank 20 ft. 4 in 20 ft. 4 in 19 ft. 6 in.

Width of tank 9 ft. 5 in 9 ft. 5 in 9 ft. 5 in.

Height of tank, not including collar. . . .52 in 52 in 52 in.

Type of draw gear Gould M. C. B Could M. C. fi Gould M. C. B.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.

Brakes. American for drivers; Westinghouse for tender and train service; pump, 9% in.; sight feed lubricators. Na-
than; safety valves, Ashton: injectors, Nathan; springs, French; metallic packing, D. S.

consumption a capital offence. His successors.

however, were mure merciful to the users of coal,

and its employment was resumed; but agaiu, in the

reign of Elizabeth, there were loud complaints

against it. and, in 1661, John Evelyn, in his "Fum-
ifugium." laments that, "owing to the increase of

coal smoke, the gardens no lunger are fruitful." In

the centuries that followed there were a numner of

parliamentary inquiries and some legislation in-

iciiiled to mitigate, if not remove, the evil, but,

nevertheless, the consumption of bituminous coal

has rapidly increased in London, and the inquiries

and legislation relative to it have all ended—in

smoke- ( lassiers Magazine.

CAR FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO.

APRIL MEETING.
The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Chicago was held in the rooms of the Western
Society of Engineers, 1741 Monadnock building, Chi-
cago, April 13.

President Morris called the meeting to order at 8
p. m. Among those present were:

Ashcroft. Norman.
Anderson, A.
Alderson, A. S.

Backburn, D. W.
Bell, W. A.
Bond, L. E.
Bates, G. M.
Blohm, Theo.
Coleman, J.

Cook, W. C.
(/aims, P. M.
Deen, C.
Davies, W. O., Jr.

Downing, D.
Depue, Jas.

Fritz, Cfaas.

Godfrey, Edward.
Gruhlke, E. G.

Grieb, J. C.
Gehrke, Win.
Godfrey, J.

Guthenberg, B.
Gardner, L. L.

Green, 0. E.

Holtz, Chas.
Harkenrider, J. M.
Hansen, A. P.
Husband, E.
Jones, R. R.
Jciiics, A. A.
Johannes, A.
Krump, M.

Kroff. F. C.

Keebler. C. E.
Kramer, Wm.
Kamen, Fred.
La Rue, H.
Martin, J.

Mercatoris, M.
Morris, I. R.
Mattes, J.

Murray, D.
Munson, Chas.
Xortham, F. R.
Nightengale, H.
Olsen, Louis.

Prickett, James.
Rieckhoff, C.
Stuckie, E. J.

Swift, C. E.
Saum, Geo.
Stagg, C. S.

Schoeneberg, C.

Showers, G. W.
Schultz, F. C.
Smith, E. B.
Schultz, Aug.
Shannan, S.

Sharp, W. E.
Wcntsel, Geo.
Weschler, Henry.
Wensley, W. H.
Wolfe, Chas.
Williams, Thos.

President Morris: The first order of business is the
reading of the minutes of previous meeting. There
being no objections we will dispense with this as usual,

they appearing in the April number of the Railway
Master Mechanic.
There being no reports from officers, we will hear

from the secretary the names of new members:
L. E. Bond. I'.. F. W. & C; O. P. Redman, C, M.

& St. 1'.; David Downing, G, R. I. & P.: Wm. F.
Fries, L. S. & M. S.; D. W. Blackburn, Armour Car
Lines: Richard Snyder, Belt Railway.

Proposed Alterations in Interchange Rules.

President Morris: We will now hear from the com-
mittee on recommended changes in M. C. B. rules.

You have all been supplied with a copy of the com-
mittee's report and I suppose are prepared to discuss

the changes as recommended. Before starting on the

discussion, would like to hear from Mr. Grieb, chair-

man of the committee.
Mr. Grieb: I harldy think that any remarks are

required. The committee has done its level best iu

submitting a report that it considered would be ac-

ceptable. There is one thing I would like to mention
—the fact that the committee was guided very much
by that notable feature of modesty that characterizes

the Car Foremen's Association. We did not attempt
to introduce au entire new set of rules—just some
slight modifications that we thought would be accept-

able pretty much all around. Of course, time will

tell just with what favor it does meet.
President Morris: The secretary will please read

off the report section by section and we will take it

up and discuss it and pass on it.

Secretary Cook: Rule 3. See. 13. To be amended by
adding after the word length, "And if iu such eases the
mate wheel has B flal spot 2'± ins. or over in length." so it

will read "Delivering company responsible: Flat sliding if

the snot cause by sliding is 2% ins. or over in length and if

in such cases the mate wheel has a flat spot 2% or over in

length."

Mr. Showers: I do not quite agree on that point.

"Flat siding; if the spot caused by sliding is 2'j inches

or over in length, 'and' if in such cases the mate
wheel has a flat spot 214 inches or over in length."

Now a wheel may be slid 2>j or 2"[ inches, and if the

mate is not slid 2Vi inches you cannot bill for the

removal of the wheel. That is the way it reads, in
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my judgment. I do not think the committee in rec-

ommending this means what it says.

Mr. Grieb: Tin- idea of the committee was. of

course, not to impose any limitations at all on any
wheel that was slid 2% inches or over, ir that is the

point Mr. Showers wishes to make. If our phrase-

_y is such that it docs not nuke this clear we are

a little unfortunate. I thought it was understo.nl. It

may he subject to improvement and possibly Mr.

Showers has some suggestion to offer.

Mr. Showers: No; 1 have no suggestion to offer any
more than my understanding from the reading. We
may understand what we moan but Others may nor;

in fact. 1 interpreted the meaning different from what
the committee seem to have intended. This was prob

ably brought out by a discussion that took place at

one of our meetings. Hut as 1 understand the read-

ing of it. the delivering company will not he respon-

sible unless the mate wheel is slid 2 1
4
inches or over,

l! tlie mate wheel is not ln 4 inches, then it relieves

you from the opposite wheel.

The change as recommended by the committee was
adopted.
Secretary fo.ik: Rule 3, Sec 17. Change word ng to read,

••Cut journals, axles bent also axles rendered unsafe by
unfair iis.ilm'. derailment or accident."
Adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule :t. Sec-. 20. Amended by adding

the words "Missing material" between "except"' and "on"
so it will read, "Defective, missing or worn-out parts of

brakes which have failed under fair usage, except missing
materia) on cars offered in interchange."
Mr. Showers: 1 think that the section, in my opin-

ion, would be better the way it now reads, from the

fact that the delivering company, under the present

rules, are responsible for missing, worn-out. or misuse
or faulty construction in the brakes or trucks in any
manner, while under the proposed change they would
be responsible only, in my judgment, for missing mate-
rial. 1 think for all concerned, ii would be better in

interchange.
President Morris: Wouldn't this change, as rec-

ommended, be practically the same as this association
decided upon some time since, leaving out the worn-
out parts, such as worn-out brake shoes'.- Wouldn't
we be conforming to our ideas as decided upon some
time since?

Mr. Showers: Has this association gone on record

to that effect?

President Morris: We certainly have put ourselves
on record in that way so far as worn-out brake shoes

were concerned.
.Mr. Davles, Jr.: As I understand it. this section is

precisely the saute as section 20 no-, reads, with the
c x.-. ption that defective and worn-out parts—that is.

what the committee are trying to .'... away with, de-

f. .tive and worn-out brakes, when offered in inter-

change. This recommendation would be the same as

we now have it with that exception.

President Morris: That was the intention of the

committee in making that recommendation.
The recommended change was adopted.
Secretary Cook: Utile 3, Sec-. 36. Omit entirely.

Mr. Grieb: Take the other two in connection with

it. They all refer to the same thing.

Mr. Showers: Don't you think we are going over
these rub's too fast for recommendation to the Master
Car Builders' Association? Don't you think they
should be considered more?
President Morris: I will say that our idea in print-

ing these recommendations and distributing them
around to the dffieren! members was to give the mem-
bers an opportunity to study them and digest them
thoroughly before they came here, and be pretty well

decided in their minds as to whether these things were
light or not. But of course we want a thorough dis-

cussion and if any one has any remarks to make or

any corrections to make or changes, which will in any
way improve them, we would like to hear from them.
1 do not think any one should bo a bit backward about
speaking.

Mr. La Hue: While we have had a chance to read
them over, possibly we read them in a hurry. I ant

like Mr. Showers. 1 think we should have a little time.

President Morris: We are very willing to hear any
objections or remarks: there is no restriction on the
number of times a member may speak, you know. I

Would like to hear from you. Mr. I. a Rue. at any
time.

Mr. Showers: 1 would like to ask the committee
what their idea is in omitting this section.

Mr. Grieb: The committee thinks that if Mr. Show
ers will read the notation that appears under sections

40, which ought to be iaken into consideration in

connection with sections 36, that the intention of

the committee i~ sufficiently plain to make it under-
The idea is this: that it was thought that

breakages resulting from rough usage to the pocket.

spindle or their substitutes in connection with the
draft timbers or sills, originate in that portion of the

attachments which is not subject to inspection. For
instance, pockets frequently fail under fair usage, being
worn to such an extent that they will not stand the
strain, or possibly by cracks forming at the corners
iu the rear end. which arc not subject to inspection:

and also to do away entirely with spindles—put the
association on record as not sanctioning the use of

/ spindles: and also covering the number of failures
that have been experienced with American continu-
ous draft rigging, which, when they occur, result iu

combinations, that, under the present rules. gre re-

garded as rough usage.

Mr. Showers: I hardly agree with the committee.
I think they should have done away with spindles
years ago: in fact, they never should have been used;
bur doing away with drawbar pockets, spindles or
their substitutes, I think is putting the association ou
record in an improper manner. We have had a num-
ber of cases recently of drawbars being broken in

both ends of car. Is it fair usage? Break a sill to-

day and another to-morrow: bill for both of them; rear
end attachments broken the next day; bill for them,
end sill next day. and lull for it. 1 can show one
record I had last week. They have no right to break
an end sill and a drawbar and then bill us for both,
and afterwards the draft timbers. I think we should
retain the rule. In my judgment, to do away with
this section is only putting a premium on switchmen
handling ears in a rough manner.
Mr. Stuckic: As I understand it. that is classifying

the American continuous as a spindle drawbar.
President Morris: I believe they are classified that

way.
Mr. Stuckic: Spindle connection in rear end?
President Morris: The intention is to do away with

combinations denoting rough usage.
Mr. Showers: In eliminating any part of a combi-

nation I think we are reflecting a great deal on our
occupation. They have added notes to a great many
of their decisions and also written personal letters

after decisions, stating that there was no way where
a .-011111111.111011 could be shown under the rules but. at

Mr. KndT: I would like to answer Mr. Showers'
question. He says he would not like to have the end
sill omitted. 'The end sill is covered in another sec-
tion, so that would not have any bearing on the end
sill. It would not be omitted.
Mr. Showers: I do not see why it would not. It

says damage to drawbar peckers, spindles Or their sub-
stitutes, accompanied by damage to either draft tim-
bers of their substitutes, or end sills. If you elimi-
nate the entire section you can break an end sill, draw-
bar pocket, spindle, draft timbers ami end sill and
the combination would not be broken. I do not think
that any person could 1. ,.k at that matter squarely
and say that a man could break an end sill, drawbar
pocket, spindle or their substitute and yet do it fairly.

Regarding what Mr. Bell says about putting a pre-

mium e,n breaking timbers by rough usage-, or rough
handling, such matters, as I understand it. are met
brought to light. So long as they are reimbursed you
will never hear from it. The stringent rules laid

down by our general managers today will be a back
number in a short time.

Mr. Bates: I am in favor of loosening up the rules.

I do not believe in so many combinations. I am en-

tirely in favor of striking out that section.

The recommendation was adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule 4. Section 5. Add new paragraph

reading. "Metal brake beams of whatever make may lee-

used if they are equipped with ML •' B. heads anil fit

properly to the hangers, roas, lev. is. etc., which .ire stan-
dard to the car."
Mr. Kroff: Ever since I have been railroading I

have been trying to learn what an M. C. B. head is.

I would like to have some gentleman explain the mat-
ter to me. I can argue better after I know what it is.

President Morris: I take it that the Christie brake

THE AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE FOB ENGLAND.
Much has been said about the orders for locomotives placed by the Midland Railway, of England,

with the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The' above picture of one of these engines will satisfy a con-

siderable curiosity as to the type of engine furnished on this order. This engine is distinctively Auier-

ican in design. It has lSxi'4 inch cylinders. 60 inch drivers, a 60-inch boiler. 16.6 square feet of grate

alia, ami 1372.4 square feet of heating surface. It weighs 100,250 pounds, of which 83,100 pounds
.no hi the drivers. The engines will be use,! in freight service and will burn bituminous coal.

the same time, in their opinion it was rough usage
and the operating line should be responsible.

Mr. Kroff: I approve .if the recommendation of the
committee, for this reason, that it frequently happens
that a draft rigging is all cut up by the followers

in ordinary switching, and the draft timbers broken.
Then, by taking ir down, you will find that the draw-
bar pocket is almost worn our. m- the spindle. You
dare not bill it because it breaks into a combination.
The inspector cannot find the worn spindle unless he
take-s it down. The same with pockets. Take a

drawbar pocket—you will often rind ir cracked in the

back part: but an inspector would never notice that.

He does nor crawl under cars to discover cracks in

the angle of the pocket. In raking down the draft

timbers the man making the repairs finds that the
pocket is bad and he has got to stand it or call the
owner over and show it to him and get a defect card.

I think ir is a good idea for rhis association to omit
the rule entirely.

Mr. Davies, Jr.: I rind a great many cars that
have broken draft timbers and pockets. After taking
everything down we find the pocket ;-. very old break,
especially in the corners. Of course, after rinding
that, we cannot hill for pocket and draft timber—it

forms a combination. That is why I favor the amend-
ment.

Mr. Showers: I think that is going a little too far.

(Quotes rule. Se.-. 40.1 I do nor have any objection
to draft timbers; we frequently rind them cur our by
the followers: but end sill, that is getting a little too

deep.

Mr. Bell: I would be in favor of eliminating the"

section. 1 do not see where you put a premium on
breaking cars. I rind that as ears are getting heav-
ier, improvements are being made: there are more cars
ami more stringent rules brought to bear, and I think
the less c binations we have- the better. They only
tend to confusion,

head and shoes were meant when they speak of M.
C. B. brake heads.

Mr. Stagg: I think the Christie brake shoe with a

key is considered an M. C. B. head—anything a Chris-
tic brake shoe will take with a key.

President Morris: Is that a satisfactory reply?
Mr. Kroff: Is that regardless of tin- hanger?
President Morris: They provide- for hangers here.
Mr. Kroff: As long as they receive an M. C. B.

shoe anil key.

President Morris: It also provides for hangers.
rods, levels, etc.

The recommendation was adopted.

Secretary t'ook: Rule 4. Add new section. "Xew wh.e-;s
must be applied to foreign cars when bill is rendered in all

eases except when repairs are- made by switching road."

President Morris: I woulil like to ask tin- commit-
tee, as a matter of information, how, in case a rail-

road has 110 new wheels, they can protect themselves
on bill? If some provision is not made for that.

should not scenic provision be made? There are cases
where it is impossible to apply new wheels, for the
simple reason that they haven't them mi hand. How
would the railroad companies be reimbursed for the

;; 1 material they are purring 011 the ears? It seems
to me rather a hardship to put a railroad company
under any such bonds."

A Member: I am not in favor of that section. Id-

ealise it is hardly possible to applj it to outlying
points. The tendency in this age is to keep down
stock, and if outlying points are compelled to ke-ep a

stock of new wheels for all classes of cars that may
run over the road, it seems to 111c it will work a hard-
ship that can hardly be lived up to. It is almost
impossible.

Mr. Shower-: I do not believe the re is a railroad

company in the country that is able to live up to ir at

all points. They may hi' able to- do it at the larger

points. It might be better for private line companies
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tu have new wheels applied to all their cars, yel some
of thnn are perfectly satisfied with second-hand
wheels. We at times get wheels put tinder our cars

that won't make a thousand miles, but the next turn

she makes she may get a pair of new wheels that were
nut in service six weeks. One rebuts the other. We
have hail fair service from second-hand wheels. 1 do
not think the association should go on record as favor-

ins: this.

President Morris: How would it do to insert in that

section a provision that wheels applied to foreign cars,

when hill is made, shall show that they were cast not

later than a year previous to date of application?
Could it he got around in that way?
A Member: I do not think that would show the

rearing quality in a wheel at a. I. Possibly the wheel
lliat was previously in has never done much service.

I am not in favor of that section in any way. shape
or manner.
Mr. Grieb: I would say. in reply to your sugges-

tion that I do not think that that provision if made,
would tend very much to make this rule (which nun
possibly, at first sight, seem a little arbitrary) any
easier. We have hail a little experience in trying to

follow out practically what is recommended in this

change of the rules. Two or three roads make a spe-

cial request on us to have new wheels used in their

cars, and I do not recollect a single instance when

liange or broken flange the owners arc responsible for

it. yel if you have no new wheels and put in a second-

hand one you gel nothing for it. I am not in favor

of it.

Mr. Wensley: 1 would like to ask what we are to

do with the second-hand wheels?
Mr. Sharp: 1 do not see anything so startling in

that recommendation. ll 110 doubt would reverse the

practice at a great many outlying points: Inn it occurs

to me that it would be just as easy to ship new wheels

for outside repair po nts as to ship second-hand '.\ iiee s

'lie difficulty that has been mentioned bj several who
have spoken about not receiving new wheels would be

readily overcome if this were embodied in the M. C.

P. rules. The shop where the wheels are pressed up

would make it a point to ship new wheels to outlying

points. As they are protected in price. I do not

see where the objection is to this rule as recommended.
Mr. Prickett: In answer to Mr. Sharp: How many

different kind of wheels would you have to carry'.'

Now there are I'onr different sizes of journals. You
wot Id have to carry one or two pair id' each and per-

haps have them on hand a year before using them.

Ml. Sharp: 1 would like to ask Mr. PriCkett what
lie does under tin present rules. He quotes the size

if the journal. This does not refer to the journal.

onlj the wheels. If \ 011 repair a car with second-hand

wheels, you have the same number of pair of wheels.

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE FRENCH STATE RAILWAYS.
This odd-appearing engine wits recently built for the French State Railways by the Si hneidi r Works

at CreUSOt. The deep plate frames are extended well forward of the truck, and beveled at the end to

receive the simp bow-plate covering of the smoke-box door, a device introduced to reduce the air re-

sistance when running at high speeds. With the same object, the front of the driver's cab is finished

with a pointed curve. \\'e reproduce our engraving from Ixiudon Engineering.

n e tailed to comply with their wishes. Between the

par owner and the party applying the wheels, a ser-

viceable or second-hand wheel is rather tin indefinite

matter— in fact, it is impossible to describe by rule

when a wheel is good for further scrvici— it depends
upon individual judgment after inspection, and it

seems impossible sometimes to have two agree. 1 do
not see any good reason why we could not. with a ut-

ile effort, supply the outlying points with new wheels

to meet the requirements of this rult, and use up the

second-hand wheels under our own cars. 1 think the

rule is a good one. It may seem a little rigid at first

sight; 1 think, though, it will work out all right; at

least we found it that way, with the two or three rail-

road companies that made request on us; and we have
had some experience of rather a disagreeable nature
with other people who objected to wheels that we put

ill and considered we gave them good value for their

money as second-hand material.

President Morris: Mj idea in making that sugges-

tion was to remedy the difficulty to a certain extent.

A wheel less than one year old in most cases is a pretty

good wheel; there are exceptions of course, to that.

but it would not be going quite so far as the commit-
tee has recommended,

Mr. Jones: I would hardly be in favor of this rule.

Oftentimes wheels .are broken out on the line and the

wrecking car is loaded up with second-hand wheels--

110 new wheels on this car kept for that purpose. In

many cases we are not furnished with new wheels.

How are we going to apply them?

Mr. Prickett; 1 am not in favor of that rule tit all.

I do not believe il will work. It might work on some
of the larger roads, but with a small road of four or

five hundred miles we could not keep a supply of new
wheels on hand always. And ill cases of this kind,

why. there is no provision made for second-hand
wheels. Provided a road applies one to a car, tire they

going to put that wheel in for nothing? Often when
cars come on the line the wheels are worn out—sharp

Mr. Prickett: That is very well il yon have a press
to press them elf: put them on the same axle.

A Member: 1 will say that I have 1 n al more
than one outlying point on a long line, and I have side-

tracked empty ens to get wheels to put under loaded

cars in order to keep them moving. With new wheels
it would have worked a hardship.
Mr. Showers: The company I represent operated

ahoiu 3,500 cars in the year '!*7. and we used up some-
thing like 'd."n new win els (that is a record I looked

up), ami in using '.'."Il new wheels we mated up over
.i'U second-hand wheels. Taking that as a compari-
son, if new wheels were used altogether in foreign

cars tof which I will say a majority of the roads '11

the country are handling over one-half foreign ears}

would not their second-hand wheels pile up so fast that

they could not use the half of them?
Mr. Kroff: I am not in favor of the rule, for this

reason: The ear owner is charged with second-hand
wheels and he gets what he pays for. if you attempt
to carry new wheels iii stock to supply everj foreign

Car that comes in. you will have all stock. Xow we
use .a great many wheels over our way and in the

month of February we had 110 new wheels on hand.
We had plenty on order, but we didn't have them at

the shops. In a case of this kind what would 1 have
done'.' Suppose I could have hurried up the order and
held the freight until I got the win els. I think the
Mile ought to be stricken out.

The recommendation was not adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule 4. Sec. 14. Amend tic sentence

reading, "This card shall specify telly the re-pairs made
and iii-oii for the same, date and place where made and
11:11111' of road making repairs" by adding tin u
"whether material used in repairs is new or second-hand"
after the words "place when' mule"

Mr. Grieb: I would like to supplement the rcc.un-

mendation bj a few remarks. It was tin- intention if

i!o committee that this recommendation apply only
to such eases where the rules designate a different

price for new and for second-hand material. I sup-
pose everybody understands it that way, bul we did

not make ourselves sufficiently clear on thai point.

President Morris: How would you get that in?

Mi. Grieb: Just take it as it reads and add th"

words "In ease the rubs designate a different price for

new and for second-hand material."

Mr. Prickett: 1 would like to ask the committee if

this is for all material.

President Morris: For material where a different

[nice is specified for new and old.

The recommendation was adopted.
Secret :i iv Cook: Rule 5, Sec. 1. Add tin- following: "If

repair card ami stub do nol state positively whether new
or second-hand marerial was applied, charge shall be mad •

mi the basis of second-hand material when the rules speci-
fy a difference in price between new and second-hand ma-
terial." "If the repair card and stub di t specify
whether cur is loaded or empty, charge shall be made on
the iiasis allowed for an empty car when a difference in

the charge is specified in the rules for empty and loaded
cats."

Adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule 5, Sec. 31). After tin- words, "shall

he final" add the words "Mud proper authority for loll

when accompanied by repair cud." Sec. 3c to tie omitted
entire!}

.

Adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule "• See. in. Add to Hie lis) of ma-

terial: Brake si s. :111c Change "freighl car pain',
mixed" to re ol. "Mineral freight car paint, mixed. .V pi r

lb.; lead freight car paint, mixed. 15c per Hi."
Add a note to the lisl of 'materials, "X'.t n,,,i|. than ore

lb. of mineral paint can In charged for 13 sq. ft. of sur
face covered, and not more than one Pi. of lead paint fir
12 sq. ft. .,f surface covered; no charge to be made for
material for lettering."

A Member: I think that an arbitrary charge of 30
cents for brake shoes will turn out a good deal the
same as the price for M. ( '. P. couplets. That M. ('.

P>. coupler question has been brought up. No rail-

road company wants to do anything without a profit.

Now. men. ir mere is an a.in-iar.v <-•.•. ige ol 00 cents
for brake shoes it is my opinion that the brake shoe
will be cut down in weight below the price that will

bring it to llll cents and there will be no redress. It

seems to me it ought to lie at the actual weight of
material applied.

Mr. Miller: In regard to the member's remarks. I

would say that if brake shoes were applied that would
not come up to the dimensions given in the M. ('. P.

it mended practice, I think they cou'.d be consid-
ered wrong material and would noi have to be ac-

certed.

A Member: I do net see how they ci aid hold to the
1 s. fi r it would be almost impossible to tell

what the wear on a biake shoe would be It might
l.e wcin one-half down in a hundred mi.es.

Mr. Grieb: 1 am a little surprised to hear anybody
put h a self .n record that he was making repairs to

foreign cars for the money there was in it. 1 thought
we were making repairs to expedite freight and keep
cars in repair instead of enhancing our profits. There
is no profit to In' made on journal bearings, but 1 did
not think there was anybody mean enough to cut
down the weight of journal bearings to uet the re-

ward. Certainly if anybody was laboring under that
impression that he was saving money for his company
by cutting down material il) that way. he lost a gol-

den opportunity when he didn't commence when re-
si fictions were placed on journal bearings, consider-
ing the value of the material used in journal bearings
as compared with brake shoes.

A Member: In reply to Mr. Grieb, I did not say
that 1 was doing that. I simply brought the matter
up on account of a controversy that look place in a

railroad paper. He will remember that the thin;.' was
brought up. I think by Mr. Leeds, I could not say posi-

tively, but it was brought up in a paper about applying
a coupler that was only worth So. That is why I

brought the subject up ill that way.
The recommendation was adopted.

retary Cook: Rule 5, Sec. J7. Add to the list of la-
bor charges the following: Straightening one hem axle.
4 ins

. 80c. Blacksmith labor repairing one metal brake
beam, 2 hrs., 40c. American continuous draft key replactd
4 hrs.. mi cts. One American continnous draft rod repa rel
and replaced, 4 hrs. 80c. Two American continnous dralt
n ds repaired and replaced, 4 hrs. $1.00.
Adopted.
Secretary Cook: Rule ."«. Sec. -j:i. Add to the list of

items for which switch roads can render loll against '-ar
owners "broken 'baft springs," "followers" and "center
pins."

Mr. Showers: I am opposed to the recommendation
from the fact that switch roads receive more revenue
ilian railroad companies do for operating cars. They
own no equipment, they d ore damage to cars, they
handle cars more roughly than a railroad docs, ten 10

one. and I see no reason why they cannot return cars
in the condition they gel them.

Ptesident Morris: We would like to hear from some
s wit chini:-mad representatives.

Mr. Wentsel: While we handle a good many cars
on small revenue. 1 think some of the railroads handle
them just as roughly as the switch roads, from what
I can learn, and as these parts are liable {> break in

orilina:y handling, 1 think we ought i" be julilled to

In defense.

Mr. Deen: I am not interested in that although I

am heartily in favor of that rule. I have seen switcli-

in- d( in a great many railroad yards in this town
where cars were handled just as roughly as in any
switch yard I was ever in—they do just as much
breakage and they get more for it as a rule.

The recommendation was adopted.
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k: Rule 7. Sec. 1. Amend the form >f

ne Card so as ro provide space for car number and ini-

tials.

>ted.

The report of the committee was then formally
adopted as amended.
A vote of thanks was tendered the committee for its

work and the committee was - - i. The com-
mittee consisu-d of J. C. Grieb, chairman. S. Shannon.
T. B. Hunt. W. K. Sharp, Geo. Wentsel, Wm. Miller
and I - "Mgg.

Damage to Cars by Staking.

President Morris: The next question for discussion
is in regard to damage to cars by staking. .Should
owners be responsible V

Mr. Wensley: The man doing the damage should
be responsible.

Mr. Jones: I think the man doing the damage
should be responsible.

Mr. Grieb: I think that any damage done to the
outside of a car ought to be taken as unfair 11- -

and damage done by staking makes the party respou-
that did it.

Mr. Priokett: I think that for all damage caused by
staking the party doing it should be responsible. That
is rough usage. Put a stake on a corner of a car to

stake it and if it is a heavy train it will break the
ler post if not three or four end shea things. The

road staking should be responsible.
Mr. Godfrey: 1 think as Mr. Grieb says the com-

pany- using the stake should be held responsible—un-
fair usage.
A Member: I would like to know whether railroad

companies consider it right to stake cars. They all

make it a practice. I think if they are obliged to

stake a car and the staking is done in the right place,

and the car does not stand it. the owner should be
responsible.

Mr. Bell: It depends entirely on the manner the
stake was used and the kind of stake. I have seen

very crude stakes used which were certain to do
damage. A man may pick up a 2x4 scantling to stake
cars with. I think if the stake was of proper stand-
ard—round at the ends and in good order—and car
was equipped with pockets for staking they should

be held responsible for any damage caused by
staking cars. I think in using an improper stake it

would be unfair usage.
Mr. Stag--: Most cars are provided with a place for

stakes. In watching switchmen you will generally
find that they never look for pocket for stake: they
put the stake wherever they happen to find a place
for it and the consequence is that the pocket is bent
and generally the stake is broken. I do not know
whether there are any rules in regard to staking, but
I think if railroad companies were made responsible
for the damage done in staking cars, the traffic depart-
ment would be more particular in the manner of stak-
ing and thus prevent considerable damage being done.
Mr. Gehrke: I think the damage caused by staking

cars should be considered unfair usage and conse-
quently a cardable defect. I have often noticed th.it

cars are staked at places that are not made for that
practice and a good deal of damage has been caused
on account of it. 1 think that on a train of abou:
• r 35 ears they are liable to do a good deal of damage
by staking: therefore, I think it is a good thing to

prohibit it entirely.

Mr. Bates: As you all know, there are lots of roads
that do all their switching by staking; and the major-
ity of cars have corner bands and a good many of
them have recesses in them to receive the stake; and
it is the general practice of all railroads to stake cars.

I believe if any man builds a ear that has no corner
bands and a stake is used on his car. and the end sill

is damaged. I think he ought to stand the damage.
Mr. Davies: I think any damage done to cars by

the stake—that is the slipping of the stake and dam-
_• the end or side of car—makes the railroad com-

pany responsible.

Mr. Smith: I think that for any damage done to
- by staking the owner should not be responsible,

from the fact that any careful staking would not in-

jure a car if properly done.
Mr. Showers: Inasmuch as the general practice of

railways is to stake cars and as the majority
switch engines are equipped with stakes for that pur-
pose it is undoubtedly the intention of the oper:
department to have cars staked and as it is their in-

tention to have cars staked I think that for the dam-
age that is done by staking cars the owner should be

e if properly staked and the staking does
not cause wreck or break combination.
Mr. - .. I move that it is the sense of this meet-

ing that the company staking cars - nsible for

damage done through stak: .

The motion was seconded and carried.

Credit for Missing Knuckles.

President Morris: The next question i> "What
credit should be allowed when billing owners for mi>s-

_• knuckles*'"" This is a question that - ,; to

the secretary by otic of the members. He had a dis-

pute with a neighboring line in regard to a bill ren-

dered and asked to have the association give its opin-

ion as to what was proper.

Mr. Grieb: Should we not have more particulars re-

- 'he conditions under which this knuckle was
- Is that the only damage done—the loss of the

knuckle—or was there any other damage that caused
the loss of that knuckle?
President Morris: The papers I think, specify only

missing knuckle: no other damage.
Mr. Davies: As the rules say that we shall give

actual credit for broken couplers and parts of same. I

should think for a missing knuckle there would be no
credit. Car comes in off line with missing knuckle
and there is no credit to give.

Mr. Murray: There is an M. C. B. decision that
ci.vers it all right.

President Morris: To what decision do you refer?

Mr. Murray: I do not remember the number of it:

a missing knuckle is specified as a broken knuckle.

Mr. Prickett: The party that made the repairs to

this knuckle must have pulled the car over their line

and therefore must have the scrap somewhere on their

and should give proper credit for it. They would
be very foolish to receive it from a connecting line

with a missing knuckle without an M. C. B. card.

Mr. Showers: In eases of knuckles being lost on the

line of a railroad isn't it often because of the knuckle
pin being broken? The owner of the car should re-

ceive credit for second-hand material.

Mr. Grieb: Is it a case of knuckle pin lost?

President Morris: Knuckle only; the charge was
made for knuckle missing; the knuckle pin was sup-

- I to be there: there is nothing to show that it was
not.

Mr. Showers: That case would come under the same
head. We frequently lose knuckles along the road and
they are picked up and applied to another car. Often
they are removed from one car and put in another.

They have the use of the knuckle and I think the own-
er of the car should receive credit for second-hand
material.

Mr. Bates: I do not quite understand the case: but
if it was a case of a missing knuckle on any line I

would say that there was a decision rendered on that

and it was between the E. J. & E. and the P.. iV: M.
Railroad in Nebraska. The E. J. & E. lost a knuckle
on their line out of one of the B. & M. cars and ren-

dered a bill on the B. iV M. for this missing knuckle,

and the committee decided that it was a proper charge:

that it was more likely that the knuckle was mi-- -

on account of being broken than from any other

cause, and was chargeable to owners.

Mr. Showers: I move that owners of car should re-

ceive credit for second-hand material where knuckles
are found missing.

The motion was lost.

Mr. Grieb: In order to close this question. I make
the motion that owners be allowed scrap value of the
knuckle.

Seconded.

President Morris: Full weight?

Mr. Green: I would like to ask the question, in al-

lowing- scrap credit for broken knuckles or broken M.
C. B. couplers, is just the weight of the coupler or

knuckle allowed, or whether full weight is allowed?

A Member: Actual weight.

Mr. Green: Actual weight of the coupler removed.
I have found in several cases that full weight was al-

lowed and I did not know how to take it. I should

take it that full weight be allowed.

President Morris: I think the secretary has found
the decision referred to and he will please read a

syno; - -

S retary Cook: Arbitration - 389; the E. J. &
E. By. versus the B. & M. K. R. in Nebraska. The
E. J. & E. replaced a missing knuckle in a B. it M.
car and applied a repair card for one Hinson knuckle

and one knuckle pin allowed: the reason for making
repairs being '"missing." and rendered bill for $3.75,

allowing a credit of 5~> lbs. steel. 41 cents, net charge

$3.34. The decision rendered by the arbitration com-
mittee in that case is as follows:

"Knuckles of M. C. B. couplers when missing are

more likely to be missing owing to having been broken

under conditions coming under the' head of fair usage

than from any other cause, and therefore is properly

an owner's defect."

President Morris: That appears to be in line with

Mi Grieb's motion.

Mr. Grieb's motion was carried.

The meeting here adjourned.

COMMENT BY CAR FOREMEN.

The next meeting of the Car Foremen's Association

will be held in the rooms of the Western Society of

Engineers. 1741 Monadnock Building. Thursday even-

ing. May 11. at S p. m. The building should be en-

I on Dearborn street at second entrance south of

Jackson boulevard.

The program will be as follows:

ill A question in dispute relative to broken sheath-
_ being owner's defect.

A question in dispute as to responsibility for

wrong arch bars applied.

(3) Is it advisable to use buffer blocks on freight

from the points of protection to car. economy.

This column is edited by the Publication Committee of the Car Fore-
men's Association, and the Ratlavat Masteb Mechanic is not respon-
sible for any ->f the views expressed therein. Communications and
items of interest to car men are solicited T. B. Morris, chairman.

Stem Attachment for Couplers.

A 'though the M. C. B. association has adopted a
standard attachment for couplers, which consists of a
pocket or y.ke. there are still a few railway com-
panies that use the stem.

It would probably be difficult to find a car man who
trould openly advocate the use of the stem in prefe-
ence to the pocket, as it has been thoroughly demon-
strated that it is impossible to put the necessary
strength into a pin of two inches in diameter, after tht
same has been weakened by cutting a slot in it to re-

the key.

Still the fact remains that there are a great many
- in use to-day with this very weak draft gear.

It would seem that the members of the M. C. B. ac-

tion at its next convention should take some ac-
tion in the way of hurrying into oblivion this dangerous
device, by inflicting a penalty upon its use by rail-

ways after a certain time has elapsed.

Dust Guards.
The discussion at the March meeting of the Car

Foremen's Association developed the fact that the du^t
guard is not receiving the attention it should.

There are thousands of cars running to-day having
oil boxes with dust guards which w-ere placed there
when the boxes were first applied, and in the meantime
these same oil boxes have been on perhaps five or six

different journals. It is safe to say that a majority
of car men will agree that a large percentage of hot
boxes are caused by packing getting dry at the back,
caused by loss of oil and also by dust entering the

box and absorbing the oil. The dust and dirt also mix
Tith the packing and there can be but one result.

Granting that the above is true, and there is scarcely

i doubt of it, there seems to be no reason why such
an important matter as the removal of dust guards
should be so neglected. To be sure there are patented
articles which are used to some extent and for which,
with more or less justice (probably lessi great claims

:nade, but the freight cars of to-day are nearly all

equipped with dust guards of the old style, made of

wood, leather or some patented composition. Recog-
nizing the fact that we have a poor device to work
with, would it not be advisable to make the best of it?

Whenever an oil box is renewed or a pair of wheels
changed, or whenever any repairs are made necessi-

tating the removal of the oil box. the dust guard
should be examined and. if found defective, as it will

be generally, a new one put in. Care should be taken
to have it fit the axle snugly and it should also be

thick enough to fill up the slot in the oil box so as to

leave as little space as possible for the dust and dirt

to enter. The top should be cut off so that it will not

come to within less than one inch of the top of the

box. and a piece of wood one-half inch in thick -

should be fitted in the slot.

These precautions will have the effect of keeping

a great deal of dust out of the box and will result in

a consequent improvement in the condition of the pack-

ing.
*--•-

COnnUNlCATIONS.

Applying Second-Hand Wheels.

Chicago, April 13th, 1S99.

To the Editor:
Please permit the undersigned to address a few

words to the Car Foremen's Association with respect

to the equity of substituting second-hand wheels to

replace such as may be worn out or otherwise defective

in foreign ears. It is frequently the ease where rail-

Is apply second-hand wheels they put in such as are

hardly fit for further service and will barely pass in-

spection at time of application. There is no justice in

this, besides it creates considerable hardship on car

owners.
A proper method towards discontinuing such prac-

tice would be to require all second-hand wheels ap-

plied to give a certain length of service or an average

mileage equivalent thereto; for suggestion would say.

6) months' service or 15.000 miles.

We are all equally interested and will agree that this

is a matter of importance which should receive our at-

tention for discussion with a purpose of forcing same
before the eyes of our superior officers, who might give

the subject a hearing at the next Master Car Builders'

convention. A Member.
> » »

SHOP TESTING OF LOCOMOTIVES.

The facility with which the stationary engine has

lent itself to the conduct of experimental investiga-

tion of its performance has had much to do with its

present high efficiency. The conditions of its opera-

tion are. in general, especially favorable to the secur-

ing of accurate data regarding its economy. The ae-

seibility of the various parts while in service and
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the constancy of the conditions of operation make it

possible and easy to secure reliable results.

With the locomotive, almost the reverse is true. The
conditions of operation are widely variable, and the
peculiar service required renders the application of

measuring and recording instruments and the taking
of observations difficult in the extreme. The load is

constantly changing, due to changes in grade and cur-

vature, and frequent stops, and slow downs are usually

unavoidable. Furthermore, it is difficult to duplicate
conditions on different days; differences of temperature
and of the velocity and direction of the wind which
may occur during succeeding tests introduce variables,
and. consequently, errors of considerable magnitude.
For these reasons the accurate determination of the
economy of the locomotive while in service is almost
impossible.

Notwithstanding these difficulties in the way of loco-

motive testing on the road, a great many such tests

have been made from time to time. The larger roads
have conducted special investigations of many kinds,
both with their own engineering force and through the

co-operation of the various engineering schools. Some
of these tests have had for their object the determinat-
ing of fuel economy under different conditions, while
others have dealt solely with questions of tractive ef-

fort, steaming capacity, and matters not involving the
measurement of coal and water. Many roads have
built, at considerable expense, dynamometer cars to

measure and record the draw-bar pull required to draw
trains of various weights and at various speeds. These
tests have yielded a great deal of valuable information
concerning locomotive performance which has had its

effect upon the design and the methods of operation.
The field for improvement was largt. and the sources
of loss and waste were many and of such magnitude
as to be readily revealed by road tests.

But, as improvements have been made, the chances
tor further betterment in economy have diminished,
and correspondingly greater refinement is needed in

the methods of testing the value of those change-.
While there are many facts which can be revealed
only by tests in road service, notably those connected
with strength and wearing ami riding qualities, it is

now very generally recognized by those conversant
with the subject that for investigations involving the
accurate determination of coal and water consumption,
recourse must be had to the method of testing known
as shop testing.

The term shop testing has been applied to all method-;
of testing in which the moving parts of the locomotive
are allowed motion while the machine, as a whole, is

stationary. If, while fulfilling this requirement, con-
ditions of operation similar to those in regular service.

—the same load, speed and boiler pressure,—can be se-

cured and maintained at will, it is apparent that we
have found a means of conducting experiments which
possesses great advantages, both in convenience ami
accuracy, over the road test. Every part of the
machine is at all times accessible to the experimenter
for inspection,—a feature of special importance when
testing the performance of new devices. In fact, a
full understanding of the stresses and strains occur-
ring in the various parts could hardly be had without
the opportunity afforded by the testing plant to study
carefully the moving machine.—Richard A. Smart in

Cassier's Magazine for May.

LOADING LOCOHOTIVES.

With the development of modern rolling stock atten-
tion was called to the unsatisfactory system of loading
locomotives, by giving them a stipulated number of cars
to haul without knowing what the total tonnage
amounted to: one train would be handled easily and the
next one would stall the engine on the first heavy
grade. Considerable friction naturally existed among
all parties connected with the movements of trains un-
der this plan, and often an engineer fell into bad repute
with the operating officials when trying his best to keep
moving. The tonnage system of rating engines, giving
them a known load, largely overcame the difficulties

and removed the irritating causes. The traffic depart-
ment caught on to a few pointers with the adoption of
tonnage rating. It was discovered that many cars
were being sent out on long trips with but a few tons
of some special freight that could not wait for the slow
"way freight" distribution that only took place on day
runs. A new plan was adopted, a zone system, that is,

goods for zones A. B, O and tributary points were load-
ed promiscuously into cars at shipping centers and sent
forward by fast freight, overhauled on arrival at A. B
and C. put in station order and sent forward again for
local distribution within a few hours, thus reducing
the distance lightly loaded cars were hauled to the
minimum, and expediting the distribution of goods.
greatly to the satisfaction of the patrons and their own
advantage
There is a limit even to the capacity of modern

equipment, and in the case of cars this can be fairly

approximated by calculation and close observation, not-

ing wear and tear, undue strain, etc. It is different,

however, with the locomotives; many variables compli-

cate the problem. The aim of operating officials is nat-

urally to move as many tons of freight as possible with

the locomotives assigned to their districts, financial re-

sults being of course the chief consideration, but a sys-

tem of comparisons with other divisions and other

roads spur them up to make a favorable showing. It ; s

doubtful, however, if the most economical results are

obtained by loading locomotives to their utmost capac-

ity; there is a line beyond which the load ami speed

cannot be increased without excessive consumption of

fuel and undue wear and tear on machinery and boiler.

There are other unfavorable effects that follow exces-

sive loading, such as abnormally slow movement of
trains, stalling, doubling hills and increased liability of

accidents, which usually develop under such conditions.

This proposition is more or less indefinite, and the pos-

sible results cannot be measured directly in dollars and
cents, but that they exist to a greater or less extent any
practical man will agree, and I would ask if a large

price is not often paid for the "last straw" or few tons

of freight that constitute its equivalent.—Wm. Meln-
tosh, before the Northwest Railway Club.

—

+-+-+

BOOK NOTES.

STEAM BOILEB PBACTICE, in its relations to fuels and
their combustion ami the economic results obtained
with various methods and devices. By Walter B.
Snow, S. B. 297 pages: 24 illustrations; S vo.; cloth,

$3.00. John Wiley & Sons. Xew York.
The author explains in the preface that the book is

nut intended to describe designs and constructions of

boilers and their accessories nor the special methods of

operation and devices for increasing the efficiency of

the same, but rather to explain effects and not causes,
and tii indicate the possible gain or loss for a given

arrangement and to point the way toward securing the

highest efficiency in steam boiler practice. The first

chapters treat of steam boiler practice, the costs ami
efficiencies <>t" water and steam, and of combustion, aid
on these subjects tables usually found in books on
similar subjects are given.- The compositions of differ-

ent kinds of fuel are given and explanations of gas
analysis methods. The chapter on •'Fuels" is very

complete ami embodies much information collected

from many sources. The table giving the composition
and calorific value of American coals is very complete
and such information is frequently desired. In treat-

ing of the efficiency of fuels Mr. Snow makes one dec-

laration which it is probably well to emphasize: be
says: "With ordinary coal ami band-firing the pre-

vention of smoke is largely dependent upon the fire-

man, irrespective of any special appliances." This wi 1

m>t lie entirely new to many, but some of the city of-

ficials should consider the matter well. The chapter
on the "Kate of Combustion" will prove of much value
to users of steam and the arguments presented are

readily understood and such as generally meet with
approval. The last chapters on "Draft." both chimney
and mechanical, give a number of tables and formulas
founded upon both theory and practice and will b '

found very safe to follow. It will probably be con-

cluded generally that the trend of the argument is for

mechanical draft, and it must be acknowledged that

mechanical draft is each day receiving new converts.

The appendix contains the rules for conducting boiler

trials which rules were adopted by the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers.
That entertaining periodical. Sunset, for March ex-

eels nil previous issues both in quality and quantity.

The opening article is from the pen of Prof. David
Starr Jordan, ami "Mexico." the theme, handled with
his usual penetration and power. Then there is a

well-considered paper on the resources of Stockton,

fully illustrated; an account of a hunting trip in So-

nora, Mexico; the fourth in the series of papers on The
old Spanish Missions in the Southwest; "Wawona and
the Mariposa Big Trees." by Eliza I >. Keith: "Came of

Southern Arizona." by that famous nimrod, Sherman
Powell, and an unusually large fund of interesting mis-

cellany. Sunset is published monthly at San Franc'sco

by the passenger department of the Southern Pacific

( Company.

The bulk of the contents of the April Open Court is

concerned with the Science of Education. Prof. L.

I.evy-Rruhl. of the University of Paris, writes on

Jean Jacques Rousseau, the founder of modern p da-

gogy. and one of the most interesting and paradoxical
figures in the history of modern philosophy. The
frontispiece of the number is a fine portrait of Rous-

seau. The Education of Parents by Their Children is

the subject of an essay by Dr. Paul Cams. The Ori-

gin of Speech is treated by Prof. Th. Rihot, the cele-

brated psychologist. Current questions are discussed

by the editor under the headings of Americanism and
Expansion and Americanism in the Roman Church.
Interesting to students of comparative religion, ami to

clergymen and theologians, will be the article on The
Cross in Central America, which is profusely illus-

trated. (Chicago and Rondon: The Open Court Pub-
lisiiim.' Company.)
The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company, of Xew York.

has just issued a little "booklet" entitled "Index of

Ingersoll-Sergeant Air Compressors and the Many
Cses of Compressed Aii'." which, on '_'s pages, envelope

size, gives a great deal of information. Bach type of

air compressor made by this company is illustrated and

briefly but sufficiently described. The tables >( uses

of compressed air embraces 162 different uses— which
is a gooil many. A later publication, large envelope
size, issued by this company, is also well deserving of

special mention. It is entitled "No. 25000," this title

being chosen because of the fact that the company re-

cently finished its twenty-five thousandth rock drilling

machine. Tin' pamphlet is tilled with information con-

cerning the Ingersoll-Sergeant Rock Drills, and is ex-

ceedingly perfect in its typography. The person who
superintends the printed matter issued by this company
thoroughly understands his business. Both these book-

let.- will lie sent to any one who applies for them.

ELECTRIC POWER FOR PORTABLE MACHINE
TOOLS.

To most minds, portability in the case of a machine
tool carries with it the suggestion of relatively small

size, and a 48-inch slotting machine, for example,

would not ordinarily be thought of as a tool of the

portable type. The advent of electricity as a motive

power, however, has brought some of its striking re-

sults into this field as well as into others of perhaps
better-known character, and has given to some of the

heavier machine shop equipments a flexibility of appli-

cation which has widely extended their sphere of use-

fulness and has correspondingly simplified operations of

hitherto awkward nature. The possibility, through

electric driving, of bringing the tool to the work instead

of the work to the tool has. indeed, led to a degree

of economy in the handling of material which, in one

of the large engineering workshops, is the immediately
striking feature of the place and at once commands
attention. An overhead electric traveling crane picks

up a heavy slotting, or shaping, machine, or drill pre-s.

or other tool of required kind, carries it the length

of the shop, if need be. to the work in hand, and as

promptly takes it away after its mission has been ac-

complished, to operate upon some other piece of work,

or to make room for some other tool. That portion of

the shop floor commanded by the crane is one huge-

work table, slotted and grooved in all directions for

temporarily bolting down the tools, and the equipment
in its entirety and the methods of handling it afford a

splendid object lesson of evolution in shop practice. Xo
time is lost in carrying the heavy piece of work from
tool to tool to be adjusted and fastened for each sepa-

rate one; it is left in its originally allotted [dace, to be

operated upon by each tool in turn. or. preferably, by

several tools at once, as is often possible, with a de-

gree of ease, rapidity and precision which invariably

is impressive.—From Cassier's Magazine for May.

Qooasell's Pump Packing.

The "98" pump packing made by the Goodsell

Packing Co.. 33 S. Canal street. Chicago, posses

a feature of decided value. This feature is tbe wax
end stitching, shown clearly in our engraving, which
passes through the plies throughout each coil, ad-

jacent to the wearing edge and parallel with it.

This happy thought successfully overcomes all ten-

dency or possibility of splitting. The imperfect

features of square duck packings held only by fric-

tion are eliminated by this method of manufacture.

The frequently met with rapid disintegration of the

wearing edge where adhesion fails by crosswise

contact with plunger or piston head is also done

away with by the wax end stitching.

THE PAINT WONDER."

A line of paints which are actually heat proof.

tire proof, rust proof, brine proof, acid proof, water

proof, damp proof and teredo proof and which con-

tain no oil. lead. zinc, iron or graphite is really

"something new." The line of Pyro paints made'

by the Shearer-Peters Taint Company, of Cincin-

nati. Ohio, comes under this description and the

proofs of their remarkable efficiency which the

company offers, are certainly very strong and con-

vincing.

These paints arc unquestionably unique and iu a
e'.ass by themselves. Iu one sense Pyro paint is

not m w. for it is fourteen years since the first ap-

plication was made. This was to tbe roof of a
schoolhouse in Wlnfield, Kan., and the roof at that

time was so old and leaky that the school board

had decided to put on a new one. They consented

to have this paint applied and a few weeks ago
one of the then members of the board reported that
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stock while being passed over the cutter head.

The boring attachment on the opposite side is

perfectly independent in operation. Two men can

work the machine at one and the same time, with-

out any interference. It is capable of doing all kinds

of boring, routing, rosette making, dovetailing table

s'.ides. and a general run of this kind of work.

The machine is furnished complete for ordinary

work, such as planing out of wind up to 19% inches

wide, and squaring one edge up to 4 inches thick.

at the one operation, also for surfacing straight or

tapering, beveling, jointing, rabetting, making glue

joints, either concave or convex: moreover, circular,

straight and wave mouldings, chamfering, routing,

boring, as well as gaining, grooving, panel raising,

ripping, cross-cutting, rosette cutting, etc., can be
done to the best advantage on this machine.
The builders of this new machine, the Egan Com-

pany. 210 to 23G West Front street. Cincinnati,

Ohio, are putting out many new machines this sea-

son, in order to keep fully abreast of the natural

evolution that goes steadily on in the mechanical
world. For the past year this company has had- a

large corps of experts engaged in nothing else but
designing improvements in existing machines and
evolving new ones.

The machine we illustrate is the latest achieve-
ment of these men. and it is put before our readers
with perfect confidence that it embodies in its de-
sign and construction their very latest talent and
experience.

This company's line of machinery covers every-
thing used in the manufacture of wood, and they
can furnish single machines or complete outfits.

Full information and prices on any kind of ma-
chines for working wood will be furnished on appli-

cation.

PERSONAL.

Mr. AY. T. New has resigned as assistant master me-
chanic of the Missouri Pacific at Kansas City. Mo.

Mr. Joseph Elder, superintendent of motive power
and master car builder of the Bock Island & Peoria,
has resigned.

Mr. A. J. Leonard has been appointed purchasing
agent of the Chicago Junction railway, vice Mr. F. T.
Cioxon, resigned.

Mr. James X. Duff, master car builder of the New
England Car Co.. of Chicago, died suddenly at Wichita,
Kan., on April 21.

Mr. John Yought has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Lehigh Valley, at Ilazelton, Pa., vice
Mr. Frederick Roth, resigned.

Mr. William G. Tuller. formerly general purchasing
agent of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, died at
Chicago, April 24, aged 80 years.

Mr. Andrew Anderson. Jr.. has resigned as pur-
chasing agent of the Mexican National. President W.
G. Raoul will attend to purchasing.

Mr. G. H. Hess has been appointed general foreman
on the Grand Trunk. Mr. Hess has hitherto been a
locomotive engineer on the Wabash.

Mr. Frank Ray has been appointed road foreman of
engines on Pennsylvania lines at Fort Wayne, vice A.
H. Polamus, whose death we noted last month.

Mr. F. W. Williams, machine shop foreman of ;!;c

Minneapolis & St. Louis at Minneapolis, Minn., has
resigned to go to the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern.

Mr. G. W. Dixou has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Pittsburg. Lisbon & Western, with head-
quarters at New Galilee. Pa., vice Richard Beeson. re-
signed.

Mr. George Gurry, chief draughtsman at the Brooks
Locomotive Works, has resigned and will return to his
former position with the Rhode Island Locomotive
Works.

Mr. R. A. Dugan. purchasing agent of the Elgin,
Joliet & Eastern, has been appointed purchasing -. gent
of the Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern also, vice Mr L
D. Doty.

Mr. O. E. Work has been appointed general foreman
of the Wheeling & Lake Erie at Massillon. Mr.
Work has hitherto been a locomotive engineer on the
Wabash.

Mr. J. H. Pennington has been appointed superin-
tendent of motive power of the Delaware. Susquehanna
& Schuylkill, with headquarters at Drifton. Pa., vie-
J',bn R. Wagner, deceased.

Mr. Theodore Hal>erkorn. of the Pittsburg, Fort
Wayne & Chicago Railroad motive power department,
has been appointed master mechanic of the Kenova di-

vision 1 l Norfolk & Western.

Mr. William Forsyth has resigned as superintendent
of motive power of the Northern Pacific, on account
of ill health. He will return to his home at Aurora.
111., for a summer's vacation.

Mr. A. B. Quimby. foreman at the Tracy. Minn.,

shops of the Chicago & Northwestern, has been ap-
pointed general foreman at the Winona shops of that
road, vice J. T. Fleisher, promoted.

Mr. Thomas Fildes has resigned as master car binder
at Chicago of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
Mr. Fildes has filled the post which he now relin-

quishes with signal ability for many years.

Mr. B. Adams, heretofore valve setter at the Winona
shops of the Chicago & Northwestern, has been ap-
pointed foreman of the locomotive shops of that road
at Tracy. Minn., vice A. B. Quimby. promoted.

Mr. Frank M. Wilder formerly superintendent of

motive power of the Erie, and lately with the Rich-
mond Locomotive Works, has been appointed superin-
tendent of the works of the Standard Coupler Co.

Mr. W. A. Halstead has been appointed chief drafts-
man motive power department of the Oregon Short
Line at Salt Lake City. Utah, vice Mr. J. E. Seller.

who has accepted a similar position with the Mexican
Central.

Mr. C. D. Fottis. chief clerk to Master Car Builder
Medway of Swifts' Refrigerator Transportation Co.,

has resigned to accept the position of general foreman
car department of the Illinois Central at the Burnsi.le
1 III.) shops.

Mr. C. L. Bundy. of the car inspection force of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has resigned to be-
come general foreman of the Swift & Co.'s shops at

Chicago, vice II. V. Kuhlman, resigned to enter pri-

vate business.

Mr. J. T. Fleisher has been appointed division mas-
ter mechanic of the Chicago & Northwestern, at Eagle
Grove. la., vice Win. Hutchinson, transferred to Wino-
na. Mr. Fleisher has hitherto been foreman at the

Winona shops.

Mr. C. A. Seley has been appointed mechanical en-
gineer of the Norfolk & Western, vice Mr. O. R. Hen-
derson, resigned, effective April 15th, 1899. Mr. Seley
has hitherto been mechanical engineer of the Chicago
< treat Western.

Mr. W. J. Wilcox has been appointed division master
mechanic of the Santa Fe Pacific, at Winston. Ariz..

vice Mr. T. F. Underwood' resigned. Mr. Wilcox has
hitherto been master mechanic of the South Carolina
& Georgia, at Blackshurg. S. C.

Mr. B. R. Moore has been appointed chief draftsman.
motive power department, of the Chicago & Northwest-
ern. Mr. C. D. Jennings, who has heretofore occupied
this position, has been assigned to special duties, re-

porting to the mechanical engineer.

Mr. H. Y. Kuhlman, general foreman of Swift &
Co.'s shops at Chicago, has resigned to become repre-

sentative of the Standard Railway Supply Co.. vice

Mr. L. T. Canfield. who, as elsewhere noted, becomes
master ear builder of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western.

Mr. J. S. Turner has resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Colorado & Southern to accept the
position of superintendent of motive power of the
Fitchburg. The appointment dates from April 11. His
jurisdiction will extend over all matters pertaining to

the locomotive department.

Mr. Wm. Hutchinson, division master mechanic of

the Chicago & Northwestern, at Eagle Grove, la., has
been appointed master mechanic at Winona. Minn..
vice Win. Mcintosh, who. as previously noted, resigned
to become superintendent of motive power of the Cen-
tral Railroad of New Jersey.

Mr. L. T. Canfield. formerly in charge of the car
building work at the Chicago shops of the Chicago.
Rock Island ,5c Pacific, and who has of late been en-
gaged with the Standard Railway Supply Co.. at Chi-
cago, has been appointed master car builder of the Del-
aware. Lackawanna & Western.

Mr. L. L. Smith, foreman of the brass foundry of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Aurora, and who
has been from time to time assigned to special detail

work by the mechanical department of that road, has
been placed in charge of the company's roundhouse at

Streator, 111., vice Mr. A. R. McDaniel, resigned.

'the following appointments are announced as having
been made in the mechanical department of th_> Penn-
sylvania railroad: Alexander Kearney, assistant en-
gineer of motive power; D. M. Ferine, assistant en-
gineer of motive power on the Philadelphia & Frie and
the Northern Central; James T. Wallis, assistant mas-
t< r mechanic of Meadow shops.

Mr. F. O. Brazier, of the auditor's department of
the Illinois Central, has resigned to engage in the
service of the Lappin Brake Shoe Co. Mr. Brazier,
who is a son of Mr. F. W. Brazier, assistant superin-
tendent of machinery of the Illinois Central, was prior
to his connection with that road chief clerk in the

offices of the Chicago, New York & Boston Transpor-
tation Co.

Mr. T. R. Morris has been appointed general fore-

man, car department, of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, vice Mr. W. O.
Davies, transferred. The appointment dates from
April 28th. Mr. Morris has hitherto been assistant

general foreman at Chicago of the same road, and his

many friends are much pleased to learn of his deserved
promotion.

Mr. Robert MeKenna, who has for 20 years been
master car builder of the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western, has resigned that position. Mr. UcKenna
was born in Scotland, in 1826. He entered railway
service in 1853 as foreman of car shops of the Hudson
R ; ver railroad and remained in that position nCii 1870,

since which date he held the post that he now retires

from.
Mr. A. L. Kendall, general foreman of the car de-

partment of the Illinois Central at the Burnside shops,

has been appointed master car builder of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern at the Englewood shops
(Chicago), vice Mr. Thomas Fildes, resigned. Mr.
Kendall was formerly for some time in the service of

the Lake Shore, at the shops of which he now takes

charge.

Mr. John H. Goodyear has been appointed assistant

general superintendent of the Buffalo i*c Susquehanna
R. R. Co.. including leased lines and branches, the ap-

pointment dating from April 1. Mr. Goodyear, it will

be remembered, was formerly chief clerk of motive

power department of the Chicago Great Western Ry..

and only recently resigned that position to enter the

service of the B. & S. road. His many friends will be

pleased to learn that promotion has come so quickly to

Inm.

Mr. John W. Fitz Gibbon, whose resignation as as-

sistant superintendent of motive power of the Chicago.

Rock Island it Pacific to become the head of the me-
chanical department of the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western, as we have previously noted, has his head-
quarters at Scranton. Pa. His title—a new one on the

Lackawanna—is superintendent of motive power and
machinery, and he will have full charge of the con-

struction, maintenance and repairs of the locomotives
and machinery of the company.

Mr. L. N. Hopkins has been appointed supply agent
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. with headquar-
ters at Chicago. He will have entire charge of all ma-
terial belonging to the company which is not actually

in use. All officers of the company who have the im-
mediate custody of any material whatever, will be gov-

erned by his instructions, and will co-operate with him
in all matters relating thereto. Until further notice,

the routine business of the supply department will he
transacted through the storekeeper at Aurora, as here-

tofore. This appointment dates from April 15.

Mr. John Forster has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the Colorado &' Southern, vice Mr.
J. S. Turner, resigned to become superintendent of

motive power of the Fitchburg. Mr. Foster was for-

merly division master mechanic of the Atchison. 'J' i-

peka & Santa Fe. and only recently was appointed di-

vision master mechanic of the road of which he now
becomes superintendent of motive power. The office

of division master mechanic of the Colorado & Pueblo
districts, which has hitherto been held by Mr. Forster,
has been abolished, and Mr. J. Piccioli has been ap-

pointed general foreman at Denver, with jurisdiction

at Denver.

Mr. John W. Cloud, who for many years has repre-

sented the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. at Chicago,
wib go to London to represent the company there. He
has resigned as secretary of the Master Car Builders'

Association and of the Master Mechanics' Association,

and also as treasurer of the Western Railway Club. H
has been with sincere regret that the railway world
has learned of Mr. Cloud's leaving this country, but
warm Cod-speeds will follow him. His discharge of

the duties of secretary of our two great national rail-

way associations has been simply ideal: and in all Irs

business and personal relationships he has won friends

on every hand.

Mr. Oliver H. De Young, master mechanic of the El
Paso division of the Galveston, Harrisburg tV San An-
tonio Ry., died at FI Paso. Tex.. March 24. of catu'li
of tie stomach. Mr. De Young entered railway sc-rvh <•

in 1875, ami for the ten years following was first ap-

prentice and then machinist on the Houston & Tex is

Central and Texas & New Orleans Rys. From 1885
to 1887 he was fireman and engineer on the Texas &
New Orleans. For the year following he was machin-
ist and round house foreman on the Sabine iV" Fas;
Texas. From 1SSS to 1882 lie was master mechanic
of the latter road. Since 1892 he had been OCCnpying
the position that he heal at the time of his death.

Mr. William Buchanan has resigned as superin-
tendent of motive power and rolling stock of the New
York Central & Hudson River, thus closing one of the
most notable careers in American railway service. Mr.
Buchanan was born March 0. 1880, in Scotland. He en-
tered railway service in IS-tT. since which he has held
the following positions: 1847 to 1840. apprentice shops
Albany & Schenectady R. R.: Sept.. 1S40, to July, 1851.
machinist Hudson River R. R.; July to December,
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1, locomotive engineer, and January. 1S52. to June.

K53, shop foreman: June. 1853, to 1859 master me-
chanic 'Southern divi- 1859 to 1SS0 master me-
chanic entire line and Troy & Greenbush R. R.: April.

, to April. 1SS1. superintendent of motive power
Hudson River and Harlem division New York Central

ft Hudson River R R.: April, 1881, to date, superin-

tendent motive power and rolling stock New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River R. R. Mr. Buchanan lias a wo;ld-
wide fame. not only as the head of the mechanical de-

partment of one of America's foremost railway s s

terns, but as the designer of the noted locomotive ' ;•:
'.''

which was exhibited at the W >rl I's Fair at Chicago in

Mr. Frank Bruce, master mechanic of the Montana
Central, died at his home at Great Falls. Mont., April
14. aged 53 years. Mr. Bruce was horn in 1846 near
Newhurg. N, Y. He served an apprenticeship as ma-
chinist with the Washington Iron Works at Newburg
and entered railway service .Tunc. 187' >. as machinist
<m Chicago. Milwaukee A: St, Paul Ry. at Minneapolis,
where he remained for nine year. His career from that

time until death closed his labors was as follows: April,
]s7ii in June. 1882, foreman shops Minneapolis .v S

Louis Ry. at Minneapolis, Minn.: June. 1882, i March.
1885, r.mndhouse foreman St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Manitoba Ry. at Crookston, Minn.: March. 1885, T

1

September, 1S">7. division master mechanic of the same
road at Baruesville. Minn.: September, 1887, to Febru-
ary. 1888. foreman shop- I. - & Nashville Ry. at

Bowling Green. Ky.: February, l^s to March, 1883,
division master mechanic Atchison. Topeks & Saut
Ry. at Emporia. Kan., and Raton. X. M.: March, 18

to October, 1890. master mechanic Chicago division of

the same road: in October, 1890, to April. 1891, m. -

mechanic Union Pacific Ry. in Kansas: April 1. 1891.

November, 1891, general master mechanic Chicago
iV: Eastern Illinois It. R. at Danville, 111.: February,
lVt2. to February. 1893, master mechanic <;reat North-
ern Ry. at Baruesville. Minn.: February. 1893, to the

time of his death, master mechanic Montana Central

By.

Mr. A. M. Waitt. who has since 1 v '.'i' be .. general

mastercarbuilderofthe Lake Shore Ac Michigan South-
ern Ry.. has been appointed superintendent <>f motive
power and rolling stock of the New York Central ft

- on River R. R.. vice Mr.Wm. Buchanan, resigned.

Mr.Waitt has been often

thought of and talked of

for this position and its

final coming to him has
given sincere pleasure to

his many friends. Mr.
Waitt is best known as a

"car man:'* indeed his

railway work has been
quite closely confined to

the car department: and
his appointment as a su-

I perintendent of motive
power has consequently
occasioned some surpris

among those who hav •

not known of the fact

that he is a mechanical
engineer by education
land that he has all

through his active rail-

way service kept a clos

upon, and directed

attentive memory to.

what h • going on

in the locomotive depart-

ment. These not generally observed facts, coupled

with the quite well recognized fact that he is a man
of unusual executive ability, make clear his especial

fitness for the high post to which he now attai

Mr. Waitt was born in 1S5S and entered railway ser-

vice in 1879, his previous training consisting of a course

in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from
which he graduated with the degree of mechanical en-

gineer. His first railroad work was as draftsman in

the car and locomotive department of the Chicago, Bur-
lington Ac Quincy R. R., which work he engaged in

from 1879 to 1881. During the next year he was drafts-

man in the ear and locomotive department of the East-
ern R. R. From 18S2 to 1884 he was chief draftsman
in the locomotive department of the same road. For
the next three years he was the general foreman of
the car department of that road, and was later, up to

February 1. 18§ -tant master car builder of the
B si ft Maine R. R. He then came west as as-

sistant manager of the Pullman Car Works at Chicago,
holding that position until October. 1889. when he was
appointe'. - eral master car builder of the
Lake Shore ft Mi - S nhern Ry. He performed
the duties of this office until October. 1892. when he
was made general master car builder of that road. He
held this office continuously until the present time. Mr.
Waitt has been very active in club and association work
and has held office both as vice-president and president

of the Western Railway Club, and he was last year
elected third vice-president of the American Rail-

way Master Mecham -' Association. He is also a mem-
ber of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and of the Franklin Institute, of Philadelphia.

One of the Old Timers.

We have from tine to time published photographs
and sketches of railroad men. who by industry, pi •

veranee and ability have risen to prominence in their

profession, and have acquired enviable names, and ac-
cumulated co: es which have enabled them to

enjoy an earned and deserved rest from labor at an ad-
vanced age. We lately weie interested in the subjei t

of this sketch by reason of the example it sets, for the
y. ung men of this country who have started, or are
about to start, in a mechanical line, for in no place
an there so many opportunities for the young mechanic
to acquire a competence as in this country. One has
not to rise to prominence to make one successful, but
the every day endeavor met. and successfully ao
plished. in the end brings its reward, and few there are
who can look back to a service at one place covering a
period of over forty years.

Mr. Geo. 0. Durrell. whose photograph we herewith
publish, was born in New Market. N. H.. April 4th.
IV.' 1 His parents were farmers, with a family of
nvi Ive children—ten boys and two girls. As a by.
ami one of the eldest, he was apprenticed out to a

farmer at the age of 12
four years for his

loan! and clothes, doing
farm work. At the age
of If. he secured employ-
ment as a mechanic ap-

prentice in a bobbin and
shuttle shop at New
Market, with the late

I Jewell, who was
for about twenty years
master car builder for

the Cincinnati Ac Mus-
kingum Valley R. R.. 1 t

Lancaster, Ohio. He
worked for Mr. Jewell
until 1853. In 1852 he
married his employer's
daughter, and in 18.">3. in

company with his father-
in law. he moved to Hocking Valley, Ohio, then
a wilderness, and engaged in the lumber busi-

He remained there one year, returning to New
ket, and was immediately offered joun

11 all's wages to return to the old shop, but
1 eiieving a better possibility of advancement lay in

the knowledge of the iron business, he eutertd
an iron works at the munificent pay of seventy-
five cents per day. continuing in that for one and a
half years, during which time his services were so ap-
preciated as to cause his employers to increase his pay
twice. In the year 1856 he moved to Dunkirk. N. Y..

and entered service in the New York & Erie repair
shops, under Mr. Wm. Hart, master mechanic: having
only a limited experience at machine work.he contract-
ed to work for Si.25 per day, but before his first month
had expired, his pay was advanced to $1.32 per day.
At the end of the first year he was placed upon a lathe,

tun: . ns, glands and composition packing for

the Western division of the Erie R. R.. and with an in-

crease of pay each year he held this place until August,
18C2, when he enlisted in the 72nd Regiment New
York State Volunteers for three years" service.

At the' time of his enlistment, the late Mr. H. G.
ks, president of the Brooks Locomotive Works.

\vh 1 had succeeded Mr. Hart as master mechanic, said
to him that in case he returned from the war safe, he
should have his old. or a better place. Previous to his

enlistment he had been for four years a member of 68th
R< j::i.- -lit >" w York State militia, and custodian of

the states guard armory. During his service in the re-

hellion he was engaged in the battles of Fredericks-
burg. Chancellorville. Gettysburg, and participated in

all the battles of the Army of the Potomac up to June.

1864, when lie was detailed and ordered to report to

Gen. D. C. McCallum. in charge of military railroads

at Washington. Upon reporting to Gen. McCallum he
was sent to City Point in charge Of locomotive repairs

on the road running from City Point to Petersburg
and Richmond. He continued to serve in that capacity

until the close of the war. when he was mustered out

of service. Mr. Durrell entered into Richmond from
City Point with the first railroad train which entered
the city after the surrender of General Lee.

Returning to Dunkirk immediately after the close of

the war. Mr. Brooks fulfilled the above-mentioned
promise, and placed him in charge of the second lar.

lathe in the shop. The year following, 1866, or thirty-

three vears ago. he was placed upon the driving wheel
work. In 1869 Mr. H. G. Brooks and Mr. M. L. Hin-
man leased the New York ft Erie shops, and organized

the Brooks Locomotive Works. From that time np to

within a few weeks ago. when he resigned his position.

Mr. Durrell had entire charge of all driving work 1

nected with the locomotive works. He continued with

the company until they had completed 3060 engines, and
of all of these engines, none ever passed without the

work under his jurisdiction l>eing carefully inspected by
him. By economy he has gained a competency which
enables him. after so many years of labor, to feel se-

cure of the comf.rts of life durinn his remaining years.

In conversation with Mr. Durrell. he says, to use his

words, that the secret of his success "was looking after

his work personally a: - g that each detail was
done right." This is truly the reason of success in any
undertake _

Mr. Durrell is to l>e congratulated uinm the sin

which he has made, even though in a humble walk of
life, and the Brooks Locomotive Works upon having
for so many years one in their employ in whom they
have had such confidence as they hav. shown in this
employe for nearly half a century.

SUPPLY TRADE NOTES.

—Grain doors furnished by the Chicago Grain 1 I

Co. will equip the 1000 Chesapeake ft Ohio cars recent-
ly ordered from the Pullman Palace Car Co.

—The Buffalo Forge Co. has removed its New York
office from room 406 Havemeyer BMg., 26 Oourtlandt
street, to room 114, Taylor Bldg.. :'.< Courtlandt street.

—The Boston Belting Company is doing some up-to-
date advertising these days. A "special" postal card
recently issued by this company contains a good com-
bination of humorous picture and clear, straightfor-
ward reading matter which cannot fail to be effective.

—The Jones Car Door Company has been organized
in Chicago to manufacture and sell the new Jones car
door. This door retains some of the best features of
the Moore car door and has several new features
which promise to put it in the very front rank of that
— of car equipment. The door has been in use for

some time on several roads and will be exhibited at
the June conventions.

—Mr. Schuyler Hazard, for many years in the en-
gineering department of the Big Four system and of
late the principal assistant engineer of that systeu
signed May 1 to engage in selling the Lumen bronze.
Lumen anti-friction metals. Lumen linotype metal, etc.
IV has formed a partnership with Mr. Thomas Lee. of
Cincinnati. Ohio, to conduct this business. The firm
will also handle a line of mechanical Specialties. Its

office is at 2<i9. 211 and 213 Race St.. Cincinnati.

—The Marshall ft Huschart Machinery Company.
land. <>.. selling agents for Gould ft Elierhardt. of

Newark, N. J., have sold to the Brown Hoisting and
Conveying Machine Co.. Cleveland, an automatic gear
cutting machine of 120.\20-in. capacity. This machine
is a duplicate of one built by Gould Ac El>erhardt and
recently installed at the works of the Blake steam
pump plant at East Cambridge. Mass. It is said to be
the largest size of entirely automatic gear cutting ma-
chines built.

—The improved Michigan triple locomotive lubrica-
tors and automatic steam chest plugs were specified on
the following recent locomotive orders: Chesapeake A.-

Ohio, nine locomotives with the Richmond Locomotive
ft Machine Works and two locomotives with the
Schenectady Locomotive Works: Hocking Valley, five

locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works: Buf-
falo. Rochester Ac Pittsburg, ten locomotives with the

Br iks Locomotive Works: also ,,n the Wabash order

with the Rhode Island Locomotive Works.

—The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company was he'd at the com-
pany's main office. Jersey City. N. J.. Monday. April

17. and out of a possible v 7,345 shares, there

were 7,069 shares voted for the re-election of the old

board, consisting of Edward F. C. Young. John A.
Walker. Daniel T. Hoas. Richard Butler. William
Murray. Alexander T. MeGill. and Joseph D. Bedle.

President E. F. C. Young; vice-president and treasurer.

John A. Walker: secretary. Geo. E. Lone were re-elect-

ed by the directors. Judge Joseph D. Bedle was also

re-elected as counsel.

—The Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Company has
been compelled to add largely to its works and has
nearly completed an addition of a brick building .~w? by

74 feet with five stories above a high basement. The
old building will be used for pulverizing ore and the

new structure will l>e devoted entirely to the manufac-
ture of paints. The arrangement is snch that the work
will begin on the fifth floor and the paints will reach

the first floor ready to be marked for shipment. At
present the company is obliged to run its old plant day

and night to keep up with its orders and the comple-

tion of the new building will give a much needed re-

lief.

—The Gates Iron Works. Chi - e s its

crushers all over the world. Some two hundred ami
fifty of them are now at work in the mining regions

- nth Africa and scores of them have been shipi>od

to the Australian continent. A third order was recent-

ly received from Germany for a plant originally in-

stalled by the company for crushing an exceedingly

hard basaltic rock, and twice enlarged since. Last

year a plant was established on the island of Guernsey.
At the installation of a Gates' plant in Dalbeattie.

Hand, last year, important public ceremonies were
participated in by the citizens of the town. No man-
ufacturing concern in the country has a higher reputa-

tion for integrity in its work and methods than the
- Iron Works.

—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company is pleas

to announce valuable acquisitions to its working force

in securing the services of Messrs. W. P. Pressinger

and J. M. Towle. Mr. Fressinger is well known to
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users of compressed air everywhere, through his lone

connection with the Clayton Compressor Works, and
he now leaves that concern to work with the New York
office of the Chicago rneuruatic Tool Co. Mr. Towle.
who will open an office for this company in Boston.

has been for the past ten or twelve years engaged in

the manufacture and sale of pneumatic tools, and is an
expert in that line, and well known throughout the

east, where his work has principally been done. This
arrangement gives the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
offices in Chicago. New York. Boston. Buffalo. Pitts-

burg, St. Louis and San Francisco, thus enabling it to

easily reach its trade all over the United States.

—J. A. Fay & Egan Co.. the largest builders of wood
working machinery in the world, whose extensive
works are located in Cincinnati, are making great im-
provements in their plant, and they have already put
in some $50,000 worth of the latest improved iron

working tools, and workmen are now erecting an addi-
tion to their plant, which is to be equipped with all

the latest devices for turning out their machines to
the best advantage. "Superior quality above every-
thing" has always been this company's motto, but the
new machinery now being placed, will enable them to
build and finish their machines in a better manner than
ever before. Orders for the newly improved and ad-
vanced type of machines for working wood which they
have brought out in the past year or eighteen months,
are coming in very rapidly, and they are very busy; so
busy in fact, that if business increases much more
they will have to work at night. If their business is

any indication of coming prosperity, the year of 1809
will excel all others. The new building now in course
of erection will be quite extensive. This company, by
the way. gave an increase of 10 per cent in wages to
its employes on May 1. without solicitation from its

men. This is good witness of the return of better
times.

—That the wonderful tidal wave of prosperity which
is now sweeping the country is not confined to any
particular trade or business is evidenced by the very
large number of orders received by the National Pneu-
matic Tool Co., of Philadelphia, during the past month.
This company succeeded to the business of the O. H.
Haeseler Co., on March 1st. as previously noted, and
its business during that month was four times as large
as that of the precedessor company in its best month.
Its orders included thirty-six of its drilling and reaming
machines for the Schoen Pressed Steel Co. (the largest
single order from a consumer, it is stated, ever given
for this class of tool), ten to the Atlantic Works, East
Boston: eleven drills to the Baldwin Locomotive
Works: four to the Dickson Manufacturing Co.. beside
a multitude of drills and hammers in smaller lots to

other concerns all over the country. These orders
were all secured after competitive tests and speak well

for the merit of this company's product. We may add
in this connection that on April 6 the National rneu-
matic Tool Company bought from the American Pneu-
matic Tool Company, of New York, the sole and ex-

clusive right to manufacture pneumatic chipping, calk-

ing and riveting hammers under all patents owned by
the latter company, who were the first concern to place

this class of tool on the market. The American Pneu-
matic Tool Company have brought a number of suits

for infringement of their patents on both valve and
valveless hammers, and the United States court of ap-

peals for New York has. we are informed, unanimous-

ly decided in their favor. It is their intention, so it

is stated, to bring suits for infringement against all

users of hammers not manufactured by the National

Pneumatic Tool Company. This purchase, we under-

stand, was effected by the National Pneumatic Tool

Company with the idea of saving and preventing their

customers from annoying litigation ana consequent ex-

cessive damages for infringement.

—The month's reports concerning new shops and shop

additions and shops destroyed by fire are as follows:

The details of the additions to the Chicago

& Northwestern shops at West Fortieth street, Chi-

cago, referred to in our last issue, are as follows: The
company expects to extend its present tank shop by

an addition 140 feet long and 80 feet wide; the roof

of the present shop will be raised 5 feet. It is intended

to put a 30 ton electric traveling crane in this build-

ing. It is also the intention to build a new boiler shop

120 feet wide by 300 feet long, to be equipped with a

50 ton electric traveling crane and one 5 ton electric-

crane. The company also expects to build an exten-

sion (or annex) to the machine shop 150 feet long by

100 feet wide and two stories high; the second story

will be merely a gallery. In this building the company
expects to manufacture material for the entire sys-

tem. The manufactured parts that are to be made in

this building are such standard parts of locomotives as

can be finished tip in large quantities, thereby greatly

reducing the cost of the same. The company also ex-

pects to put up a new power house in which will lie

installed all of its .pumps, air compressors, electric

lighting plant and engines and generators for furnish-

ing power to the shops. It is the intention to distrib-

ute power by electricity to the various buildings.

—

The Lehigh Valley shops at Sayre, N. Y., will, it is

stated, be doubled in size. The new shops are to be

used for the building of passenger ears.—The Northern

Pacific machine, boiler and blacksmith shops at Man-
dan. N. D., were destroyed by fire April !>.—The con-

tract for building a 24-stall roundhouse for the Chicago,

Burlington iV- Quincy at Hannibal. Mo., has been

awarded to the George B. Swift Company, of Chi-

cago, and the building will be completed by August 1.

The structure will be of brick, the flooring of the pits

to be brick or concrete. The turntable will be mount-

ed on pilings, with concrete and oak drillage. and with

stone footings, capped with granite.—The Santa Fe
roundhouse at Winfield, Kan., which was recently de-

stroyed by fire, will be replaced with a much more
substantial building.—The Ohio Southern Railroad

Company will soon place in operation a large locomo-

tive and car repair plant in Lima. O. New machinery

will be installed.— It is reported that the Pennsylvania
Company will, during the coining summer, build round-
houses and repair shops a short distance west of Brier
Hill, O.— In addition to the numerous shop buildings
now being completed by the Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany at Cleburne. Texas, bids have been invited for the

erection of three more, as follows: One stone building
22i>x90 feet, one corrugated iron car repair shop 100x
400 feet, one corrugated iron storage house 60x220
feet.—The Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking shops at

Columbus, were damaged by fire April 17. the oil

house, sand house and water tank being destroyed.

—

The Canadian Pacific Railway's roundhouse at Fort
Williams was destroyed by fire April IS. Seven tine

new locomotives were ruined.—The Allegheny Valley
is building a new blacksmith shop at Verona; it is

40x70 feet.—The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
Company is contemplating an enlargement of the gen-

eral shops at Cedar lake.—The Burlington will, it is

reported, expend about $17,000 on improvements at

the Havelock shops.—The Pecos Valley road will, it is

reported, build a roundhouse at Amarillo. Tex.—The
Central of New Jersey will build new shops at Eliza-

bethport, N. J.—The shops of the Louisville & Nash-
ville at New Decatur, Ala., will have an addition of

4o feet to the boiler shop, 00 feet to the blacksmith

shop. 40 feet to the planing mill and 160 feet to the car

shops; $20,000 worth of new machinery will be in-

stalled, including a stationary engine for the boiler

shop and a 200O-lb. steam hammer for the blacksmith

shop. K. M. Newbold & Co. have the contract.

WANTED—Chief clerk for master car builder's office;

must be familiar with interchange rules. Address
M. C. B., care of Railway Master Mechanic.

WANTED—Position in a railway shop by competent
foreman boilermaker, now holding a good position,

but wishing to change. Thoroughly understands all

kinds of work, drafting, handling men, etc. Al refer-

ences from railway officials. Address Foreman, care

of Railway Master Mechanic.

WANTED—A leading manufacturing and selling firm,

dealing in railway material, is desirous of taking
over one or more first-class railway specialties

—

something used on cars or locomotives or in railway
shops. An advantageous arrangement will be made
with the owner of a really good article. Address
"C," care of Railway Master Mechanic.

SITUATION WANTED—As Chief Clerk Motive
Power Department or in similar capacity. Have had
15 years' experience in practical mechanical work
and in administrative duties. Have a thorough
knowledge of all classes of equipment in detail.

Have had extended experience in the organization of
forces and discipline of same. Can offer indorse-

ments and recommendations by many high railway
officials and others more or less intimately connected
with railway affairs. Address "Charles,"' care of
Railway Master Mechanic.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

Runs Xwo Solid Vestibuled Trains Daily

IAM0ND OPEGIAL
MIGHT ^^ TRAIN

AYLIGHT OPECIAL
DAY

between Chicago and St. Louis.
Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor-Cafe Care, Pull

man Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.
See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON. G. P. A.. III. Cent. R. R.. Chicago. 111.

andHaunts in the Wild Woods

Gay Places for Summer Outings.

Either or both, can be found along the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
R'y in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Northern Michigan, Iowa and the Dakotas. Among the
manv delightful summer resorts are Delavan. Waukesha, Oconomovvoc, Elkhart Lake,
Marquette, Madison, Kilbourn. Minocqua. Star Lake. Lakes Okoboji, Spirit Lake, Clear
Lake, Big Stone, Frontenac, White Bear and Lake Minnetonka. In the north woods of

Wisconsin, in the forests of Northern Michigan and Minnesota, and in the far stretches

of the Dakotas true sportsmen can fish and hunt to their heart's content. For pamphlet
of -'Summer Tours." and "Pishing and Hunting," apply to nearest ticket agent, or ad-

dress with two cent stamp, Geo. H. Heafford, Gen'l Pass. Agt., 555 Old Colony Build-

ing, Chicago, 111.

B. & O. S=W.
BEST LINE BETWEEN"

St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati,

Columbus, Wheeling, Pittsburg,

Washington, Baltimore,

Philadelphia and New York.
TRAINS VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

LIGHTED BY PiNTSCH 0»S.

"ROYAL BLUE SERVICE."
Elegant and Comfoi table Day Coaches.

Luxurious New Pullman Sleeping Cars.

Company's Own Dining Cars.
0. p. Mccarty. geo. b warffl,

Gen'l Pass'r Agent. Ass't Gen'l Pass'r Agent.
Cincinnati, O. St. Lovis. Mo.

THE NEW HORNISH MECHANICAL LOCOHOTIVE BOILER CLEANER

"T
' ffTOS^

*'.l 1

5

y
There is no more necessity of washing out boilers in the old way. tha 1

there is for railroading without the Air Brake or Injector.
Nothing but water will make steam, so keep grease and compou ids

out of the toiler. Heat is the best agency known for sepaiating solid
matter from water. A boiler is the best contrivance yet devi ed by m in

for heating water, and as most of the solid matter contained n the fe d
water comes to the surface when steam is up, that is the best place to remove it. The surface skimmer du» this be
fore it starts to make the second round with the circulation. Wbat little is left goes to the leg of the boiler and is re-
moved by the MUD RING DEVICE. This absolutely prevents foaming, reduces the number of washouts, and avoids
incrustation and corrosion, and is far in advance and much more practical than purifying the water before enteringthe
boiler, and after first cost costs nothing. Send for blue print and descriptive pamphlet to

THE HORNISH MECHANICAL BOILER CLEANER CO., 908-909 Masonic Temple, Chicago, U.S.A
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1 THE SHEARER-PETERS PAINT CO. S

THE
...PAINT WONDER...
PYRO PAINTS (Patented Dec. 1, 1891), after fourteen years of tests,

have proven their absolute indestructibility by the action of the elements.

Five times the durability of any other paint is guaranteed on Locomotive

Front Ends, Cars, Bridges, Roofing, and all Surfaces, whether cold or heated.

The only paints that will stay on galvanized iron.

The only paints worthy of the name "FIRE PROOF."

"The Shearer- Peters Paint is the best we have ever used. We have

adopted it as our standard for locomotive front ends, etc."—W. H. Lewis.

Superintendent Motive Power, N. & W. Railroad.

"We have never yet found any paint excepting the Shearer- Peters Pyro

that would stand the combination of heat and steam such as our works are

subjected to."—Wm. N. Morgan, Superintendent Crozer Iron Co.

"Roofing covered with Shearer's Patent Pyro Paint, in Winfield, Kans.,
r „ _ . i*ir_ ii ' • _i. l.i . _i l i "T^i. - l ^ '.l-
luuriccii ycaib agu* i» 5>uii an iigiu—uuui inciai anu wuuu i nc uwi pami un

earth."—B. F. Wood, for seven years a member of School Board. [Mr. Wood
refers to any bank in Winfield.]

MADE ONLY BY

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

PRINCIPAL BRANCHES:

BOSTON, MASS. Towle, Barton & Senter, Mgrs.

NEW YORK, N. Y. Geo. L. Smith, Mgr.

NORFOLK, VA. Pyro Paint Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. John B. Seivers, Mgr.

ST. LOUIS, MO. Whitcomb, Floto & Co., Managers.
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